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SYNOPSIS. i 

Trees are needed on the semi-arid H~ghveld of 

the western Transvaal for shelterbelts, woodlots, fodder, 

honey, shade and ornament. 

A brief history of tree planting in the area, 

more particularly at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom, is 

given. 

Relatively few species can be grown successful
C'f' 

ly in the western Transvaal becauseLthe unfavourable 

climate. Hot, dry winds blow almost continuously off 

the Kalahari between August and October before the f~rst, 

spring rains; cold winds and frosts are experienced in 

winter, although the summers are hot; the rainfall is 

erratic and low, averaging about 600 mm. a year and 

occurring mainly in the form of heavy thunderstorms 

during summer; hail is common. 

The geology of the area is complex. In the 

north-west an overburden of wind-transported sand obscures 

the underlying formations. The soils are mostly of a 

light, sandy or loamy consistency, with a fairly high 

base-saturation value. Concretions, sometimes forming 

a continuous hardpan, are characteristic of certain 

types. 

Various indigenous trees are found in some 

localities. These are small,and are mainly confined to 

rocky hillsides and stream banks. In the past they have 

been much exploited for rough building timber, fence posts 

and firewood. Their growth is very slow, and exotics 

have proved to be more vigorous as well as more useful 

in cultivation. 

; ....... . 
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ii 

Possible adaptations of trees to dry climates 

are discussed. It is concluded that'apparent adaptations 

observed in the field are of little value in selecting 

trees for dry areas. No practical alternative therefore 

exists at this stage to the introduction of species from 

.areas with a similar climate and testing these under 

local conditions. Parts of the world having a climate 

similar to that of the western Transvaal are in.dicated. 

Summarised results of species trials in the 

western Transvaal are given in tabular form, and re

commendations for tree planting in the area are made. 

In an appendix, trials of BB species in 

arboreta at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom are fully 

described and discussed. 
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:tNT"~O.D vc:rt ON 

The semi-arid, highveld regions of South 

Africa, as exemplified by the gently undulating plains 

of the Western Transvaal, are climatically unsuitable 

for commercial afforestation. Nevertheless, tree 

planting in this almost treeless area is a pressing 

need, particularly for the purpose of arresting wind 

erosion. 

Selective grazing and the destruction of trees 

over a period of more than a century have seriously 

depleted the natural, vegetal cover of the soil. 

Arable land has been rendered less stable by persistent 

maize monoculture. As a result, hot, dry winds 

blowing off the Kalahari before the first spring rains 

heap the light, sandy soil into incipient dunes and 

bear it away as dense clouds of dust. Severe dust 

storms occur with increasing frequency, and dust-bowl 

conditions must develop unless the retrogression is halted. 

Of the various means by which wind erosion can 

be checked, tree planting is one of the most effective • 

Another important use of trees in exposed, featureless 

areas is to provide shelter for crops and livestock. 

The efficacy of trees planted in the form of shelter-

belts as a means of amelionating the micro-climate is 

widely recognised, and has received much study in recent 

years (Caborn, 1957). In dry areas, where wood is 

relatively scarce and expensive, trees can also be planted 

with advantage for the production of rough building timber, 

posts, droppers and fuel to meet local needs. Trees sup-

ply fodder for stock in times of scarcity and provide 

nectar and pollen for bees. In streets, parks and 

I .... .... . 
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gardens they afford welcome shade·, From an aesthetic 

point of view, they afford one of the most effective 

means of transforming an otherwise drab and featureless 

landscape. 

A study of site factors in the western Trans

vaal has sugges~certain criteria by which the suitability 

of trees for planting in the area may be assessed. Existing 

trials of 89 species in Arboreta at Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom have 'been critically examined in the light 

of this study, and an attempt has been made to lay a 

sound foundation for future tree planting in the area~ 
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Chapter I. 

HISTORY OF TREE PLANTING IN THE WESTERN 
TRANSVAAL. 

Relatively little is known of either the charac

ter or the extent of the woody vegetation which existed 

in the western Transvaal when the area was first occupied 

by white settlers from the Cape Colony a century and a 

quarter ago. However, such forest resources as may 

once have existed were rapidly depleted, and by 1900 

the scene differed little from that which meets the eye 

to-day.· Steps were therefore taken at an early stage 

by the settlers to introduce various hardy and easily 

propagated exotic trees from the Cape. 

Alexander Struben in his diary (Marsh, 1951) 

writes that in 1863 the town now known as Potchefstroom 

was "burried in a mass of magnificent willow trees." 

Other exotics had almost certainly become established 

by that.time, including the English or Common Oak 

(Quercus robur Linn.), the Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus 

Labill~ and the Churchyard Cypress (Cupressus semper

virens Linn. var. stricta Ait.) D.E. Hutchins (1903), 

inhis celebrated "Transvaal Forest Report", records 

the names of a great m~y exotics found in the territory 

at the end of the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902). This 

list reflects substantial progress in the way of tree 

planting, but it was not until 1903 that afforestation 

in the true sense of the word, and with it the sys

tematic introduction and trial of tree species on a 

scientific basis, was first attempted in the Transvaal. 

I ....... . 
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In the Report already refferred to, Hutchins 

presented a list of suggested species for experimental 

planting in the Colony. This was remarkable alike 

for its comprehensiveness and for the insight which it 

reveals into fundamental, silvicultural principles. 

Under the sub-title: "The Tree Fitted to the Climate", 

Hutchins formulated an approach far in advance of his 

times when he wrote: "Climatic fitness is the crux of 

the list, and on that every care has been bestowed11
• 

The foundations of a sound forest administration 

in the Transvaal were also laid by Hutchins, who at the 

time held the post of Conservator of Forests at Cape 

Town. The newly-formed Transvaal Division of Forestry 

adopted a policy of establishing plantations and forest 

tree nurseries in close proximity to all the larger centres 

of population. In accordance with this policy, suitable 

sites were selected near Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom 

in 1903, and preparations were immediately put in hand 

for raising transplants to meet official requirements 

and for sale to the public. 

In the Annual Report of the Division of Forestry 

for the year 1903-04, the Conservator of Forests enlarged 

as follows on current proposals to establish plantations 

and to stimulate tree planting generally in the Lichten

burg and Potchefstroom districts: 

"Lichtenburg is one of the chief centres in the 

south-western Transvaal, a division of the country through 

which it is possible to drive for hours on end (by wago~) 

without coming across a single tree. At wide intervals 

groves of thorns occur, but the greater portion of the 

; ....... . 
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District is bare, exposed and treeless. 

"It is recognised that, without the shelter 

and other benefits to be derived from extensive tree

planting, farming in this District, as in other treeless 

parts of the Transvaal, will never make the strides 

of progress it might, and it is largely with the 

o'bject of demonstrating to the at present sceptical 

population that it is possible to grow trees without 

irrigation in this semi-arid part of the country, and 

at the same time supplying young trees to the local 

farmers, that the nursery and plantation were opened •••••• 

11 From the Plantation itself such large yields 

as would be obtained in more favourable localities is 

not to be looked for, but, nevertheless, remunerative 

returns can be expected from the sale of fencing poles, 

firewood and smaller sized timber. 

"Only trees accustomed to very dry climates 

will be planted out here. Such are Euc. hemiphloia, 

Eus. polyanthemos, the red and grey box of inland East 

Australia; Euc. salmonophloia, the salmon barked Gum of 

Coolgardie; Euc. salubris and Euc. microtheca, trees 

which grow in the hot, arid interior of Australia; the 

Cypress pines, Callitris calcarata and Callitris ver

rucosa; the various Acacias - all from Australia; Pinus 

halepensis from the Mediterranean region; Cupressus 

sempervirens from Asia Minor and Northern Persia; and 

Prosopis and other dry country trees from Texas, California 

and Mexico ••••••••••• 

"(At Potchefstroom) the same class of tree 

that is being grown at Lichtenburg is also being planted 

•••••••• The rainfall at the two places differs very 

; ........ . 
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little, and will only suffice to produce trees 

accustomed to a comparatively dry climate.u 

Hutchins' strictures on the matter of 

"climatic fitness" had not, it seems, been taken 

fully to heart, for species from the Mediterranean 

region and California were not entirely excluded. 

Nevertheless, a new orientation is apparent in the 

phrase "only trees accustomed to very dry climates 

will be planted out here 11 (i.e. at Lichtenburg). 

Hutchins' views on the prospects of esta

blishing a successful plantation at Lichtenburg were 

not optimistic, for in his Report (ibid.) he writes:-

"The rainfall here is not known. It is 

probably not above 20 inches, and may be less, so that 

it will be necessary to proceed with caution, planting 

only dry country trees, such as Callitrisses, Iron

barks, Eucalyptus polyanthemos, E. tereticon1is, 

E. rostrata etc. It must be borne in mind that though 

20 inches may be enough for avenue trees and scattered 

trees, it is too little for trees in mases •••••••••••• 

"If the rainfall be below 20 inches, as seems 

possible, in view of the nearness of Lichtenburg to the 

Bechuanaland (Botswana) frontier, it will be prudent 

to reduce the work to a distributing nursery, and such 

planting as may be necessary for arboretum purposes ••••••" 

Despite misgivings, preparations proceeded 

apace, and the following year a significant step forward 

was taken when an Arboretum was laid out at Lichtenburg 

Plantation. Thus, for the first. time in the history 

; ..... . 
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of the western Transvaal, experimental plantings of 

timber tree species were placed on a comparative 

basis. Similar developments followed shortly at 

Potchefstroom. 

An interesting record of the early history of 

the Arboretum at Lichtenburg can be gleaned from 

successive Annual Reports of the Conservator of 

Forests, the salient points of which are given in 

the following pages. Unfortunately, these same 

Reports throw no light on the progress of the Arbore

tum at Potchefstroom, the only source of information 

in this case being the accounts of individual species 

trials contained in the Arboretum Book. 

Early History of Lichtenburg Arboretum. 

In the Annual Report of the Conservator of 

Forests for the year 1904-05, we read that: "An Arbere

tum, 10 acres in extent, has been fenced and laid out 

into plots one-tenth of an acre in size. Sixteen of 

these plots have been planted with different varieties 

of trees to test their adaptability to the district. 

"It has been established that Euc. bicolor 

and Euc. microtheca (an error for E. camaldulensis Dehn.) 

are very hardy against frost, while Euc. salmonophloia 

and Euc. salubris are much less so.n 

Further progress was made during the course 

of the following year, for in the Annual Report for 

1905-06 it is recorded that: "The Arboretum has been 

extended by the planting of 10 additional plots, so that 

there are now 26 blocks of different kinds of trees 

I ........ . 
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growing side by side under ordinary veld conditions. 

More plots will be planted from time to time as material 

becomes available. The local indigenous veld trees 

are not being neglected, blocks having been set asi_de 

for white stinkwood (Celtis rhamnifolia - now c. africana 

Burm.), karree (Rhus viminalis- actually R. lancea 

L.f.), the ordinary sweet thorn (Ac. sp.- Acacia karroo 

Hayne)." 

The harsh climate of Lichtenburg was soon to 

take its toll of the newly established arboretum plots, 

however. The story is told in the Annual Report for 

the following year, 1906-07, which S'tates1: "The weather 

during the winter was extremely severe and occasioned 

heavy loss not only in the nursery but also among the 

trees planted out. The main damage was done between 

the 27th and 30th of May, when a bitterly cold wind 

blew from the south. The effect was the more deadly 

because up to that date the trees were growing vigo-

rously after the abnormally wet summer." 

The last reference to the Arboretum at 

Lichtenburg is contained in the Annual Report for 

1908-09, in which certain preliminary conclusions 
wl~ 

are drawnLregard to the hardiness of various species 

in the western Transvaal. Some of these conclusions 

cannot be supported to-day in the light of further 

experience, drawing attention to the dangers inherent 

in judging the success of trials after the lapse of too 

short an interval of time. 

I ......... . 
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CHAPTER II. 

DESCRIPTION OF AREA. 

The semi-arid, highveld region of the western 

Transvaal is not isolated by natural, physiographic bar-
I 

riers which cause its climate to differ appreciably ~rom 
{se, wf7J~·~' IM¥ of m& We.'-1'~.-"" -r.--,vutta.A.-1) 

that of the co~try ~ '~~ aing it~ To the south it 

is separated from the Orange Free State by the Vaal 

River. The boundary with Botswana to the west is 

political rather than climatic, while in the north and 

east the region merges by imperceptible degrees with 

the warm, dry valley of the Limpopo River and its 

tributaries and with the cool, sub-humid, gently 

rising plateau of the eastern Transvaal highveld. A · 

line drawn roughly from Parys on the Vaal River, through 

Zeerust and on to the fBotswanaJ Border (corresponding 

with the boundary between Silvicultural Zones C ''' 2 

and B ''' 2 of the Map) delineates the region from 

areas to the north and east. While there is a gradual 

diminution in the rainfall from east to west and while 

the winters become progressively more 

south, the change is nowhere abrubt·~ 

;,..""" severeLnorth to 

The results of 

the species trials conducted at Lichtenburg (26oog•s, 

26°10'E) and Potchefstroom (26°43'5, 27°06'E) ~ 

are therefore to some extent valid not only for the 

whole of the western Transvaal but for a wide area beyond 

its boundaries. 

The relationship of the .climate of the western 

Transvaal to that of the rest of South Africa is 

illustrated·by the Silvicultural Map. In this map, the 

parameters of the different humidity and temperature 
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zones are not mathematically related in any systematic 

way, nor do they accord closely with those of other, pre-

viously published, climatic classifications. The zones 

are empirical ones and were suggested by the observed 

limits of hardiness to frost and drought of represen-

tative tree species. 

CLIMATE. 

The climate of the western Transvaal can be 

classed as temperate, semi-arid, with a markedly 
r"#-i" t~/1 

seasonal/occurring almost entirely during the summer 

months. It is further characterised by periodic, cold 

winds in winter, which blow unimpeded across the plains 

from the south and are sometimes accompanied by light 

falls of snow or sleet. Severe frost may be experienced 

during several months of the year, the effect of 

which upon vegetation is frequently accentuated by high 

winds. In spring and early summer, warm, dry winds of 

considerable force and long duration sweep across the 

rainless countryside off the Kalahari desert and dry 

out the vegetation at the end of the long, winter drought. 

Mute testimony to the strength and persistence of these 

westerly winds is borne by the inclined stems and lopsided 

crowns of evergreen trees exposed to their influence. 

"Set-inn rains, although sometimes experienced, do not 

account for a large proportion of the total, annual rain

fall, which is received mainly in the form of short, sharp 

thunder storms. 

A marked similarity exists between the 

climates of Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom. Both centres 

/ ..... . 
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fall within the same silvicultural zone (Zone C ••• 2 

of the Map) and are thus comparable in terms of moisture 

balance and mean, minimum temperature - two factors 

critical to the survival and growth of trees. 

Rainfall. 

Since 1904, when systematic tree planting 

commenced in the western Transvaal, the mean annual 

rainfall recorded at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom has 

been 598 mm. and 618 mm., respectively. The closeness 

of these averages is to be noted, the more so because 

a decade or so ago they were practically indentical. 

The annual totals for each centre are given in the following 

Table:-

/ ..... 
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TABLE I. 

ANNUAL RAINFALL RECORDED AT LICHTENBURG AND POTCHEFSTROOM 

Rainfall (mm.) 
Year 

Lichtenburg Potchef'stroom 

1904 596 664 
1905 480 496 
1906 523 485 
1907 731 900 
1908 480 522 
1909 909 783 
1910 551 528 
1911 594 504 
1912 622 671 
1913 649 618 
1914 533 600 
1915 560 684 
1916 448 518 
1917 699 734 
1918 942 788 
1919 442 409 
1920 442 557 
1921 748 808 
1922 437 556 
1923 774 491 
1924 625 692 
1925 652 665 
1926 495 554 
1927 505 504 
1928 753 573 
1929 565 939 
1930 525 525 
1931 539 650 
1932 556 428 
1933 470 478 
1934 964 530 
1935 397 459 
1936 655 803 
1937 458 371 
1938 429 502 
1939 904 725 
1940 729 587 
1941 482 380 
1942 709 704 
1943 840 959 
1944 806 821 
1945 485 395 
1946 589 616 
1947 661 544 
1948 395 591 
1949 583 530 
1950 752 685 
1951 495 645 
1952 639 716 
1953 465 629 
1954 539 595 
1955 400 728 
1956 533 500 
1957 869 767 
1958 518 595 
1959 439 616 
1960 535 803 
1961 646 670 
1962 547 662 . 

Mean 598 618 

••••• 
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The above data are presented graphically in 

Figures 1 and 2. 

The variability of the rainfall in the western 

Transvaal is apparent. However, wet and dry years 

frequently coincide at the two centres, notwithstanding 

the erra.tic behaviour of convection storms. This is 

illustrated in Figure 3, where the two sets of data are 

plotted over one-another. 

Of especial importance from the point of view 

of tree planting, since most specie.s have a life-span 

extending over several decades, is the question of 

weather cycles or trends. Such trends have been demon

strated by Schumann and Thompson (1934) and Wicht (1949), 

who fitted smoothed curves to rainfall data. The method 

of analysis employed involves weighting observed annual 

rainfall totals proportionately to the values of the normal 

frequency distribution, using the following set of equations:-

/· ...... . 
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B1 = .325A1 + .270A2 + .195A3 + o115A4 + o060A5 + o025A6 + .OlOA7 
B2 = o270Al + o245A2 + .195A3 + ol35A4 + o085A5 + e045A6 + .025A7 

B3 = ol92A1 + .195A2 + ol90A3 + .160A4 + ol20A5 + .075A6 + .040A7 + .025A8 
B 4 = .120A1 + ·.135A2 + ol60A3 + ol70A4 + ol55A5 + .120A6 + .075A7 + .040A8 + o025Ag 

B5 = .060A1 + .080A2 + .120A3 + ol55A4 + ;,170A5 + .155A6 + .120A7 + o075A8 + o040Ag + o025A10 
B6 = o025A1 + .040A2 + .075A3 + .120A4 + .155A5 + .170A6 + .155A7 + rel20A8 + ·e075Ag + o040Al0 + o025All 

B7 = .025A2 + .040A3 + .075A4 + .120A5 + .155A6 + ol70A7 + .155Aa + .120Ag + .075A10+ .040A11 + .025A12 

Bn_5=.025An_10+.040~-g + o075An-B + ol20~_7+.155An_6 + .170An_5 + .155An_4 + .120~_3 + .075An_2+.040~-l + o025An 

Bn_4=.025An~g +.040An-B + .075An_7 + .120An_6+.155An_5 + .170~_4 + .155An_3 + .120~_2 + .080An_1+.060~ 

Bn_3=.025An-B +.040An_7 + .075An_6 + .120~_5+.155An_4 + .170~_3 + .160An_2 + .135An_1 + .120~ 

Bn_2=.025An_7 +.040~_6 + o075An_5 + .120~_4+.160~_3 + .190~_2 + .195An-l + .192An 

Bn_1=.025An_6 +.045An_5 + .085An_4 + o135An_3+.195An_2 + .245!n-l + .270~ 

Bn = .010An_6 +.025An_5 + o060~_4 + o115An_3+.195An_2 + .270An-l + .325An 

Where A
1 

- An are successive values of the observed, annual rainfall and B1 - B are successiver points on the smoothed 
n curve. 

; ............. . 
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The values of B1 - Bn calculated for Lichten

burg and Potchefstroom by means of the above equations 

are shown in Figures 1 and 2 by continuous, smooth curves. 

The arithmetic, mean rainfall for the period under 

consideration is indicated by a straight line drawn 

parallel with the abscissa. 

Inspection a.f the smooth curves in Figures 1 

and 2 does not reveal any definite rhythm or trend in 

the rainfall, although dry periods are seen to alternate 

with moister ones. This is consistent with the findings 

of various authors who have attempted, unsuccessfully, 

to demonstrate rainfall cycles (such as one associated) 

with the 11.2-year sun-spot cycle). Similarly, no clear 

indication is given by these smooth curves of any long

term increase or decrease in the annual rainfall over 

·the whole period under review. This aspect of the 

matter can, however, be subjected to further analysis. 

Schumann and Thompson (ibid.) point out that 

11it is tacitly assumed that there is a fixed normal or 

average value of rainfall, which may be determined from 

a sufficiently lengthy series of observations", but cast 

doubt on this assumption, stating that tt•••••••••••••••• 

there is also the possiblity that no such thing as a 

fixed, average rainfall exists, and that the so-called 

average itself is subject to variations." They refer 

to the findings of Dean A. Pack, which seem to lend 

weight to such an hypotheses, concluding that, "instead 

of referring to 'normal' rainfall as though it were a 

fixed average, it would be more correct scientifically to 

employ the term 'floating average'"· 

I' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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If this floating average is computed progres

sively year by year and plotted over time, a smoother 

curve can be expected than that obtained by the method 

of Schumann and Tho~on or Wicht, i.e. one less influenced 

by transitory droughts and periods of higher rainfall. 

Such a curve, while of no value as a means of showing 

weather cycles, would give a clearer indication of long

term changes in the annual rainfall. 

The calculation of the floating or progressive 

average involves the following set of equations:-

= Al 
1 

= Al + A2 
2 

= Al + A2 ----------A n 
n 

where A1 - ~ are, as before, successive values of the 

observed, annual rainfall and M1 - Mn are successive levels of 

the progressive mean. 

The values of M1 - Mn calculated by means of these 

equations are presented graphically in Figures 4 and 5, in 

which the ordinates are drawn to the same scale as in 

Figures 1, 2 and 3 but the scale of the abscissae is re

duced by one half. These data indicate that the mean annual 
r~t\4~11 
[at Lichtenburg in 1962 stood at a lower level than at any 

time since 1938. Only on three occasions since 1909 has 

the figure dropped below the most recently calculated 

level. On the other hand, the position with regard to 

Potchefstroom is reversed, for the mean annual rainfall 

has not stood so high since 1931 and has only risen above 

the most recently calculated level twelve times since 1911. 

; .•........ 
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These results seem slightly contradictory, yet double-

mass analysis shows no inconsistency of the records, and 

it must be concluded that, over the western Transvaal 

as a whole, there has been no progressive change of 

practicalff significance in the annual rainfall during 

the period under review. 

Another feature of the rainfall in the western 

Transvaal is that the precipitation is confined to 
., .. ~bu-

relatively few days in the year, the averageLof rainy 

days per annum at Lichtenburg being 56.7 days and at 

Potchefstrrom 58.0. On the other hand, the percentage 

of the total annual rainfall which is liable to occur 

within a single, 24-hour period is not unduly high. 

The maximum, 24-hour, rainfall expectancy at Lichtenburg 

and Potchefstroom for spans of from 5 to lOO years is 

given in the table below, 

TABLE 2 

MAXIMUM 24-HOUR RAINFALL EXPECTANCY FOR 
PERIODS RANGING FROM 5 TO 100 YEARS. 

Percentage of Average Annual Rainfall 

5 10 15 20 30 40 60 80 
Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 

lOO 
Years 

Lichten-
burg 
Pot chef-
stroom 

11 13 15 15 17 17 18 19 20 

11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 19 

The maximum rainfall actually recorded in a single, 

24-hour period at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom is 97 mm. and 

140 mm., respectively, that at the former centre having been 

registered in April, 1945, and that at the latter in 

December, 1943. 

I ........ . 
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The average, maximum and minimum rainfall 

recorded at Lichtenburg and Potchefstrrom for each 

month of the year is given in Table 3, below:-

TABLE 3 

IvlONTHLY RAINFALL 

Rainfall (mm.) 

Mcntti Lichtenburg Potchefstroom 

Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum 

January 114 282 24 106 240 29 
February 91 265 13 95 227 22 
March 99 200 8 84 276 11 
April 38 127 0 34 135 0 
May 17 73 0 19 99 0 
June 6 111 0 8 104 0 
July 6 70 0 8 83 0 
August 5 92 0 10 100 0 
September 15 86 0 18 93 0 
October 45 138 5 46 171 1 
November 71 184 3 78 170 10 
December 97 309 9 102 237 21 

The above data are represented diagramatically 

by means of histograms in Figures 6 and 7. 

The markedly seasonal distribution of the rain-

fall is apparent. At both centres there are 6 consecutive 

months in each year during which no rain at all may be 

experienced, while the average monthly rainfall over the 

period May-August, inclusive, is no more than 10 mm. 

This long, practically rain1ess period lasting almost 

the entire winter is of great significance to plant life 

and more particularly to evergreen trees. Into this 

category fall the eucalypts and all the conifers of any 

importance in the western Transvaal. 

It might be argued, and plausibly, that the 

effect of the seasonal drought would be even more severe 

; ...... . 
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if it occurred at the height of the summer, growing 

season instead of in winter. Any such consideration 

is, however, offset by the fact that the loss of 

moisture through evaporation to the atmosphere after 

rain is both greater and more rapid at the higher 

temparatures which prevail in summer.. Consequently, 

a smaller proportion of the rainfall penetrates the soil. 

Hence it is that economic afforestation is possible in 

the winter rainfall area in localities where the mean, 

annual precipitation is less than that necessary in 

the summer rainfall area unless the summers are parti

cularly cool. 

The effectiveness of the annual rainfall, 

having due regard for seasonal distribution and for 

mean, monthly temperatures throughout the year, has 

been critically examined by Thornthwaite (1948). In 

discussing the role of evaporation, Thor.nwaite states: 

11 We cannot tell whether a climate is moist or dry by 

knowing the precipitation alone. We must know whether 

precipitation is greater or less than the water needed 

for evaporation and transpiration." The combined 

effect of evaporation and transpiration Thor.nwaite terms 

11 evapotranspiration", continuing: "Since precipitation 

and evapotranspiration are due to different meteorological 

causes, they are not often the same either in amount or in 

distribution through the year. In some places more 

raizytalls month after month than evaporates or than the 

vegetation uses. The surplus moves through the ground 

and over it to form streams and rivers and flows back 

to the sea. In other places, month after month, there 

is less water in the soil than the veget~on would use 

; ..... . 
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if it were available. There is no excess of precipi-

tation and no runoff, except locally where the soil is 

impervious and cannot absorb the rain on the rare 

occasions when it falls. Consequently, there are no 

permanent rivers, and there is no drainage to the ocean. 

In still other areas the rainfall is deficient in one 

season and excessive in another, so that a period of 

drought is followed by one with runoff. The march of 

precipitation through the year almost never coincides 

with the changing demands for water." 

The rational approach to the classification of 

climate epvolved by Thornwaite is based on the balance 

between available moisture (as expressed by precipitation 

and the water storage capacity of the soil) and potential 

evapotranspiration (defined by him elsewhere as "the 

amount of moisture that would be transferred from a 

vegetationcovered soil to the atmosphere by evaporation 

and transpiration, if it were constantly available in 

optimum quantity"). In calculating the water balance, 

Thornthwaite assumes that the amount of stored moisture 

available to plants with fully developed root systems does 

not deviate substantially from a mean value equivalent to 

100 mm. of rain. He then devises an empirical method 

of computing potential evapotranspiration (which is 

actually an index of solar, thermal efficiency) based on 

latitude and mean,monthly temperatures throughout the 

year. For this, specially prepared tables and a maaogram 

are used, and a final adjustment is made for the number of 

days in the month. 

/ ......... . 
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The computed data for potential evapo-

transpiration are next compared with the mean rainfall 

for the corresponding month, carrying forward surplus 

moisture stored in the soil (if any) from one month to the 

next. A measure is thereby obtained of the moisture 

surplus or deficit for each month and so, in turn, for the 

whole year. A possible refinement to the method would 

be the introduction of a factor for the average interval 

between rainy· spells in each month, since, as Thornthwaite 

himself observes, "drought does not begin immediately when 

rainfall drops below water needn but sets in only when 

evapotranspiration has accounted for all the moisture 

stored in the soil. 

Schulze (1947), in preparing a paper on the 

climate of South Africa using the method proposed by 

Thornthwaite, computed the water balance of over 400 

stations distributed throughout South Africa, South West 

Africa and the three High Commission Territories. The 

writer is indebted to him for permission to draw upon 

these valuable data to describe more fully the climate of 

the western Transvaal. 

In Figures 8 and 9, data for precipitation, 
w~u clt:fieit ~et 

evapotranspiration,Lwater surplus are presented graphically 

for Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom. 

These data reveal that at Lichtenburg and Potchef-. 

stroom there is no seasonal water surplus, i.e. there is 

no month during the year when the supply of moisture in the 

soil is more than can be exhausted by the combined action of 

evaporation and transpiration. On the contrary, throughout 

the greater part of the year these two centres experience 

a water deficit. 

; ........ . 
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In view of the chronic water shortage which 

exists at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom, moisture is 

necessarily a critical factor in the survival and 

growth of vegetation. Hence a capacity for resisting 

prolonged drought is among the essential attributes 

to be looked for in any tree species when assessing 

its suitability for trial in the area. 

Temperature. 

The effect of temperature on rate of evapora

tion and transpiration has been discussed in relation 

to water balance. It only remains, therefore, to give 

a more detailed account of actual temperatures experienced 

in the western Transvaal and of their bearing upon tree 

planting there. 

In Figures 10 and 11, the absolute maximum, 

mean daily maximum, absolute minimum and mean daily minimum 

temperatures recorded at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom 

during each month of t.he year are presented graphically 

after the method of Deasy (1941). Perusal of these data 

shows that, as in the case of rainfall, a close similarity 

exists between conditions at the two centres. 

In the diagramatic method of presentation 

developed by Deasy the annual temperature range is shown 

by the overall interval between the four curves. The 

shaded space between the mean (daily) maximum and mean 

(daily) minimum curves represents the average or 'normal' 

diurnal temperature range during the different months of 

the year. Extreme temperatures, which may be limiting 

factors for plant and animal life, are reflected by the 

absolute maximum and absolute minimum curves. The dis

tance of the extreme curves from the mean curves indicates 

I ........ . 
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the daily temperature irregularity for different months, 

though imperfectly, for no account is taken of absolute 

lowest maximum or absolute highest minimum temperatures. 

The data for Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom are 

noteworthy, firstly, for the exceptionally wide overall 

temperature range which they embrace; secondly/, for the 

very large fluctuation in absolute maximum and absolute 

minimum temperatures according to the season of the year; 

thirdly, for the great difference which exists between the 

mean, daily maximum and mean, daily minimum temperature 

in any one month. The range in absolute temperature 

experienced at Lichtenburg is 47.2°0 and at Potchefstroom 

49.4°0. Hot days, with the temperature rising above 2700 

or 80°F, can occur at either centre in any month except 

July, while cold nights, with the temperature dropping to or 

below freezing, have been recorded in every month except 

November (Potchefstroom only), December, January, February 

and March. Frosts are frequent between May and September, 

and occur, on an average, 25.9 times a year at Lichtenburg 

and 43.2 times a year at Potchefstroom; yet, for about 

5 months in the year, both the absolute maximum and daily 

maximum temperatures rise above the corresponding levels 

for many centres in the sub-tropics. These facts, taken 

collectively, underline the essentially "continental" 

character of the climate in the western Transvaal. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the above data 

is that the climate of the western Transvaal is unsuitable 

for economic, large-scale afforestation. The rainfall is 

low and undependable; temperatures vary between wide extremes. 

Not only is the growth of trees in the area slow, 

but the climate imposes sever restrictions on the number 

; ....... . 
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of species which can be brought successfully to maturity 

GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

Geology. 

The geology of the western Transvaal is a good 

deal more complex than the flat or gently undulating 

topography of the area would suggest. A detailed 

account of the several geological systems represented 

in this relatively small tract of country would add 

unduly to the length of the present paper. Moreover, 

the subject has been adequately dealt with, not only in 

such general works of reference as those of du Toit 

(1954) and King (1942), but also in the more specialised 

and exhaustive treatise of von Backstrom, Schumann, 

le Roux, Kent and du Toit (1953), Nel, Truter, Williams 

and Mellior (1939) and others. 

The intricacies of the various formations found 

in the western Transvaal are most easily understood if 

considered in relation to the geological history of the 

area, as revealed by the evidence of the rocks themselves. 

Underlying the entire sub-continent of Southern 

Africa are the rocks of the Swaziland System. These 

consist of highly metamorphosed schists and gneisses 

derived from lavas and sedimentary deposits, into which were 

intruded massive batholiths of "Old Grru'lite 11 • This 

basement complex is of the greatest antiquity, belonging 

to the Archaeozoic Era and dating from a period about 

2,000 million years ago. Although apparently continuous 

at depth, the Swaziland System is covered by younger 

formations of varying thickness over the greater part of 

/ .••.....• 
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its area. Its occurrence in the wester~ Transvaal is 

confined to "windows", through which it emerges when 
t\. 

the overlying m~le of more recent strata is stripped 

by erosion. The most famous of these windows is the 

remarkable "Vredefort Dome", across which the Vaal River 

now cuts as it flows to meet the Orange, pursuing a course 

which it presumably followed whilst the granite was still 

covered by superimposed strata. 

Following the igneous activity which marked the 

close of the archaic epoch there occurred a period of 

erosion during which the landscape was reduced to one 

of low relief, though not to a perfectly plane surface. 

This phase was succeeded, about 1,100 million years ago in the 

Proterozoic Era, by a period of active deposition, which 

gave rise to the sediments of the Witwatersrand System. 

The Witwatersrand System is best known from 

the southern Transvaal, where its rocks reach a total 

thickness of 25,000 feet in places. Lying unconformably 

on the Old Granite, with its associated schists and 

gneisses, it comprises a succession of fairly well defined 

formations, including volcanic lavas, quartzites, shales 

and an auriferous conglomerate. The quartzites have 

left their mark on the topography of the western Transvaal, 

giving rise to the characteristic, rocky ridges of the 

Kroonstad and Parys districts. 

Later Witwatersrand time saw a renewal of vol-

canic activity, which reached such proportions that the 

resultant lavas, with interspersed 'sediments, have come 

to be regarded as a separate system, called the Venters-

dorp System. This consists, in the Transvaal, of two series 

- the Lower Division and Upper Division Series - totalling 

; ....... . 
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about 6,000 feet in thickness. The Ventersdorp System 

is of importance because its rocks at present occupy 

the greater part of the land surface of the western Trans

vaal, having been exposed through erosion of more recent 

formations. 

The volcanic eruptions of the Ventersdorp 

System were followed by a long period of renewed erosion, 

which came to an end only when the greater part of what 

is now South Africa subsided beneath the ocean. This 

sub-marine phase was marked by the deposition of calcare-

ous rocks and shales which, together with beds that seem 

to have been laid down as continental conditions were 

gradually restored, make up the Transvaal System. 

The Transvaal System comprises three, well-defined 

series, namely the Black Reef, the Dolomite and the.Pretoria 

Series. The first of these is represented in the western 

Transvaal only by a band of dark, hard quartzite with asso

ciated shales and conglomerates some 20 to 50 feet thick. 

Of more importance locally is the Dolomite, which covers 

a considerable area immediately to the north of Lichtenburg 

and almost encircles Potchefstroom. This calcareous 

formation is well known for its caves and sinkholes, 

which owe their existence to its slightly soluoe nature. 

The Pretoria Series comprises, in all, three, broad, 

typically argillaceous stages and three narrower, 

quartzitic ones, the latter, in particular, heavily invaded 

by thick sheets of diabase. In the western Transvaal it 

occurs only as concentric bands to either side of Potchef

stroom associated with the Vredefort Dome. 

With the closing stages in the deposition of the 

Transvaal System there commences a great hiatus in the geolo

gical history of South Africa, during which a prolonged 

;I • • • • • • • • • • 
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period of erosion seems again to have set in. The 

sea once more encroached on the eastern and southern 

parts of the sub-continent, resulting in the local 

accumulation of marine deposits. The next formation 

found in the western Transvaal, namely the Karroo 

System, is, however, terrestrial in origin and dates 

from about 350 to 135 million years ago (i.e the Pa

laeozoic Era,). 

At the base of the Karroo System lies the Dwyka 

Serie~ of which the most characteristic component is the 

celebrated glacial tillite - a quasi-conglomerate corn-

prising mud-stone and striated boulders of various sizes 

deposited as the ice retreated. This formation is poorly 

developed and erratic in its occurrence in the western 

Transvaal, partly as a result of having been laid down 

on an uneven surface. However, it is exposed to view 

immediately to the south and east of Lichtenburg and is 

the parent rock upon which the Arboretum there is situated 

(ef. stone line in soil profile). 

Following conformably on the Dwyka Series are 

the shales and sandstonEB of the Ecca Series. These, 

like the former, are not widely represented in the western 

Transvaal, occurring at the surface only over limited 

areas to the east of Schweizer Reneke and Klerksdorp. 

The succeeding formations of the Karroo System are 

totally wanting in the Transvaal. 

Subsequent to the accumu+ation of the sediments 

and lavas of the _Karroo System there occurred again a 

period of erosion, in the course of which an exceptionally 

I' • • • • • • • • • • 
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flat peneplane developed over a wide area. This vast 

plane has been partially obscured during Tertiary and 

Quaternary (recent) times by an even mantle of windblown 

deposits known as the Kalahari Beds. Enormous tracts 

today lie covered by transported sand, including parts 

of the western Transvaal to the north-west of Lichtenburg. 

Deposits of recent geological date occur as well in the 

Potchefstroom area, and upon these the Arboretum at that 

centre is located. 

The importance of the geology of an area in the 
)( 

forestry conte~ lies in the influence of the rock formation 

upon topography and upon the depth, texture and fertility 

of the soil. The lengthy period of erosion which 

followed the deposition of the Karroo System reduced the 
e.. 

topography of the western Transvaal to an almost featu~ess 

plain. Only in the vicinity of Parys and Kroonstad did 

the more resistant quartzites of the Witwatersrand System 

withstand the levelling forces of erosion to any marked 

extent. The rugged hills and ridges formed by this inert, 

massive rock are of extraordinary antiquity, ~ constituting 

a fossil landscape which once lay buried under the sediments 

' of later systems but which hayfj now been laid bare again 

by erosion. 

Soils. 

The characteristics of a soil are determined by 

the nature of the rock from which it was derived and by the 

climate under which it evolved. Neither of these pedoge-

netic factors is universally dominant, but in regions 

with a uniform climate:, such as the western Transvaal, 

; ............ . 
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variations in soil depth, texture and fertility are 

usually associated with changes in the parent material. 

Under the climaUe conditions of the western 

Transvaal, acid, plutonic, igneous rocks such as gra

nites and pegmatites give rise to somewhat gritty, sandy 

loams of rather low fertility. Basic lavas, on weathering, 

prod~ce a more fertile loam or clay-loam. Soils derived 

from .quartzites, although of fine texture, are very 

siliceous, inclined to be shallow and depend largely 

for their fertility upon included organic matter. 

The dolomitic areas are characterised by deep, friable, 

loamy seils of good quality which,however, frequently 

contain boulders of chert. The soil derived from the 

Dwyka tillite is chiefly remarkable for the stone line or 

stone horizon deposited as the ice melted. 

Throughout the western Transvaal the intensity of 

chemical weathering and leaching is relatively low, chiefly 

because of the deficient rainfall. The soils, consequently, 

tend to have a high base-saturation value. 

The first major contribution to the classification 

of South African soils along mod~r.n, pedological lines is 

that of van der 1\lerwe (1941), who recognised two distinct 

soil groups in the western Transvaal, namelyj: Kalahari 

Sand on Lime and Brown to Reddish Brown Fer1~ginous 

Lateritic Soils • ·The former group occurs principally 

to the west of Lichtenburg and is made up of a layer of 

Kalahari Sand superimposed on 'formations belonging to some 

older geological system (such as the Swaziland or Karroo 

System) from which basic, mineral salts have been leached 

upwards. The latter group is chiefly characterised by 

ferruginous and mangiferous concretions in the lower 

/J •••••••• 
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horizons, though it is sometimes also associated with an 

overburden of wind-blown sand or diamondiferous gravel, 

resulting in a porous upper horizon. The ferro-manganese 

concretions are deposited by moisture whic'h percolates 

down through the soil after rain but dries up before 

reaching the water table. Under certain conditions 

these concretions become cemented together to form an 

impervious hardpan, which may interfere to a marked extent 

with the penetration of tree roots. The Arboreta at both 

Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom are sited on soils of this. 

group. 

A more intensive survey of the soils of the 

Lichtenburg district has recently been completed by the 

Soil Research Institute (W.J. van der Bank, report in 

preparation). The soil type upon which the Arboretum 

there is located has been named the Rietgat Series, and is 

made up of aeolian sand of varying depth overlying tillite 

and shales of the Karroo System. The morphology of this 

soil type is characteristically as follows: the topsoil, 

which measures 6 to 12 inches in thickness, is a sandy loam, 

but gives way to a more heavily-textured soil with increasing 

depth, passing through clay-loam to clay; the stone line marks 

a sharp transition in the profile, and is underlain by a 

heavy-structed clay. The occurence of concretions is 

typical, their quantity usually increasing with depth. 

Mottles are also characteristic, becoming more numerous and 

distinctive as the depth increases. The stone line is 

common though not univers~ and its position may vary from the 

surface to a depth of 4 or 5 feet. Generally speaking, 

the soil may be classed as moderately well drained·. 

~ .....•.•• 
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The writer i~ grateful to Mr. van der Bank 

for permission to reproduce the descriptions of two 

profiles (see Tables 4 and 5), both observed at no 

great distance from the Arboretum at Lichtenburg. 

These convey an excellent impression of the soil type 

as well as giving an indication of the variation which 

may occur over a small area. 

For the following description of the soil in 

the Arboretum at Potchefstroom, based on three test pits, 

the writer is indebted to the Director, Highveld Region, 

College of Agriculture,. Potchefstroom: 

11 0-14" brown, sandy clay-loam with a poorly developed, 

fragmental structure; open and friable. Plenty 

fine and large roots. Some fine ouklip nodules. 

14"-18 11 light, yellowish-brown clay, structure as abov.e. 

Plenty ouklip nodules. 

18-45" yellow clay; well developed fragmental structure; 

fairly open; friable. Abundant ouklip nodules 

and small concretions - only :!: 30% soil. 

Roots penetrate to :!: 36 11 • 

pH of soil is 5.9-6.0. 

The soil is residual and is developed from shales 

and quartzites of the Pretoria Series. Resistant stones 

may be present on the.surface or anywhere in the profile. 

In one profile, partially decomposed shale rubble 

occurred from 14u down". 
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Depth 
(in). 

0/10 

10/18 

26/32 

32 + 

TABLE 4 

RIETGAT SERIES, REPRESENTATIVE PROFILE 

Moisture Colour Mottles Texture Consistency Structure Concretions Stones Roots 

Dry 

Dry 

Dry 

Dry 

Brown Nil Fine, Slightly 
sandy loam hard 

Yellow- Nil 
ish-red 

· Clay loam Slightly 
hard 

Few, Clay 
distinct, 
strong 
brown 

Yellow- Common, Clay 
ish-b~own strong 

Hard 

Very 
hard 

Very weak: Very rear, 
medium, sub- Fe/Mn. 

Nil Absent 
' 

angular, blocky ! 

Weak: medium, Very rare, 
sub-angular, Fe/Mn. 

Nil Frequent 

blocky 
-~- ~ 

Weak: med~um, Frequent Frequent,_ Rare 
sub-angular, Fe/Mn. 2-100 mm. 
blocky 

Compound-Moderate; 
medium prismatic 
and moderate; 
medium, angular, 
blocky 
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Depth 
(in). 
-

0/12 

12/20 

20/32 

Moisture 

Dry 

Dry 

Dry 

Colour Mottles 

Brown Nil 

Yellow- Clay 
ish-brown 

Variegated Many, 
diffuse 
strong 
brown 

TABLE 5 
RIETGAT SERIES, REPRESENTATIVE PROFILE 

Texture Consistency Structure Concretions Stones Roots 

Fine, Slightly Very weak; Rare Nil Absent 
sandy loam hard medium, Fe/Mn. 
to clay- sub-angular, 
loam blocky 

Common, Hard Moderate; Rare to fre- Nil Frequent 
distinct, Medium, sub- quent, 
strong angular, Fe/Mn. 
brown blocky 

Clay Very hard Moderate; medium, Rare, Nil Rare 
angular, blocky Fe/Mn. 
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The botanical exploration of the western 

Transvaal goes back little more than 60 years, despite 

the fact that the greater part of South Africa had 

been fairly well covered by collecting expeditions 

by 1900. The reasons for this are largely a matter 

of conjecture, but the unsJ!lectacular and even monoto-

nous character of the vegetation and the hostility of 

the local Boers undoubtedly contributed to the position. 

Thus, notwithstanding the tremendous strides made in the 

fields of botanical exploration and taxonomic research during 

the NinEteenth Century in the Cape, the western Transvaal 

remained virtually terra incognita up to the time when 

the Arboreta at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom were es

tablished early in the present century. Even at tge 

time of writing, the western Transvaal has been less thoroughly 

collected than most parts of South Africa, although 

sufficient progress has been made to enable the main 

vegetation types to be described and mapped. 

By far the most detailed classification of the 

vegetation of South Africa published to date is that of 

Acocks (1953), who recognises five different veld types 

in the western transvaal. 

follows:-

These may be summarised as 

1) In the far west and south, but extending east

wards in the form of a bulge to take in the country round 

Schweizer Reneke, is the Kalahari Thornveld - a rather 

open savanna formation of which the most characteristic 

tree species is Acacia giraffae Burch. Associated 

with the Giraffe Thorns and often grouped beneath their 

crowns are the shrubs Grewia flava DC. and piospyros 

pallens (thunb.) F. White. The grasses which make up 

I ....... . 
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the other characteristic element of this veld type 

are those of the Dry Cymbopogon - Themeda type noted 

below. 

2) North of the Kalahari Thornveld, in the region 

of Mafeking, occurs the Sour, Mixed Bushveld. This veld 

type is also characteristically a rather open savanna, 

with Acacia caffra (Thunb.) Willd. the dominant tree. 

Other woody species found are A.gerrardii Benth., 

A. heteracantha Burch., A. karroo Hayne, A. robusta Burch., 

Burkea africana Hook., Combretum zeyheri Sond., Dichros

tachys glomerata Hutch. et Dalz., Dombeya rotundifolia 

(Hochst.) Harv., Greyia spp., Pappea capensi~ E.et z. var. 

radlkoferi Schinz, Peltophorum africanum Vogel, Sclero

carya caffra Sond~. and Ziziphus mucronata Willd. As 

before, the grasses ave those of the Dry Cymbopogon 

Themeda veld type. 

3) West of the Kalahari Thornveld lies an 

irregular belt of Dry Cymbopogon - Themeda Veld, which 

stretches north-eastwards as far as Lichtenburg and forms 

a deep wedge into the previous type southwest of Schweizer 

Reneke. Floristically, this veld-type is composed almost 

entirely of grasses, small shrubs and herbs, though 

stunted specimens of Grewia flava and Diospyros pallens 

occur :Where it merges into the Kalahari Thornveld. 

The Lichtenburg Arboretum is situated in the transition 

zone where this type passes over into; 

4) The Cymbopogon - Themeda Veld proper, which 

occupies the slightly moister country to the east as far 

as Ventersdorp, and sends out a tongue in the south to 

include the country round Potchefstroom. A great many of the 

species which occur in this veld type are those which go~ to 

make up the Dry Cymbopogon - Themeda Veld. Trees are 

; ....... . 
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conspicuous by their absence. 

5) West of Ventersdorp and north of Potchef-

stroom, sending out a spur to the north-west above 

Lichtenburg, lies the so-called Banken Veld. This 

is regarded by Acocks as a false, grass veld type 

because it is probably transitional between Cymbopogon-
A"*'"" spc.c..ic.s, 

Themeda Veld and Sour, Mixed Bushveldj·l_realL,..dominated 

by Acacia caffra, are now virtually confined to hills 

and rocky outcrops. 

Acocks is careful~ to note, in discussing these 

Veld Types, that his object has been not to give an 

acount of the veld as it is today after many years of 

"grazing mismanagement" but to describe it as it could 

be in its "most useful form". Thus, in the case of the 

Kalahari Thornveld, the graceful Giraffe Thorns, which 

are described as forming an open savanna, have been all 

but exterminated in the western Transvaal. It is necessary 

to cross the border into Botswana, where the land has been 

withheld from white farmers, to see this Veld Type in a 

relating undisturbed state. 
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CHAPTER III 

SELECTION OF TREES 

Adaptations of Trees to Severe Climates. 

Plants may become specially adapted for sur-

vival in cold or dry climates. Such adaptations can oe mor-

phological, anatomical or physiological, and are often 

complementary. It is theoretically possible, therefore, to 
cr-u~ f"r-

determine the suitability ofLplanting in semi-arid areas 

with cool winters by investigating the extent of their 

adaptation to these conditions. 

The mechanisms of frost- and drought-resistance 

are to some extent analogous. Miller (1938) cites cer-

tain authors in support of the contention that freezing, by 

causing the formation of ice crystals, results in the with-

drawal of water from the protoplasm. This "de-naturesn the 

protoplasm so that, upon thawing, the original colloidal 

system is not re-formed. The dormant condition achieved 

by certain hardy forms appears to involve fundamental 

changes in the colloidal condition of the protoplasm 

which results in a marked retention of water against the 

force of dehydration. Hence,frost-resistant tissues have 

a considerable degree of drought-resistance. 

Maximov (1929) concludes from investigations into 

the nature of drought-hardiness that xerophytes have 

certain recognisable characteristics. Anatomically and 

morphologically, these consist of a reduction in the 

size of all cells (includingJ stomat~, a thickening 

of the cell walls, strong development of palisade mesophyll, 

an increase in the number of stomata per unit area, a denser 

I ............ . 
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network of veins and smaller leaves. Physiologically 

there is an increase in the intensity of transpi~ation 

and assimilation, in the osmotic pressure of the cell 

contents and in the capacity of the plant to endure wilting. 

He warns, however, against the dangers inherent in attempting 

to select varieties for drought-hardiness on the grounds 

merely that they possess peculiarities reminiscent of 

various kinds of xerophytes. 

Kramer and Kozlowski (1960) point out that 

numerous factors may play a part in drought-hardiness. 

These include some which reduce the rate of dehydration of 

the plant, such as efficiency. of the water absorbing and 

conducting tissues, leaf area and structure, stomatal beha

viour and osmotic pressure; they also include others 

which enable the plant to survive dehydration, such as 

cell size and shape and protoplasmic characteristics. 

They consider that most drough~-resistant trees have a 

capacity for enduring dehydration as well as possessing 

morphological and anatomical characteristics which 

retard the loss of water. No single factor is sdely 

accountable for drought-resistance in any particular tree. 

However, one of more factors may predominate in some species 

and different factors in other species. 

An attempt has been made to recognise mor

phological adaptations to climates such as that of the 

western Transvaal. This attempt was not successful, 

although there is some indication that species which 

exhibit several characteristics suggestive of 

resistance to drought or frost are hardier than those 

which display few such characteristics. The characteris

tics considered were those which can be readily observed 

in the field, and are as follows : -

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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(1) The deciduous habit. 

(2) The replacement of leaves by 

(a) phyllodes, (b) cladodes. 

(3) The reduction of leaves to (a) needles, (b) scales. 

(4) Various other leaf modifications, eg. leaves 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(a) coriaceous, (b) tomentose, (c) glaucous. 

Mode of presenting leaves to the sun, i.e. 

leaves (a) isobilateral, (b) dorsiventral. 
of 

Semi-succulenceLstem and branches. 

Depth of rooting. 

While it is not suggested that all deciduous 

trees are drought-hardy, the deciduous habit was deemed to 

improve the chances of survival in the Western Transvaal, 

where winter and early spring are the driest seasons. 

The replacement of leaves by phyllodes or cladodes 

is usually interpreted as an adaption to dry conditions, yet 

not one of the phyllodineous Acacias has proved successful 

in the western Transvaal. The reason for this lies to some 

extent, however, in the fact that species like A£~1! 

~ were repeatedly cut back by frost. The 

Casuarinas have proved unsatisfactory in the dry interior . 
" unless planted in mo~s~ituations. 

The reduction of leaves to needles or scales is 

not, in itself, a criterion of drought-hardiness, physio

logical factors apparently outweighing the morphological 

adaption in many instances. In the pines, length of needle 

also provides little oriD indication of drought-hardiness. 

Modifications in the texture, indumentum and colour 

of leaves, while apparently contributing to the drought-

hardiness of many species, are not always effective; neither 

is the device of exposing the margin instead of the broad 

blade of the leaf to the direct rays of the overhead sun 

an infallible indication of drought-hardiness. 
; ..... 
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Only one of the species tried, ~~£8l£al~2S-~~Y!e~~~ 

was considered to have a semi-succulent stem. This tree is 

very drought-hardy, though somewhat liable to injury by 

cold winds. 

Depth of rooting is apparently inoperative as a 

factor promoting drought-resistance in the Lichtenburg 

arboretum, where the presence of hardpan over much of the 

area interferes with root penetration. Species like Acacia __ ,....__ 

~!!2 and Er2§2El!-JB1i!12r~, which tend to develop strong 

taproots, have grown very poorly under these conditions. 

The failure of the characteristicsdiscussed above 

to serve in the field as reliable criteria for selecting 

drought-hardy species leads to the conclusion that there is, 

at least for the present, no practical alternative to intro-

ducing trees from areas experiencing a similar climate and ob-

serving their performance under local conditions. 

Q~.Q&~E~S~-~£.1.2!!§_~~...!.2tlL!!.2!!.Yih±S!L.!!'~.~~,Bh]_E! 

introduced into the Western Transvaal. 
-~..,_, ..... .., .. _____________________ ... ______ _ 

Hutchins (1903) first emphasised the need, when 

afforesting treeless areas, of concentrating upon rllhe 

introduction and trial of species from regions of the world 

with similar climates. ·.His view, now supportedf by a wealth 

of evidence, was that the species most likely to thrive and 

grow to maturity in a particular area are those which are 

naturally suited to the locally prevailing conditions. This 

be termed "climatic fitness 11
• 

Thornthwaite (1933), in class~fying the climates of 

the earth, places the-western Transvaal in his zone DB'd 

(semi-arid, meso-thermal, rainfall deficient in all seasons). 

The distribution of this zone throughout the world is as 

follows:-

Africa: widespread in Southern Africa from Cape 

; ..... . 
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Agulhas to Angola and Mo9ambique, embracing much of the area 

~own as the Kalahari Desert; also found in Morocco, 

America: in South America present as a narrow 

belt of country lying in the rain shadow east of the Andes in 

~1cJ \,~ \ Argentina, and found also in the valley of the C~do 

S.~cd. ·River; in Central and North America it occurs along the 
-- 7 -
O~ ~ ' west coast of the Gulf of Mexico, extending thence north-

wards through Texas and Oklahoma to Kansas in the U. S. A. and 

reappearing to the east on the central plateau of Northern 

Mexico. 

Asia: fairly extensively represented along the 

eastern shores of the Mediterranean and Black seas, and 

found throughout the greater part of Iran, Afghanistan and 

south-eastern Russia. 

Australia: occurs in a belt along the lower, 

western slopes of the Dividing Range in Queensland and New 

South Wales. 

Europei confined to the basins of the Spanish 

me seta. 

In the classification of climate proposed by 

Koppen (1931) Mthe.western Transvaal falls within zone BS~ijt 

(arid, hot steppe with dry season in winter). The distribu

tion of this zone corresponds fairly closely with that of 

Thornthwaite's zone DB'd, the main points of difference being 

the following:-

Africa: besides embracing much of the central 

part of southern Africa, occurs as a belt stretching across 

North Africa south of the Sahara from Senegal to the Sudan 

and thence southwards through Kenya to Tanganyika. 

Asia: absent from Iran, Afghanistan and Russia 

but found in West Pakistan and in the eastern and southern 

parts of the Indian Peninsula. 

America: slightly more extensive in South America. 

; ..... 
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of temperature regimes by the temperature limits of certain 

agricultural crops, while humidity regimes are based on the 

relation between rainfall and evapo-transpiration (i.e. "the 

water requirements of plants"). The temperature regimes he 

proposes are: (l) equatorial, (2) tropical, (3) frostless 

highland, (4) non-frostless, (5) tropical highland, (6) Andine, 

(7) subtropical, (8) marine, (9) temperate, (10) Pampean-Pata

gonian, (ll) continental, (12) polar and (13) Alpine. The 

proposed humidity regimes are: (l) humid, (2) Mediterranean, 

(3) monsoon, (4) Steppe and (5) desert. The classification is, 

to some extent, an empirical one, and lends itself to adaptation 

to forestry on the lines of the Silvicultural Map prepared for 

South Africa by Poynton in collaboration with Vowinckel (1962-63). 

Various other climatic classifications have been suggested 

by different authors. Several of these are outlined by Champion 

and Brasnett (1958). The methodology of Thornthwaites rational 

approach to climatic classification has already been discussed 

in some detail (see Chapter II). 

Reverting to the global classifications of Thornthwaite 

(1933) and Koppen (1931), it may be noted that among the most 

successful trees planted at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom are 

species of Callitris, Cedrus, Cupressus, Eucaly-ptus and Pinus 

introduced from localities falling within the same zones in 

k~erica, Asia and Australia. 

Global classifications such as those of Thornthwaite and 

Koppen are necessarily broad in concept, and individual zones 

are susceptible of further sub-division. This has been done, along 

lines suggested by Thornthwaite, for South Africa by Schulze 

(1947) and Poynton in collaboration with Vowinckel (1962-63) 

vide Silvicul tural rllap re-issued with the present paper. It 

might be supposed that a global classification is tbo superficial 

to be of practical value in selecting trees for trial on the 

basis of climatic fitness. Unquestionably, more precise infor

mation about the climate in which an exotic tree occurs naturally 

42/ ••••• 
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is desirable for the purpose of selecting one or more localities 

in which to undertake trials. Even more comprehensive data are 

necessary, not only in respect of climate but also of other 

environmental factors such as soil, when introducing a particular 

geographical or physiological race. Such exactitude is not, 

however, essential in the search for new species, where latitude 

must be given for other bionomic factors and for the inherent 

adaptability of trees as living organisms. 

In Thornthwaite's global classification, Zone DB'd embraces 

much of the drier territory between Cape Agulhas, Angola and 

Mocambig_ue, Reference to the Silvicultural Map of South Africa 

reveals that this Zone embraces both a summer and a winter rain-

fall climate as well as a certain range in water balance and 

temperature. Notwithstanding this, it is noteworthy that one 

of the few trees indigenous to the western Transvaal, Acacia 

karroo, occurs over most of the Zone in Southern Africa. 

With regard to the selection of exotic trees for trial, it 

must be borne in mind that the distribution of a species is not 

governed solely by water balance and temperature, but that 

geographical isolation, soil characteristics, various biological 

factors including competition from other vegetation and the 

depredations of insects and fungi and the influence of fire 

can be decisive. Chmapion and Brasnett (1958) draw attention to 

the effect of wind upon vegetation. Troup (1932) cautions that 

"although a knowledge of the climatic and soil requirements of a 
A 

species is of great assistance in determining the conditions under 

which it is likely to succeed if introduced into a new home, its 

ultimate success or failure, particularly for plantations, cannot 

be determined without trial." When these considerations are 

taken into account, it is evident that a climatic classification 

can conceivably err in being over-elaborate, as a result of which 

potentially useful introductions might be overlooked. As a general 

44/ ••••• 
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indication of the adaptability of tree species, it is noteworthy 

that, of fity-six species recommended by the Department of 

Forestry for planting in the western Transvaal (Poynton 1962-63), 

fifty-four are recommended also for the Robertson district of 

the winter rainfall area. Only three of the species recommended 

for the Robertson district are not also recommended for the 

western Transvaal. A considerable overlap is found also in the 

species recommended for other Zones. 

Summarised Results of Species Trials and Recommendations for 

Tree Planting. 

A detailed account of species trials carried out in the ar-

boreta at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom is given as an appendix 

hereto. The results of these trials serve as an invaluable guide 

to tree planting in the western Transvaale Nevertheless, they 

are open to criticism in certain respects, and for this reason 

discretion is called for in interpreting them. Other sources 
' of information, such as the environment in which the trees occur 

naturally and the results of trials elsewhere in Southern Africa, 

must also be drawn on if the facts are to be correctly presented. 

One of the most serious cri ticisims which must be levelled 

against the trials carried out in the Lichtenburg and Po:t:chefstro 

arboreta attaches to the smallness of the plots. Tlus fault is 

common to most pilot trials at the arboretum level. At Lie 

the area of the majority of plots is 0.1 acre; at Potchefstroom 

it is only 0.09 acre. The statistical data yielded by plots of 

this size are of limited value since they relate neither to 

single trees nor to more extensive stands. The "edge effect" 

is not eliminated, neither is competition from adjacent and 

possibly older or more vigorous plots buffered by a surround. 

Another shortcoming of the trials is the lack of repetition 

in many instances. Most of the species were tried in one arbore 

only, and the results might well have been influenced unduly by 

localised variations in soil or exposure. In an environment where 

45/ ••••• 
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trees are tested almost as much for survival as for rate of 

growth, the replication of trials in time, as well as in space 

is also very desirable. The success or failure of a trial is 

much influenced by weather conditions during the first few months 

after its commencement. Unseasonal or unusually seYere drought 

occuring within a year or so of planting can result in the 

failure of trees Vlihich might otherwise have survived. Small 

trees are also more susceptible to frost than older specimens 

with taller stems and thicker bark, since temperatures at night 

are lowest near the ground. Variations in the severity of winter 

from year to year introduce an element of chance which can only 

be reduced if the trial::l are repeated at intervals. 

The results of the trials, modified and supplemented as nece€

sary by knowledge gained from other sources, are summarised in 

Tables 6 and 7. A brief guide to the characteristics and uses 

of those species which have succeeded under arboretum conditions 

(i.e. exposed to the vagaries of the climate) and which can con

se~uently be recoiT~ended for planting in the western Transvaal 

are given in Table 6. Species which have not so far proved 

themselves under these conditions but which merit further trial 

are listed in ~able 7. The remainder of the species tried, i.e. 

those which have failed partially or completely and are not 

worth persevering with except, perhaps, as ornamentals under garden 

conditions, are noted in Table 8. 

The symbols employed in Table 6 are self-explanatory. In 

those columns where "X" is sometimes used repetitively, "X" de

notes "Sui table", "XX:" denotes "Very sui table" and "XX:X 11 denotes 

"particularly sui table". 

Species Recommended for Trial in the Western Transvaal. 

A list of species recommended for trial in the western 

Transvaal is given in Table 9. Brief notes on these species will 

be found in Appendix II. 

46/ ••••• 
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Characteristics and Uses of Species which have succeeded in Arboreta in the Western Transvaal. 
_....,..,.......,. ... ________ ........._ __ ....,_....,. ..... ._......__ 

---------------~--~~-~-~~~~~-~~~--~~~-~-~~--~ ~--~-----~--~~-~ 
Name of Species 

Botanical Common Form 
of 

Crown 

Desc 

Foliage 

ription 
-·· -<1010-or--o our o . 

·.(Fl~ owers or 
(Fr uits 

-· ~~--------w----~ 1---- ___ 't,_c[; ___ _ 
c: __ 

Ol 
..p 
$:1 

·.-f 
E-i 

-

1!: 
0 
M 
M 
Q) 

>-t 

-~~-~~~~-~~-~--~---._-------------------~-----------~+--~·----~---
,_,. ....._._ .............. _..........,.., _____ 
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Species which have not succeeded in Arboreta in the 
Western Transvaal but which merit further trial. 

Acacia aneura ____ ........_....,..,...._. 

!:.-8.2!!1.2Es.tl~ 

2h!l.2~!!!Jis~!!l:.§ 

!B£~~E~-~~~~!£.2£a~ 
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TABLE 8 

Species which have failed in Arboreta in the Western 
Transvaal but which may be suitable for planting 
under garden conditions. 

Acacia cultriformis _..._. ____ ... -~ ................. 
!!.,.,£~2~B.IJ.!.! 
!.!.~!-!!?!!~! 
A. decurrens -=-w ........ ...----
A. mearnsii ...,....,..,..,...,...._,_,___,..., 

~2-F-1B£L.2~~!9~ 

£.§~~1~.§-~B~.£12~.§ 

Cedrus libani -.., ..... ............,......,_ .... ,.....,.., 

£B~!~~~B~-11Bg~l! 

~!!H!.S£2.2.§.!1!~ 
c. torulosa ............. ______ _ 

~~.!.Y:~~~,gg~~~ 

~.!.-.e£1s~~!~ 
E. dealbata. ____ ..,,......_.......,.. 

E. deanei ...................... ___. 

~.t.-.6!2$~ 
!:,_;E,S!-~~!!~ 
E. redunca ----... ............ _._ 

E. rudis ---
~..t-B!:Sl~!! 
E. viminalis 
~ ... __ w_...,.....,_ .... ,.. 

:!Y.s!i:s~!l!.s!:~ 

Melia azedarach 
__________ ._ _____ ...... _ 
Morus alba _ .............. _......_.....,... 

Pinus arizonica ___ _,__...,_. ........ .....__ 

E.!...!!h~!!m~! 
E.:...!m~B-I!!!! 
P. michoacana 
____________ ....., 

P. montezumae 
-.....---------...-
E.t.-E.§lB~.:!=m 
~.t-IUa~!!J.~ 
~.t.-~!n!!§~~! 
P. radiata 
........,. _______ ___ 
P. wallichiana ----.... --------

~P-~llS-~1!1.£! 

£!!9B!...-e!!!l!2~~ 
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TABLE 9 

Species recommended for trial in the western Transvaal. 

Acacia pendula 

A. visite 

Ailanthus altissima 

Casuarina lepidophloia 

Cupressus arizonia 

c. forbesii 

Eucal;yptus albens 

E. blakelyi 

E. bridgesiana 

E. calciculatrix 

E. intertexta 

E. microcarpa 

E. papuana 

E. salmonophloia 

E • slullris 

. -E•~ transcentinentalis 

Pinus aristata 

P. gerardiana 

P. lambertiana 

P. sabriniana 
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Objects of Tree Planting in the rlestern Transvaal. 

The objects for which trees may be planted in the Western 

Transvaal are as follows:-

Converted Timber. Trees are not grovm commercially in the 

western Transvaal for the production of sawtimber because of 

their slow growth. Hov1ever, the pten tial useUness of large 

trees round homesteads for carpentry purp~ses is indicated in 

this column. 

Poles. For the same reason that trees are not grown com

mercially in the western Transvaal for sawtimber they are 

not planted in the ~rea for telephone and transmission poles. 

Man;:r species can, however, be successfully groYm to meet the 

local demand for building poles, pit propsrmd fence posts. Se

veral of the eucalypts are particularly suitable for this 

purpose, combinins the advantases oi fast gnwn and straight 

stems with an ability to coppice. The species chiefly r~

commended are the following:-

Eucalyptus camaldulensis, E. crebra, £h_largiflorens, 

E. melliodora, E. sideroxylon and E. trabutii. 

Of the conifers, several species make g~od poles, but 

their rate of growth is less than that of the eucalypts and 

all except Canary Pine do not coppice. The following species 

can be grown for the purpose:-

Callitris glauca, Cedrus deodara, Cupressus glabra, 

C. sempervirens var. hori zontalis, Pinus canariensis and 

P. roxburghii. 
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Woodlots are best formed by planting the trees 

at an espacement of 9 x 9 feet, Silvicultural tending opera

tions such as thinning and pruning are not usually called for 

since the objecV6f management is to produce material of small 

size and low grade. Exploitation follows a primitive form 

of coppice selection in which the stand is culled at inter

vals for trees of the required size. 

Firewood. The thermal value of dry wood is more-or-less pro------... ----
portional to its density irrespective of species (except in 

the case of resinous woods, where it is higher). Equal 

weights of different woods are thus capable, theo~ically, 

of giving off approximately the same amount of heat. How

ever, although all woods can be burned, not all perform 

satisfactorily in the he~rth or kitchen range. 

The property chiefly required of a firewood is a 

capacity for burning slowly and steadily, without emitting 

sparks, until only ash remains. Light, resinous woods, such 

as those yielded by many conifers, do not meet these stan-

dards but make good kindling. 

Trees are not usually planted solely to provide 

firewood, but in such cases preference should be given to 

the following species:-

~~£!1.Y:E~Ja.L£~1SB1.2!!~' !~-.S~:E~.a. !~Jm:&.ll-.2!.9, 

!!,_m~l!2,9;~, ~.!.-:e£1l!8~!9.2~, !~~~!!.2:!.t1.2!l and !t.-~!~lli. 

Fodder. Sufficient use is not made of fodder trees in __ ....,..._ 

South Africa. The pods of several leguminous species are 

valuable as a supplementary stock feed in winter. In times 

of drought the foliage of certain other species constitutes 

a most useful reserve of fresh forage. This can be lapped 

and fed to animals on the ground at little cost, and could 

be the means of saving many a beast from sta~ation. The 

most suitable fodder trees for cultivating in the western 

Transvaal are the following:-
; ..... 
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A-£.§£!.§_,&r~lli~, §~hZ£bti.2a.E.2:e!!1D~, £~!:~~~ 

~!!!sB~L Q!~!§!~-~!:!S£~~h~ and ~!:.2~2:e!~-j~!!12!:~· 

Near water ~B!!:£B~-!:2BB£, ~2B!a!~~~S2=~~! and 

~!!-B!Bl1.2n!£~oan also be grown for acorns or browse. 

The importance of many trees as a source of nectar 

and pollen for bees need not be stressed. The following 

species are particularly useful in this respect, although 

possibly not worth planting exclusively for the purpose:-

A~!L~ll~~s.§., A~£!:!~!!f.2rm!~, A.:.-~££2.2, 

~B£~U~L.2~1SBl~!§, !.:.~!£~, !.:.~~~' !:._!!£~.ll!r~:J 

!~a.2l~:e.h!,g~, !.:.-El2!J:!.2.9.£r!, !.:.~~!.2~1.2n.L !.:.-~~Bill, 

Q!~!.]~~E!!£!nih£~, ~r.2~.2:e!~-i~!ill2£!, ~~~1!a£!!' 

R. viminalis and Schinus molle • ... ..., ..... ._..., ..... _ _,_, ___ ......,.. __ ...,__ 

Trees of I:!!:!.2~B~~~!al-!E.!.!:~!:~ and ~~£l!§-£2EB!: 

growing in gardens or other moist places are also attractive 

to bees. 

Shelterbelts or Windbreaks. The most pressing need for trees 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~ 

in the western Transvaal is in the form of shelterbelts to 

halt soil erosion, conserve moisture and provide shelter 

for stock from sun, wind and hail. Shelterbelts are most ef

fective if oriented at right angles to the direction of the 

wind and if composed of only a few rows of trees. In such 

cases their beneficial influence extends for a distance 

equal to about 30 times their height to leeward and 5 times 

their height to windward. In flat terrain roughlY 5 percent 

of the area of a farm can profitably be devoted to shelter-

belts. 

The trees most suitable for shelterbelts are those 

which are relatively fast-growing, do not lQse their leaves 

in winter and have dense crowns reaching nearly to the ground. 

However, near cultiated lands it is advisable to avoid using 

species with vigorous, superficial root systems and those 

which are liable to sucker when their roots are damaged by 

I. ...• 
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ploughing. The distance to which trees with superficial 

roots may affect crops adversely is proportional to about 

one-and-a-half times their height. 

Although not ideal for shelterbelts because of 

their relatively tall, clean stems and superficial roots, 

eucalypts can be successfully employed for the purpose if 

flanked by a row or two of more bushy trees or if planted in 

belts 2 or 3 rows wide. In the latter case the rows are 

felled in rotation and the coppice is allowed to grow up 

and fill the gaps below the crowns of the larger trees. 

The best species for use in shelterbelts in the 

western Transvaal are the following:-

~~!l.£L~~B~' ~2£B~..S!.2.S~!!• 2Bl2!2~~1~E£~, 

~~m:B.§-.2!.s.9~.~. !:.-El-~1llia~, £J.:.-l221z~~. !~.2~~~-

1211!!-, !,~_.§!S.2!.2~B• El:m!.!L£!!1~£!~!!.§1.§ and ~-!.2!EB££:hi.!. 

Hedges are planted either for privacy or to form a 

stock-proof barrier. If required for the former purpose 

evergreen species only should be used. In the western 

Transvaal the following species are recommended if no watering 

can be undertaken once tha plants are established:-

!.EJ:;e1~2LS~B1~J:~, 2!!-lli.E.!L2SS1!.sll!!!, 

...9~E£.2.§.§Y.§_&a~, £.:...~EE.2!Y!£.2~• ~!~~!.§!:~!, 

i:,_.Q££!S!~a]!1!.§, i.!.-E~£hlR_hl_§.~!' ~.!.-Y!!~!B!~~' ~~!YS 

.J:!!£.!.§;!£!1, E~!£~!J:L~~.t!!£1~, .9Y~!£g.§_ll~, ~~~£~~· 

&...!~!~1!! and ~..!!-!:.:!!-~~1~· 

In deep soil the following can be used to form a 

stock-proof barrier:-

!.2§.£!!-!!!!.2wQ and ~~~m!~!· 

Q!~~· The choice of trees for ornamental planting is 

largely dictated by individual preference. However, it is 

important to bear in mind that the size of the tree at matu

rity should be taken into account when making the selection. 

Many a beautiful tree has been condemned for no other reason 

; •.. • 
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than that it had grown too big for the situation in which 

it had been planted. 

Trees cultivated for ornament and shade in parks 

and gardens wmre moisture is available throughout the yea:r 

need obviously not be as drought-resistant as those which 

depend solely upon the rainfall to supply their water 

requirements. P~~ie~laPo ef a few o~eeieo s~i~a~le eftly 

fe:P ~l.a:t:lti.ag QRG-eP iPPiga.tiea is tae t•Jeste~Il WPa.asva.al 

is ~ivea 4R ~able 10. 
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Acacia aneura F. Muell. 

Famill_. 

LEGUMINOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Name. 

Mnlga. 

Natural Distribution. 

A native of Australia, found on the west coast 
"'-•'tt('l,t6 

and in the dry,interiorLof Western Australia, South 

Australia, New South Wales and Queensland, often on 

heavy clays and gravelly ridges. The rainfall throughout 

the area is about 10 to 20 inches (250 to 500 m.m.) a year, 

and is heaviest during winter in the south-west but during 

summer in the north-west (Black, 1922; Maiden, 1904-25; 

Streets 1962). 

Provenance. 

Seed of this species was obtained from J.H. Maiden 

in 1908, and the bulk of this was issued to Lichtenburg, 

Irene and Machavie Plantations in the same year. No further 

records of seed importations dating from that period can be 

traced, and it may therefore be concluded that the same 

stock was used for both of the trials carried out in the 

Arboretum at Lichtenburg. Maiden, who is well known as 

the author of many important treatise on Australian trees, 

was for many years Director of the Botanic Gardens in 

Sydney, and it is thus probable that the seed originated 

from New South Wales. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 

A phyllode-bearing, evergreen shrub or small tree, 

attaining a height of about 25 feet (8 m.) under favourable 

conditions. In the northern parts of its range it becomes 

a tree, with a straight stem up to 20 feet (6 m.) in length; 

/ ..... 
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in the south, on flats bordering the main inland rivers, 

it is a low, bushy tree, branching at about 6 feet (2 m.) 

from the ground; on the arid west coast and on dry sites 

in the interior it assumes a stunted, shrubby ·~habit 

(~.) 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 

Mulga is generally conceded to be one of the 

most valuable fodder trees of the arid regions of 

Australia, as evidence of which the following remarks by 

Maiden (loc. £!!.) may be cited: 

ttThe leaves, or rather, phyllodia ••••• form 

excellent food for stock; in fact, some people call the 

plant the 'king of fodders•, and it has been so much ap

preciated that it is now scarce in many districts where 

it was once plentiful ••• Mulga should never be cut down, 

except when absolutely necessary - it should only be 

pollarded or lopped; and if these operations be performed 

by careful men no real harm to the tree will result. One 

reason why the tree is becoming extinct in some areas is 

because the seedlings are eaten out by stock ••• It does 

not appear to be known to dwellers of the more highly

favoured coast districts that in some years in parts of 

the West there is practically no grass at any period of 

the year, and that stock not only feed on scrub plants 

such as Mtllga, but actually thrive thereon." 

The wood of this species is seldom obtainable 

in utilisable sizes, but is dark brown, exceedingly hard, 

and useful for carving, turnery, fencing and similar 

purposes. 

I ..... 
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Trials in the Arboretum at Lichtenburg. 

The first attempt to establish the species in 

the Arboretum at Lichtenburg was made in November, 1908, 

when seed was sown in situ in "patches" 6 feet (2 m.) 

apart. In August the following ·year the trial was re

ported to have failed completely. 

A second trial was initiated in March, 1912. 

On this occasion, 127 plants, which had been raised in 

the Irene Nursery near Pretoria and which were already 

2 years old, were set out at the same espacement as 

before. 

That winter the young plants were "eaten down" 

by hares, and the following year all but 15 of them were 

destroyed by termites. A few more losses, attributable 

to the latter cause, occurred in 1914, but a year later 

the remaining trees had grown to a height of 5 to 7 feet 

(1.5 to 2 m.) and appeared quite healthy. However, only 

4 of them survived the drought of 1916 (one of which bore 

some flowers). The rest all succumbed to frost in 1918. 

No trial of this species seems to have taken 

place in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 

Discussion of Results. 

It is questionable whether these results can be 

regarded as conclusive. A single seed stock seems to 

have been used for both trials, and this may well have 

originated from one of the less inclement parts of the 

species' range in New South Wales. 

Two fUrther importations of seed were made on 

subsequent occasions by the South African Department of 

Forestry. Both of these were obtained from New South 

Wales - the first from Bourke (an area which receives a 

; ..... 
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rainfall of 20 inches (500 m.m.) per annum) and the 

second, without locality, through Maiden. These stocks 

were widely distributed to centres in the Cape Province, 

Orange Free State and Transvaal, but the results, once 

more, were disappointing. However, 3 trees survive under 

exceedingly hot, dry conditions on the Baobab Reserve 

north of the Zoutpansberg, while a small stand reached a 
.fut 

height of 15 to 20L(5 to 6 m.) ~ in 17 years at 

Wilgeboomnek Plantation in the Orange Free State, where 

severe frost is experienced. Other trees are reported to 

have done well on private farms. 

In the light of these erratic results it is 

impossible to recommend the planting of A. aneura on a 

substantial scale for the production of fodder anywhere 

in this country. Nevertheless, an attempt should be made 

to secure seed from selected localities in the drier and 

cooler parts of its range for the purpose of conducting 

fresh trials under comparable conditions in the western 

Transvaal and other suitable parts of South Africa. 

; ..... 
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LEGUMINOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Names. _,.,...,.......,.. ....... _ ........ 
Bailey's Wattle, Cootamundra Wattle. 

Natural Distribution. 
_...___..,. .. w ... w~w----.-

A species with a very limited distribution in 

New South Wales, occurring principally in the Cootamundra -

Wagga-Wagga-Barmedman area and further to the north at 

Ingleba (Maiden, 1904-25). It is most frequent at alti

tudes of up to 1,600 feet (488 m.) and probably does not 

occur in localities with a rainfall much below 20 inches 

(500 mtm.) a year. 

Provenance. ______ ..,...... __ ......,... 
No definite information with regard to the 

provenance of the seed used to establish a plot in the 

Arboretum at Potchefstroom can be gleaned from Departmental 

records, though it is probable that this was collected at 

Pan Plantation in the eastern Transvaal. The origin of the 

trees at Pan, however, is not known. 

~!§£!!i~!£a-of ~8~§E~£~2§-~n_it§ ~~~E!]!!· 

A small, evergreen tree of exceptionally pleasing 

appearance, seldom exceeding a height of 15 feet (5 m.) in 

the wild state though in one instance reaching 24 feet 

(7 m.) (~:e!g). It i.s much admired and widely cultivated 

in Australia for its decorative, silvery foilage and its 

attractive, yellow flowers. 

!££n£!!£-~IDE~~!-~a~!l-££_Qr£~n· 

The species is of no economic importance in 

Australia, being used solely for ornament. 

Trail in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. __ __, ______ ___....,..,...,_ _____ ..... _ ... ____. ........... _._ .... _._,..,___._. 

A double plot of the species was established in 

; ..... 
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l9l2 by setting out nursery stock at an espacement of 

6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The year after they were planted out, the young 

trees were slightly touched by frost, but nevertheless 

grew to an average height of 6 feet (2 m.) The following 

winter they were more severely affected by the cold, and 

many of them succumbed. Notwithstanding this, by October, 

l9l4, the average height of the remaining trees had in

creased to lO feet ( 3 m.), and frost damage was now confined 

to their crowns. Compared with an adjacent plot of 

!~~!.!!.2!!-!§.a. the stand of !!,_],g.!1~l~ at this stage 

showed superior vigour but appeared to be slightly less 

hardy to frost. 

Until March, l930, the trees continued to make 

good growth, attaining a mean height of 35 feet (ll m.) 

in that year and suffering little from drought and frost. 

However, a steady decline set in thereafter, attributable, 

no doubt, to the fact that the species is not naturally 

long-lived. By 1959, only two, crooked trees were left on 

the plot, both of which were dying back in the crown. 

These had an average D.B.H. and height of 5.2 inches 

(l3 cm.) and l5 feet (5 m.), respectively. Their delicate, 

feathery foliage, bluish-grey when young but gradually 

changing to light green, cast a deep shade. 

Discussion of Results. __.~ _ _._ __ ......._....,w ___ _ 

The trial at Potchefstroom may be said to have 

achieved its purpose, which is to demonstrate that the 

species can be successfully cultivated in the western Trans

vaal as a fast-growing, albeit rather short-lived ornamental 

tree in situations where it will receive little attention•! 

/ ... ••' 
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Acacia cultriformis A. Cunn. 
_...,:wrwwl - ~- --------

LEGUMINOSAE (MIIVIOSOIDEAE). 

Common Name. __. ................... ~ 
Knife-leaf Wattle. 

Natural Distribution. ______ .. ,....,... ______ .,.. ............ ...._ ....... fll/lll/l 

A native of Australia, occurring in the Hunter, 

Dumaresq and Macintyre River districts of northern New 

.South Wales (Moore, 1893) and southern Queensland (Bailey, 

1900). Over the greater part of its range it enjoys a 

predominantly summer rainfall somewhat in excess of 

20 inches (500 mfm.) ~!-!8BBm~ 

Provenance. ___ ,., ... ~ 
It would seem that seed received (without loca

lity) from ~1Tessrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux of France was supplied 

to both Lichtenburg and Machavie Plantations in 1910. It 

is reasonable to infer that this was used to establish 

plots in the Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom Arboreta two 

years later, although stocks were also beginning to be 

collected locally in South Africa at the time. 

In Australia the species is described as a tall, 

bushy shrub (Bentham and Mueller, 1863-78). It is usually 

mealy-glaucous when young, and its phyllodes are almost 

triangular in shape, rigid and persistent for several 

seasons. 

~.Q!!lJ:£_1!lll!.2!~~ e .!!L.9.9BB.:!=~-~...Qr18J:a~ 

While of no economic importance, the species, is, 

nevertheless, planted for the sake of its ornamental, 

silvery-grey phyllodes or "leaves". 

/oe • eo' 
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Trials in the Arboreta at Lichtenbur~and Potchefstroom. -- ---~----~• ---~~~-~~~~--www~w w---~------ww ___ _ 
In each of the two Arboreta, trials were initiated 

in 1912. At Lichtenburg, 127 plants, which had been raised 

over the previous year in the local nursery and had reached 

a height of 12 inches (30 cfm.) were put out at an espace

ment of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) in March. The same espace-

ment was adopted at Potchefstroom, where a double plot 

was planted up. 

In 1913, several plants were destroyed by ter-

mites at Lichenburg, but the remainder appeared healthy. 

At Potchefstroom there were indications that the plants 

were suffering from drought, and that winter severe damage 

was caused by frost. 

For the next few years neither of the plots was 

much affected either by frost of by drought. At 

Potchefstroom, the plants grew into sturdy bushes which, 

by October, 1915, had reached a height of about 6 feet 

(2 m.) 

As a result of the severe drought which occurred 

in 1919, the trees in both Arboreta developed a yellowish, 

unhealthy colour. In the winter of 1920, frost wiped out 

the entire stand at Lichtenburg. At Potchefstroom, al

though the trees gradually regained their former, healthy 

appearance with the return of more normal seasons, they 

showed little vigour. When inspected in 1931 they had 

many dead branches and were generally in a poor condition.· 

By 1959, only three, crooked, sparsely-foliaged specimens 

remained, of which the mean D.B.H. was 3.3 inches (8 s;m.) 

and the mean height 15 feet (5 m.) One of their number 

had become suppressed by an adjoining stand of eucalypts, 

and all had an untidy appearance. 

; ..... 
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Discussion of Results. 
~ ..... ......_ ............ __ ...., ... _ ---

A. cultriformis has long enjoyed a reputation in ...,...,...,. __________ ....,.. 
South Africa of being extraordinarily resistant to both 

frost and drought. This, however, takes scant account 

of the fact that it is not found in either very cold or 

very dry- areas in Australia. 

The trials at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom 

clearly demonstrate that the tree is not as hardy as has 

always been supposed, though when planted on deep soils 

it is unlikely to be killed by drought in the western 

Transvaal. For all that, it is slower-growing and less 

attractive in appearance than !~-B~!!~l~' and, like 

it, is comparatively short-lived. 

/ .... .-
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~!~_£l~~~~~ Lindl. 

(Planted as ~-§~l!~a Wendl.) 

LEGUIVIINOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Names. _,..............,...,... . ......,..._ 

Port Jackson Willow (an unfortunate misnomer), 

Orange Wattle, Blue-leaved Acacia. 

Natural Distribution. 
~wwww~-~ww--~-----

Endemic in Western Australia, where it is found 

in the vicinity of the Swan River (Perth) (Bentham and 

Mueller, 1863-78), frequently as an understorey in stands 

of ~B£~1lE.:!:B.§...&@E82.S~J3..§!!• The rainfall in the area is 

more-or-less confined to the winter months and averages 

between 30 and 40 inches (760 to 1000 mfm.) a year 

(Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. ---
Seed for the trial at Potchefstroom was supplied 

by the Conservator of Forests, Cape Colony, and was 

presumably collected locally. 

~§S!l;e!!gs_~!-~h~S;e~!§_~B-!~§-!~~!!~-~B!~· 

The species has been described in the following 

terms (extract on research file sine auct.): "A low-----------
growing, spreading tree, branching near the ground, its 

radiating branches and long, drooping branchlets forming 

a perfect, leafy canopy. Its leaves, or more properly 

phyllodes, are long and narrow and of a bluish cast." 

~£~ag~!£-!m;e2!~§9~~a_Qgsa~!l-2f_Q!£~B· 

Although its bark is sometimes employed for 

tanning leather and its wood makes a good fuel, the species 

is useful chiefly for shade and ornament.· 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
~---w-•~ww--w-www--~wwww----w--~--~w 
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Eighty-one plants 6 months old and 9 inches 

(23 c.m.) high, which had been raised locally in the 

nursery, were put out in January, 1909, at the customary 

espacement for those times of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

When inspected in October that same year, all 

the plants had been frosted to the ground, though several 

had commenced to sprout again from the roots. During the 

course of the summer, some of these new shoots grew to a 

height of no less than 8 feet (2.4 m.) but were all cut back 

again by frost in the winter. 

This cycle was repeated for a number of years 

until, in 1914, several shoots which received some pro-

taction from a neighbouring stand survived the winter. 

These persisted for a few years, but were finally killed 

outright by frost in 1919. 

This tree, which originates from a Mediterranean 

type climate, has not proved a success anywhere in the 

summer rainfall area in South Africa, though it is one of 

the two species most commonly used for the reclamation of 

littoral sand dunes in the constant and winter rainfall 

areas. It is unable to stand the cold in the westerm 

Transvaal and should not be grown there notwithstanding 

its apparent hardiness to drought. 

; ..... 
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Acacia dealbata Link. __... ___ ...,_ ----=-
( Syn. ~~B!!:.2S§ Willd. var. ~~!.!?~.!!

(Link.) F. Muell. ex Maid.) 

LEGUMINOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Name• _........,...,_._....,....-_ 

Silver Wattle. 

Natural Distribution. _....,....._. _______ ~---
Widely distributed in south-eastern Australia and 

Tasmania. In New South Wales its range extends from the 

coastal plain to the Tableland (Moore, 1893), while in 

Victoria it ascends to sub-alpine elevations, mainly in 

valleys and along the banks of rivers (Bentham and 

Mueller, 1863-78). It probably also occurs in Queensland 

and South Australia (Lord, 1950). In Tasmania it is both 

widespread and abundant locally (Curtis, 1956), growing 

most luxuriantly in ferny gullies and other damp places, and 

forming the main underwood in tall, eucalypt forest 

where the rainfall is 40 inches (1000 m.m.) a year or more. 

Provenance. ___ ..,_: ______ _ 
It is no longer possible to ascertain from which 

part of its very extensive range the species was brought 

to South Africa probably about the middle of the 

nineteenth century. The seed used for establishing a 

plot at Lichtenburg was collected at Woodbush Plantation 

in the northern Transvaal, while that supplied to 

Potchefstroom either emanated from the same source or was 

obtained from Natal. 

~£!££!~~S-2!-1h2 §~£~§-18-~~.:i!~~~tl~B~!~· 

~-S2~B!~ is described (Bentham and Mueller, 

1863-78) as a handsome, evergreen tree with very glaucous 

or hoary branchlets and leaves. It is usually between 20 

; ..... . 
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and 50 feet (6 and 15 m.) tall (Lord, 1950), though some-
-times- it .. ap_p.roac~es twice that height in Tasmania, becoming 

larger than either !~£~£B!E~S§ or !~-~~~ra§!! in the wild 
. . .... 

state. According to Lor~ (!E!2•), it cannot be recommended 

for planting in gardens ,.on account of its propensity for 
i f 

suchering. 

~a.2!l12-~:e.2£~~...2.2BB.:!!£l...2L.9ti&a· 

The species is considered to be of little value 

in Australia except as fue£; and the tannin content of its 

bark is lower than that of A. decurrens or A. mearnsii. 
~----wmw____ ~---~ 

~§J:§..!E-_.:!!a~_£B.Q.!:~~~-~!sa.:!:~a.B!!-E~a§._E£.:!!£h~f.§~E.2.Q!g· 

At Lichtenburg, a plot was established in 1906/07 

by sowing the seed broadcast. 

During the winter of 1907, the young trees were 

either killed outright by the cold or else frosted to the 

ground. Those of them which sprouted again survived for 

two more seasons, the largest reaching a height of about 

5 feet (1.5 m.) in December, 1908, only to be cut down 

again by frost during the course of the ensuing winter. 

About 15 trees sprouted once more in the spring 

and came through the next few winters without further mis-
I 

hap, · attaining an average height of about 12 feet ( 4 m.) 

in March, 1913. In September the following year, however, 

almost all of them were killed by drought, and the trial 

was pronounced soon afterwards to be a failure. 

At Potchefstroom, 81 plants 9 inches (23 c.m.) 

tall, which had been raised locally in the nursery over 

the previous 6 months, were planted out at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) in Januaty, 1909. 

Here, the young trees were little affected by 

frost, and by October had attained a height of 5 feet 

/.· .... 
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(1.5 m.) A year later they stood no less than 12 feet 

(4 m.) high. By October, 1914, their average height was 

24 feet (7 m.) and they were fruiting profusely, as a 

result of which a vigorous crop of seedlings subsequently 

sprang up beneath them. 

Frost and drought continued to have little effect 

upon the trees until October, 1923, when, however, they 

were said to be suffering very much more after a dry 

winter than those or either A. decurrens or A. mearnsii ..... ~_.. .................. -... .....-............. _ ...... 
in the Arboretum. In 1928, they lapsed into a moribund 

state and only a few survived to the following year. 

Sparse regeneration is all that remains of the 

trial today. 

The oft-repeated contention that A. dealbata is ................... _ ... ___ _ 
hardier than either A. decurrens or A. mearnsii is not ______ _._...___ -.............--------
supported by the results of these trials, and the species 

has not proved itself in the western Transvaal. This is, 

perhaps, not surprising when it is borne in mind that the 

tree is associated in Australia with moist habitats, 

being, as Lord remarks, u abundant on the banks of rivers 

and creeks. 11 

The possibility that ~-g~~~ might yet prove 

of value for fuel and shelter in the Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom areas cannot be altogether discounted, for 

there remains a chance that a hardier strain than that so 

far tried in this country could be found in Victoria or 

Tasmania. However, because of the known tendency for the 

tree to spread, especially along watercourses, such an 

introduction might not be advisible. 

; ..... 
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Acacia decurrens (Wendl.) Willd • ...., _____ ___. .......... -.. 
(Syns. ~-~f!~a§_iWendl.) Willd. var. 

B£!ID£!tlli, &-!!2!~l!~ ined. ) 

LEGUMINOSAE (rviii\IIOSOIDEAE). 

Common Name. _...,_. ___ _._w_ 

Green Wattle. 

Natural Distribution • .................. -... ...-------------_. __ 
A native of Victoria, New South Wales and 

Queensland, where it occurs mainly in valleys from the 

coast to the Dividing Range. 

Provenance. 
~~-..... -----

Nothing appears to be known of the circumstances 

surrounding the introduction of this species to South 

Africa, neither is any information available with regard to 

the seed issued in 1908 for trial in the Arboretum at 

Potchefstroom other than that it was collected in this 

country. 

~~§2!1E~i£&-3!-~h~~~£1~~-~n_~~~-~~-lii!tE~~§~· 

!£_g~£Yff~B~ is described as a beautiful, ever

green tree of upright habit, attaining a height of from 

30 to 40 feet (9 to 12 m.) Audas, -Maiden, 1904-25). It 

has extremely attractive, fern-like, foliage and prominently 

angled or sometimes almost winged branchlets. 

~££B£m!£_JIDE£!~~~-1E-2£YB~£l--2!-2!!~B· 

Bark of this species is used in Australia for 

tanning leather (12££-£~), but its timber is of little 

value except as fuel. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
--~-~---~---~-w--~---~ .. ~- -----~~-~---

This plot was established in January, 1909, und~ 

the invalid name A. normalis, which was sometimes used at 

; ..... 
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that time to distinguish the species from the Black 

Wattle, ~~~B~· 

Eighty-one nursery plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high, which 

had been raised locally over the preceding 6 months, were 

set out at the usual espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.). 

During the course of the same year, a "large 

number" of plants was inadvertently hoed out and had to 

be replaced the following summer. Those which were not 

destroyed in this manner were badly frosted. 

In October, 1910, half of the plot, situated on 

stony ground, was observed to have died right back, but 

the rest of the trees looked healthy and had attained a 

height of 10 feet (3 m.) During the following winter, 

those of the trees on stony ground which had sprouted 

again were cut back once more by frost. Many trees were 

again injured by frost during the winter of 1913, yet by 

October the average height of the stand had increased to 

20 feet (6 m.). 

This satisfactory progress was maintained for a 

number of years, despite the fact that the trees suffered 

periodically from both frost and drought, but after 

an unusually dry spell in 1923 their condition seems to 

have deteriorated steadily. In 1959, only a single sapling 

remained. 

Discussion of Results. --------- __ w ___ .,. .... .,.w ..... 

For many years, ~~£~rr~a~_was held to be 

slightly more resistant to frost than ~£wm~~!B§£!, though 

the evidence was often conflicting. This contention is 

not borne out by results at Potchefstroom, where 4 trees 

of the latter species still remained healthy in 1959. It 

; .... ~ 
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is probable, therefore, that neither species possesses any 

marked superiority over the other in this respect. 

A. decurrens is very rarely seen in the Transva& 
------------

as far west at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom, and, on 

account of susceptibility to drought and frost, its use 

in the area cannot be recommended. 

/ ..... ~ 
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!£!£~~-a2-~2Eh~l~~ A. Cunn. ex Benth. 

l~~~· 

LEGUMINOSAE ( MIMOSOIDEAE) • 

Common Names. 
--------------... 

Spear Wood, Yarran, Mya.ll. 

Natural Distribution. 
_______ ....,...,_..._. ______ _ 

A native of the dry, interior regions of 

Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia 

(Streets, 1962). It abounds on the barren heaths of New 

South Wales from Lachlan to the Barrier Range (Maiden, 

1904-25), and is found in Victoria on the sa.ltbush flats 

of the lower Murray River. 

Provenance • ........ -.-...... -.......---
The seed supplied to Lichtenburg for trial in the 

Arboretum was received from J.H. Maiden, and presumably 

originated from New South Wales. 

~~~~.QB_.Q,!_,!~...§~£~~E!-~!L~_1:s_!f~BX.2.1!~!2i:!:~· 

A small but graceful tree 15 to 40 feet (5 to 

12 m.) tall (Audas, 1934), with glabrous or hoary 

foliage (phyllodes). 

!£.2B£ID!£_!illE£!~£2-~B-2£Ba~!l-£f-2!~~8· 

The species thrives in ceak, arid areas where 

grass and other herbage is often scarce. In times of 

drought it is said to yield an unfailing supply of good 

forage, to which stock of all kinds is very partial 

(Turner, 1891). For this reason it is deemed worthy of 

careful conservation and even of cultivation in Australia. 

It yields a copous gum of good quali ty~J Its wood is 

seldom of utilisable size, but was once much fancied for 

spears and is now prized for turnery and even cabinet work, 

being hard, dark and exceedingly handsome. Smallwood makes 

; ••• •'•i 
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an excellent fuel. 

~-.!B-~S~-ArBM~BPL~!f!sh,!ea:E!!U• 

Seed was sown in suitably prepared "patches 11 at 

intervals of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) in November, 1908, 

but in August the following year the trial was reported as 

having failed completely. No reason for this is indicated 

in the records. 

Discussion of Results • ...,_...,.._..,__,......., ..... _________ _ 

Apropos of the failure of this trial, the fol

lowing observations made by Turner (12£~~,!.) are of 

interest: "They (the seeds) are very hard and will require 

to be steeped for a few days, or carefully torrefied, before 

sowing, or germination will be considerably delayed. They 

should be sown in the early autumn months, and in places 

where it is intended that the trees are to grow, for the 

seedlings are very impatient of being transplanted, and 

in fact scarcely ever survive the operation." 

A further small supply of seed of this species 

was received in 1922 from Morocco. This was sown in the 

Bloemfontein nursery but failed to germinate within the 

time allowed. 

It is probabl.e that the complete lack of success 

which attended the trial at Lichtenburg can be ascribed, as 

in the instance just cited, to failure of the seed to ger

minate. This in turn, could well be accounted for by ig

norance of the best methods of procuring early germination. 

In defence of those responsible for the conduct of the trial 

it should, however, be mentioned that 3 years elapsed 

before the site was utilised again for another species, 

during which time the seed presumably lay unmolested in 

the ground. 

A further attempt should unquestionably be made 

/ .... .& ... 
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to establish this species in South Africa because of 

its potential value to stock farmers in dry areas, but 

adequate precautions should be taken to ensure that 

satisfactory germination is obtained. 
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Acacia karroo Hayne. 
-------------

LEGUMINOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Names. 
~-----.__ .... 

Sweet Thorn, Cape Acacia. 

Natural Distribution. 
-~w-----~-w----w-~ 

Indigenous to South Africa (Verdoorn, 1954), 

where it extends further south than any other native species 

of Acacia, occurring within about 75 miles (120 k.m.) of 

Cape Town. From thence its range extends to the northern 

Transvaal arid beyond into central Africa. It is found 

also in the arid regions of Botswana and South West Africa, 

and on parts of the highveld is one of the few trees that 

grow spontaneously (Codd, 1951). However, it is rare in 

sub-tropical areas and is seldom found on the upper slopes 

of the mountains, favouring the more fertile, "sweet" soils 

of the foothills and plains. It often occurs along the 

banks of streams, mostly in areas with a rainfall of 12 to 

35 inches (300 to 900 m.m.) a year. 

Provenance. __. ... _._ __ _ 
Not recorded, but the seed may well have been 

collected locally in the Western Transvaal. 

~S!~~]!ga_Q!_~_§E~~-!a-!~~~!Y~-EaE£~~~· 

A small to medium-sized, deciduous tree up to 

40 feet (12 m.) in height, with a rounded or spreading 

crown armed with long, straight, paired, white spines. 

In mid-summer the air is perfumed by its canary-yellow 

flowers, which are borne in great profusion in dense, 

globular heads. 

~a~~!£_£~Egr~~£~-!B-22Ba~!~-2!-9!!~!a~ 

The species is of very limited economic value. 

; ..... 
L__ ________________ ._ 
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Young foliage and ripe pods are eaten by stock, and gum 

was at one time collected from its stem and branches for 

export (Codd, 1951). Its wood makes a good fuel and its 

bark can be used for tanning, but imparts a reddish 

colour to the leather. 

l!~!!_1a-~a~_!£B2!~~~1£h~EB!S• 

The plot, under the name of A~-8££!~~' was 

planted up in 1906 at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

(2 x 2 m.), using 1-year old nursery stock 6 inches 

( 15 c .m.) high. 

In August,~ 1909, the young trees already stood 

4 to 6 feet (1 to 2 m.) high but were very bushy, and 

were accordingly trimmed to a single stem. Towards the 

end of the following month the new growth was killed by 

late frost. Several trees were again cut back by frost 

during the next three, successive winters. By this time 

the tallest of their number had reached a height of 13 

feet (4 m.) and their average height was 7 feet (2 m.). 

Frost damage recurred from time to time over 

the next few years, and in 1920 it seemed that the trees 

had been killed to the ground by the combined effects 

of frost and drought. Surprisingly, about 30 of them 

made an almost complete recovery, and the rest sprouted 

again from ground level. Their growth, however, was very 

slow from then onwards, and in 1926 they were described 

as having a "stunted, hungry appearanceu. 

When last inspected, in 1959, the plot consisted, 

for the most part, of a dense, impenetrable scrub 7 feet 

( 2 m.)· high91 Ten trees emerged above the general canopy 

level, and had attained a height of up to 20 feet (6 m.) 

and a maximum D.B.H. of 9.3 inches (24 c.m.). Their form 

; ..... 
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was very poor, and only two of them contained any uti-

lisable wood. 

Discussion of Results • ....__. ______ _.....___._........., __ ,.. __ _ 
This trial serves to demonstrate (if this were 

needed) the extraordinary toughness and resilience of 

the species which, unfortunately, has little to commend 

it but its rather picturesque appearance. It might, 

however, be considered for soil reclamation work in 

the western Transvaal, and its pods are useful as 

fodder.: 

I . ! . . . . . ,. 
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!cagia m~!B~ De Wild. 

(Syns. A~_mol±is~~S! sensu auct. mult. e.g. Benth in Hook., 

Lond. Journ. 1842, non Willd.; A~-S~£B!reg~ (Wendl.) 

Willd. var. mollis Lindl.) ---
LEG'(JlviiNOSAE (MIMOSOIDEAE). 

Common Name • ....,_........,_ ___ _......_ 

Black Wattle. 

Natural Distribution. 
_________ _,_.......,_ ________ _ 

!~-~~£~!! occurs over a wide area in Australia, 

where it is found in the States of South Australia, Victoria, 

New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania (Maiden, 1904-25). 

Its range extends from Naracoorte in south-eastern South 

Australia (Black, 1922) through Victoria and the cooler 

districts of New South Wales (where it reaches its greatest 

development on the southern tablelands) into inland, extra

tropical Queensland (1&~!].) In Tasmania it is both 

widespread and frequent (Curtis, 1956). Typically, it is 

a tree of cool, mountain regions with a well-distributed 

rainfall, occurring on moist valley soils or on hillsides, 

often as an understorey in high eucalypt forest. 

Provenance • ......_ ... __ ..................... 
According to Sherry (1947), the introduction of 

A~-m~~!U§!! to South Africa took place as long ago as 1864, 

and there is probably no means of ascertaining from which 

part of Australia seed was obtained. The stock used to es-

tablish a trial in the Arboretum a.t Potchefstroom was 

supplied by the Conservator of Forests, Cape Colony, but 

there is no record of any seed being issued to Lichtenburg, 

and the origin of the plot there is obscure. 

; ..... 
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~~!!££iEt!£!1...2L~§E~~~~!!-!!!.:!:E.u!~~· 

A spreading tree, usually about 30 feet (9 m.) 

in height (Black, loc. cit.) but sometimes much taller ___ ....._._ .... _ 
(Mueller, 1887-88), with shortly pubescent branchlets. 

Its feathery, evergreen foliage and its trunk are darker 

than those of A. decurrens (Audas, 1934), but its flowers 

paler and almost over-powerfully scented (Maiden, ~~~.) 

~2BB2!!£-~E£~~-1E-£2~.:!:£l_g!_Qr!~B· 

The tree is considered to yield the best tan-

bark of any~~ species in Australia (Maiden, 12~£!~.), 

and is exploited for this purpose in several States. 

Its timber, however, is regarded as inferior and is little 

used except for fuel. 

1!!§!.L.!B-~S~-~.Q£~~-~.:!:_!.i9!!.:!:!BE1!~~L~£!:~!~r.9~· 

The trial of this species in the Lichtenburg 

Arboretum was conducted under the name A. decurrens. ___... ... ......_......._ __ 
Botanical identification of the trees is no longer possible, 

but the Green Wattle (properly known as ~-S~2B!!~a!!) was 

usually referred to in the early records of the Transvaal 

Forestry Division as A. decurrens var. normalis or 
-------~- __. ... ,...___._ 

~a2£!!±~§, and the unmodified specific epithet g~£~£!~8.§ 

was taken to denote the variety m2±1!§ -

Wattle. 

i.e. -- the Black 

Seed was sown broadcast in 1906/07, but the plants 

were all frosted to the ground during their first winter. 

Some of them sprouted again in the spring, and of these 

the tallest stood about 5 feet (1.5 m.) high in December, 

1908. 

For a number of years thereafter the amount of 

damage caused by frost was negligible, and by March, 1913, 
I 

the stand had attained an average height of 16 feet (5 m.) 

; ..... 
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Drought, however, intervened, and in September the following 

year all but 9 trees had succumbed. The remnants were 

finally uprooted two years later. 

At Potchefstroom, the stand was established under 

name of A. mollissima. Eighty-one plants 9 inches (23 cm.) __________ ___......,__ 

high, which had been raised in the nursery over the previous 

6 months, were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

(2 x 2 m.) in January, 1909. 

Tender, young shoots were caught by late frost 

the following spring, but the plants nevertheless grew 

luxuriantly and, in October, 1911, were said to be doing 

better than any other !£~ species in the Arboretum. 

One large sapling perished in 1912 but the remainder con

tinued to grow vigorously and were neither affected by 

frost nor drought, reaching an average height of 25 feet 

(8 m.) in October, 1914. Thereafter, their vigour seems 

to have declined, however, and the climate commenced to 

exact its toll once more. 

When the plot was last inspected in September, 

1959, only 4 of the original trees remained. These had 

grown to quite large size, having an average height of 

56 feet (17 m.) and a M.D.B.H. of 17.7 inches (45 cm.). 

Their form, though leaving a lot to be desired, was not 

unduly poor for more-or-less free-growing trees of this 

species, which are normally rather crooked and heavily 

branched. To all appearances their condition was moribund, 

but this could be expected since the species is never very 

long lived. A good deal of spontaneous regeneration was 

found on the site. 

Discussion of Results • ..........,.......,.__._WWI&IiW ___ .......... 

; ..... 
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The planting of !~~!B~!i in the Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom districts would not be recommended by the 

Forest Department today on account of the deficient rain

fall, and it is surprising, therefore, that 4 trees should 

have survived for 50 years in the Arboretum at the latter 

centre and that the species should be regenerating quite 

freely there. This does not, of course, constitute 

sufficient reason to reverse the recommendations of the 

Department in the present connection, but it would suggest 

that, contrary to what is widely supposed, ~~-!2~~ 

is no less hardy to frost and drought than A. dealbata .............. _. ... ~---
and !~~~~~' both of which failed in the Arboretum 

at Potchefstroom. 

I .... •' 
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A£§£~~Ea!ll~£Y~ Sieb. 

(probably the variety ~£!!2!~ (DC.) Benth.) 

!£-ID!~· 

LEGUMINOSAE ( MIMOSOIDEAE) • 

Common Name. 
----w=--------

Mountain Hickory. 

Natural Distribution • ........... _...... .... _. ...... _....n.w..,.., ___ __ 

Endemic in south-eastern, continental Australia 

and possibly also in Tasmania. In Victoria (Maiden, 1904-

25) it occupies granitic mountain ranges in the vicinity of 

the Broken, Ovens and Snowy Rivers. From thence its range 

extends northwards through the Blue Mountains and along 

the coastal plains of New South Wales to Moreton Bay in 

Queensland. Its occurrence in Tasmania seems doubtful 

as Curtis (1956) does not list it, but according to Flora 

Australiensis it is found near Brown's River, south of 

Hobart. 

Provenance • ...... ...,......... ........ ...,__._ 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was obtained 

either from the Conservator of Forests, Cape Colony, or 

else from the Rhodes Matopa Park in Rhodesia. 

~~!!E~!2n-2!-~h~_§E!£1~§-!ll-!~§-ll~~!Y~-li~E!~~~· 

A small, evergreen tree, with glabrous, penni-

veined phyllodes, sometimes attaining a height of 40 feet 

(12 m.) or more (Maiden, 12£~~.) 

~2B~ID!£_1IDE££~~£~-!B-£2YS~~-2!-2!!~B· 

The bark of the variety £~1£!!2£~ is exceedingly 

rich in tannin, and is almost comparable in quality with 

that of ~-ID~~~!!• Its wood is dark brown in colour, 

tough and durable, and is particularly suitable for tool 

handles. 

/.~ ... 
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~J,_!!}_.-!ihL~E~Y~-.§~-~1£h~!SE~!:~· 

Seed was sown in "patches" spaced 6 feet (2 m.) 

apart in November, 1908. By August the following year all 

the plants which resulted therefrom had died. 

Discussion of Results. __ ._....._.., __________ www-

The species would seem to be quite unsuited to 

the western Transvaal, where conditions are much drier 

than those prevailing in its natural habitat. The variety 

~£1£2£!!§ is, however, a potentially valuable stand-by 

for the wattle industry in Natal and the eastern Transvaal, 

though it does not grow as vigorously as the Black Wattle, 

A. mearnsii. ___ ...,...._, ________ _ 

; .... ·~· 
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~!!£-hl£h!~2n-E2~1~YID- (Schott) R.Br. 

( Syn. .§~~3aJ!.§._gmr.§!!~ G. Don) • 

FP-11:£· 
STERCULIACEAE. 

Common Name • ......... _ ... ___. __ ____ 

Kurrajong. 

Natural Distribution. _.........,.. ___ .,.._.._...., ________ _ 

A native of Australia, where it is found on the 

seaward side of the Dividing Range from Melbourne, in 

Victoria, through New South Wales to Rockhampton in 

Queensland, Its range extends also to the warmer and 

drier regions of the interior, where the rainfall averages 

only 10 to 25 inches (250 to 630 m.m.) a year (Streets, 

1962). The species does not tolerate poor, acid soils and 

is most abundant on calcarous formations, occurring 

naturally in the form of isolated trees or very scattered 

stands. 

Provenance. 
---------------

The seed used to establish a plot in the 

Lichtenburg Arboretum was received from J.H. Maiden, and 

presumably originated from New South Wales. A second 

consignment of seed was obtained in 1904 from one Mr. Wood 

of Brisbane, Queensland, and it would seem that part of 

this was used to raise plants for trial at Potchefstroom, 

although definite confirmation is not obtainable from the 

records. 

~.§£!bE!12B-2!~~-.§E~~~_bg_!!.§_N~~!!~-li~!~]· 

The species is described by Turner (1891) in the 

following words: "An exceedingly ornamental tree, often 

attaining a height of 60 feet (18 m.) on the eastern slopes 

of the Dividing Range, and from 20 to 30 feet (6 to 9 m.) 

; ..... 
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in the hilly country of the interior •••••••••• 

On deep soils of a dry nature the kurrajong will make a 

beautiful, umbrageous head ••••• Its beautiful, green 

foliage in midsummer is easily recognised among other 

vegetation." 

§~a~!£~2£~~~~-!E-£BBB~El-£!_2r±B!a· 

Turner (loc. cit.) continues: urn the arid in-
~~...-----

terior of this continent, during drought time this tree 

has often proved a most valuable standby to the stock-

owner, and has been the means of saving many animals when 

other herbage has failed. Cattle and sheep are ex

ceedingly fond of its leaves, and thrive on them well. 

As a rule when feeding stock on the leaves of this tree, 

the branches only are cut off by thoughtful persons, 

leaving the trunk standing, which soon throws out a fresh 

supply of branches and leaves ••••• The timber of this 

tree is soft and spongy, and almost useless." 

1£g!J:.§!_J:n~!HL&!£.2!:~~iU_g~~:E~!B..~E.2.]~~E22!9• 

At Lichtenburg, a plot was established in 1905 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using plants 

12 months old and 6 inches (15 cm.) high which had been 

raised in the local nursery. 

The young trees were damaged by frost almost 

every winter until 1920, sometimes to the extent of 

being cut back practically to the ground. In that year 

the effects of drought were also felt for the first time. 

Eight trees were lost, and 10 more died from the same 

cause the following year. In 1922, the survivors were 

said to have a very sickly appearance, and all were stag-

headed. 

Severe frost damage was experienced intermit-

tently thereafter, but, in 1959, 28 trees still remained 

; ..... 
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on the 0.1 acre (0.004 hec.) plot. These, although 

fairly healthy, were unevenly distributed over the area, 

the stocking being best towards the mid~ and on the two 

sides which received some protection from other species, 

suggesting frost and cold wind rather than drought as the 

cause of mortality. The surviving trees had a mean 

D.B.H. of 1.3 inches (18 cm.) and a height of 23 feet.(7 m.) 

Their branching was rather irregular, and clusters of 

shoots arose from spurs along from their trunks and limbs. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 1908, 

when 81 plants 2 years old and 18 inches (45 cm.) tall were 

set out at a 6 x 6 foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement. 

In August that same year, the trees were frosted 

at the top and 31 were killed to the ground. In 1909 seve

ral of them were again touched by frost yet, despite this, 

the plot remained fully stocked and showed much promise. 

Over the next few years little further damage 

was caused by frost and the trees were scarcely, if at all 

affected by drought. The abnormally low rainfall of 1927 

caused most of them to become stag-headed, however, and it 

was actually believed that they were dying. This assess

ment proved to be unduly pessimistic, for 58 trees were 

still alive in 1959 - equivalent of a stocking of no 

fewer than 866 stems per acre (2,140 per hec.) Although 

overcrowded they were apparently quite healthy, and a 

mean D.B.H. 1.0 inches (18 cm.) and a height of 34 feet 

(10 m.) Their lower trunks were erect and moderately 

s'traight, but their crowns were haphazardly branched and 

ungainly. 

Discussion of Results • ....., ___ ..,...., .. ww_w _ _....__. __ _ 

According to Robertson (1926), this species does 

not favour very cold sites on the tablelands of New South 

; ....... i 
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Wales, and it is evident that conditions in this respect 

are marginal for it in the western Transvaal. Neverthe

less, cognisance should be taken of the fact that no trial 

seems to have been conducted as yet with seed obtained 

from the most southerly (and therefore, presumably, coldest) 

part of its range. Its resistance to drought is beyond 

question. 

The value of the Kurrajong has not been suffi

ciently appreciated by stock farmers in South Africa, and 

greater use might well be made of it for the establishment 

of "fodder banks" that can be drawn upon in times of need.1 

The species is also an excellent one for avenues and shade 

in dry areas and might even be considered for shelterbelts, 

especially if used in conjunction with a suitable species 

of eucalypt. 

; ..... 
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Callitris endlicheri (Parl.) F.M. Bail. _.,...,...,.,...,..........,....,....,.... ___ ,.._............, 

(Syn. calcarata (A. Cw1n.) R. Br.) _____ .......,_._ 

CONIFERAE. 

Common Names • ........ _._.,. _______ ....,.... 

Black Callitris, Black or Mountain Pine. 

Natural Distribution. __.____..._,...,...... ... ,.... ...... .....__-.... 

Fairly widely distributed in the eastern States 

of Australia, where its range extends from southern 

Victoria to central Queensland (Audas, 1934). It is par-

ticularly widespread in New South Wales, occurring most 

abundantly west of the Dividing Range from the rocky 

declavities and canyons of the tablelands to the hills 

and ridges at the edge of the plains (Bentham and Mueller, 

1963-78; Maiden, 1904-25). 

Provenance • ............. ,...__,.... 

The seed supplied to Lichtenburg for trial in 

the Arboretum was received from J.H. Maiden of the Botanic 

Gardens, Sydney; that used to raise plants for the 

Potchefstroom Arboretum either came from the same source or 

was obtained from Mr. Wood of Brisbane. 

~~~£!!E~!Sa-£f-~a~_§E~£!~§-1E-~~!§~1~~-tl§B~· 

A small to medium-sized tree of pyramidal form, 

attaining a height of up to 80 feet (24 m.) and a diameter 

of 4~ feet (137 cm.) (Streets, 1962), In general ap-

pearance it is distinguished from other members of the 

genus by its black bark and its bright green foliage 

(Maiden, lg£~_£!~) It is more rigid in habit than 

Q~~~~£~ and its branches tend to droop less (Baker and 

Smith, 1910). When growing on ridges it is often rather 

stunted, trees of more than 8 inches (20 cm.) in diameter 

being rarely found. 

; ..... 
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!£2B~2-!!~2~!~2~-~S-Q~!!l-2!-2E!~· 

According to Maiden (!2££_£1!•), this species 

yields one of the handsomest timbers in its class. Its 

wood is fine-grained, dark in colour, beautifully mottled, 

fragrant and capable of taking a high polish. It is valued 

for interior decoration, joinery, coach-work and furniture. 

The roundwood is claimed to be immune to termite attack 

(Baker and Smith, 12~-£~.) and is probably also durable 

in contact with the ground (Streets, 12£~£1~.) The tree 

furnishes a good oleo-resin, and its bark has a tannin 

content of up to 36%. 

~~!1~-1E-1h~-AEB2!~~~~~1£S~~llB~~ll£_E~~£h~~~· 

The stand at Lichtenburg established under the 

name of c. calcarata consisted initially of a mixture of ...,._..........,__. ..... ....,....,.., 
this species and Q~B8_g£!• Planting was carried out in 

1906 at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet,(2 x 2 m.) using 12-

month-old nursery stock 6 inches (15 cm.) high. 

For a number of years the young trees were 

slightly frosted each winter but made steady, if slow 

growth, attaining an average height of 9 to 10 feet 

(3 m.) in 1913. The following year, most of the trees 

taken for ~£§1£~~~! were reported to be suffering 

badly from drought, but those of c. ~~~ seemed to be 

unaffected. Growth continued to be a little slow for 

several years thereafter, but from 1924 onwards the 

trees appeared to become more thrifty. 

Vfuen the plot was inspected in 1953, only 3 

trees of C. calcarata could be found. These had a mean ....... ..,.. ... ..........,_.,_.._ 

D.B.H. of 5.8 inches (15 cm.) and an average height of 40 

feet (12 m.) Sixty trees of Q~-~£! remained bringing 

the total stocking up to 630 stems per acre, (1,556 per 

hec.) and of the6e the mean D.B.H. and height were 7.2 

inches (18 cm.) and 46 feet (14 m.), respectively. 

; ..... 
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In 1959, only trees of the latter species remained. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 

February, 1908, when 81 transplants 2 years old and 1 

foot (30 cm.) high were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.). 

The young trees were not affected by cold, but 

several of them died of drought in 1912. A year later, 

however, their average height was already 8 feet (2.4 m.) 

and they had a vigorous appearance. Although periodic 

losses were caused thereafter by drought, the stand as a 

whole remained healthy and made satisfactory growth. 

In 1959, 23 trees were left on the plot, rep

resenting a stocking of 343 stems per acre (847 per hec.). 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 9.8 inches (25 cm.) and a height 

of 56 feet (17 m.) Their form was rather poor, for most 

of them were forked or else had sinuous or leaning trunks. 

Two were dead and others were dying back in the crown. 

Discussion of Results • .. ,........,...._ .. ,.._ ..... _....._..., ___ ,.......,..._.... 

In its natural habitat, Q~-~~~a occurs 

typically under rather less arid conditions than~-~~£~, 

although the ranges of the two species overlap in places. 

In South Africa it is held to be slightly less drought

hardy than the latter, which impression is confirmed by 

the results of the trials at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom. 

None-the-less, it may survive to maturity under plantation 

conditions in the western Transvaal. 

Compared with~~~~' £~£~1£~!~~ is usually a 

smaller tree and is generally of poorer form. Its timber, 

although attractive, is not quite as highly esteemed for 

most purposes in Australia as is that of £~~~~· The only 

advantages which it therefore possesses over the latter are the 

potential use of its bark as a source af tannin and the fresher, 

more pleasant green of its foliage. 

; •• 0. 0: 
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2§!£~~£~§-B!!~ R.Br. 

(This species was reduced to synonymy with !~a~1~-L2!1l~~£!§) 

robusta) A. Cunn. by Bentham in "Flora Australiensis" but --------
subsequently re-instated by Baker and Smith in 11 A Research 

on the Pines of Australia.") 

CONIFERAE. 

Common Names • ...,.._._ ... .,..,.. ...... .,..,..._....,... 

White Callitris, White Pine. 

Natural Distribution. --------.... --.,..,..---... ._ __ __ 
The most widely distributed of all members of 

the genus, 2~-~!B£§ occurs in every State in Australia 

except Tasmania, though nearly always at some distance 

from the sea and mainly in the southern half of the con

tinent (Baker and Smith, 1910; Bentham and Mueller, 1863-

78; Streets, 1962). It is most abundant in the dry in-

terior of New South Wales and Queensland, reaching its 

best development in areas with an annual rainfall of 18 

to 28 inches, (450 to 700 mm.) though it occurs also in 

parts with as little as 14 inches (350 mm) of rain a year. 

Its altitudinal range is chiefly between 500 and lt250 

feet (150 and 380 m.) the climate being warmer-temperate 

to sub-tropical, with high summer temperatures but some 5 

to 15 frosts in winter. The tree is generally gregarious, 

forming scrub forests on sandy, barren lands. 

Provenance • ._..__ ..... _ .... ....,..., ....... 
The seed us~d to raise plants for trial at 

Potchefstroom was supplied by J.H. Maiden. Trees of this 

species in the Lichtenburg Arboretum were planted as 

2.!._.£!!.1£~~~ (.9.!.-~n£11~~) and their origin is not known. 

; .. •••' 
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~~~£r!E~!~-~!_!h~_§E~£~-!B~~~-B~~!X~-li~E!~~~· 

An erect, evergreen tree with light, narrow crown, 

varying from small to medium in size according to its 

environment, In the far interior it is stunted in habit, 

but nearer the Dividing Range in the east it grows to 

over 100 feet (30 m.) in height and a diameter of 2 to 3 feet 

( 60 to 90 cm.) (Baker and Smith:, lg£..£!!•) Its bark is 

hard, compact and furrowed but paler than that of g. 
endlicheri, with which it is associated over parts of its ._ ........ -...... _...........,_.,., 

range; its foliage, too, is paler and more glaucous • 

.9..!,_&~~ is the chief constituent of the 11 Pine 

Scrubu which covers large tracts of the Australian hinter

land - an extremely dense plant community in which up to 8 

young trees 3 to 8 feet (1 to 2.4 m.) tall have been counted 

on an area of only 14 square inches (90 sq. cm.) (Maiden, 

1904-23). With judicious thinning, however, this scrub is 

capable of being turned into an economic asset. 

!££a2!~£-!~E~!~~~_g~~!l-£f_Q£!8!B• 

The timber os this tree is preferred to that of 

~-~1!£h!r! because of its relative freedom from knots, 

straighter grain and greater durability, and is used more 

extensively in Australia than that of any other member 

of the genus. It is easily worked and occasionally has 

very handsome markings, which greatly enhance its value 

for panelling and similar purposes. Other uses for it 

include flooring, ceiling, weather boards, scantlings 

and similar builder's requisites. It is renowned for its 

durability in contact with the ground and is almost com

pletely ~esistant to termites (Robertson, 1926), for which 

reasons it is in demand for telephone poles and fencing 

posts. The tree is useful also for shade and shelter, and 

; ..... . 
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its bark is of limited value as a source of tannin. 

1!~§-~B-~S2-A!~~~~-~~~!£h~2B~!B-~-~2~£h~£§~!22!• 

At Lichtenburg, the species was planted in mix-

ture with £~-2aS1~£~, under which name an account of 

the trial is to be found. In 1959, no trees of the latter 

species existed any longer on this plot, which consisted 

of a pure stand of g~-~~~~· The stockine was slightly 

more open towards the centre than on the edges but the 
' 

trees were fairly uniform in size throughout, suggesting 

tolerance of a high order and a considerable degree of 

drought-hardiness. The trees were slightly crooked but 

erect and fairly ligwiy branched. 

Two stands of ~-B1~~~ exist in the Arboretum 

at Potchefstroom one of which was established under the 

name of c. calcarata (C. endlicheri) and possibly contains 
~~~--~-~-~w~ ~~-----~~~-~ 

a few trees of the latter species. Both plots were planted 

up in February, 1908, at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

(2 x 2 m.~,using nursery stock 10 months old and 9 inches 

(23 cm.) hieh in the one case and 20 months old and 12 

inches (30 cm.) high in the other. 

During the first few years after their establish-

ment the young trees successfully resisted both drought 

and frost. Only in 1919 was one of the plots affected by 

frost. In 1923 the foliage in both turned slightly yellow, 

presumably as a result of drought. A satisfactory rate of 

growth was maintained in spite of this, and a thinning 

was carried out in 1949. 

At the time of the last re-measurement, 1959, the 

following data were recorded for the two plots, respectiv~: 

number of stems per acre, 433 and 567 (1,070 and 1,400 per 

hec.) mean D.B.H., 10.1 and 9.0 inches;(25 and 23 cm.) 

; ..... 
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average height, 63 and 56 feet (19 and 17 m.) The trees 

were of fairly good form on the whole, with narrow, sym

metrical, lightly-brw~ched crowns, but some were slightly 

crooked and many were forked. The defective stems could, 

however, have been almost, if not entirely eliminated in 

a thinning. 

Discussion of results. __.._......._ ..... ..._ .. ___,..._....,....._ 

£~-~~S! is evidently well adapted to the un

favourable climate of the western Transvaal, and has 

proved just as successful under equally dry conditions at 

Lobatsi, in Botswana. It yields a serviceable wood which, 

unlike many another, appears to retain something of its 

natural durability when grown under plantation conditions 

outside its native habitat. Unfortunately, its rate of 

growth is not such as to encourage planting on a 

commercial basis for timber, though it can be confidently 

recommended for farm wood-lots, shelterbelts and avenues 

in the Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom areas. For all these 

purposes it is probably superior to any other species of 

Callistris introduced thus far into South Africa. _ .......................... ...,_ 

; ..... 
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Callitris verrucosa R.Br. _._ ......... _ ......... ____ .......... 

CONIFERAE. 

Common Names • ...... ......,.. __________ ...,.. 

Cypress or Turpentine Pine. 

Natural Distribution. 
~~-~~-~~~~~-

A species of the dry interior of Australia, where 

its range extends from Mount Hope and the plains west of 

the Dividing Range in New South Wales across the arid heart 

of the continent into Western Australia (Baker and Smith, 

1910). It is also recorded from South Australia, but its 

presence in Queensland seems doubtful (Black, 1922). 

Provenance. ~ ....... ,.,....., __ 
Seed supplied by Prof. J.H. Maiden was used to 

establish a plot in the Lichtenburg Arboretum. 

~2§£!1E!12~1-~h~_§£~21~-!~~-~~g~B~· 

A stunted tree or shrub, sometimes attaining a 

height of up to 20 or 30 feet (6 to 9 m.)(Baker and Smith, 

1g£~~.) On the eastern side of the Murray River in 

South Australia it forms a "scrub" no more than 6 feet 

(2 m.) high (Black, 12£~£!~.) It is readily distinguishable 

from~~~ because of its dark green foliage. 

~~2~1£-lmEgr~£~_!a_22Ba]~2!-2r!~a· 

The species is not often of sufficient size to be 

exploited for timber, but its wood is straight-grained, easy 

to work and suitable for the construction of dwellings where 

termites are prevalent (Baker and Smith, !2££...£ll•) It can 

also be used for railway sleepers and telegraph poles 

(Streets, 1962). The tannin content of its bark is too 

low to warrant commercial exploitation.· 
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~~~-~B-!h~-A!B2£~~B~-~~-~~£h~~8EB~· 
The plot was established in 1905/06 by planting 

out 9-inch (23 cm.) high nursery stock at an espacement of 

6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.). 

The young trees did not suffer from drought, but 

a few were slightly frosted in 1912 and again in 1921. 

Growth was a little slow, though consistent, for in 1913 

the stand had an average height of 11 feet (3 m.) and its 

appearance was healthy. Steady progress was maintained 

thereafter, and a light thinning was carried out in 1929. 

When inspected in 1959, 49 trees remained on the 

0.1 acre (0.004 hec.) plot, the mean D.B.H. of which was 

8.3 inches (21 cm.) and the average height 44 feet (13 m.). 

A few of them were forked and others were slightly crooked, 

but their form was reasonably good and their appearance 

still healthy. Branching was moderately light, and the 

plot would undoubtedly have created a better impression 

had it been more adequately thinned. The stocking towards 

its centre was good and the innermost trees were well 

developed, indicating that the species is perfectly hardy 

under the prevailing climatic conditions. 

Discussion of Results. 
-~~------~www~----~ww 

This plot has made altogether better growth 

than might have been expected, bearing in mind the fact 

that in the wild state the s~ecies apparently does not 

grow beyond a height of 30 feet (gm.). Indeed, its rate 

of growth and size closely rival those of ~-s!~B£! 

growing nearby. 

In Australia, ~Y~!B£Q§~ is unquestionably of 

lower economic value than ~-B!~~~ and at Lichtenburg 

it e~Libits no particular silvicultural advantage over it. 

; ..... ~ 
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There is thus no reason to advocate planting it in pre

ferance to the latter species from a utilitarian point 

of view, though as an ornamental it will be favoured by 

many on account of the more attractive colour of its 

foliage. 
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CASUARINACEAE. 

Common Names. -----w ... _...._...,._. 
Beefwood, River Oak. 

Natural Distribution. 
~--w--w-~w ~-----

A native of Australia, where it occurs from 

southern New South Wales to northern Queensland and the 

Northern Territory, reaching from the coast inland across 

the tablelands to the upper, western slopes of the Dividing 

Range (Streets, 1962). Its altitudinal range is from sea 

level to about 3,500 feet (1,070 m.) The climate varies 

from temperate to tropical, with a mean annual temperature 

of from 55°F. to 80°F. (13°C to 27°C) and from 0 to 60 

days of frost a year. The mean annual rainfall is between 

20 and 60 inches (500 and 1500 mm), but the species is 

found mainly along the banks of fresh-water rivers and 

thus enjoys abundant soil moisture throughout the year. 

Provenance. __, _______ _ 
No light is thrown on the origin of the plants 

raised at Potchefstroom for trial in the Arboretum by the 

records of the Transvaal Forestry Division. 

~!!E~!2B-2f-~§E~£1~~-1£~li~~!!~~· 

Perhaps the largest of all Casuarinas, 

g~_£Ynni~i~ reaches a height of about 100 feet (30 m.) 

and a diameter of 6 feet (183 cm.) or more in Australia 

(Maiden, 1904-25). Its branches are fairly slender and 

erect, and its crown somewhat glaucous. 

~BQID±£-lffiBO£~~~ in Cq~~!~-2!-2£1~8· 

The tree yields a hard, very strong, durable timber 

of moderate weight, which is used for shingles, panelling, 

furniture and similar purposes. Like that of other 

; ..... 
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Casuarinas, it burns well and the ashes retain their heat 

for a long while. Yet it is not on account of its timber 

that the species is considered most valuable in Australia 

but because of the stabilising influence it exercises on 

river banks. Indeed, the suggestion has been made that 

the destruction of River Oaks within a certain distance 

of any watercourse except 11under a special licence only 

to be obtained after due enquiry" should be made a penal 

offence (Maiden, 12£~_£1].) Writing of this species 

Maiden states: "It is a tree which is readily propagated, 

and which should be faithfully conserved, for besides its 

value as a stock food in times of drought it is one of the 

best trees w~ have for protecting the friable banks of 

rivers. The banks had in the course of ages acquired an 

equilibrium which has been largely destroyed by the white 

man. He has ruthlessly cut down the River Oaks to obtain 

more ready access to the river frontage, and to enlarge 

the area of cultivated land, but the latter aim has often 

been defeated through the cons~quent falling in of banks 
'. 

11 Young seedlings are palatable to stock and •••••••••• 
~· 

are liable to be eaten out unless protected ·,fro~ _'grazing, 
~..:~ .•. 

but the species is not regarded as one of the better 

fodder trees of Australia as its branchlets are said to 

be rather woody and as~ngent unless fed with some more 

succulent foliage (Audas, 1934). 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. _.......,.... _ __.___.www._. ____ ...,..ww~-w: .. w .. _ .. _.........._.......,..,_ 

The plot was established in February, 1908, in 

which year 81 plants 7 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high 

were put out at the usual espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m). 

The early growth of the stand was most en

couraging, and by the time they were 18 months old the 

trees had already reached a height of 7 feet (2 m.) and 

; ..... 
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could be described as "true and regular 11
• Twice during 

the first few years, however, it was found necessary to 

remove double leaders. 

In October, 1913, the trees had increased in 

height to an average of 18 feet (5 m.) but they now ap-

peared to be suffering from drought, and a thick mat of 

discarded "foliage" was beginning to build up on the 

ground beneath them. They never regained their vigour, 

and two years later several of them had comrnenced to die 

back from the top. This process continued, and in 1927 

the 79 surviving trees, whose height now averaged 25 feet 

(8 m.) were stagheaded and appeared to be moribund. 

In 1959, all that remained of the stand was a 

fringe of multi-stemmed coppice along two of its sides. 

Discussion of Results • ......................... __ ......,... _______ __,__ 

Although this species is common in areas with a 

low rain~all west of the Dividing Range in New South Wales 

and Queensland, it lamost invariably· occurs under riverine 

conditions or on low-lying flats with a high water table. 

Its failure in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom is there-

fore not surprising, although the results might well have 

been better had some attention been given to thinning. 

In localities where soil moisture is 

reasonably plentiful, the species is a useful one for 

avenues and shelterbelts, making rapid grwoth and 

sometimes actually attaining a greater height than that 

recorded in Australia. 

/ ..... . 
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CASUARINACEAE. 

Common Name •' 
...., ______ _.. ____ _ 

Swamp Oak. 

Natural Distribution • .......... _..., ______ ............,.. _____ 
A native of Australia, where it occurs in every 

State except Tasmania and, possible, the Northern Territozy. 

Characteristically, it is found growing in riverine swamps 

and tidal creeks near the coast, but in Western Australia 

it not only occurs near the sea but also in the interior 

(Mqiden, 1904-25). Unlike ~~Eala~~~' it tolerates 

saline conditions, commonly replacing the former on the 

banks of streams and rivers along the Pacific seaboard of 

New South Wales and Queensland. 

Provenance. 
____ ....._ ___ ___ 

Seed for the trial at Potchefstroom was supplied 

by Prof. J.H. Maiden of Sydney, New South Wales. 

~£!lEj±£a_£!~h~-~E2c±e§w±&wit§ ~~~iY~E~B~~~· 

An erect tree, generally about 40 to 50 feet 

(12 to 15 m.) tall but sometimes much larger, with a 

stem diameter of 2 feet (60 cm.) Its bark is more-or-less 

cracked or flaky and its crown glaucous (ibid.) 

!£2g,g!!!!£_~;e,g~~.J:a_Q~a~!L.2.L2!4:&&· 

The tree yields a hard, strong, durable timber 

weighing 56 lb. per cubic foot ( o. 89 gms/cu. cm.) with a 

pale, chocolate-coloured heartwood and an exceptionally 

striking figure. Its many uses include shingles, panelling 

and furniture, besides which it carves well (Audas 1934). 

The "foliage" is palatable to cattle (Maiden, 1904-25). 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • .......__.___._ ... ._._ ... .....,.,............._,__... ..... ______ .........__...,....._ __ ......,..... 
The plot was established in February, 1908, at 

; ..... 
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the usual espacement for those times of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), 

using plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high and 7 months old raised 

in the nursery. 

During the first winter, 25 per cent of the young 

trees were eaten off by hares, but all grew again in the 

spring. The following winter they were slightly touched 

by frost. 

Over the next few years the stand was quite unaf

fected by frost and drought and made good growth, reaching 

an average height of 17 feet (5 m.) by October, 1917. 

Three years later it was said to be resisting drought 

better than the stand of ~-~!E!B&!.§-~1~ nearby. This 

satisfactory state of affairs continued for only 2 more 

years, hovvever, for after 1918 the health and vigour of 

the trees gradually deteriorated, most of them beginning 

to die off at the top. 

In 1959, 30 trees remained on the plot, which 

corresponds to a stocking of 448 stems per acre. (1,100 per 

hec.) These had a mean D.B.H. of 8.1 inches (20 cm.) and a 

height of 55 feet (17 m.) Although erect and moderately 

lightly branched, most of them were forked. Their ap

pearance was still fai~ly healthy but their crowns were 

thin, and few large specimens remained near the middle of 

the plot. The stumps of trees which had previously died 

back ware still sprouting feebly. 

Discussion of Results. ___.......,.. ............................ _..., .. _ .... .... 
The species has fared considerably better than 

its preference for swampy sites near the coast might lead one 

to expect. It is very resistant to frost and would seem 

to be more tolerant of semi-arid conditions than 

!~~~BBB~!i, which is consistent with its physiological 

adaption to brak soils. Further trials, particularly of the 

strain from the dry, interior of Western Australia, might 

prove rewarding. 
; ..... 
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BIGNONIACEAE. 

Common Name. 
-----------.... -

Hardy Catalpa. 

Natural Distribution. 
--..~w-ww __ .... ._.........,._ 

A tree of the south-eastern United States, where 

it is found on bottom lands alo~g the upper reaches of the 

Mississippi and Ohio Rivers in Illinois, Kentucky, 

Tennessee, Missouri and Arkansas. The rainfall over the 

area varies from 35 to 55 inches (890 to 1,400 mm.) a year, 

and the temperature from 12°F to 107°F. (-11°0 to 42°C), 

with an annual mean of 50°F. to 66°F. (10°C. to 19°C). 

(Streets, 1962). The species has been widely planted in 

the middle west and is now naturalised in many areas where 

formerly it did not occur. 

Provenance. -------....... 
The records of the Transvaal Forestry Division 

are silent as to the origin of the seed used to establish 

a plot in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 

~§£!!E~~2~-2!-~h~~~£!~§-!B~~~Y~-gg~~· 

A medium-sized to large, deciduous tree with a 

handsome, pyramidal crown, sometimes attaining a height 

of 120 feet (37 m.) and a diameter of over 4 feet 

(122 cm.) though usually much smaller. ~en growing in 

the forest it has a well~ormed bole, but otherwise it is 

liable to be crooked. It is sensitive to site conditions, 

preferring the fertile, moist soils of valleys. 

!£.W.2!E!£_!£1E.Q!~~£L~!L2L9~· 

In the United States the species is said to 

produce more good fence posts in a short ·time on sui table 

sites, than any other native tree. Its wood is very durable 

; ..... 
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when used for railway sleepers or posts, but the tree it

self is subject to heart rot caused by an infection which 

enters the trunk through old branch scars. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
~......_.__ .......... ~-........,.., ....... ~.......,__.._..,--------------

The trial was commenced in August, 1908, when 

1-year-old nursery stock 2 feet (61 cm.) tall was planted 

out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

New growth was cut back by latefrost the following 

spring, but by October, 1910, the trees had reached an 

average height of 8 feet (2.4 m.) and seemed healthy. In 

January, 1913, it was recorded that prolonged drought 

had had no discernible effect upon their foliage. 

The trees remained healthy until 1922 but made 

little further growth, and in that year they were said to 

be suffering from drought. From this they never fully re

covered, and in 1926 they had died back to a height of about 

3 feet (1 m.) By 1959 the plot was vacant. 

Discussion of Results. _ __._..........., ............ .,.. ............... ._._._~._. 
2~-~E~£1£~§ has not come up to expectations 

anywhere in South Africa, and is clearly unsuited to the 

dry, rather infertile soils of the western Transvaal 

highve1d. 

; ..... . 
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Cedrus deodara (Roxb.) Loud. ____ ,..._....,... _____ w_ 

CONI FERAE. 

Common Name. 
---------------

Deodar. 

Natural Distribution. ____._._ .... ~ .. ._.,...._..,_ww .. ._......., 

Widespread in the western Himalaya from 

Afghanistan to Gerhwal, in India, at an altidude of from 

4,000 to 10,000 feet (1,220 to 3,048 m.), where it is . 

probably the most important softwood. Therest forests of 

the species are to be found in areas with a rainfall of 40 

to 70 inches (1,000 to 1,780 m.m.) a year, but trees of 

timber size also occur in localities where the precipitation 

is below 30 inches (760 m.m.) provided that the soil is deep 

and fertile (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. _._,...,._.._.. ....... _._ 

Not recorded. 

~££!~!.QE--of .]~...§B~£l.~.J.a_,!].§_Ji~.i!Y~-li~l?.!.:!:~.!i· 

An exceedingly fine, picturesque tree, at times 

exceeding a height of 200 feet (61 m.) and a girth of 35 

feet (11 m.) (Dallimore and Jackson, 1961). It is dis-

tinguished from other members of the genus by its relatively 

long needles, drooping branches and bowed terminal shoot. 

~£.QB£m1£-1EE.Q!]~~-.!E_££BE-.:!:!l-.Q!-Q!l~~ 

The tree yields a moderately hard, strongly scented 

timber which is very durable both in contact with the soil 

and when used for harbour piling. It is extensively em

ployed for building purposes, railway sleepers, joinery 

and furniture. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • ......__._.. ______ ... __ ........,_._.. .................... ___ ......_....., __________ ....,.._,... 

Plants raised in single tins in the Belfast Forest 

Nursery were used to establish a plot at Potchefstroom in 

; ..... 
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February, 1908. These were 15 inches (38 cm.) tall and 

approaching 3 years old when they were planted out at 

the then customary espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

Apart from being slightly damaged by late frosts 

in 1909 and appearing to suffer a little from drought in 

the summer of 1912/13, the young trees stood up exceedingly 

well to the harsh climate of the western Transvaal and made 

steady, even growth. The entry for 1918 in the records of 

the Arboretum reads as follows: "These trees have done 

remarkably well. Straight stems. Average height 30 ft. 

(9 m.) One of the most promising species in the Arboretum 

at present." Two trees died unaccountable in 1920, but 

the rest of the stand continued to look healthy and 

vigorous, at least for the time being. 

When inspected in 1959, the plot still had a 

stocking of 299 stems per acre (738 per hec.) and the 

trees now averaged 9.5 inches (24 cm.) in diameter and 

48 feet (15 m.) in height. Their form was very good, for 

their stems were straight and their branches regular. One, 

however, was dead and the tops of several others had died 

back. The plot was open towards the centre, suggesting that 

the species is not completely drought hardy under the pre

vailing conditions when planted in stand form, although the 

invasion of the area by euaiypt regeneration increased the 

competition for moisture to some extent. 

Discussion of Results • .__.... __ ....._~--~_..._....,---
The tree is very resistant to frost and is also 

sufficiently drought hardy to be eminently suitable for 

planting in the form of avenues and shelterbelts in the 

western Transvaal. It is one of the most ornamental of all 

conifers, and its use for the beautification of parks, 

streets and gardens is to be recommended. 

/ ..... 
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espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using plants 15 inches 

(38 cm.) high and approximately 3 years old which had been 

transferred from the Belfast Forest Nursery. 

During 1909, 17 treesmspected of being g~_g~£g§T~ 

were replaced. That winter, ~amage to tender, young growth 

was caused by late frost, but apart from this the trees 

were not at any time noticeably affected either by frost or 

by drought. Nevertheless, sporadic failures occurred over 

the years which could never quite be accounted for,; Growth, 

too, was rather slow, for, in 1927, the height of the re

maining 63 trees was no more than 20 feet (6 m.) and many 

of these were stag-headed. 

By 1959, only 2 survivors were left on the plot, 

of which the average diameter was 6.9 inches (17 cm.) and 

the height 29 feet. (m.) The top of one of them was dead, 

but both were of moderately good form. 

Discussion of Results. 
_________________ ........., 

The results of this trial are decidedly disap

pointing. Contrary to what might have been supposed, this 

species has not stood up to the rather severe climate of the 

western Transvaal as well as its congener from the Himalaya. 

This, when taken in conjunction with the fact that its form 

is also less good, points to the conclusion that it is not 

worth persevering with under these conditions. 

; ..... 
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Celtis africana Eurm.f. ____ ..., .............. ..._....... 

ULMACEAE. 

Common Names • ... __ ........ ~ ....... 
Camdeboo or White Stinkwood. 

Natural Distribution. 
~~~~~~--~--~ 

Widely distributed in South Africa from the Cape 

Peninsula to the Zoutpansberg, whence its rru~ge extends 

northwards as far as Ethiopia. It occurs on an exceptiona]W 

wide variety of sites, for it is found alike on coastal dunes 

and on mountain slopes 7,000 feet (2,134 m.) above sea level, 

in moist, high forest and on exposed, dry ridges on the 

fringes of the Karroo. It owes one of its common names in 

part to the Camdeboo Mountains in the Cape Province, but 

its wood bears no resemblance to Black Stinkwood from the 

Knysna Forests. 

Provenance • 
...... ww ....... ,........,.. 

The origin of the seed used for trials at 

Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom is not recorded. 

~£E!E~12B-£1-lh~_§~£1~1a-~~-B~~~Y~-B~E!~~~· 

As might be expected, the species varies much 

in stature and habit depending upon the climatic and site 

conditions under which it grows. In the high forests of 

Zululand it becomes a lofty tree up to 80 feet (24 m.) tall, 

with a clean, straight hole as much as 3 feet (91 cm.) in 

diameter; in stream-bank forest under sub-humid conditions 

it grows to a lesser height but develops a beautiful, rounded, 

umbrageous crown; on dry, rocky hillsides, as in the valley 

of the Orange River about Bethulie, it tends to assume a 

low, shrubby habit. 

; •••• ~1 
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~£2E-.!2!i£~E.Q!:~£Li!!...Q£B-.B.:'1!l-2L2£i&E• 

The tree is much cultivated for shade and ornament 

in streets, parks and gardens, but yields a good, moderately 

hard, tough wood with superior bending properties. Of 

pleasing appearance, this is light in colour, with darker 

markings. It is generally considered to be one of the most 

useful of native hardwoods, being suitable, amongst other 

things, for furniture. 

~J.!L1.8_jhL~BE!~~~-~~-.M.:.s!U~~!S-~§;-~2.]£h~!§E.2.2E!• 

At Lichtenburg, the plot was established in 1907, 

when 12-month-old plants 12 inches (30 cm.) high, which had 

been raised from "local seed", were set out at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

From the start the trees made very bad growth and 

were described, two years after planting, as 11 jgst existingu. 

In 1913, their average height was about 3 feet (1 m.) 

Several trees died from drought in 1920, and the 

rest seemed scarcely more promising than before. No im

provement took place in the years which followed, and by 

1926 practically all were dead. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 1908, 

when plants of the identical age and size as those used at 

Lichtenburg were put out at the same espacement. 

The entire block failed and had to be replanted 

in 1909. The following winter, 46 of the new trees were 

killed to the ground by frost, and further damage caused by 

the same agency was experienced in 1911 and 1912. A year 

later, the unthrifty appearance of the stand, which by then 

measured 6 feet (2 m.) in height, was attributed to drought. 

Over the next two years a few of the trees made 

rather better growth but the stand was again hit by drought 

in 1917. Although some improvement was noted in 1920 and 

; ..... 
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1921, the condition of the trees gradually deteriorated from 

that time onwards. In 1959, the few survivors were multi

stemmed and of very poor form, though apparently healthy and 

averaging about 20 feet (6 m.) in height. 

Discussion of Results. 
-w~-----~-~-~~~~-~ 

In the absence of precise knowledge of the origin 

of the seed used for these trials, the results can probably 

not be regarded as conclusive. At best, however, conditions 

in the western Transvaal must be considered marginal for 

the species, and planting cannot be recommended unless 

some protection can be given to the trees against frost 

and drought. 

; ..... 
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Celtis australis Linn. ___ ._._._ ..... _ ....... _.., ___ ~ 

ULMACEAE. 

Common Name • ............. _. ..... ~ 
Nettle Tree. 

Natural Distribution. 
_._,.._ .. ___ ...._~-----------

Widely distributed in the Mediterranean region, 

its range extendin,g thence eastwards through Asia Minor, 

the Caucasus and Iran to Nepal in the western Himalaya 

(Streets, 1962). In the areas bordering the mediterranean 

Sea it is found mainly on plains and hillocks in the low

lands, though it occasionally climbs the mountains to an 

altitude of 3,000 feet (910 m.); in the Middle East it 

occurs under uniformly dry conditions from sea level up to 

about 5,000 feet (1,520 m.); in the Himalaya it occupies a 

wide variety of sites from swamps to dry, rocky slopes, 

and ascends to an elevation of 8,000 feet (2,438 m.) 

Provenance • .............. ~-........... -
Seed for the trial at Potchefstroom appears to 

have been obtained from one or other seed merchant without 

any details as to where it was collected. 

~~2E±~~l2Bw£!_ih~-§E~2±~~-±a_!~g_~~~!!~-tl~B!~~· 

A tree of moderate size, usually 50 to 70 feet 

(15 to 21 m.) in height and 10 feet (305 cm.) in girth, 

though the trunks of very old specimens have been known to 

reach twice this circumference (Elwes and Henry, 1906-13). 

!2.2B.W±£-.!r.gE£!.:!;~£!i..HL£,gg.s:!!£1~~-2!-Q!lsi!! • 
The tree yields a tough, strong, elastic timber 

which is used for oars, tool handles and agricultural 

implements. Its foliage is fed to cattle in the more arid 

parts of its range and its seeds contain a sweet oil 

(Elwes and Henry, 1906-13). 

; .... ~· 
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Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • .,..... ___________________ ....,........_....._..,.., .... .....,_..__,.~ 

The trial was commenced in 1908, when 81 plants, 

2 feet (61 cm.) high and about 2 years old were put out at 

an espacement of 6 x 6 (2 x 2 m.) 

Many blanks required filling at the end of the 

first winter, and this operation was repeated in 1911, -

on both occasions without success. Notwithstanding this, 

the survivors of the original planting grew fairly vigorously 

and reached a height of 12 feet (4 m.) by 1915. 

The subsequent history of the trial is one of 

periods of retrogression, during which the trees died back 

in the crown, alternating with periods of renewed growth. 

This continued up to 1959, when the general canopy level of 

the stand had risen to 24 feet (7 m.) The trees at that 

stage appeared healthy but were slightly stag-headed and 

very intricately branched. 

Discussion of Results. _._~._._m_ .. ._ _____ ._._.__ __ 

c. australis would seem to be slightly hardier 
...... ----~--...... 

than the native species described in these pages, and is 

therefore to be preferred for roadside planting and 

for use in other situations where only a minimum of at-

tention can be bestowed upon it. On the other hand, as 

a lawn tree in parks and gardens it cannot match the 

graceful appearance and full, rounded crown of the latter, 

which is therefore to be preferred when circumstances per-

mi t its use.· 

; ..... 
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Qh!1.2:.E~4;§_1!!!2~ ( Cav.) Sweet. 

(Syn. Q~§~1!BU~ Don.) 

BIGNONIACEAE. 

Common Names • .........,._....._,.. ____ _ 
Flowering or Desert Willow. 

Natural Distribution • ................ ......._. ....... _... .. _ _........,....,.. 

A native of North and Central America, where it 

occurs from western Texas to southern California in the 

United States and from Baja California and Sonora to Tamauli

pas, Zacatecas and Durango in Mexico (Standley, 1920-24). 

Provenance • 
............., _______ _ 

No information available. 

~!!E~!£ll-2!-~h£-BE~£1~§w1ll-~~~1Y~-B~B~~· 

A slender shrub or small tree, sometimes 30 feet 

(9 m.) tall, with a short trunk 12 inches (30 cm.) in 

diameter. Its leaves bear a strong resemblance to those 

of some willows (!E!g.) 

!.s.ea.2m!s_lml2£!j:~~-ia_Q,2~j:r~-.2!-2ri&a· 

The species is often cultivated for the sake of 

its showy, sweetly scented flowers. It yields a soft, 

weak, close-grained, dark brown wood which is.sometimes 

used for fence posts; its tough, slender branches are 

employed for weaving baskets, and sundry medicinal pro

perties are attributed to its flowers. 

1ri~1-1a_!h~-~B.2!~~!-~]~.sh~~-B· 

One hundred and seven plants 2 years old but 

only 6 inches (15 cm.) high were put out at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 (2 x 2 m.) in March, 1912. 

In September the following year it was estimated 

that 65 per cent of the young trees had died off, and the 

remainder did not look healthy. Further losses were caused 

; ..... 
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by frost and drought a year later, and by 1916 the last 

of the survivors had succumbed. 

Discussion of Results. ___ ._...,......_,........, ................................. ......,.. 

The climate of the western Transvaal would seem 

to be too harsh for this rather desirable, ornamental tree. 

However, in the absence of any information on the provenance 

of the seed supplied to Lichtenburg no definite conclusions 

can be reached, for over parts of its range the species 

occurs in a Mediterranean-type climate with little or no 

frost. It is by no means unlikely that seed from 

specially selected localities might fare considerably 

better in the Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom areas, failing 

which the tree might still be tried under garden conditions. 

; ..... 
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Plots were established in both the Lichtenburg 

and Potchefstroom Arboreta under this name. That at the 

latte~ centre is now known to be ~1~E~ Sudw., and is 

dealt with in due sequence. At Lichtenburg all the trees 

have died off, and re-identification is thus not possible. 

/ ..... ~ 
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~!~§B§_BJ~~ Sudw. 

(Planted for £~_!!~~£a~£§ Greene.) 

CUPRESSACE.AE. 

Common Names. -----w .... _ ... ___ _ 
Smooth Arizona Cypress. 

Natural Distribution. _... .............. ___ .............. _...,.., 

Confined to central Arizona, u.s.A., where it is 

found from Oak Creek Canyon in Coconino County to the 

Mazatzal Mountains in Gila County some 80 miles (128 k.m.) 

to the south (Wolf and Wagener, 1948). Its principal 

occurrence is along the drainage system of the Verde River 

at an altitude of 4,000 to 5,000 feet (1200 to 1500 m.) 

Provenance • .......................... 
In view of the confusion which has existed betwem 

this species and 2~-F-~!~E-1£!!-t no reliance can be placed on 

the old records of the Transvaal Forestry Division. 

~~!££~~~1£a_£!-~a~_§E~£1~~-!a-1~§-B~~JY~-E~EJ~~~~ 

A small tree, usually 20 to 45 feet (6 to 14 m.) 

tall though occasionally reaching a height of 60 feet (18 m.) 

with a diameter of up to 3 feet (91 cm.) (!E!S•) Its crown 

is densely-foliaged and may have a spread of 35 feet at 

maturity, but in the case of young specimens is compact and 

ovate-conic in shape. One of the most easily recognised 

characteristics of the tree, which at once distinguishes 

it from ~-~!!~2B!£!, is its smooth, non-fibrous, grey to 

cherry-red bark, which exfoliates in thin layers or plates• 

Its foliage is very glaucous and possesses active resin

secreting glands. 

!£.2E-.2~1sE~..£L!a_££e1£;y;_£.f_2r1&a•1 

The principal use of this species is for fencing 

posts, both small trees and the branches of larger ones being 

; ••••• 1 
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utilised. The natural durability of such posts appears to 

vary somewhat, but those which contain a high proportion of 

heartwood last for many years (~.) 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. --..__.._. ...... ____ ... ____ ......,.........,............., ........ _._. __ ...,_......, ........ 

The trial was commenced in February, 1908, when 

81 plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high and 18 months old were 

put out at a 6 x 6-foot ( ~ x 2 m.) espacement.' 

The young plants stood their first winter in the 

field very well, and at no time during the course of the 

trial were losses from frost or drought reported. Growth 

was quite vigorous, and by 1918 the trees had a mean height 

of 20 feet (6 m.) That year they were pruned to 5 feet 

(1.5 m.) 

Progress continued to be satisfactory, and in 

1927 the 80 trees on the plot had reached a mean height 

of 35 feet (11 m.) It was observed at the time that the 

stand needed thinning (this was already very uch over-due 

by present-day standards) and attention appears to have 

been given to the matter for, in 1958, only 30 trees re

mained. These were still healthy and had an average D.B.H. 

of 9.4 inches (24 cm.) and a height of 51 feet (16 m.) But 

for a tendency to lean, their form was good. They had 

fairly narrow crowns and their purplish bark was distinctly 

ornamental. 

Discussion of Results. 
-~-~---~-----~-----~~ 

This tree, which occurs naturally under a 

rigorous climate, has proved quite one of the hardiet 

cypresses under South African conditions. From Belfast on 

the eastern highveld to Lobatsi in Botswana it has amply 

demonstrated its ability to withstand severe frost as well 

as long periods of oppressive heat and~ought. It is thie 

one of the most suitable members of the genus for planting 
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in the western Transvaal, both for ornament and for shelter. 

Nor are these the only purposes for which it can be used, 

for itsalso widely cultivated as a hedge plant. 

; ..... 
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£BE!~~!-1±asl£~£ Klotzsch. 

(Planted as c. lusitanica Mill.) _ _. ........ _........_ 

CUPRESSACEAE. 

Mexican Cypress. 

Natural Distribution. 
__.,_,._.. ___ ._. __________ _ 

Atree of Central America, where it occurs in 

Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rica (Wolf and 

Wagener, 1948). It is found chiefly in the higher 

mountain ranges at an altitude of 6,000 to 10,000 feet 

(1,828 to 3048 m.), preferring areas of high rainfall or 

moist, valley bottoms (Martinez, o947). 

Provenance. 
___ ...., ______ _ 

The early records of the Transvaal Forestry 

Division are rather confused, but it would seem that the 

seed sown at Potchefstroom for trial in the Arboretum was 

either collected at Ermelo in the eastern Transvaal or else 

was supplied by an overseas seed merchant. 

~§2I±E~!2S-~~-~82-§E!£~§-~S-~]§_!!!!~-tl~E±~!]• 

A fine tree up to 100 feet (30 m.) in height and 

12 feet (366 cm.) in girth, with an erect, straight bole, 

a dense broadly conical crown and gracefully pendulous 

branchlets. 

!£2a2~i£-~~E~f]~£!-!9-2~!1~§_~£-2I1~a· 

The species yields a pale yellow timber of good 

quality which is used both for constructional purposes and 

for pulp. The tree grows rapidly and is much planted in 

parks and gardens, lending itself, among other things, to 

topiary work. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
~~~-~wwwwww~~www--~~~~---~--

Eighty-one plants 15 months old and 9 inches 

/ ..... . 
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(23 cm.) high were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

( 2 x 2 m.) in February, 1908. 

In August that year it was reported that the trees 

had stood the winter well but that 60 per cent of them 

appeared to be "sports". These were replaced in March, 1909, 

but later in the year 38 more were removed for the reason 

already given. Even then, doubts were expressed as to 

whether all the remaining trees were quite typical of the 
, I 

species. 

For several years early spring growth was caught 

by frost, but the trees nevertheless made vogirous growth 

and reached an average height of 16 feet ( 5 m.) in 1914.1 

Six years later, 6 suppressed specimens were cut out in 

the middle of the plot, but the rest continued to do well 

and were pruned to 6 feet (2 m.) in 1918. From then on-

wards, however, the condition of the stand began to de

teriorate and it seemed to be suffering from drought. In-

termittent failures occurred and by 1927 only 44 survivors 

were left, the mean height of which was 30 feet (9 m.) 

Two years later, 14 of these had succumbed. 

When the plot was inspected in 1959, 9 trees re-

mained, representing a stocking of 134 stems per acre 

(330 per hec.). Only one of these was still healthy, the 

rest having dead tops and a moribund appearance. One~s 

quite dead. The stand had a mean D.B.H. of 10.0 inches 

(25 cm.) and a height (including dead tops) of about 

40 feet (12 m.). 

Discussion of Results. 
--w-------------~----

In the moister parts of South Africa, £:...1.!E-~!.2l,! 

has been planted quite extensively for timber production. 

It succeeds best in the cooler-temperate, humid zone of the 
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summer rainfall area. where its rate of growth sometimes 

rivals that of the faster-growing pines. It is not, · 

however, resistant to drought and is quite unsuitable for 

planting in the western Transvaal except under garden con

ditions or near water. Although it is said to have been 

touched by frost at Potchefstroom between the years 

1910-1914, it is, in fact, exceedingly forst-hardt, and 

is unlikely to be seriously affected by cold anywhere in 

this country. Its potential uses in the western 

Transvaal are necessarily limited to shade and ornament, 

but for these purposes it is one of the best members 

of the genus provided that its moisture requirements can 

be met. 
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2SE!~§~B~~~~ Hart. ex G. Gord. 

~!fl• 

CUPRESSACEAE. 

Common Name~ .....,...._ ______ ___ 
Monterey or Lemon-scented Cypress. 

Natural Distribution. 
-----------~--~---

This species has an extraordinarily limited 

natural range.· A nativ~f California, U.S.A. it occupies 

a strip of land two miles (3.2 km.) long and two hundred 

yards (180 m.) wide along the coast south of the Bay of 

Monterey. It also occurs at Point Lobos. Despite its 

restricted distribution it has been cultivated with marked 

success all along the Pacific seaboard as far north as 

Vancouver, and has acclimatised itself to conditions in 

many other parts of the world. 

Provenance. -----------
No details concerning the seed used either at 

Lichtenburg or Potchefstroom can be obtained from the 

records of the Transvaal Forestry Division. 

~~~£~R~!2a-~~-§R~£!~-!a_!~§-N~j~y~~~· 

A tree up to 70 feet (21 m.) tall and 20 feet 

(6 m.) in girth, with a broadly-conical crown becoming much 

flattened at maturity (Streets, 1962}. It withstands strong 

off-sea winds and grows right down to the water's edge, 

though in such situations it is inclined to assume a picturesque 

ly distorted habit. 

!2.2S.2~i2-.!ElE.2rj~£~...!s.£2..U!!Ez_g:L.QrJ:&a· 

The tree is of value for shelter near the sea and 

yields a fairly heavy, fine-grained, aromatic timber. This, 

though very durable, is not much used on account of its 

knottiness (ibid). -
~a_!a_j~-!~r~~-~j-~!£h~a~~g-E-2]£a~£§]!.2~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1906, 

; ..... 
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using plants 12 months old and 9 inches ~23 cm.) high. 

Almost from the outset the young trees proved 

susceptible to frost and drought, and only 39 of them sur

vived until 1910, when their height was 6 feet (2 m.) No 

improvement took place in the years which followed, for 

the stand developed a sickly appearance and continued to 

suffer from both drought and frost. By 1923, the number 

of living trees had dropped to 16, and 4 years later almost 

all of these were dead. 

At Potchefstroom the species was tried as a hedge 

plant, together with five other cypresses, a juniper and a 

pine. 

The plants suffered severly at intervals from 

frost and drought, and within 14 years most of them had 

died. After a further interval of 6 years only two still 

lived. 

Discussion of Results • ......... ........._,...... ........... ....,.,.,...._.__ ... ......,..._ 

The species is obviously unsuited to conditions 

in the western Transvaal. Coming, as it does, from the 

Californian littoral, where frost is light or absent, 

where most of the precipitation occurs in winter and where 

sea fogs are common, this is no more than might have been 

expected. Hutchins' precept of "climatic fitness 11 seems 

to have been totally disregarded in the present instance, 

and the results fully vindicate his views on the subject. 

; ...... 
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~E!~!L~!BE!!E.YJ:!~ Linn. -

including the varieties h~~~~ (Mill.) Gord. and 

~~!!~ Ait. (syns. ~1~~! DC. and EZ!!m~~ o. 
Targioni-Tozzetti). 

CUPRESSACEAE. 

Common Names. _..._._ _____ _ 
Mediterranean or Common Cypress (van h.gti!~lli); 

Churchyard or Italian Cypress (var. ~~). 

Natural Distribution. ___ ._. .. ...,_.,......._,.,........., .. ...__ 
A native of the Mediterranean region, where its 

range extends from Greece and Cyprus, through the Taurus 

Mountains in Turkey to Syria, the Lebanon, Jordan, Israel 

and northern Iran (Dallimore and Jackson, 1961). It is 

believed to have been introduced into Italy and Crete in 

ancient times, and its two varieties have been recognised 

from the earliest period of recorded history. 

Provenance • ....,.,..._ ... _____._ ...... 
The seed of the variety horizontalis used at _..,._.__.._._ ....... ......__ 

Potchefstroom was supplied by the Conservator of Forests, 

Cape Town, while that of var. ~!~ sown at the same centre 

was purchased from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux of Paris. The 

stocks supplied to Lichtenburg may well have originated from 

the same two sources, but this cannot be established with 

certainity. 

~£!!E~~-2~~E~£1~~-!E-~~11~-g~£~~~· 

In the Mediterranean region~e species reaches 

immense age, sometimes attaining a height of 150 feet 

(46 m.) and a girth of 10 feet (305 cm.) in cultivation. 

However, it seldom becomes taller than 100 feet (30 m.) in 

the wild state (Streets, 1962). The varieties horizontalis _ ............. ___. .................. 

and stricta are both found in the natural forests. These 

; ..... 
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can be distinguished only by their habit, the former 

having horizontal branches and a narrowly-conical crown, 

and the latter being fastigiately branched. 

~a.2!!!:-.!!122£~£~~-Qg~~.EL££_Q£!&!!·· 

The timber of this tree has been prized from 

ancient times. It is moderately hard, close grained, fra

grant, easy to work and very durable. Its uses include 

building construction and furniture especially chests 

(Streets, 1~£~!·) 

~~l§-~~~!!:~!-~!-l4s!U!:BEB!IS-!:BU.2.:!:£a~!~£.2.2S• 

At Lichtenburg, the two varieties were planted in 

intimate mixture in a plot established at an espacement of 

6 x 6 feet ( 2 x 2 m.) in 1907/08. 

In September, 1910, 10 trees were killed to the 

ground by frost, and 4 years later 12 more died back as a 

result of drought. Drought accounted for another 12 trees 

the following year and for 54 more the year after that. 

Nor were these losses the last, for 30 more fatalities 

resulted from the combined effects of frost anddrought in 

1920, followed by another 4 in 1921 and yet another 4 in 

1922. The growth of the survivors was slow and their form 

rather poor. 

Only 8 trees remained in 1959, 7 of which were 

of the variety ~i&Bn~!1i~· The average height of the 8 

trees taken together was 22 feet (7 m.) and their mean 

D.B.H. was 9.5 (24 cm.) inches. Their appearance could 

scarcely be described as ornamental, for the larger 

specimens contained a good deal of dead wood, especially 

towards the top. 

At Potchefstroom, the varieties were kept apart 

in separate plots, which were established in February, 1908, 

at an espacement at 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using plants 9 

; ..... 
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inches (23 cm.) high and 15 months old. 

Trees of the variety horizontalis suffered from 
~-------.... ---

neither frost nor drought in the years immediately after 

planting and maintained a reasonable rate of growth, 

reaching an average height of 20 feet (6 m.) in 1918. 

A few deaths were recorded in 1920 and 1921 from causes 

unspecified, but 77 out of the original total of 81 trees 

remained alive in 1927, when their mean height was 45 feet 

(14 m.) Some failures occurred the following year and 

again the year after that, and the need for thinning was 

commented on. 

In 1959, 23 trees were found on the plot, repre

senting a stocking of 343 stems per acre (847 per hec.). 

The average D.B.H. of these was 9.5 (24 cm.) inches and 

iheir height was 62 feet (19 m.) The stand had a pleasing 

appearance and the form of the trees was good but for the 

fact that some were slightly sinuous near the base. Their 

crowns were symmetrical and often almost columnar, and their 

branches short and regular. Most of them were still healthy, 

but several were dead. 

The variety ~£!! came through its first winter 

without mishap, though 3 trees died unaccountably during the 

winter of 1909 and 4 more succumbed the following year. 

For some time they were affected by neither drought nor 

frost and made quite vigorous growth, attaining a mean 

height of 9 feet (3 m.) by 1910. In 1918 their height had 

increased to 25 feet (8 m.) and they were described as being 

in a flourishing condition. 

A single tree died off in 1920, but the rest con

tinued to make very good progress and reached a mean height 

of almost 50 feet (15 m.) in 1927. As in the case of the 

previous trial, the need was undertaken, for only 19 trees 

; ..... 
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were left on the plot in 1959. These were multi-stemmed 

and had an average height of 49 feet (15 m.) One had 

considerably outgrown the rest, and elsewhere on the plot 

an open gap had appeared. 

Discussion of Results. _.__ _____ ._._.... __ w ____ __ 

The Results of the trials at the two centres are 
'--:. 

<, 

a little inconsistent. The gradual dying off of the trees 

at Lichtenburg over a :'long period indicates that the species 
.. 

is not adapted to the local climate. This accords with 

Hutchins' views on the unsuitability of trees from the 

Mediterranean region for planting in the Transvaal. On 

the other hand, the plots of the two varieties at 

~chefstroom both made good growth and seemed well able to 

withstand the conditions to which they were exposed. 

With regard to the v.arieties themselves, var. 

B2£1~~~~~-would seem to be, if anything, slightly hardier 

as well as more vigorous than var. ~!~~~~' although there 

is little to choose between them. 

c. ~~EE~~S~ is one of the hardier species of 

cypress, and its planting in the western Transvaal for or-

nament can be recommended. 

It is also suitable for shelterbelts,but whether 
.,. 

it can be considered dependable enough for this ~hrl,\ose in 
'\ . ~ 

. \' 
the area is more open to doubt. 

; ..... 
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CUPRESSACEAE. 

Common Names • ._ _ _.__.... __ ..,._. __ _ 

Himalayan Cypress. 

Natural Distribution. 
~---~-~--www~-

A tree of the western Himalaya, occurring from 

Chamba to Nepal at an altitude of 6,000 to 9,000 feet 

(1,828 to 2,743 m.) mostly on hot, dry slopes where few 

other species grow. It is also reported from China along 

the arid, upper reaches of the Tung River at an altitude 

of between 5,000 and 8,000 feet (1,520 to 2,438 m.) 

(Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. ____ ,__,..mm-

No indication exists as to the origin of the 

stock used at Lichtenburg, but that supplied to Potchefstroom 

appears to have been obtained from the French seed merchants, 

Messrs. Vilmorin Andrieux. 

~~§££!E~~gg_g!_]h!-§E~~_1E-!~~]~!2_g~£1~· 

In the western Himalaya, ~~~ becomes a 

very large and graceful tree, occasionally growing to a 

height of 150 feet (46 m.) and a girth of 20 feet (6 m.) 

though often no more than lOO feet (30 m.) tall and 8 feet 

(244 cm.) in girth. 

!£~~1£-~E£r~~£~1~££~£~_££_2r1~a· 

The species yields a moderately hard, fragrant 

and very duable timber which, in the Himalaya, is used 

chiefly for building construction (!Eg.) In other parts 

of India the tree is much planted for amenity purposes. 

1r1~1§_i£~-~2~~~~!£h~EE~!E-!SS-E£]£b~~]!~· 

At Lichtenburg, a trial plot was planted up in 

1906 at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using 9-

; ..... 
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inch-high (23 cm.) nursery stock 18 months of age. 

The young trees made good growth at the start and 

had reached an average height of 9 feet (3 m.) by August, 

1909. The following year some of them seemed to be dying 

off as a result of frost or drought, but this was not the 

case, for all recovered and were reported to be looking 

quite heal thy in 1912~; In September a year later the most 

vigorous of them had grown to a height of 18 feet (5 m.) 

At this point, the early promise shown by the 

plot came to an abrupt end for, in 1914, 13 trees died to 

the ground and the tops of others commenced to die back. 

This process continued throughout 1915, and the following 

year only a few trees were left, the rest apparently having 

been killed by drought. A couple of survivors struggled 

on until 1926, but by 1928 these, toot, had succumbed. 

At Potchefstroom, 81 plants 1 foot (30 cm.) high 

and 2 seasons (~£) old were set out at an espacement of 

6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) in January, 1908. 

The young trees stood their first two winters wen 

but were badly injured by late frost in 1910, those in the 

centre of the plot being worst affected. Few, however, were 

killed outright, and vigorous growth commenced again from 

side branches. In 1913, the plot suffered slightly from 

drought before the onset of the spring rains. 

For a good many years thereafter the stand re

mained healthy and made fair growth. In 1923, its foliage 

turned yellow, evidently as a result of drought, buD re

covery was complete within 2 years. Seventy-five trees 

averaging 30 feet (9 m.) in height, still remained on the 

plot in 1927 and at this stage the need for thinning was 

remarked, on. Shortly afterwards, however, a severe drought 

set in and many of them began to die off. This went on 

into 1929, when few healthy specimens remained. 

/ .... •' 
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At the time of the last inspection, in 1959, 5 trees 

survived, of which the mean D.B.H. and height were, respec-

tively, 9.3 inches (24 cm.) and 45 feet (14 m.) Two of 

these had died back extensively in the crown, but their 

form was moderately good. 

c. torulosa has long enjoyed a reputation in ---
South Africa of extreme hardiness to frost and drought. 

The disappointing results obtained at Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom call for a re-appraisal of its usefulness 

in cold, dry areas. 

At Belfast, Plantation, on the eastern Highveld, 

where temperatures in winter drop appreciably below those 

at Potchefstroom, three plots of Q~-~~!~~ established 

at different times in the arboretum were quite unaffected 

by frost. At Jessievale Plantation, where minimum tem-

peratures are much the same as at Potchefstroom, the species 

was untouched by frost in the arboretum, and only in lower

lying parts of the plantation has it ever sustained damage. 

The tree is thus able to withstand a great deal of frost, 

and the fairly extensive injury caused to the stand at 

Potchefstroom in its third year must be attributed to 

freak conditions. 

On the score of drought-hardiness, there is 

little to be said in mitigation of the poor performance 

of the species both at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom. 

It is therefore concluded that the tree is unsmitable for 

planting in dry areas except for ornament in parks and 

gardens, where it will receive extra moisture. 

; ..... 
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A plot established as ~~~~~a~ in the 

Arboretum at Potchefstroom failed completely. This name 

was applied at th~ime to a complex of several, closely

related species, and the exact identity of the trees 

concerned can no longer be determined. 

/ ..... . 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. _._ww __ ............ 

Bosisto's Box. 

Natural Distribution. _......._.. ______ ....... ---
A native of the coastal districts of Victoria 

and Southern New South Wales, where it is always found 

within a distance of 40 miles (64 km.) from the sea. 

Its main occurrence is at low altitudes, and only towards 

the northern limit of its range does it ascend to 1,000 

£eet (300 m.) above sea level. The mean annual rainfall 

throughout the area is 25 to 40 inches (635 to 1,000 mm.) 

and is faitly well distributed, though in the south the 

winters are wetter than the summers. Frosts are infrequent. 

The species shows a marked preferance for the better quality 

soils, such as fe.rtile loams overlying limestone, but will 

grow on both wet and dry sites (Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. ,..._. __ m..,..w-.--

The seed supplied to Lichtenburg was collected 

from trees in the Arboretum at Pan Plantation in the 

eastern Transvaal. These had been grown from seed received 

from Prof. J.H. Maiden of Sydney, New South Wales. 

~~§££iE!!BB of_]h~-EE~£i~§_lE.i~~B~~i!~-~Ei~· 

Unlike other eucalyptus belonging to the 11 Box" 

group, ~~~§i§]£~ is a true forest tree. Its form is 

generally good and it reaches large dimensions, attaining 

a height of up to 150 feet (46 m.) and a diameter of 3 feet 

(91 cm.) under favourable conditions. 

!£2a~~£-I!EB~~£~wia_Q£Ba]!~-2f-Qri~a· 

The tree yields a heavy, very strong, very durable 

timber with a uniform texture and somewhat interlocked grain. 

/ ..... 
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This is in demand for constructional work, harbour piles, 

railway sleepers,poles and fuel, but is not in very free 

supply. 

~§1-lB-~h~-!!B£!~~~-~~-Lich~~BBfB• 

The adjacent plots were established at an 

espacement of 6 x 6 feet ( 2 x 2 m.) in September, 1920. 

All the trees were killed to the ground by frost 

during their first winter. One of the plots was re

planted with the same species in the spring, but a year 

later only 6 trees were still alive. By 1925, these, 

too, had died off. 

Discussion of Results • ....... ..,_, ... _..,. ___ ...... ____ .,. __ _. 

E. bosistoana is clearly_unsuited to the climate 

of the western Transvaal, and further trials in the area 

would serve no useful purpose. 

/ ..... 
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~B£!1lE~B§-BriB~§!§n~ R.T. Bak. 

(Syn. ~~-§~g~!]~~~ F. Muell.) 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. _ __....___, ............. _..... 

But But. 

Natural Distribution. 
~-~~-~---~---wwww~w-

Widespread on the tablelands and along the 

western slopes of the Dividing Range in New South Wales, 

whence its range extends a short distance into Queensland 

and eastern Victoria. Its altitudinal range is between 500 

and 3,500 feet (150 and 1,070 m.) above sea level. Summer 

temperatures are fairly high, though the winters are frosty. 

The mean annual rainfall varies from 25 to 45 inches 

(635 to 1,140 mm.) a year and is fairly well distributed, 

though higher during the winter months in the south and 

during the summer months in the north. Occasional falls 

of snow are experienced in winter. Characteristically, 

the species is found in valleys on alluvial soils of a 

somewhat heavy type or on the lower slopes of mountains 

and hills, where it occurs in open, savanna-like formations 

(Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. ---
Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was received 

through a certain Mr. Baikie from Mr. Murphy of Woy Woy, New 

South Wales. 

~!1E~~QB-Q!-~~g£i!§_!a_!1§_~~~~~!~· 

A tree 40 to 70 feet (12 to 21 m.) tall and 

2 feet (61 cm.) in diameter under average conditions, 

but somewhat larger on particularly favourable sites. Its 

bole is inclined to be short and poorly de~loped and its 

crown heavily branched, though umbrageous. 

; ..... 
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~a£~1£-~IDE~]~£~~22Ba~!l-2!_Qr~~a· 

The tree is an excellent one for shade and 

ornament, but its timber is brittle and of no commercial 

value. Both nectar and pollen are yielded by its flowers. 

~~!-~B-!B~-~!E~!~~~~]-~!£8~BE~!~· 
The plot was established early in 1908 at an 

espacement of 6 x 6 feet, using plants one year old and 12 

inches (30 cm.) high. 

The young trees proved extremely hardly to frost 

and made rapid early growth, reaching an average height of 

27 feet (8 m.) by 1913. Two of them died of drought the 

following year, however, and many more began to show signs 

of distress. 

A light thinning was carried out in 1918, following 

which the condition of the stand improved for a while, but 

5 more trees died off in 1920. Three years later, the 

standards on the outside of the plot were described as being 

straight and having large crowns but those nearer the 

middle as being very lanky. 

A second thinning was undertaken in 1924, not

withstanding which 3 more, weakly trees were killed by 

borers over the next 2 successive years. In 1929 a third 

thinning was given, when stag-headed specimens and all 

coppice shoots were removed. 

For some years thereafter the stand looked healthy 

and put on fresh growth. However, the larger trees 

commenced to die off again in 1938, and , by 1939, only 

coppice remained on the plot. This was of poor form and 

was restricted to about one-half of the to tal number of 

stumps. 

Discussion of Results • .__, ____ .. __ ....... _....... _________ _ 

~~-B!ia~~~~ is a tree of pleasing appearance 

; ..... 
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and is eminently suitable for shade and shelter because 

of its dense, relatively spreading crown. It is, 

however, clearly too sensitive to drought to be ~lanted 

in the form of woodlots in the western Transvaal, 

added to which its wood is less useful; even for fuel, 

than that of other species which can be grown success

fully in the area. 

/ ..... : 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 
_...,.....wwwwwwww 

Caley's Ironbark. 

Natural Distribution. 
wrmw-rmrmrm-=w- --mm 

Widely scattered, though nowhere abundant, on the 

western slopes of the Dividing Range in central and northern 

New South Wales and southern Queensland.! It ascends to 

higher elevations than any other Ironbark, its altitudinal 

range being from about 1,000 to 3,000 feet (300 to 900 m.) 

The annual rainfall is about 25 to 30 inches (635 to 760 mm.) 

a year, most of which occurs in summer. (Maiden, 1909-1931). 

Provenance. 
----------,...,.. .... 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was collected 

at Howell in New South Wales. 

~~~££~~~12g.2!-~h~-§E~g!~~-1a_1~~-M~~!Y~wg~B!~~~· 

A glaucous tree of medium size, usually reaching 

a height of between 60 and 80 feet (18 and 24 m.) and a 

diameter of from 2 to 4 feet (60 to 122 cm). 

!22!!2!!£_!Bm.2!:~§P-.2~~~.:!:EL21-2r~~· 

The tree yields a red, heavy, hard,_ durable wood 

which is marketed with that of other Ironbarkso Honey 

produced from its flowers if of a choice grade and is com-

parable with that derived from ~-m~1!12£2!:~· The tree is, 

however, consid~red to be of more use for ornament than for 

any economic purpose. 

1r~_1a-!h~_!r£2r~gm-~~-~1£h~~sEgr~· 

The trial was commenced in 1934. No other 

detail is recorded. 

The young trees develo:J;led a bushy habit and were 

badly frosted in 1936 and 1937, when their average height 

was still about 6 feet ( 2m.) Their vigour subsequently 

; ..... 
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improved, however, for by 1942 their average height had in

creased to 15 feet ( 5m.) 

-

When the plot was last inspected, in 1959, 83 trees 

still remained of which the mean height was 38 feet (12 m.) 

and the mean D.B.H. 4.9 inches (12 cm.). These were healthy 

but slightly crooked, and _numerous,. characteristically 

narrow forks occurred at all heights. Their branches were 

light and their crowns thin. The stocking was slightly 

depleted towards the centre of the plot, but the species 

nevertheless showed evidence of being very hardy to drought. 

Discussion of Results. _______ .....,_.......,.. _______ ......... 
~~~1~! has been little planted in South Africa, 

and a satisfactory assessment of its potentialities is 

therefore difficult to make. Although very hardy to 

drought, it appears to have no advantage in this respect 

over !~-2~~ or ~~-~~~~!B~£B, neither does it appear 

to be any more frost-resistant or vigorous. In the cir-

cumstances, there is little reason to plant it more 

extensively• 

; ..... ; 
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~~~£~Yffi1d!o!~l'}.§}:§ Dehn. 

(Syn. ~£~~!~t~ Schlecht.) 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. __ ,...,..,_,._. .... ......._... 

River Red Gum or Rostrata Gum. 

Natural Distribution • ...,.....,...,...._.....,.ww--=---•m,.._ 

The most widely distributed of all the eucalypts, 

E. camaldulensis is found in every State of Australia except __________ .....,. ........ __ .......... .._. 

Tasmania,~ Its principal occurrence, however, is along the 

Murray River and its tributaries and in the lowlands of 

south-western Victoria. Over most of its range it is 

found at an altitude of between 100 and 750 feet (30 and 

228 m.) above sea level, but in the tropics it ascents to 

2,000 feet (610 m.) The rainfall tends to be heavier during 

winter in the south-west but during summer in the north-

east, and throughout most of the area is about 10 to 25 

inches (250 to 380 mm.) ~!~~· The tree frequently 

occupies flood plains and badly drained flats which stay 

moist for several months in the year, reaching its best 

development on silty soils of good depth (H~ll and 

Johnstone, 1953). 

Provenance. 
_._ _________ _ 

One of the two stocks sown at Lichtenburg (which 

may also have been used for the trial at Potchefstroom) was 

obtained from Prof. Maiden, and presumably originated from 

New South Wales. The other stock.sent to Lichtenburg was 

collected in South Africa by the Conservator of Forests, 

Umtata. 

~££1~~~2a_g£_j8~_§E~£l~~-i]§_tl~]1~~-~~~· 

E. camaldulensis, like most riverain and savanna 

species, is inclined to develop an umbrageous 9rown and a 
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short, thick bole. Nevertheless, it grows to fairly 

large size, often reaching a height of 80 to 120 feet 

(24 to 37 m.) and a diameter of 3 to 7 feet (91 to 

213 cm.) (ibid.) -
~2!!2-~~~!~~-!a_Q~l!l-2~-2~~~ 

~he wood of this species is reddish in colour, 

hard and durable, and has an interlocked grain.- In 

Australia, it is used, either hewn or sawn, for many 

purposes. The tree is also highly esteemed by bee 

keepers, and flowers almost all the year round. 

1!1~~~~~£r~~~-~~-~~~~E~ra_~_E£~£a~!~r~· 

E. camaldulensis ±s represented by three plots in ___ ._ ........ _....,._ _____ ._..... 

the Lichtenburg Arboretum, of which two were established in 

the same year and probably originated from the selfsame 

seed stock. As these adjoin one-another, they are treated 

as one plot. This double plot was planted up in 1905/06 at 

an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using stock 9 inches 

(23 cm.) high which had been raised over the preceding 12 

months in the local nursery. 

In common with all other eucalypts in the 

Arboretum, the young trees suffered from frost during the 

winter of 1907, though not to the extent that many did. 

A few trees were frosted again in 1912, but the stand 

nevertheless made rapid growth and by 1913 had attained 

an average height of 25 feet. (8 m.) This had increased to 

33 feet (10 m.) in 1918, when a thinning was carried out. 

Two years later the trees suffered very severely 

from the combined effects of frost and drought, and three 

large specimens died off. Frost damage recurred in 1922, 

1926 and 1937, and the stand was again affected by drought 

in 1941. 

When last inspected, in 1959, the trees on the two 

/ ..... . 
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plots taken together had a mean D.B.H. of 7.8 inches 

(20 cm.) and a mean height of 51 feet (16 m.) The mean 

stocking per acre was 495. Their boles were slightly 

crooked and had a tendency to fork, while their crowns 

were rather ragged in appearance. The centre of each 

plot was somewhat open, though not entirely devoid of large 

trees. 

The third plot at Lichtenburg was established a 

year later than the first two, but at the same espacement 

and using nursery transplants of the same size. 

At first the trees were very bushy, but in 1911 

they were reported to be "making nice, straight stemsn. 

This plo~unlike the others of the species, was not damaged 

by frost the following year, and had attained an average 

height of 18 feet (5 m.) by 1913. Five years later it had 

reached a height of 28 feet, (8 m.) and a thinning was 

carried out. 

In 1920, 6 trees were killed to the ground by 

frost and the rest of the stand was badly injured. Four 

more losses occurred in 1923, and thereafter the plot 

suffered periodically from frost up to 1937. Despite these 

setbacks, a fair rate of growth was maintained, and the 

trees had a healthy appearance. 

When the Arboretum was last inspected in 1959, 

48 trees remained on the 0.1-aae (0.004 hec.) plot, together 

with much coppice re-gr·owth. The former had a mean D.B.H. 

of 7.3 inches (18 cm.) and a height of 43 feet (13 m.) but 

were of mediocre form, for their boles were slightly crooked 

and sometimes forked, while their branches were inclined to 

be heavy. In contrast to the other plots of the species, 

the stocking towards the centre was quite good and the 

innermost trees were of fair size. 

; ..... . 
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At Potchefstroom, the trial was commenced early 

in 1908, adopting the same initial aspacement and size of 

planting stock as had been used at Lichtenburg. 

From the very outset the young trees successfully 

withstood the frost, and only in 1913 did they ever seem to 

be suffering from drought. In that same year, they reached 

a mean height of 30 feet (9 m.), which, by 1914, had risen 

to 35 feet (11 m.). This vigorous growth continued and 

thinnings were undertaken in 1922, 1924 and 1926. 

In 1959, 13 trees (equivalent to a stocking of 

194 stems per acre (479 per hec.) were left on the area. 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 21.3 inches (56 cm.) and a 

height of no less than 99 feet (30 m.) Their form, al-

though quite typical of the species, was none too good, 

but they still appeared healthy and their progeny was 

invading an adjacent, vacant plot. 

Discussion of Results. 
----~-- ----~~~ 

~~-£~!~~~~ is probably the most extensively 

cultivated of all eucalypts in the drier parts of South 

Africa - more particularly in the summer rainfall area, 

where it has won the confidence of farmers to an extra-

ordinary degree. 

The results of the trials at Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom are not altogether consistent, and in 

Australia it has been observed that there exists a "marked 

difference between strains of the species in resistance 

to drought" (ibid.) In a tree with so wide a natural --
distribution, it is probable that different strains also 

vary considerably in their resistance to frost. 

While the species is probably not as hardy to 

; ..... 
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as drought-resistant as E. bicolor, E. microtheca or ----- ---- --------- - -
§~E~~~a~~2~' it probably combines frost and drought 

hardiness as effectively as almost any other eucalypt. 

When grown in small plots its form leaves something to be 

desired, for the outer trees tend to lean towards the 

light while those in the middle are often whippy and crooked. 

Forks and heavily-branched crowns are also apt to be numerous. 

As an ornamental tree its bark is often picturesque, es

pecially on the north exposure, in cold districts where it 

acquires a salmon-pink or orange tint. Taking all factors 

into consideration, E. camaldulensis is a very good, 

general-purpose, utility tree for dry, cold discticts, and 

is suitable for woodlots, shelterbelts, avenues and many 

other purposes. 

/ ••••• 1 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. ----
Fuzzy Box. 

Natural Distribution. 
- ...... ...,....._......_ n ,_...,......__.. 

A native of New South Wales and southern Queensland, 

where it occurs over much of the country to the west of the 

Dividing Range, occupying alluvial or sometimes swampy flats 

and light, granitic soils. Often it is found in mixture 

with other eucalypts such as ~£-a~ID!Eh!£1! or else with 

Callitris glauca (Maiden, 1909-31; Robertson, 1926; 

Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. ______ ....,..... .. 
The seed used to establish a plot at Lichtenburg 

was collected by Murphy at Tullamore in central New South 

Wales, and was supplied by the Botanic Gardens, Sydney. 

~££!E]!£n_g!_]~_§E~£~~~-li~]1Y2-li~B!~!~· 

A small, graceful tree 30 to 50 feet (9 to 15 m.) 

tall, with pendulous branches (1B1~·) 

!£2B£ID~1IDE£~~2~-1B-2£BB~!l-~9!1~D· 

The tree is a useful one both for ornament and 

timber production yielding a tough, durable, reddish-yellow 

wood (ibid.) --
1~!_1n_]h~-~E2!~~~~!£h!~BB~!~· 

The plot was established in February, 1934, at an 

espacement unspecified. 

Practically all the young trees survived the winter 

but, although healthy, were bushy in form, 1 Three years later 

they still had an average height of only 4i feet (1.5 m.) 

Their vigour subsequently improved, however, for by 1942 

their mean height had increased to 25 feet (8 m.) 

; ..... 
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A light thinning was carried out in 1953. 

In 1959, 92 standards (representing a stocking of 

920 stems per acre (3,270 per hec.) and a good deal of 

coppice remained on the area, the former having a mean 

D.B.H. of 5.0 inches (13 cm.) and a height of 38 feet 

(12 m.) The stocking of the plot was virtually complete, 

and som~omparatively large trees existed near its centre, 

indicating that the species is completely hardy under the 

condi ti.ons obtaining at Lichtenburg. On the other handm the 

form of the trees left much to be desired, for, although 

very lightly branched, most of them were either forked or 

else had a pronounced sweep. Despite these defects the 

stand did not compare badly with others of the species in 

more humid parts of the country. 

Although extraordinarily hardy, this species has 

serious shortcomings, for its t3r·owth is relatively slow 

and its form is decidedly poor~ added to which its foliage 

is rather sparce. It cannot, therefore, be recommended 

for shelterbelts, and its only use would seem to be for 

fuel in areas where other trees cannot be grown. 

/ ..... . 
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~~lE~B§_£!!~ F. Meull. 

( Syn. E.:.-E§.-.9.28.9.§~ Cav. ) 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • .................... .....,.__ 
Narrow-leaved Ironbark. 

Natural Distribution. ----~....,___.....,_..., ....... ___ _ 
More widely distributed than any other Ironbark, 

this species is abundant on the slopes of the Dividing 

Range in New South Wales and in the drier parts of 

Queensland. The climate is continental, with high tempera

tures (frequently exceeding 100°F (38°0.) in the shade) in 

summer and some frost in winter. Rain occurs mainly during 

the months of sununer, the annual precipitation averaging, 

for the most part, 20 to 25 inches, (500 to 635 mm.) but 

rising to 60 inches (1,520 mm.) in some localities. The 

tree is particularly well adapted to sub-tropical, semi-

arid conditions, and reaches its best development on 

heavy-loam soils (Blakely, 1955; Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance • .... ___._... ... _ ............. 

The seed used for the trial at Lichtenburg was 

collected locally on the reserve, while that from which 

plants were raised at Potchefstroom was supplied by Prof. 

J.H. Maiden, Unlike most stocks received from the latter 

source, it seems to have been collected in Queensland and 

not in New South Wales. 

~££l~~~,ga_,g£_]h~-§E~.E~.2.§-1E-~.§_~Y!-ll!E!]~· 

A moderately large tree, typically 60 to 80 

feet (lS to 24 m.) tall and l~ to 2i feet (45 to 76 cm.) in 

diameter, though bigger near the coast and somewhat smaller 

on poor soils in the interior. It normally develops a 

fairly straight bole and a summetrical crown, with slender 

drooping branchlets (ibid.) ---
; ..... 
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!£2S£~i2-1IDE2~]~£!_is_Q£Y8~!l_£i_Q!~~lll· 

The species has a hard, heavy, durable wood which 

is mainly used in the round for piles and poles or else hewn 

for sleepers and heavy, constructional timbers. In 

Australia it is considered to be one of the best Ironbarks 

for general purposes, yielding a fair quantity of nectar and 

making a fine tree for park-lands (!E1g.) 

l!~~§-1E-~-~~!~~-~~!~aEB£~~g-~~£h!!§~!££S• 

The trial at Lichtenburg was commenced in 

March, 1921, when transplants raised in the nursery were 

put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

Twenty of the young trees died of frost and drought 

during the winter of 1922, but the rest looked healthy. 

'Three years later the whole stand appeared to be dead, hut 

this was evidently not the case for, in 1936, its mean 

height was 25 feet (8 m.) 

Thirty-one trees remained alive in 1959, repre

senting a stocking of 310 stems per acre (765 per hec.) 

These were 7.1 inches (18 cm.) in diameter and 49 feet (15 m.) 

tall. Their form was better than that of any other eucalypt 

in the Arboretum, for they were straight-baled (though some

times forked) and comparatively lightly branched. The 

stocking of the plot was patchy, though no worse in the 

centre than on themges, suggesting that frost rather than 

drought was accountable for the failures. 

The plot at Potchefstroom was established in 1908 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), plants 7 months 

old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high being used for the purposeoi 

Right from the start, the young trees proved per

fectly hardy to frost as well as drought. Their growth, too 

was good and their stems erect and straight. In 1914 they 

had an average height of 20 feet (6 m.) A thinning was 

carried out in 1926, and a year later the remaining trees 

; ..... 
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had attained an average height of no less than 70 feet 

( 21 m.) 

Vlhen the plot was last inspected, 1959, 13 

standards were found (representing a stocking of 194 stems 

per acre (480 per hec.) together with a good deal of 

coppice. The former had an average D.B.H. of 12.6 inches 

(32 cm.) and a height of 86 feet (26 m.) Their form was 

very good, for their boles were straight, erect and quite 

lightly branched,· Their foliage, although pendulous and 

fine, cast a fairly deep shade. 

Discussion of Results. _____ ...,....,...._...........,.,.....,.._ ... ___._ 

!~-£!~!! is a most desirable tree for planting 

in the western Transvaal. While as resistant to drought 

as most eucalypts and fairly hardy to frost, its form is 

superior to that of any other species that can be grown in 

the area. It is thus eminently suitable for the production 

of poles and posts of all descriptions, besides w~ich it 

makes an excellent fuel. It can be used to advantage for 

wind-breaks, since it is not too quick to shed its lower 
M I" branches when adequately illu~ated from the side. As 

an avenue tree it has few rivals. 

; ..... 
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~ll?~Y§-£lE~1g£~!!~ L. Johnson. 

( Syn • .8.2B!.2~1Z25 F. Muell.) 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Names • ..._.. _____ ~--------
Mountain Grey Gum or Spotted Mountain Gum. 

Natural Distribution • ....._.....__._....,.._....,..,.............,_ ....... _ 
A native of Victoria and New South Wales. In the 

former State it occurs mainly to the south of the Dividing 

Range; in the latter it is found chiefly along the seaward 

edge of the southern and central tablelands, though some

times also near the coast in the south and on scarps and 

tablelands in the north. It is thus principally a species 

of the mountains and their foothills, ascending to an alti

tude of 4,000 feet (1,220 m.). The rainfall over its range 

is normally reliable ave averages 40 to 50 inches (1,000 to 

1,270 mm.) a year. Very high temperatures are seldom ex

perienced, but frosts are quite common in winter and light 

falls of snow sometimes occur. The tree is found on a wide 

range of soils, and tolerates infertile sand if the sub

soil has a high clay content (Hall and Jonston, 1953). 

Silviculturally, !~~a!££~~ has many of the 

characteristics of ~-~E~1~ but, unlike the latter, its 

range extends into the summer rainfall area and it does not 

shun poor soils. 

Provenance, ....... _._...-............. 
Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was received from 

Prof. J.H. Maiden. 

~£!!E!!~_g£_!h~~£!~_!a_!j~-B~j~~-B~E!~~~~ 

A fine tree, ~eaching a height of 120 to 200 feet 

(37 to 61 m.) and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet (91 to 122 cm.) 

; ..... 
_j 
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with a straight, clean bole and large, dense crown. 

§££a£ID!£_1eE££~~£~-ls_Qg~~2!-2r!B!s· 

A most desirable forest tree, it yields a hard, 

heavy, strong, durable timber which is used for heavy 

structures such as bridges and wharves as well as for 

flooring and similar purposes. 

~-!E-~h~-!EBB~~~!_~~~~-B· 

The plot was p~anted up in 1906, but almost all 

the young trees were killed by frost during the very severe 

winter of 1907 when about 3 feet (1 m.) tall. 

Discussion of Results • .._.__._..._. ........... ___ .._..., ..... _ 
This species has done very well at one or two 

stations on the eastern highveld, and it is unfortunate that 

the trial at Lichtenburg should have been wiped out so soon 

after it had begun. Howeveri-r there is little likelihood 

of the tree growing satisfactorily in the western Transvaal 

on account of the rainfall being so much lower than in its 

natural habitat, and further trials are therefore not 

recommended. 

; ..... 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ._ ................................ 
Tumble Down Gum. 

Natural Distribution. _...._ ..... .,. ... ,.. _ _._...,..._. ___ ...,w __ 

A native of New South Wales and southern Queens-

land, where it is widely distributed on the tableland and 

western plains, growing best on well-drained, granitic 

slopes (Blakely, 1955; Maiden, 1909-31; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. 
www ...... - ..... --

The seed supplied to Lichtenburg Plantation was 

received from the Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, 

but the locality in which it was collected is not recorded. 

~£!!E~i28-~!-!h~§E~1~~-~~1~-B~E1~~· 

A small, straggly tree, usually 15 to 30 feet 

(5 to 10 m.) tall. 

!£2a2!~2-fiDE2~~U-f2BE~Il-2!-Q£!sbs• 

The tree is of little economic value because of 

its small size, but flowers very freely and is intensively 

worked by bees. Its timber is red and rdurable in the ground, 

and is used on this account for fencing posts and bridge 

construction. 

~~1-~S-~~-Ar~~~-~~-~1£h~~aEBIB• 
The plot was planted up in March, 1932, at an 

espacement of 8 x 8 feet (2.4 x 2.4 m.) 

The young trees had a healthy appearance but made 

little growth, averaging no more than 3 feet (1 m.) in 

height in 1936. The following year they suffered very 

severely from frost, after which their condition remained 

poor. By 1940 all trace of them had disappeared. 

/ ..... 
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Discussion of Results. 
__ ....._ ________________ _ 

This species might have been expected to survive 

at Lichtenburg since its range includes the cooler and drier 

parts of New South Wales. However, it possesses little 

merit from a silvicultural point of view, and there seems 

to be no particular reason why the attempt to introduce 

it to the western Transvaal should be persevered with. 

; ..... 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. _______ .......,_..,.. 

De ane' s Gum. 

Natural Distribution. _.___._ .. ,__ww-ww.......__ 

A tree of the humid, coastal belt of New South 

Wales and Queensland and of the New England tableland. 

Near the coast it is found mainly in deep valleys and on 

well-drained soils derived from sandstone, while further 

inland it is most common on the eastern slopes of the 

mountains, especially those composed of granite. In 

northern New South Wales its range overlaps those of both 

~~~ and ~~-~EB~ but it ascends to higher and 

cooler elevations than the former (Maiden, 1909-31). 

Provenance. 
__________ ,..... 

The stock used at Lichtenburg was collected at ' 

Pan Plantation in the eastern Transvaal. The trees at the 

latter centre were probably raised from seed supplied by 

Maiden, although the records are slightly confused. 

~~§£!!E~l2BwB!w~&£_§E~£!~§-iB-!~§-~~-E~!~~~· 

A fine, shaft-like tree, growing to a height of 

200 feet (61 m.) and in form closely resembling !i_§~!~~' 

though somewhat more heavily crowned. 

!£2~~!£-~~EQ!~~!a-£~~!~2!-Qr!BiB· 

The tree yields a red, durable timber, similar to 

that of §~-~~1gn~, which works easily and takes a good 

polish. 

!E!~!..!:;~_!EE£!~.3:~~ll.f'.!2!:!!!:~!:&. 

~he plot was established in 1918 at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using plants 6 months old and 6 

inches (15 cm.) high which had been raised in the nursery 

at Paa. 

; •••• ~1 
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During their first and second winters, the young 

trees were severely injured by frost and drought, appearing 

at one stage to have been killed outright. About 9 of 

them sprouted again from ground level, however, only to 

suffer further damage during the winters of 1921 and 1922. 

For several winters thereafter they escaped further injury 

and made modest growth, but suffered once more from frost 

in 1927. 

Five trees survived until 1959, only 2 of which 

contained any usable timber. These had an average diamater 

of 6.3 inches (16 cm.) and a height of 30 feet (9 m.), but 

were stag-headed and of such poor form as to be hardly 

recognisable as this species. 

Discussion of Results • .___.... __ ... ______ ........,.....,_ __ 
The species is clearly unsuited to conditions 

in the western Transvaal. It may, however, be deduced that 

drought, rather than frost, was primarily responsible for 

the heavy mortality and wretched growth of the trees at 

Lichtenburg since the species has successfully withstood 

lower temperatures in the Pan and Belfast Arboreta. 

; ..... . 
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IVIYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 
_______ ....._... 

Blue Gum. 

Natural Distribution • ...........,_ ___ wmm_w _____ _ 

The main occurrence of the species is in southern 

and south-eastern Tasmania, but it is also found in Victoria. 

The climate is cool, with a moderately high rainfall of up 

to 60 inches (1520 mm.) a year. The tree is found near the 

coast and in more hilly country at an altitude of 1,5000 

feet (460 m.) Little snow is experienced and hot, desicca-

ting winds are also rare. The species does not thrive on 

poor soils but favours moist, through well-drained, heavy 

loams of good quality (Hall and Johnston, 1953t. 

Provenance. 
----.---~-----

No indication is given by the records as to the 

origin of the seed sown at Potchefstroom for trial in the 

Arboretum. 

~~£r1~~!2s-2!-~§~~£!~§_!~_!]~-N~~!!~-E~£!~~· 

A medium-sized to large tree up to 180 feet (55 m.) 

in height and from 4 to 7 feet (122 to 213 cm.) in diameter, 

with a straight bole and well-developed crown. 

~~1£-!ID~.QE~~~-!B_£.2~L2!-2!!8.!B• 

The tree has a yellowish-brown wood with an open 

texture and an interlocked grain. This is strong and heavy 

but only moderately durable and somewhat difficult to season 

and work. Its uses include general construction, boat-

building and tool handles, while locally it is employed also 

for piles, poles and fencing. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
-~--w-------w-ww-~__, _ _. __ ._ __ .,...... .............. ..._ 

The plot was established in 1910 at an espacement 

6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using one-year-old plants 20 inches 

I ....• ~ 
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( 50 cm. ) tall. 

The young trees suffered a great deal from 

frost during their first winter and 16 of them died. 

These were replaced the following summer, but 22 blanks 

were counted in the spring of 1911. 

For several years the stand made vigorous growth, 

despite periodic injury by frost, and reached an average 

height of 19 feet (6 m.) in 1913. This had increased to 

27 feet ( 8 m.) a year later, but a good many double Jeaders 

were in evidence. 

Two trees were reported dead in 1920 and 7 more 

died the following year. This retrogression continued, and 

by 1929 all the standards seemed to be dying off. In 1959, 

sparse coppice regeneration with no timber content is all 

that remained on the site. 

Discussion of Results. 
_._ ..... ---------------.... ~ 

~-~BE~~ has undergone trial, at one time or 

another, throughout the greater part of South Africa, but 

few are the sites on which stands have been brought success-

fully to maturity. At Potchefstroom, the cold, dry winter 

and the poor, rather sandy soil both militated against 

the chances of success from the outset, and the species 

is climatically unsuited to the western Transvaal. 

; ..... 
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!B£§~~B~~1! Hook. 

A plot established under this name in the 

Arboretum at Potchefstroom contains only 6, suppressed 

coppice s~s. Most of the stands planted as ~-~~ 
in South Africa have proved to be ~-2!~]~ Labill., and it 

is probable that the trees at Potchefstroom also belong 

to the latter species. Reliable identification in the 

present instance is, however, not possible. 

;'.· ..... . 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 
__ .. ___ .. ____ _ 

Grey Box. 

Natural Distribution. __._. ______ mrwmw,-w 

A native of New South Wales and Queensland. In 

the former State it is found in the central and northern 

coastal districts; in the latter it occurs over a wide area, 

though chiefly in the south, where it crosses the Dividing 

Range and penetrates westwards as far as the dry country 

round Dalby. Its altitudinal range is from sea level to 

1,500 feet (460 m.). The rainfall varies from 20 to 40 

inches a year (500 to 1,000 mm.) occurring mainly in 

summer. The tree is most common on heavy loams derived 

from shale, but is found also on lighter soils with a clay 

subsoil (Hall and Johnston, 1953.) 

Provenance. ____....._..,_,..........,. 

The plants raised at Lichtenburg were grown from 

seed collected locally in the plantation. The origin of the 

latter is not recorded. The seed used at Potchefstroom was 

supplied by the Conservator of Forests, Cape Colony, and is 

of unknown provenance. 

~~££1E]i£E.£!-~h~~~~~-1E-~-li~!!Y~-B~£l]!~· 

A tree of moderate size, attaining a height of 

between 40 and 100 feet (12 and 30 m.) and a diameter of 

from 2 to 3 feet (61 to 91 cm.) It usually has a fairly 

straight bole, with ascending branches and a dense crown. 

Its rate of growth is considered to be slow. 

~B£ID!£_liDE££]!a£~-bs_Q£B~~_££-Qrl~B· 

The species is not of great economic value but 

is a good one from the point of view of honey production, 
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supplying both nectar and pollen. It yields a very hard, 

heavy, strong, durable timber, which is suitable for bridges, 

sleepers and poles, although not available in large 

quantities; 

~!!!~_!a_]h~-h!E£!~]~ ~]wfi£8~£BEBEE-!E£-F~~~£ID· 

The trial at Lichtenburg was comrnenced in 1921, 

when nursery stock was set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees were damaged by frost during their 

first winter, and a year later were killed outright. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was planted up in 

1908 at a 6 x 6 foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement, using nursery 

stock 7 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

Frost had no effect upon the trees when young, 

and not until 1916 does it seem to have caused any damage. 

Nevertheless, growth was at first very irregular, and many 

of the trees produced more than one shoot at the base. 

By 1914 their average height was 26 feet (8 m.), however, 

and double leaders were removed in 1917 and 1918. Slight 

damage was caused by frost in 1920 but the severe drought 

of 1923 had no apparent effect on them. Thinnings were 

carried out in 1924 and 1926, and a year after that the 

average height of the stand was 70 feet (21 m.) 

In 1959, 18 standards (equivalent to a stocking 

of 269 stems per acre (664 per hec.) and a good deal of 

coppice still remained on the plot. The former had a mean 

D.B.H. of 11.8 inches (30 cm.) and a height of 80 feet 

(24 m.) but their form was somewhat poor, for their boles 

were slightly crooked and they had a tendency to lean. 

Their crowns cast a dense shade. 

Discussion of Results • .....,.,...,_._ ... _._ .. ____ _..........____. 

In Australia, E. hemiphloia is rated as moderately 

/ ..... ~ 
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hardy to frost. The fact that the plot at Lichtenburg was 

killen outright by frost in its second year is no indica

tion that the species cannot be grown at that centre 

because, as has already been noted, these trees were 

raised from seed which had been collected in the plantation. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was only twice injured by frost, 

and then not seriously. Nevertheless, the species cannot 

be depended on in the western Transvaal., and as it has no 

particular advantages over Beveral other eucalypts which 

have proved themselves in the area, further trial plantings 

are not warranted. 

; .... ~· 
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!~1Zl2]B.§_!l.!r-~£.8i.f±.2~~ F. Mu ell. 

(Syn. ~B!££1.2£ A. Cunn. 

Fami,-n:. --"""tl.· 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. -------------
Black Box. 

Natural Distribution. 
--------~----------..,...._..-( .... 

A native of Australia, where its principal occur

rence is along watercourses on the plains of western New 

South Wales,' From thence its range extends northwards into 

south-western Queensland and southwards along the Murray 

River into Victoria and South Australia. Its altitudinal 

range is from lOO to 1,.000 ( 30 to 300 m.) feet above sea 

level. Temperatures throughout the area are high in summer, 

though occasional frosts occur in winter.-. The rainfaJ.l is, 

low, averaging 10 to 15 inches (250 to 380 mm.) l2~-~~L 

but the tree normally frequents broad river-flats and other 

low-lying areas subject to intermittent fJ.ooding, where it 

prefers the heavier, richer soils. It usually forms pure, 

open stands, but sometimes occurs in mixture with other 

eucalyptus or, in the drier parts of its range, with 

shrubby species such as A~£±!-l2~BSB~ (Hall and Johnston, 

19 53). 

Provenance. --------
The seed sown at Lichtenburg was supplied by 

Prof. J.H. Maiden of Sydney, and probably therefore origi-

nated from New South Wales. No information is available 

regarding the source of the seed wown at Potchefstroom. 

~~£!1R]1.2~-~~~-§l2~£!~sw£n_1~~_n~~!Y~H~~!• 
IM~;(Icr""~ 

~-!!!!$!! is considered in Australia to be a po~ 

forest tree, one of its few virtues being that it grows in 

areas visited by drought. It attains a height of 30 to 60 
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feet (9 to 18 m.) and a diameter of 1 to 2 feet (30 to 60 cm.) 

(ibid.) --
!2.2B.2!±.2-~:22!~P-£~.!!LQ~u_.2L,Qrl:.s.!B• 

The species is an excellent one for shade and 

shelter, having an umbrageous crown, but is of little eco

nomic value. It yields a dark red, hard, heavy, durable 

timber which is useful for short poles, fence posts and 

fuel. 

1!!~1~-l:B_jh~-h!£.2!~~~~~~~BE~!~~~-~2~£h~!~~!.2.2!• 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1905/ 

06 at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using 9-inch

high ~23 cm.) plants raised locally in the nursery. 

The young trees ·suffered rather severely from 

frost during the winter of 1907, several of them being 

killed outright. Thereafter they escaped further injury 

until 1927, when both standards and coppice were slightly 

affected. Throughout its entire existence, the stand 

never once seemed to be suffering fromarought. 

Growth for the first few years was a little slow, 

and the trees developed a somewhat bushy habit. Their 

appearance and vigour gradually improved, however, and by 

1913 they had reached an average height of 21 feet (6 m.) 

A light thinning was undertaken in 1918, by which time the 

average height of the stand had increased another 10 feet 

( 3m.) 

This satisfactory rate of growth was maintained 

until the trees received their last measurement in 1959. 

Some 58 standards still remained on the plot, averaging 

7.3 (18 cm.) inches in diameter and 61 feet (19 m.) in 

height. Furthermore, almost every stool was coppicing and 

there was little diminution in the size of the trees to-

wards the centre of the plot, signifying an altogether 

; ..... 
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exceptional degree of drought resistance. The standards, 

although slightly crooked, were of moderately good form, 

being clean to a fair height and comparatively lightly 

branched. 

At Potchefstroom the trial was commenced in 

1916, when 81 plants 4 inches (10 cm.) high were set out at 

Lichtenburg. 

The young trees were slightly frosted in 1919, 

and, as at Lichtenburg, their growth for the first few 

years was rather slow. However, drought seemed to have 

little or no effect ~n them, neither were they at any 

stage injured again by frost. Their vigour slowly improved 

as the years passed, and in 1927, when they were thinned out 

to 32 stems, their average height was 40 feet (12 m.) 

At the time of the last inspection in 1959, 25 

standards and a good deal of coppice remained on the plot, 

the former having a mean D.B.H. and height of 12.8 inches 

(32 cm.) and 86 feet, (26 m.) respectively. The form of 

the standards was reasonably good, for although some had 

crooked boles and a good many more leaned out towards the 

light, most of these would have been eliminated in a 

thinning. After 43 years the stand still appeared to be 

in a very healthy condition and the canopy was fairly 

dense. 

Discussion of Results • ._......,.,.. __ ...,...,...,.. __ .....,,.., ........ _ _..., 

I~, if I!~"'«-"~. 
~!!!=!! ~s slightly susceptible to frost, more 

especially in the years immediately afte~ establishment, 

but is extremely hardy to drought. Its growth, while a 

little tardy at first, improves considerably once the 

trees are well established. 

The species is unquestionably of potential use in 

the western Transvaal, more especially for the establishment 

; ..... 
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of woodlots to supply fencing material and fuel. Whether 

it possesses any worthwhile advantage over the several euca

lypts which are already commonly grown in the area 

(except, possibly, in regard to drought resistance) is 

debatable, however, and it is not quite as desirable a 

tree as §~-22~]~!2§ for shelterbelts because its 

coppice is rather less densely foliaged. 

; ...... 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Silver-leaved Ironbark. 

Natural Distribution • ...... _...... .......... ,... ....... ~ ........... ---
A tree of the western slopes and plains of New 

South Wales and of the adjacent parts of Queensland, where 

it is associated with other dry country Ironbarks in mixed, 

savanna woodland. Its altitudinal range is from 500 (152 m) 

to rather more than 1,500 feet (460 m.) The climate in 

summer is hot, though some frost occurs in winter. Rain 

falls mainly during the summer months and averages 15 to 

25 inches (380 to 635 mm.) a year. The tree grows best 

on fertile silts or loams, but is also found on a variety 

of other soils such as clay, gravel and sand (Hall and 

Johnston, 19 53). 

Provenance • ..........,.......,.., ____ _ 
The seed used for the trial at Lichtenburg was 

collected at Narrabri in New South Wales at an altitude of 

697 feet (212 m.) above sea level. 

~!1E~~~~~!£1~§-1~§-N~~1!~-§~E~~~~· 

A medium-sized tree 40 to 60 (12 to 18 m.) or 

rarely 90 feet (27 m.) tall, with a trunk up to 3 feet 

(91 cm.) in diameter (ibid.) ---
~£QB£~~£-1EEQ~~§S~_£a_££28~!l_££_2r!~a· 

The species is of no importance as a forest tree 

and is useful mainly .for ornament. Its wood is hard, 

heavy and durable but inferior to that of most Ironbarks, 

and is suitable only for fence posts and rough constructional 

wor·k . . . 
/ ..... . 
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1!1~1B_]h~-A!E2!~~!-~!-~!£h]~BE~~· 

The plot was planted up in February, 1934 -

probably at an espacement of 8 x 8 feet (2.4 x 2.4 m.). 

Practically one-half of the young trees died 

off during their first winter. Blanks were filled early 

in 1935, but heavy mortality occurred again the following 

year - apparently as a result of frost - and the growth of 

the remaining trees was very slow. Futher damage was 

caused by frost in 1936 and 1937, and the stand ap-

peared to be failing. 

The condition of the trees remained very poor 

until 1942. Some improvement seems to have taken place 

thereafter for, in 1959, the stand had a mean D.B.H. of 

5.0 inches (13 cm.) and a height of 60 feet (18 m.) The 

stocking was still 600 stems to the acre (1482 per hec.) 

The trees were erect and fairly straight (although some

times forked) and their branches were moderately light, de

spite the fact that their crowns had an unusually rounded 

profile. A couple of rather large gaps occurred near the 

centre of the plot where the trees had failed. 

Discussion of Results. 
-~.....,---~........,_,._...,...., ... ,.,.,..._ 

!~m~1~~RhJ!~ is quite one of the most attractive 

eucalypts in the Arboretum, for its strikingly glaucous, 

decussate, "juvenile" foliage persists throughout the crown 

and contracts in an extraordinarily pleasing manner with 

the grey, furrowed bark of the ~k. As a windbreak, how

ever, it has little merit since its foliage is inclined to 

b~parse, while its use for the production of poles and 

firewood is not to be recomraended because of its relatively 

slow growth and evident susceptibility to frost when 

young. 

/ ..... 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. ________ ....... _,...,..,_ 

Yellow· Box. 

Natural Distribution. ______ ......,. __ _.~-----
Widely distributed in New South Wales and Victoria. 

It is most common on the inland side of the Dividing Range, 

but occurs also near the coast and ascends the northern 

tablelands, penetrating thence in to southern Queensland. 

Its altitudinal range is from a little above sea level to 

about 3,000 feet (910 m.) The climate is warm and dry, 

maximum temperatures in summer at times exceeding l00°F. 

(38°0) in the shade, and hot, desiccating winds being 

common. The rainfall varies from 15 to 36 inches (380 to 

900 mm.) a year, in the south occurring mainly in winter 

but in the north mainly in summer. In the moister parts 

of its range the species is found on gentle, mountain 

slopes but in drier areas its main occurrence is on river 

flats. Generally it is found on fairly fertile, loamy 

soils (Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. _ __........,.._,__. _ _. .. .., 
The seed used at Lichtenburg for the trial in 

the Arboretum was obtained through a certain Mr. Baikie 

from Murphy of Woy Woy, New South Wales. 

~§~~a-~£_ja~_§E~!~-1E.i~§-li~~!!~-g~£1]~]· 

A graceful, medium-sized tree 60 to 100 feet 

(18 to 30 m.) tall and from 2 to 3 feet (61 to 91 cm.) 

in diameter, with a clean bole, large crown and somewhat 

pendulous branches. 

£Js.2~£..~!BE.2!~~-1a_QQ~!.L£L2£1&S• 

In Australia, the species is considered to be of 

; .... •' 
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more use for honey-production, shade, shelter and ornament 

than for timber. Its wood is dense, very heavy, hard and 

durable, but owing to the fact that it has an interlocked 

grain is difficult to work. It is therefore used mainly 

in the round as a heavy constructional timber and as fuel. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • .....,...,........,.............,.._._....,....,.......,.._.., __ ..., __ .......... .......__...._ __ ._. ___ ... _ 
The plot was established in February, 1908, at 

the usual espacement for those times of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m), 

using nursery stock 4 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

From the outset the young trees proved perfectly 

hardy to frost and at no time during the life of the stand 

did they ever seem to suffer from drought. Their growth, 

too, was fairly good, and by 1914 they had reached an 

average height of 25 feet (8 m.) 

This satisfactory progress continued, and 

thinnings were carried out in 1924 and 1926. Vigorous 

coppicing ensued,and the whole appearance of the stand was 

very healthy. 

Nineteen standards remained on the plot in 1959, 

representing a stocking of 284 stems per acre (700 per hec.) 

The mean D.B.H. of these was 12.3 inches (31 cm.) and the 

mean height 80 feet (24 m.) Most of them were of good 

form and had upright, fairly straight boles. Their crowns, 

although light for the species, cast an appreciable amount 

of shade. Healthy coppice was still much in evidence. 

Discussion of Results. __________ .......... _,...,_. ......... _,._...,_._, 

Although this species has made slightly less rapid 

growth than certain other eucalypts in the Arboretum at 

Potchefstroom, it ranks, nevertheless, as one of the most 

desirable members of the genus for planting in the western 

Transvaal. It is exceedingly hardy to drought and seems well 

; ..... 

--------------~-
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able to stand the cold winters. The relative straightness 

of its stem commands it for the production of poles and 

fencing material, while its dense, spreading crown renders 

it eminently suitable for shelterbelts. Local experience 

of the wood as a fuel corroborates Australian observations, 

and the tree is one of the best sources of nectar for bees. 

For all these reasons the species is deservedly popular 

with farmers in the drier parts of the summer rainfall area 

wherever frost is not too severe. 

; ..... , 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Flooded Box. 

Natural Distribution. ___ ...... _.....__. ............. ....,...,._..... ..... 

Widely distributed throughout the northern hald 

of continental Australia, where it is found in Queensland, 

the Northern Territory and Western Australia. It is thus 

well adapted to tropical heat and rain, and also withstands 

droughty conditions. Most commonly it grows on heavy, 

black clays which are waterlogged in wet weather but become 

baked and cracked during the dry season (Blakely, 1955, 

Streets, 1962) •. 

Provenance • ........,...._,.._.....,_ 

The seed supplied to both Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom was received from Prof. Maiden, but since 

it could not have been collected in New South Wales its 

origin must remain unknown. 

~~!£!l~~~a-2!-~h§-~~£i§~_!a-~!§_M~~y~_g~!]!!· 

A small to medium-sized tree up to 40 feet (12 m.) 

in height and occasionally 18 inches (45 cm.) in diameter. 

It has widely spreading branches and is sometimes, though 

not always, of a pleasing, shapely appearance. 

!£.2!!2~!£_.!!!.l.E.2£.1i~£~is-.Q.2BE~rz-2..!:_Qr~.s~· 

A most useful tree in tropical forestry. Its 

timber, which is almost black in colour, is one of the 

hardiest and most durable of all Australian woods and is 

particularly resistant to termites. The uses to which it 

is put include bearings, bushes, bolts, shafts and parts of 

wheels for heavy vehicles. Locally, it is used also for 

fencing. 
; ..... 
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~~l~~§-1E-~h~-A~~£~~-~~-b~£h~~a~B-SBS~~~!§~!2~· 

The trial at Lichtenburg was commenced in March, 

1911, when plants 2 years old and 18 inches (45 cm.) high 

were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.). 

The young trees suffered slightly from drought 

in 1914 and were at first very crooked and bushy, but by 

1917 a few of them had started to make stronger growth. 

Light frost damage recurred in 1918. Two years later, 35 

trees were killed to the ground and the rest were severely 

injured by the cold. Mild damage was again experienced 

during the course of the next two winters.' 

The plot received a thinning in 1924, at which 

stage the trees appeared healthy, though crooked and still 

rather small. Two years later the coppice was cut back by 

frost. A second thinning was carried out in 1929, when the 

standards had a height of 25 to 30 feet (8 to 9 m.) but 

were still rather crooked. 

At the time of the final inspection in 1959, diffi

culty was experienced in distinguishing between standards 

and coppice regrowth, and a good deal of the latter was 

evidently included inadvertently in the enumeration data. 

Altbgether, 77 trees were measured on the 0.1 acre 

(0.004 hec.) plot, these having a mean D.B.H. of 6.5 inches 

(16 cm.) and a height of 43 feet (13 m.) The stocking was 

still virtually complete, and quite well-grown trees were 

found near the centre of the plot, indicating a very high 

degree of drought resistance• UnfortunatelY, the form of 

the trees was very poor, for their boles were crooked and 

often forked. 

At Potchefstroom the plot was established in 

February, 1908, adopting the same espacement as before 1 and 

using 7-month-old plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

; ..... 
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In marked contract to the trees at Lichtenburg, 

those at Potchefstroom were not at all affected by frost. 

Their growth, too, was far superior, for in 1914 they averaged 

20 feet ( 6 m.) in leight. As before, their appearance was 

healthy but all were crooked to the very top. 

Growth continued to be satisfactory and the trees 

did not at any time suffer from drought. Thinnings were 

carried out in 1924 and 1926, which was followed by 

vigorous coppicing. 

Eleven standards remained in 1959, equivalent 

to a stocking of 164 stems per acre (405 per hec.) These 

had a mean D.B.H. of 10.9 inches (27 cm.) and a height of 

74 feet (23 m.) Their form was bad, for they had a ten-

dency to lean heavily and their crowns were somewhat 

irregular. Much coppice was also found on the plot which, 

too, was of poor form. 

Discussion of Results • ._,....... ______ ................ _.........___ 

~-m!££2~~ is essentially a tropical species 

and as cush is a climatic misfit in the western Transvaal. 

Even when not affected by frost its form is very bad, 

and its growth is inferior to that of several other 

eucalypts in the area. Although exceedingly hardy to 

drought, it is therefore not worth persevering with 

except in a warmer climate. 

; ..... 
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~~~lE~Y~-E~2£! Sieb. ex Spreng. 

(Syn. E. coriacea A. Cunn.) ... ..,. ___________ __ 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Names. _.. ..................... _ .... __ 
Cabbage or §now Gum. 

Natural Distribution. - ...... ...,.w ... w..-,.,.,.....,.-,... .... w,.. __ _ 

The most common tree of the sub-alpine regions 

of Australia, where it occurs in the States of South 

Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and 

Tasmania. In co·ntinental Australia it is found typically 

at an e~evation of from 2,000 to 5,500 feet (610 to 1,676 m.) 

though in Tasmania it descends almost to sea level. 

Throughout its range frequent and severe frosts are ex-

perienced in winter, sometimes accompanied by moderate to 

heavy falls of snow. Summers are cool. The rainfall is 

fairly dependable and varies form 25 to 50 inches a year 

(635 to 1,270 mm.), occuring mainly during the winter 

months in the south but gradually passing over to pre

dominantly summer distribution in the north. Most 

commonly, the tree is found on mountain slopes and ridges 

and on shallow, rocky soils, especially those derived from 

basalts and granites (H~ll and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. 
~-~-----......,.. 

The seed used at Lichtenburg seems to have origi

nated from Queensland, while that from which plants were 

raised for trial at Potchefstroom was obtained from a cer-

tain Mr. H.A. Horn, whose place of domicile and occupation 

cannot be established. 

~~£!1E]bgg_gf-~h~-§~£1~-1B-1~~-~~y~~B!~~~· 

A small to medium-sized tree, usually 30 to 60 

feet (9 to 18 m.) tall and 1 to 3 feet (30 to 90 cm.)in 

; ..... 
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diameter, with a short, crooked bol.e and heavily branched 

crown. Trees up to 80 feet (24 m.) in height with longer 

boles are sometimes found, but these, too, are mostly of 

bad form. 

~!'!2!Y!.2-!!YE.2~£L!!!_£~!L.2LQ£!~a· 

!J...E~B£ill.2~ is an important constituent of 

protection forest in the Austral.ian Alps, besides which it 

yields a good supply of pollen for bees. Its wood is tough 

and strong and of some value locally for fencing and fuel, 

but warps badly when sawn into boards. 

I!~§!~-1B-~h~-h!B.2£~~-~~~!£h~~~EB!~~~£_~,gj£h!f§j£2~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was planted up in 1905/06 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using nursery stock 

12 months old. 

The young trees suffered least of all eucalypts in 

the Arboretum during the very severe winter of 1907, but 

were cut back slightly by frost the following year. Their 

growth at first was slow and their form bushy, but by 1910 

htye had attained an average height of 13 feet (4 m.) 

In 1911 the trees seemed to be suffering from 

drought, and their appearance deteriorated progressively 

until, 3 years later, practically all of them were taken for 

dead. A good many recovered to som~xtent the following year, 

but the trial was finally abandoned in 1916. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was established in 

1908 at the same espacement as before, using plants 15 

inches (38 cm.) tall which had been raised over the previous 

2 seasons in the Irene Forest Nursery. 

The trees stood the cold well and made unexpectedly 

good growth, reaching a height of 20 feet (6 m.) in 1910. 

This increased to 38 feet (12 m.) in 1914, although several 

individuals growing on gravelly soil had in the meantime died 

off. 
; ..... 
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In 1916 it appeared as if the trees were suffering 

from drought, but they soon recovered and began once more to 

make good progress. Their stems, however, were rather 

crooked. Thinnings were carried out in 1924 and 1926, and 

a year later the mean height of the stand was 60 feet (18 m.). 

Vigorous coppicing took place, but the standards looked very 

whippy. 

From 1929 onwards the condition of the stand 

seems to have deteriorated to a marked degree, for only 

6, moribund trees remained in 1959. These were up to 11.5 

inches (29 cm.) in diameter but of mediocre form, and one 

of them leaned right over. 

Discussion of Results. 
----~.....,..-~--www_......,.. 

~~~1!1£!~ is essentially a species for cool, 

relatively moist regions, and is not well suited to the dry 

winters and hot summers of the western Transvaal. Silvicul-

turally, it has few useful attributes which are not 

possessed in far greater degree by several other eucalypts, 

and further trials in the area would serve no practical 

purpose. 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • .....,....,.. ............ -....... ._ 

Narrow-leaved Box. 

Natural Distribution. _,_...._ ............... ___ --------
Confined to the interior of central and northern 

Ne~outh Wales and southern Queensland, where it is found 

on low hills and flats at the edge of the plains west of 

the Dividing Range. It frequently occupies rather heavy, 

alluvial soils, forming an open savanna woodland in as-

sociation with various other eucalyptus, ~!!1~~8B~~1!! 

and !sB2E82!~ spp. (Streets, 1962). 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was collected 

at Narrabri in New South Wales. 

~2!!E~~£a_£!-~S~-§E~g!2~be-1~§-li~iY~-~B~~~· 

A slender, well-formed tree 20 to 60 feel 

(6 to 18 m.) tall. 

The tree yeidls a brown, hard, durable wood with 

interlocked grain, which is used for fencing and fuel. 

Its flowers produce a fairly good supply of nectar but are 

deficient in pollen. Of little economic value, it is useful 

mainly for fuel, shade and shelter (Penfold and Willis, 1961). 

l!l~-±a-~~r££r~~Bm-~~~1£8j~aBY!~· 

The stand was established at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.) in March, 1934. 

The young trees grew very slowly and a greay many 

blanks were filled in February, 1935. Although many trees 

appeared to be dead after the winter of 1935, recovery was 

almost complete, and the stand had a mean height of 3 feet 

(1 m.) two years later. 

A light thinning was carried out in 1953. 

/ ..... 
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In 1959, 72 trees still remained on the plot. 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 5.3 inches (13 cm.) and a 

height of 40 feet (12 m.) All were either crooked or had 

a basal sweep, and many were forked. Their branches were 

long, slender and bare for the greater part of their 

length, and the canopy was thin. The plot was somewhat 

open at the centre as a result of the failure of several 

trees, and its heart was occupied by somewhat weakly 

coppice. The species is therefore, not among the most 

drought-resistant tried at Lichtenburg. 

Discussion of Results • ...,_,..,,.. ____ ._. _ _. .. .....,_.......,..,...,..,...,... 

!.!-E!11i:.B.@.~E-§.!~, while fairly hardy to frost and 

drought, is not of great potential value in the western 

Transvaal. Although its rate of growth is not very 

different from that of !d~£s.m~SB1~E-~!.§~..!:._~r.2~Z12£!, 

the form of the trees is poorer and their crowns are 

thinner. In consequence, it is neither suitable for poles 

nor shelter, and further planting is not recommended. 

; ..... 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ...,_.....,.... .... ....,...., .. _... 

Red Box. 

Natural Distribution. __ _._....,. ............ ...., ............. __....,_.......,. 

A native of Victoria and New South Wales. In the 

former State is has a wide distribution and is especially 

abundant on the foothills of the Grampians and the Australian 

Alps. From thence its range extends northwards to the 

lower slopes of the southern and central tablelands of New 

South Wales. Its altitudinal limits lie between 400 and 

2,000 feet (1,20 to 610 m.) above sea level and the rainfall 

throughout is about 20 to 30 inches (500 to 760 mm.) a year, 

falling mainly in winter in the south but more evenly dis

tributed in the north. It is thus a species of rather dry 

areas with quite high temperatures in summer and a good deal 

of frost in winter. Typically, it is found on heavy soils, 

such as those derived from shales, slates and phyllites, 

occurring in open, savanna woodland in association with 

species such as ~!D~ and !:__~1£~.!:.2!l~ (Hall and 

Johnston, 19 53) 0 1 

Provenance. _ .... _ .. ___ ....,.....,.... 
The seed used both at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroem 

was supplied by Prof. Maiden, and probably originated from 

New South Wales. 

~,£till!.QE_gf_~~~~Li:!L!.ll..fu:.:ti~~!?.U!! • 
A medium-sized tree with a short, rather branchy 

tunk. On average sites it is 50 to 80 feet (15 to 24 m.) in 

height and 1 to 2 feet (30 to 60 cm.) in diameter, but it 

sometimes reaches a height of lOO feet (30 m.) and a dia

meter of up to 3 feet ~cm.) on fertile, alluvial soils in 

Victoria. 
; ..... 
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~B.Q~!£-1~E.2!:~~-J:a_£m~rL.2L£!1&a· 

The species is not much esteemed for forestry 

purposes because of its rather poor form, and is considered 

more suitable for ornament and shelter. Its wood is very 

tough, strong and durable, and is useful in the round or 

roughly hewn for poles and fencing material. Small quanti

ties are also used for heavy, constructional work, and it 

makes a very good fuel. The honey from its flowers is said 

to have a strong, oily taste when new. 

1£~1.§-i!Uh~/:!E.QE~~-~D.!£!U~a!?~U-~as_E,g]£~§]!2.QID• 

The trial at Lichtenburg was initiated in 1905/06, 

when nursery stock 1 year old and 12 inches (30 cm.) high 

was planted out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees suffered severely during the par

ticularly cold winter of 1907, and som~ndividuals which had 

already attained a height of 5 feet (1.5 m.) were cut 

right back to the ground. Almost all of them sprouted again, 

but their form had been adversely affected and their habit 

for the next year or two was low and bushy. However, their 

vigour improved once more, and by 1913 their average height 

was 19 feet (6 m.) This had increased to 29 feet (9 m.) in 

1918, when a light thinning was carried out. Slight damage 

was caused again by frost in 1920, but apart from this the 

trees appeared to be healthy and were at no time affected 

by drought. 

Further thinnings were undertaken in 1924 and 

1929, after which the 35 remaining tees on the plot had a 

height of 45 to 50 feet (14 to 15 m.) Vigorous coppice 

growth was also removed on the latter occasion. 

The trees were still in a thrifty condition when 

inspected for the last time in 1959. A total of 63 stems 

was measured, which evidently included a considerable amount 

; ..... 
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of coppice. The mean D.B.H. of the stand was 74Anches 

(18 cm.) and its mean height 52 feet (16 m.) Almost all the 

stumps were coppicing and some of the inner-most standards 

were of fair size, indicating that the species is exceedingly 

drought-hardy. The form of the trees was, however, poor, 

most of them being rather crooked and inclined to fork, 

though not too heavily branched. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was established in 

February, 1908, when 81 plants 7 months old. and 9 inches 

(23 cm.) high were set out at the same espacement. 

The young trees came through their first winter 

without mishap but were cut back slightly by frost in 1910. 

By this time their height was already 12 feet (4 m.), and 

they looked very promising. Four years later their height 

had risen to 25 feet (8 m.) despite periodic droughts, 

which seemed to have little e~fect on them. Thinnings were 

carried out in 1924 and 1926, and the following year the 

remaining 23 trees averaged 65 feet (20 m.) in height. 

Eighteen trees, representing a stocking of 269 

stems per acre (664 per hec.), and a great deal of vigorous 

coppice were found on the plot in 1959. The average D.B.H. 

of the former was 12.6 inches (32 cm.) and their height 

was 78 feet (24 m.) Some had fine boles but most of them 

were forked. 

Discussion of Results. __._.,..._ .... _ ...... ......,.....,..,........_._. __ _ 
!~1~~~h~~~ has proved to be one of the most 

drought-resistant eucalypts tried so far in the western 

Transvaal;~ and is also as hardy to frost as most other 

species. Because of its rather indifferent form, however, 

it is less suitable for use in farm woodlots than, for 

instance 

although it yields an excellent firewood. On the other 

;.-.... 
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hand, it can be unhesitatingly recommended for shelter

belts, especially when great height is not a primary require

ment, since its ample, leafy crown and dense coppice render 

it ideal for this purpose. 

; ..... 
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IfiRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ....... _.....__.......,..._.,_ 

Biinbil Box. 

Natural Distribution • ...,....____. _ _....,.. ................. ---.... ......--

Typically a tree of the western plains of New 

South Wales and Queensland, though in the relatively dry 

country round Rockhampton it penetrates to the coast. Its 

main occurrence is at an altitude of between 500 and 1,500 

feet (1,52 to 460 m.) above sea level in areas with a 

continental climate characterised by summer temperatures 

of 100°F(38°C.) or more in the shade and light frost in 

winter. The rainfall is low, averaging 14 to 20 inches 

(356 to 500 mm.) a year, and droughts are fairly common. 

The tree usually occurs on reddish loams and sandy loams, 

but on low-lying flats it is sometimes found on heavy, 

black soils (Hall and Johnston, 1953.) 

Provenance. _______ ..........._ 

It is probable that the seed used for the trial 

at Potchefstroom was obtained from Maiden but this cannot 

be verified. 

~§£!1~!~~-~-]h~_§E~£1~§wd~-!]§_li~1!]_fi~1~~~ 

A small to medium-sized tree 30 to 50 feet 

(9 to 15 m.) in height and 1 to 2 feet (30 to 60 cm.) in 

diameter, with a fairly straight stem and dense, rounded 

crown. 

!£2BQ_m!£-J~E2£~~£~-1~-2£~!l-2!-£!!~S· 

The species is an ideal one for shade and ornament 

in dry areas, especially where the soil is heavy, but is not 

of great value as a forest tree. Its wood is pale brown in 

colour, hard, strong and very durable, and is useful for 

various purposes on the farm. 
; ..... 
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The honey obtained from its flowers is not abundant but 

has an agreeable flavour. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
~~~----~-~~-~------w---~~----~~~~ 

The trial was commenced in February, 1908, when 

nursery plants 7 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high were 

put out at the customary espacement for those days of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees showed no ill effects from frost 

or drought and seemed healthy, but their growth was slow at 

first and they were rather crooked. By 1914 they had reached 

an average height of 14 feet (4 m.) however. Thinnings were 

carried out in 1924 and 1926, by which time the average 

height of the stand was 55 feet (17 m.) 

Eleven trees remained on the plot in 1959, repre

senting a stocking of 164 stems per acre (405 per hec.).l 

Unfortunately, about half of these had become suppressed by 

an adjoining eucalypt belt, but their mean D.B.H. was never-

theless 8.9 inches (23 cm.) and their height 63 feet. (19 m.) 

Although leaning heavily and rather crooked, they still 

looked quite healthy, and a good proportion of the stumps 

was coppicing. 

Discussion of Results. ___ ._ ............. ._.._ __________ ...,...... ..... 

~~~g!!f~ is not a particularly useful species 

for farm woodlots but would be suitable for shelterbelts. 

It has a pleasing· appearance when given plenty of space fo.r 

the development of its crown, and its leaves glint in the sun 

rather prettily. It is exceedingly resistant to drought and 

evidently withstands a great deal of frost. Its occurrence 

on heavy, black soils in Australia suggests that it might 

be a valuable tree for the notorious "turf soils" of the 

highveld, on which relatively few species will grow 

satisfactorily.· 
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MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 
______ ...._ ____ __ 

Black Marlock. 

Natural Distribution • ..........,_. __ .....,W4WWWWW4W .. ._. ___ _ 

A species of the sand plains of Western Australia, 

where its range stretches inland from the southern coastal 

belt to Broome Hill (Blakely, 1955). 

E!2Y~S~· 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was supplied 

by the Conservator of Forests, Cape Colony, but the origin 

of that used at Potchefstroom is not known. 

~§£.E!E~1£B-21-~h~-§E~1~§_l~~!1Y~-~~~· 

A shrub or malee 3 to 8 feet (1 to 2.4 m.) high. 

~22B2s!£-~~EB~~~£~-!E-2£~a]El-££_Q!~~B·-

The species is of no economic importance, but is 

~egarded as suitable for shrubbaries and low windbreaks. 

1!1!!-!U.~~-&'.9.9£~!--~..£~~.9~!~~2.:!!.2h~!£!.:!!!£.2~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1911 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using 2-year-old 

plants 18 inches (45 cm.) high. 

A good many of the young plants were killed by 

frost during their first winter, and those that survived did 

not look healthy. Slight frost damage recurred the following 

winter, and some of the remaining plants were eaten by ter-

mites. A year later, all that remained were wiped out by 

frost. 

At Potchefstroom, the trial was commenced in 1913, 

when nursery stock 7 months old was planted out at the same 

espacement as before. That winter, all the young plants 

were killed, outright by frost. 

; ..... 
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Discussion of Results. __.,...,...., .................. ...,.,..,._ .. ,..... ........... 
The species is clearly too sensitive to frost to 

survive in the western Transvaal, added to which it is 

better suited to an area with a winter rainfall. As it 

is of little or no economic value, its failure is not of 

any consequence. 

; ..... 
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J.VIYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ................................... 
Moitch. 

Restricted to river banks and alluvial flats sub-

ject to inundation in the south-west of Western Australia. 

It is found on the wetter type of site.occupied by~· 

£~~1~~8~~~ with which it tends to hybridise where their 

ranges overlap, but its distribution is very much more 

limited (Streets1 1962). 

Provenance • ....... -..-...... -~ 
Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was received 

through Baikie from Murphy of Woy Woy, New South Wales. 

~!1E~~E-2!-!h~-§E~£!~~-!~§_IT~~~tl~Ei!~· 

A tree 30 to 50 feet (9 to 15 m.) tall, with a 

short, stout trunk and widely-spreading branches. 

li£2U2!!£-lm~~r]~~-~~-22~~!-2!1~~· 

The tree is deemed suitable for shade and shelter 

in moist, warm situations. Its timber is similar but infe

rior to that of ~~-£~~1~8§!§ and is used locally for 

posts and fuel. 

1~1-1S-~h~!~~~~~~~~1£8~aEB!~· 

The plot was established in 1913 at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using plants of unspecified age 

and size, all of which succumbed to frost that winter• 

Discussion of Results. -.......... ........., ......... ..., ...... _ .. ___ ...._ 

~~-~~~ is very closely allied to ~~~12B1~S§!§, 

from which it differs largely in having a rough, persistent 

bark. From all ~ccounts it is the less desirable of the tro 

species, and there is no reason why the attempt to introduce 

; ..... . 
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it should be persevered with when the latter is already 

so well established in the western Transvaal. 

;. •'• .. , 
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!B£~~B§w§~~!£!l1£B A~' Cunn. ex Woolls. 

~1I• 

MYRTACEAE. 

Black Ironbark, Mugga. 

Natural Distribution. 
---~--~~w~~--~----~~ 

Fairly widely distributed in eastern, continental 

Australia, where it is found in Victoria, New South Wales 

and Queensland. Its principal occurrence is in Victoria 

to the north of the main mountain complex, but it is also 

found in the coastal areas of that State. In New South 

Wales it is fairly common along the western slopes of the 

Dividing Range, and from thence it penetrates northwards 

into southern Queensland. It is characteristically a 

species of rather dry areas with a rainfall of between 15 

and 25 inches (380 and 635 mm.) a year, most of which occurs 

during thewinter months in the south but in summer in the 

north. Summers, are hot, with maximum temperatures rising 

above 100°F. (38°C.) in the shade, but frost is experienced 

in winter. The species is found on soils derived from 

shales, schists, quartzites and granites which are often 

too poor to carry high quality forest (Hall and Johnston, 

19 53). 

Provenance • ........... ..,... .............. .. 
The origin of the seed stocks used at Lichtenburg 

and Potchefstroom cannot be traced with certainity, but it 

seems that they may have been collected locally. 

~r~~~!£a_2!_~!~£~-1a-~~~-~~~_g~~~· 

A tree attaining a height of 80 to 100 feet 

(24 to 30 m.) and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet (90 to 122 cm.) 

on favourable sites in the coastal belt of Victoria, but 

; ..... 
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usually only 60 feet (18 m.) high and 2 feet (60 cm.) in 

diameter in the drier parts of the interior. It usually has 

a conspicuous, black, kino-impregnated bark, but a grey

barked form also occurs. 

!2£a£~!IDE£E~~£~-!s_Q~a~rl-£!_Qr~1~· 

Although regarded in Australia as a second-rate 

species from the point of view of forestry, its hard, 

strong, durable timber is in demand for railway sleepers, 

bridges and constructional work generally. The tree is also 

much planted in streets, parks and gardens for the sake of 

its handsome, crimson flowers, the more glaucous form 

being particularly admired. 

1!1~1a-~h~-~BB!~~-~~w~i£h~~EE~!~~a~2~£8~!§~!2~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1905 

at a 6 x 6 foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement, using 12-month-old 

plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

The young plants suffered badly during the 

unusually severe winter of 1907, following which many 

blanks had to be filled, but never again were they in the 

least affected by frost. Early growth was good, ,and in 

1913 they already had an average height of 30 feet (9 m.) 

A few of the smaller trees seemed to be suffering from 

drought the following year, but on no subsequent occasion 

did this recur. 

Light thinnines were carried out in 1918, 1923 

and 1924, as a result of Which vigorous coppicing took 

place. Growth continued to be satisfactory, and in 1929 

the standards had an average height of 40 feet (12 m.) 

Further thinnings were undertaken in 1937 and 1952, yet the 

plot was still heavily over-stocked when last inspected in 

1959, for 56 trees were counted on an area of 0.1 acre 

; ..... 
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(0.004 hec.) It may well be that some of these were in 

reality coppice shoots which had been mistaken for standards, 

for their mean D.B.H. was only 8.1 inches (20 cm.) and 

their height 48 feet (15 m.) A few of them had dead tops. 

Their form, though mediocre, was nevertheless fair-

ly typical of stands of this species. The centre of the 

plot was occupied by relatively small, weakly trees and 

was more open than the margins, but this might be attri-

buted in part to the dense stocking. 

At Potchefstroom, the trial was commenced in 

February, 1908, when plants 7 months old and 9 inches 

(23 cm.) high. were put out at the same espacenBlt. 

The young trees stood up to the climate exceedingly 

well right from the start and made rapid growth, reaching 

an average height of 28 feet (8.5 m.) in 1913. Thinnings 

were carried out in 1924 and 1926, following which a pro

lific growth of coppice appeared. 

Eighteen trees, representing a stocking of 269 

stems per acre, (664 per hec.) remained in 1959. These had 

an average D.B.H. of 10.7 inches (27 cm.) and a height of 

70 feet (21 m.) Their form was reasonably good apart from 

the fact that some of them were a little crooked, and all 

escept two (which may have been struck by lightning) were 

still healthy. 

Discussion of Results • ........ ,..._-............ _ ... _....,.. ... __._ ..... 
In Australia, the species enjoys the reputation 

of being very drought-resistant. This would seem to be 

well merited, although it is not quite as hardy as, for 

instance, !:,_!!}!£!.g.]!!~~ or_~~l~~~~· It is also 

very resistant to frost, if not altogether proof against 

damage in the western Transvaal. 
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After E. camaldulensis 
~~-----------~~' 

more widely planted by farmers in the drier parts of the 

summer rainfall area than any other eucalypt. It is a 

very useful tree for windbreaks, having a dense, full crown, 

and can also be planted with advantage in the form of wood-

lots for the production of poles, fencing material and fuel. 

Its flowers are an excellent source of nectar for bees and 

greatly enhance its desirability as an ornamental tree. 
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!B~1lE~B~~~!~!!££!E!~ Sm. 

(Syn. E. umbellata (Geartn.) Domin.) .....,_._ .... ._....,.....__ 

MYRTACEAE 

Common Names • ............. _ ...... ___ ._._ 

Forest Red Gum. 

Natural Distribution. __ ___...., ........ .......,_._ ....... _ .. _ .. 
Widespread alon~he eastern seaboard of continental 

Australia from Victoria to Queensland, ascending the table 

lands in the northern parts of its range and crossing the 

Torres Strait to re-appear in the mountains of New Guinea. 

Its distribution thus extends from the coast to an alti-

tude of 6,000 feet (1,828 m.) above sea level, from temperate 

regions to the tropics, from the winter to the summer rain-

fall area and from a humid climate (with an annual precipi

tation of 60 inches (1,520 mm.) a year) to a relatively dry 

one (rainfall 20 inches (500 mm.). It occurs on a fairly 

wide variety of soils, preferring, however, those of a 

better quality such as fertile learns and moist, alluvial 

deposits and eschewing formations of a very acid character. 

Usually it forms a constituent of open forest, occupying 

alluvial flats subject to occasional flooding or mountain 

slopes and plateaux (Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. 
-----,......,.-~ 

The seed stock from which plants were raised for 

trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom was obtained from 

Prof. Maiden, but the origin of that sown at Lichtenburg 

cannot be traced. 

~£!~E~~B~-B!_jh~EE~£~~~-!B_l~§_~~~y~_§eE£~~~· 

A tall tree lOO to 150 feet (30 to 46 m.) in height, 

with a thick, straight bole 3 to 5 feet (90 to 152 cm.) in 

; ..... 
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diameter and a spreading, rather open crown. 

~££a2!i£~£~~ka-~2Ba~El-~!-2r!~!n· 

The tree is considered to be a useful one for 

forestry in the tropics and sub-tropics, and yields a hard, 

heavy,durable, timber with an interlocked grain. This is 

rather similar to that of E. camaldulensis but hardier and ..... _ .......... _..,....._............,~ 
heavier, and is suitable for constructional work, harbour 

piles, mining timber and flooring blocks. 

At Lichtenburg a plot was planted up in 1905, 

but the young trees were all killed by frost 2 years later. 

The plot at Potchefstroom was established in 

February, 1908, when 81 plants 7 months old and 9 inches 

(23 cm.) high, which had been raised in the Irene Forestry 

Nursery, were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

(2 x 2 m.) 

Although the young trees stood their first winter 

well, they were repeatedly injured by frost in the years 

which followed. Their growth, too, was very uneve~, for 

some of them reached a height of 15 feet (5 m.) by 1910 

while others lagged far behind. This disparity in their 

size became ever more marked, the dominants continuing to 

flourish but the rest of the stand appearing to stagnate.' 

Thinnings were carried out in 1924 and 1926. 

A year later the standards had increased in height to 60 

feet (18 m.) but the coppice seemed to be suffering from 

drought. 

From this time onwards the vigour of the whole 

stand began to decline rapidly, and only 6 standards sur

vived until 1959 (equivalent to a stocking of 90 stems per 

acre (222 per hec.) These had a mean D.B.H. 14.4 .inches 

(36 cm.) and a height of 87 feet (27 m.), and were all 

/ ..... 
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situated on the perimeter of the plot. Sparse coppice re-

growth was also encountered in the outer rows, but the 

centre of the plot was bare. 

The remaining trees looked healthy except for one, which 

had a dead top, but their form was poor since most~of them 

were crooked or forked. 

Discussion of Results. 
~ .... _._.........,._,. ...... _ .................... 

In a species with so wide a distribution as 

E. tereticornis, it is to be expected that numerous ecotypes ______ ................ ..., ........ ~ 
occur, each specially adapted to local conditions. It 

follows, therefore, that too much weight cannot be attached 

to the result of two, random trials, especially when the 

provenance of the seed is known only in the vaguest terms. 

Whether the species is worth persevering with in the 

western Transvaal is a moot point, for although it has 

many useful attributes, it possesses few advantages over 

!!,_£~~1.9,~~! or !.:._.!£~~' both of which i.t resembles 

closely and both of which flourish in the area. 

/ ..... ~ 
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1'11YRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ..._...,.........._._. ........ _ 
Trabut' s Gum. 

A hybrid, said to have arisen in cultivation in 

the grounds of the Nuestapha Hospital, Algeria, of the 

putative parents !:.-£.2~!:~~~ and ~~£!::1.~!1§~· It is 

described as resembling ~_!:~§1D1!~~ (Maiden, 1909-31), and 

botanical material from South African sources in the Forestry 

Herbarium, Pretoria, is not unlike thi~ species. The trees 

in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom have a smooth bark similar 

to that of ~-£~~~1~n~, however. 

Provenance • ...._.. .......... ..., ................ 
The records of the Transvaal Forestry Division 

are incomplete, but it is almost certain that the seed 

used to establish a trial plot in the Arboretum at Potchef-

stroom was supplied by Dr. Trabut through the Government 

Botanist, Algiers. 

~~§£r!E~£E-2!-~8~-B~£1~§· 

A tree of rapid growth, branching early and. having 

a regular, pyramidal form. The bark on its trunk is often 

cracked; its foliage is dense and of a dull green colour (!B!£•) 

§££D~£-!SE££~£~_!B_Q~D~!l-2!-2!~Eia• 

Beca~se of its vigour, regular shape and dense 

foliage, the tree is considered in Algeria to merit special 

attention. It has a red wood, which is described as having 

the same appearance as mahogany (1E!£•) 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. __, ...... ..,._ ....... ....,..,___....., __ _...,..........,...._ ...... ....,..._ ....... ..___._ ....... _.._........, 

The plot was established in March, 1913, when 81 

plants, which had been raised in the nursery at Irene, were 

set out at a spacing of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

; ..... 
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The young trees made vigorous, straight growth and 

reached a height of 15 feet (5 m.) in 1918. Their tops were 

touched by frost in 1920, and in 1923 they seemed to be 

suffering slightly from drought, but apart from this their 

condition was very healthy. 

A thinning was carried out in 1926, and a year 

later the mean height of the stand was no less than 65 feet 

(20 m.) This excellent progress was maintained, for, in 

1959, the remaining 18 standards on the plot (representing 

a stocking of 269 stems per acre ) 664 per hec.) had grown 

to a height of 109 feet (33 m.) and a mean D.B.H. of 21.0 

inches (53 cm.) Their form was variable, for although some 

had magnificient, columnar boles, others were crooked, forked 

or somewhat leaning. One large specimen was dead, but the 

crowns of the rest were still healthy. 

Discussion of Results. _...,__.__... _________ _......,_,__._.., 

This stand has made the most vigorous growth of 

any in the Arboretum and contains quite some of the most 

impressive trees. A good deal of variation exists between 

different individuals in the stand, and this can be at-

tribued to their hybrid nature. There is no doubt that 

the plot contains genetic material of potential value, and 

i·t is to be hoped that this will be exploited while the 

opportunity lasts. 

; ..... 
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WIYRTACEAE. 

Common Name • ......... ~ .... ------
Urn-fruited Gum• 

Natural Distribution. _...._._...,...,..,. .... ~ ............. --.. ------
A tree with a very restricted distribution, oc-

curring only under moist, cool conditions at altitudes of 

from 2,000 to 3,500 feet (610 to 1,070 m.) in the mountains 

of Tasmania, usually on well-drained, talus slopes (Curtis, 

19 56; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance • ....... _._ ........... ....__ 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was obtained 

from the French firm of seed merchants, Messrs. Vilmorin-

Andrieux. 

~§£!!E~!2D-2!-~h~-§E~£~§_£~~~-B~~Y~-tl~£!~~· 

A small tree, varying in height between 15 and 

50 feet (5 to 15 m.), with drooping branches. 

!£2B2m!£-l!E£!~~£~_!E-Q~]!l-2!-2~· 

A useful species for shade and ornament in cool 

climates, yielding a pale timber of good quality which is 

suitable for cabinet work. 

~!1-!U-]s~-A!£~~g~-~!£h~~BE~!~-

The trial was commenced in March, 1909, when 66 

plants 12 months old and one foot (30 cm.) high were put 

out at a 6 x 6-foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement. 

The youn~rees came through their first winter 

successfully, but many succumbed to frost or were blown 

over by wind a year later. The majority of those that 

survived fell prey to termites in the summer. 

Twelve trees remained on the plot in March, 1913, 

the heights of which ranged from 4 to 12 feet (l to 4 m.). 

; ..... 
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Their numbers dwindled to 8 later in the year, however, and 

to 7 the year after. For a time their condition seemed to 

improve, but in 1920 they suffered very severely from frost 

and drought, as a result of which 3 more died. By 1920, 

only one was left alive. This struggled on until 1942 and 

reached a height of 20 feet (6 m.), but eventually sue-

cumbed as well. 

Discussion of Results. ___._....._ .............. ____ _.....,_.""'-'..,._ 

It is curious that this species should have 

been affected so much by frost at Lichtenburg since it 

occurs naturally in a cool climate, though it is readily 

understandable that it should have suffered from drought. 

The tree is not suited climatically to the western 

Transvaal, with its hot summers and dry winters, and further 

attempts to grow it in the area would pDbably be fruitless. 

; ..... . 
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.MYRTACEAE. 

Common Names. ---------.... --... 
Ribbon or Manna Gum. 

Natural Distribution • ............ __. ...... _._......_ ... ___..~ 
Widespread in south-eastern, continental Australia 

and in Tasmania, its range extending from Mt. Lofty in South 

Australia, through southern Victoria and the table lands of 

New South Wales to Queensland. In Tasmania it is common in 

in the north and east. Vfuile it occurs over a wide climatic 

range, it is found principally in the winter rainfall area 

from sea level to an altitude of 2,500 feet (760 m.) in 

localities which are not subject to prolonged drought. 

The rainfall over most of its range varies between 25 and 

55 inches (635 and 1,400 mm.) annually, and some snow may 

be experienced in winter at the highest elevations. The 

species prefers soils of good quality and reaches its best 

development in moist, elevated valley-bottoms, but tole~ates 

poorer conditions (Hall and Johnston, 1953). 

Provenance. ___ ._ ____ _..., 

Seed for the trials in both the Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom Arboreta was collected at Belfast Plantation 

in the eastern Transvaal. 

~!l~~-2f-~~-§E~£i~§-!a-i~~1!~-tleEi~~· 
Commonly a tree 100 to 120 feet (30 to 37 m.) 

high and 3 to 4 feet (90 to 122 cm.) in diameter, but on 

particularly good sites it may attain a height of 150 feet 

(46 m.) and a diameter of 5 feet (152 cm.) 

~a2~i£_J~E2!~£~_!a_£g~~!l-2f_Qr!~a· 

A picturesque species for parks and gardens, but 

as a timber tree it is considered rather inferior. Its wood 

; ..... 
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is light in colour and has an open grain, but warps and 

twists in seasoning. It is neither strong nor durable but 

is fairly tough and planes well. 

1!1~1§_b.g_!h2~BQ~~~~~~£h~~!S~~s-~~Q2~ 

The trial at Lichtenburg was initiated in 1905/06, 

when nursery stock 9 months old and 9 inches ( 23 cm.) high 

was planted out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees made rapid growth but were cut 

back by frost during the very severe winter of 1907. 

Although frost damage recurred the following year, by 

September, 1910, some of the trees were already nearly 40 

feet (12 m.) tall, and a light thinning was carried out. 

In 1913, the stand was reported to be suffering 

from drought. A year later 6 suppressed specimens had 

died out, and others showed signs of distress. Twenty-one 

more trees failed as a result of drought in 1916 and a 

further 21 were removed two years later. Only 46 trees now 

remained on the plot, the average D.B.H. and ehight of 

which was 6.3 inches (16 cm.) and 39 feet (12 m.), respec

tively. 

The stand continued to suffer fro~ drought, 8 

dead trees being cut out in 1924, 3 more the following 

year and 1 the year after that. In 1928, it was decided 

to fell the remaining trees and allow them to coppice. 

The young coppice made vigorous growth, but 

still the dying-off continued. In 1936 the trees were 

lightly attacked by a beetle (? Q£a!E~~!g§-~~~11~~~) 

and the following year suffered badly from frost. There

after, their condition steadily deteriorated, and by 

1959 only 7 miserable specimens were left. 

The stand at Potchefstroom was established in 

February, 1908, 81 plants 4 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) 

; ..... 
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high being set out at the same espacement as previously. 

Once again, the growth of the young trees was good, 

and on this occasion they dod not seem to suffer at all 

from frost. Five of them died off in 1910 after reaching 

a height of 20 feet (6 m.i however, and several more 

succumbed to drought a year later. 

Three of the largest trees on the plot died out 

in 1912, and the following year the whole stand seemed to 

be in a moribund condition notwithstanding the fact that 

it had already reached an average height of 56 feet (17 m.) 

By 1920, only 35 crooked and unhealthy specimens were 

left, and in 1959 no trace of these could be found. 

Discussion of Results. ___ .....,. ______ ........,_...., ........... _ 
It is abundantly clear that ~~-11!~1~ is unable 

to stand the frequent and prolonged droughts which occur 

in the western Transvaal. That it should have suffered 

at Lichtenburg from frost as well is more surprising, for 

it has proved hardy on the eastern highveld where the 

winters are, if anything, more severe. Further 

trials in the area would be pointless, especially as the 

species can no l~nger be recommended for planting 

anywhere in South Afirca because of its susceptibility to 

the Eucalyptus Snout Beetle, Q£a1E~~~-~~11~]B~· 

; ..... : 
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Gleditsia triacanthos Linn. 
----~----,..._....._...,....___............,. 

LEGUMINOSAE. 

Common Name. 
_._.,.....,.,......,~,...,. ............ -

Honey Locust. 

Natural Distribution. ,.,._ ........ ._...~...._._,_....,_.,~ ..... 

Widely distributed in southern Canada and in 

the central United States west of the Alleghenies, where 

it occurs from Michigan to Nebraska in the north and from 

Texas to Alabama in the south, generally on moist, fertile 

soils near streams. Latterlym its range has been much 

extended by cultivation, especially in the eastern United 

States (Sargent, 1922). 

Provenance • ........ ._ ....................... 
The seed used to establish a trial plot at 

Potchefstroom was obtained from one Charles Newberry, whose 

identity can no longer be established. 

~£!~E]1~-2f_!h~-§E~£!~§-~U-~~§-li~1y~g~~· 

A medium-sized, decidous tree, comn1only 70 to 

80 feet (21 to 24 m.) tall and 2 to 3 feet '60 to 90 cm.) 

in diameter but occasionally reaching a height of 140 feet 

(43 m.) and a diameter of 6 feet (2 m.) It usually develops 

a rather short bole and an open, somewhat spreading crown 

(Harlow and Harrar, 1937). In its typical form the species 

is armed with stout, simple or branched spines, but the 

variety ~~!S~ is thornless (Sargent, 1922). 

~£2B2m!£-l~~~§B£~~B-22~B]!l-E!-2!~~B· 

G. triacanthos is of secondary economic importance ... ,...,..,...,...,....._._ ........ ......_ 

as a timber tree in the Uni t.ed States. Its wood is, never

theless, used for several purposes and, being very durable 

in contact with the ground, is deemed suitable for fencing 

posts. However, the value of the tree lies as much in its 

pods as in its timber, since these contain a sweetish sub-

; ..... 
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stance which makes them very palatable to cattle. 

When trimmed, the species is said to form a good hedge which, 

on account of its many, forbidding thorns, soon becomes im-

passable to man or beast. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. _ __......__ ..... .............,_w_ .... .__,.. .. ....,.............-....-....__......,. _______ ...,. 

The plot was established in August, 1908, when 

81 nursery transplants 1 year old and 12 inches (30 cm.) 

high were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet 

( 2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees showed no ill effects due to 

frost or drought and made satisfactory growth, reaching a 

height of 11 feet (3 cm.) by 1914. This progress con-

tinued and from 1915 onwards the trees were reported to be 

flowering heavily, although fruit was apparently not set 

until 1921. 

In 1924 it was observed that some of the trees had 

become slightly stag-headed, though it was not apparent 

whether this was attributable to frost or drought. A year 

later, half of the stand was reported to be going off as 

a result of drought, but recovery was complete, for no fewer 

than 80 trees still remained on the plot in 1927. 

Vfumlast inspected, in 1959, the trees had a height 

of 22 feet (7 m.). Half of the plot was badly suppressed 

by an adjoining stand of eucalypts and was largely bare. 

The remaining trees ware inclined to fork and had corn-

paratively narrow crowns as a result of over-stocking. Al-

though they appeared reaspnably healthy, evidence was not 

lacking that they had died back extensively in the past.· 

Discussion of Results. _,........,_.___.._ ____ _.ww_..,.. 

G. triacanthos is a most desirable fodder tree 
._._......, ____________ _ 

and had proved very resistant to both frost and drought 

in the western Transvaal when planted singly or at a wide 

/ ••••• i 
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espacement. There is little object in establishing it in 

the form of a dense stand, as was done at Potchefstroom, 

and it should be given ample space for the development of 

its crown since this will encourage the production of a 

good crop of pods. 

; ..... 
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JUGLANDACEAE. 

Common Name. -... ~_._._.__............., 
Black Walnut. 

Natural Distribution • ....... ..,_,. ........ ..., ... ..,...._.....,....._ ... ,.. __ 
A native of north and Central America, where its 

range extends from southern Ontario, in Canada, through the 

eastern and southern United States to Coahuila and possibly 

Chihuahua in northern Mexico. Typically, it occupies river 

banks and the bottoms of canyons at altitudes of between 

3,000 to 6,000 feet (910 to 1,828 m.) above sea level 

(Sargent, 1922; Standley, 1920-24). 

Provenance • ..........-............ -.......... 
The seed used for the trial both at Lichtenburg 

and Potchefstroom was obtained from acertain Mr. Leslie 

Gooding and was collected in Mexico. 

A bushy, round-headed tree, usually less than 

30 feet (9 m.) tall but sometimes twice this ehight, with a 

short, often leaning bole 18 to 30 inches (45 to 76 cm.) 

in diameter branching near the ground. 

!£~a~1£-l$E~r~~-~g~~!£~_££_Qr1£1s· 

Although not of great economic importance at the 

present time, the tree yields a hard, heavy wood of a rich, 

dark brown colour. Such is the beauty of the vene~r cut from 

the stumps of large, old trees that in accessible areas the 

species has been ruthlessly exploited in the past. 

1ti~~-~!~~~-~~lshl~E-E.!:!£~g_E~~f~~£9.~!!!· 

The trials at the two centres were started within 

about a year of one-another, that at the former being commenced 

in March, 1909, when 66 plants 2 years old and 18 inches (45 cm.) 

; ..... 
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high were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), 

and that at the latter some 13 months earlier, using 81 

plants 1 year old and 20 inches (50 cm.) high. 

At Lichtenburg, the young plants came through 

their first winter well but made slow growth. At the age 

of 9 years their height was still only 10 feet (3 m.), 

though they had a very thri;f'ty appearance. 

In the spring of 1921, tender, young growth was 

caught by frost, and the following year 6 trees were re

ported dead as a result of cold and drought. Four more of 

them died in 1923, but thereafter their condition impro"Wi 

temporarily. From 1928 onwards, a gradual decline seems 

to have set in, and they began to die back in the crown. 

0 

By 1952, only about a dozen sound specimens remained, renging 

in height up to 25 feet (8 m.) and in diameter up to 5 

inches (13 cm.). These also died back, subsequently for,in 

1959, nothing but coppice was left on the plot. The 

majority of stumps had produced a thicket of shoots, but 

there seemed little prospect of these ever developing into 

well-formed trees. 

At Potchefstroom, young ~rowth was touched by 

frost in the spring of 1909, but the trees made somewhat 

better growth than at Lichtenburglj. reaching in height of 10 

feet (3 m.) at ·the age of 6 years. For a while after this 

they continued in a very flourishing condition, but from 

1924 onwards a good many of them started to become stag-

headed, commencing, at the same time, to send out numerous 

epicormic shoots. By 1929 most of them were either dead or 

dying, and nothing remained of the stand in 1959. 

Discussion of Results • ....,..,...,.., .... ..,__,....... ................. _____ __ 
The species is fairly hardy to frost and would, no 

; .... •' 
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doubt, make a pleasing ornamental in the Western Transvaal 

if planted under garden conditions or near water. There is, 

however, nothing to be gained in repeating the experiment 

of establishing it at a close espacement for the production 

of timber. 

; ..... 
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~~E~!~~-~~~ Buchholz. 

(Syns. ~~~B~~~~ sensu Sarg., non Griseb. nee Nees; 

J. mexicana sensu Sarg.) 
_..,-~ .................. 

PINACEAE. 

Common Name • ......,..,__.........,. __ ......, 
Mountain or Rock Cedar. 

Natural Distribution. ___ _. _ __... ................... _________ ...., 

A Native of North and Central America, where its 

range stretches from Brazos Country in Texas, through 

Mexico to Guatemala. In the United States it occurs betwem 

the altitudes of 600 and 2,000 feet (180 and 610 m.) attaining 

its greatest size along the San Bernardo River and often 

forming great thickets; in Mexico it ascends the moU11tains 

to 13,000 reet (3,962 m.), becoming shrubby in habit at the 

upper limit of vegetation. In Texas it grows on dry, rocky, 

gravelly or sandy sdls and on partially decomposed limestone, 

forming pure stands on the Edwards ~lateau; over the rest of 

its range it occurs in mixture with vario~s other species 

(Harlow and Harrar, 1937; Sargent, 1922; Standley, 1920-24). 

Provenance • ....,... _ _..............,.....,..._. 

The seed supplied to Lichtenburg Plantation for 

trial in the Arboretum was collected on the Prince Edward 

Plateau in Texas, but the origin of that used at Potchef-

stroom cannot be definitely ascertained. 

~£!!E!!~-£!~a~_§B~i~~-ln-i]~~~-B~E!]~]· 

Oldi..narilj a small tree· 20 to 30 feet high ( 6 to 9m.) 

with a trunk 1 foot (30 cm.) in diameter, but occasionally 

growing to a height of 100 feet (30 m.) and a diameter of 

3 feet (90 cm.). On exposed sites its bole is apt to 

divide at or shortly above ground level into several, 

contorted limbs, but in sheltered situations it develops 

an erect trunk free of branches for a third of its length. 

; .... •' 
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Its crown is typically more-or-less globose in form, though 

sometimes narrowly conical, and its root system is rather 

shallow. 

!££ll£~~~r~~-l£_g~~r~_£!-Qris!a~ 

The tree yields a slightly fragrant, hard, close-

grained but weak w?od of a brownish colour streaked with 

red. This has been much used for constructional purposes, 

railway sleepers, telegraph poles,fiance posts and fuel. 

l!~1§-1a-~a~-~!B2!2~~~~-~~£8l~aE~~aaS-E~£h~~~· 

At Lichtenburg, the plot was established in 1907-

08, using 18-month-old plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

The young trees looked healthy right from the 

start and were seemingly not at all affected by frost or 

drought, but their growth was slow and their height only 5 

feet (152 cm.) in 1913. This had increased to no more than 

10 feet (3 m.) by 1937, although they still had a very 

healthy appearance. 

In 1959, the stand had a mean height of 16 feet 

(5 m.) and an average diameter of about 3 inches (8 cm.) 

Its poor growth was partly attributable to the fact that it 

was situated between two plots of eucalyptus, and the trees 

on one side showed evident signs of supperssion, some of them 

having died off altogether. The rest were healthy though 

many-stemmed, bushing out from ground level. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 

February, 1908, when 81 plants 21 months old and 9 inches 

(23 cm.) high were set out at the same espacement.of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.) 

No casualties were recorded during the early life 

of the stand and the young trees had a particula~ promising 

appearance. As at Lichtenburg, their growth was slow, 

however, and in 1914 they still had an average he~ght of 

only 5 feet (152 cm.) A few of them died in 1924, probably 

/ .... •' 
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as a result of drought, but the rest went on to attain a 

mean height of 20 feet (6 m.) in 1927. 

When the stand was last inspected, in 1959, 51 

trees (equivalent to a s to ck_ing of 761 stems per aae ( 1, 880 

per hec.) remained on the area. The mean D.B.G. and height

of these, were, respectively, 5.4 inches (14 cm.) and 33 feet 

(10 m.) Their form was very bad, for most of them were mul

ti-stemmed, forked, leaning or heavily branched. They still 

seemed healthy except in the middle of the plot, where they 

were apparently dying out. 

Discussion of Results _ _._....,._ ... __............, ............ _............,...,..., ... 

The species is very hardy to frost and drought but 

grows too slowly to be of any economic value. Its bushy 

habit and cheerful, green foliage point to its possible 

usefulness as a hedge plant, however. 

/ ..... 
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PINACEAE. 

Common Name. _ __._.. _________ ........ 

Western Juniper. 

Natural Dis tri bu tion. · -------.......-...... -_._. _____ _ 
A tree of the mountains and high prairies of 

western North America, where its range extends from British 

Columbia to the Sierra Nevadas in the Californian sierras. 

It is usually found at altitudes o£ from 6,000 to 10,000 

feet (1,828 to 3,048 m.) above sea level (Sargent, 1922). 

Provenance • .......... ...., ... ........._ ......... 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg appears to have 

been obtained from the American firm of seed merchants, 

Thomas Meehan and Son. 

~.§.£!.!E~!.2B-...2L.§.E2£1.2~-lB-lli-B~!!~!!~l.~!· 

A tree, usually 20 to 60 feet (6 to 18 m.) in 

height and occasionally 10 feet (3 m.) in diameter, with 

a straight trunk, enormous, almost horizontally spreading 

branches and a broad, low head. On dry, rocky slopes and 

near the northern limit of its range it may, however, assume 

a shrubby habit, producing many short, erect or semi-

prostrate stems. 

§££!!.Q!!J:£..l!!m£Ejj§:!1£.L!S..£~El-.2!...9!l.&8• 

The species has a light, soft, close-grained, 

fragrant and exceedingly durable wood of a pale, reddish

brown colour. This is comparable in quality to the rough 

grades of ~~.!!s!Sl.~ and is much used for fencing and 

fuel. The fruits of the tree are gathered and eaten by the 

Californian Indians. 

1!~-i!Uh~~~~_g.DJ:~nl2!a-!.8· 

The plot was established in March, 1913, using 

116 plants 3 years old and 12 to 18 inches (30 to 45 cm.) 
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high, which had been raised at Ermelo. The usual espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) seems to have been adopted. 

The reees suffered at intervals from drought and 

made little growth, but were quite unaffected by frost. 

Three of them were killed by termites in 1920 and 5 more 

died as a result of drought in 1923, though the rest had a 

good colour. Growth continued to be very slow, and in 1930 

the stand had an average height of only 21 to 15 feet (4 

to 5 m.) A few more ialures occurred in 1934, probably 

caused by drought, and a good many dead specimens were again 

cut out 4 years later. 

In 1959, the average height of the stand was stin 

no more than 18 feet (5 m.) The trees were unattractive in 

appearance, having many stems and a spreading, bushy habit, 

but were apparently still healthy. The stocking of the 

plot was good but for one rather large gap in the centre 

where the trees had evidently died of drought. 

Discussion of Results • ....,.. __ .............. ...--...... ._.__.__.__._...., 

The species has nothing to commend it from the 

point of view of ornament, for the trees at Lichtenburg are 

decidedly ungainly in appearance. However, since there 

is a tendency for its branches to remain alive almost to 

the ground it might make a good, trimmed hedge, Vfhen 

planted in a single row it would probably require little 

or no watering in the western Transvaal. 

; ...... , 
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PINACEAE 

Common Name • ................ ...., ...................... 
Alligator Juniper. 

Natural Distribution. __,............,_., ....... ...,........,...__...,...........,..... 

A tree of the mountains of south-western Texas and 

of the desert ranges of New Mexico and Arizona south of the 

Colorado Plateau, whence its range extends into Mexico. It 

reaches its greatest size on moist, protected slopes and on 

the floors of canyons, becoming dwarfed or sprawling when 

clinging to precipices or subsisting at high elevations on 

dry, rocky or gravelly sites. Although it occasionally 

forms pure, open stands1 it is much more common in mixture 

with nut pines and various kinds of oak (Harlow and Harrar, 

19 37). 

Provenance • ....... -~----.........., 
Plants for trial at Lichtenburg were raised from 

seed supplied by Thomas Meehan and Son, but the origin of 

those used at Potchefstroom is obscure. 

~§£!1E~12a-£!_~g~_§E~£1~§_la_!j§_ll§j!Y~-B~P.~g~~ 

A small tree, sometimes 50 to 60 feet (15 to 

18 m.) tall and 3 to 6 feet (90 to 180 cm.) in diameter, 

with a short, clear bole and a broad, open, conical crown 

(ibid.) ...... ._.. .. 

The tree has a light, soft, close-grained, 

brittle wood (Sargent, 1922), which is apparently not 

available in sufficient volume to be of appreciable econo-

mic importance. 

~~_ig-~-~~~-~1£~~aE~r~-E2]£h~!§~!22m~ 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1V1arch, 

1912, when 50 plants 2 years old, which had been raised in 
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the Irene Nursery, were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet ( 2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees stood the frost and drought ex

ceedingly well and had a healthy appearance. Despite this 

their growth was very slow, for in 1930 they had a mean 

height of only 10 feet (3 m.) A thinning, during the 

course of which 60 per cent of the stocking was removed, 

was carried out in 1938. Evidently most of the stumps 

coppiced, for when last inspected in 1959 the plot was 

once more almost completely stocked. The trees, however, 

still had an average height of only 16 feet ( 5 m.) They 

were shrubby in habit and multi-stemmed, with rounded 

crowns. Live side-branches extended almost to the ground, 

even in the middle of the plot. The stand as a whole had 

a very ragged appearance, for the trees on one side, where 

it abuts on a plot of ~£~l~~~££a1£~, had started to die 

off. The stocking towards the centre was still good, how

ever. Natural seedling regeneration was much in evidence, 

and volunteers had also appeared under a neighbouring 

stand. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 

February, 1910, using nursery plants l6 months old and 12 

inches (30 cm.) high, of which 81 were set out at the same 

espacement as had been adopted at Lichtenburg. 

As before, the trees proved exceedingly resistant 

to frost and drought but very slow of growth. Notwith

standing a healthy appearance, they had reached a height 

of no more than 15 feet ( 5 m.) in 1927, and had many stems. 

In 1959, 70 trees, representing a stocking of 

1,045 stems per acre (2,580 per hec.) remained on the plot. 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 6.3 inches (16 cm.) and a height 

of 26 feet (8 m.) Their form was poor, for they tended to 

be crooked, leaning and forked, and all still bore evidence 
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of having at one time been multi-stemmed. 

Discussion of Results. ,.,.........,. ... _. _______ ..._..,.... ...... _....,.... 

The species tends to assume a bushy habit, and is 

obviously too slow-growing to be of any potential value as 

a source of timber. However, it is well suited to the cool, 

dry climate of the western Transvaa~, and the fact that its 

lower branches remain green in the shade suggests that it 

might make a good hedge. 
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PINACEAE. 

Common Name. __,......,.. ................... -
Pencil Cedar, Eastern Red Cedar. 

Natural Distribution. ______ ......_.......,....,.,_...,............_ 

A native of the eastern and central United States 

and eastern Canada, where it has a very wide distribution 

reaching from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to Georgia and 

eastern Texas. It occurs on dry, gravelly slopes and rocky 

ridges at low to medium altitudes. It is often found near 

the sea but never on the mountains of New England nor on 

the upper reaches of the southern Alleghanies. In the 

south and middle west it often forms almost pure, scrub 

forests of considerable extent over low, rolling, lime-

stone hills (Sargent, 1922). 

Provenance • ................................. _... 

Nothing is known of the origin of the seed stocks 

used either at Lichtenburg or Potchefstroom. 

~r.tE~!QB_£!!~~~£1~.§..~-~.§-li~.!!Y~-.ti~B~~ • 
A tree up to 100 feet (30 m.) in height, though 

usually no more than 40 to 50 feet (12 to 15 m.) tall, 

with a trunk 3 to 4 feet (90 to 122 cm.) in diameter. 

Its crown is compact and narrowly pyramidal in shape, be

coming broader and round-topped with age (!Ej.£.) 

~£Q~!£-l~E£!r~~£~_.1n_£~r!2~-£!.f_Qr.1~in~ 

The tree yields a light, close-grained, soft and 

rather nrittle, though durable wood of a pinkish or reddish 

colour. This is the most suitable ·~all known woods for 

the manufacture of casings for lead pencils, besides which 

if is used for poles and for lining chests to protect the 
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contents from attack by moths. Shavings and dust from the 

pencil factories are distilled for the fragrant oil which 

the wood contains, while decoction of the fruit and leaves 

is used in medicine. The species ismmetimes planted as a 

hedge in the United States. 

_..1'rl.~ll!}_j~!££2~!2-..~-_!.1.saj~gl?E;r.e_~_E,g.:t.£~~.:l:r.2.2!Y· 

Two plots were established in the Arboretum at 

Lichtenburg. For the first of these plants raised from seed 

were used, and for the other cuttings which had been rooted 

in the nursery. 

The first plot was planted up in 1907/08, when 

122 transplants 18 months old and 6 inches (15 cm.) high 

were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.). 

The trees made very poor growth. Although un

touched by frost and drought, they seemed to be affected 

almost from the start by competition from a neighbouring 

stand of eucalypts, By 1935 their appearance was moribund, 

and in 1938 a 50 per cent thinning was carried out, to which 

they showed little response. 

In 1959 the stand still had a mean height of 

only 8 feet (2 m.) The trees were bushy in habit and were 

branched right down to the ground. Many had dead tops and 

their general appearance was unthrifty. 

The second plot was· established in 1912, when 

115 rooted cuttings 3 years old and 12 inches (30 cm.) high 

were put out at the same espacement as before. 

The young trees suffered very much from drought 

the year after they were put out, and only 29 of them sur

vived. These, however, were relatively vigorous, and did 

not again suffer in the least from drought or from frost. 

In 1959, 25 trees still remained on the plot, Of 

these the average D.B.H. was 5.2 inches (13 cm.) and the 

average height 21 feet (6 m.). They were of very much better 
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form than those raised from seed, having single, erect 

stems, but many had dead tops. Their branches were long, 

with a distinct, upward sweep, and remained green almost 

to the ground. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 1908, 

81 plants 51 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high being 

set out at the same espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young stand proved very resistant to frost and 

made steady growth, reaching a height of 8 feet (2 m.) in 

1914. This had increased to 15 feet (5 m.) 5 years later, 

and the appearance of. the trees was heal thy. 

In 1923, the stand seemed to be suffering from 

drought, but made a rapid recovery and went on to attain 

a height of 18 feet (6 m.) in 1927. At this stage the full 

complement of 81 .:trees still remained on the plot. A 

thinning seems to have been undertaken subsequently, however, 

for only 32 trees (equivalent to a stocking of 478~ems per 

acre (1,180 per hec.) were left in 1959. These were still 

healthy and measured 6.3 inches (16 cm.) in diameter and 34 

feet (10 m.) in height. They had an attractive, shapely 

habit, although some were a little crooked, and their 

crowns cast a fairly deep shade. 

Discussion of Results • .......... _,.,_...,._..,__._....,._.... ........ ..,... ............ 

The species clearly has no economic potentialities 

in the western Transvaal (nor, for that matter, anywhere else 

in South Africa) because of its slow growth. It is, however, 

hardy to frost and drought and would, like other junipers, 

be suitable for clipped hedges since its crown persists 

nearly to the ground. 

;. e e eel 
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~~~!~-~~!!!.§- (Raf.) Schneider 

(Syns.) !~~~!~ Nuttall, !£~~~B-E£!!!~!~ Raf.) 

~11l· 

MORACEAE. 

Common Name. 
-,...,..~...,..,.,...,. 

Osage Orange. 

Natural Distribution • ..., ..... ~._-__.,.........,.. ........ ~ .. 
This species has a very restricted natural dis-

tribution, occurring only in southern Arkansas, southern 

Oklahoma and north-eastern Texas. It is found chiefly on 

rich bottom-lands, reaching its largest size in the valley 

of the Red River in Oklahoma (Harlow and Harrar, 1937; 

Sargent 19 22). 

Provenance • ....... _.....,.....____....., 

Some of the plants used to establish a plot in 

the Lichtenburg Arboretum were supplied by the Irene Nursery 

and may have been raised from seed purchased of Messrs. 

Vilmorin-Andrieux. The rest were grown locally using seed 

collected at the old race course in Pretoria. 

12~~£!!-E~~-.Ql_jh~_.§.-e~£d:.~.§-l:B_lli2J.§!-~1Y~~£~ • 

A tree up to 50 or 60 feet (l5 or 18 m.) tall and 

2 or 3 feet (60 or 90 cm.) in diameter, with a short bole, 

stout, erect (though later spreading) branches and a 

handsome, round-topped head. Its fruits, which are 4to 5 

inches (10 to 13 cm.) in diameter and orange in colour, are 

ornamental (Sargent, 1922) but bf no food value. 

§£2B£~J:£_1!E~£~£~-1B-2~~B~l-~f-2!i~d:ll• 

The wood of large specimens is exceedingly hard, 

heavy, strong and durable, though coarse-grained. On ex

posure it changes in colour from bright orange to brown. 

It is used for fence posts and railway sleepers, and was at 

one time favoured by the Osage and other Indians for bows and 
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war clubs. The bark of its roots contains a yellow dye, 

while that of the trunk is sometimes used for tanning 

leather. In recent times the species has been extensively 

planted in the prairie regions of the Mississippi basin 

as a hedge plant (~E1~·) 

1'!1!!1.J.!LJh~!!B.2£~~.:LM~~~&. 

The plot was established over two growing seasons, 

5 rmvs being planted up -.with nursery stock 2 years old and 

18 inches (45 cm.) high in 1906am the other 8 rows with 

stock l year old and 6 inches (15 cm.) high the following 

year. An espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) was adopted 

throughout. 

The young trees stood up initially to the harsh 

climate but made very little progress. Four of them died 

as a result of either frost or drought in 1921, and 8 more 

succumbed a year later. The rest, though healthy, had a 

low, bushy habit. 

In 1935 it was reported that the trees were be-

ginning to die off, and less than half of them survived 

until 1959. These varied in height from 4 to 23 feet (1 to 

7 m.) and were bushy in form, with several stems. Many 

bore evidence of having died back extensively in the past. 

Discussion of Results: ._ ... _ ................ -......... ..,......,....,...,_ __ 
The species is much esteemed in America for live 

fences and hedges, hut its use even for this purpose in 

the western Transvaal cannot be recommended except under 

particularly favourable circumstances because it has not 

proved sufficiently hardy to frost and drought. 

/. • • • o1 
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lVIELIACEAE 

Common Name • ......... ,... ......... ,_. __ ._.,_...., 

Syninga, Persian Lilac. 

Natural Distribution • ....... ....,___.,..._ ........................ .....,..........,_ ... 

Probably indigenous to Baluchistan and Kashmir, 

but long cultivated throughout India and the Middle East, 

usually as a roadside or garden tree though sometimes in 

the form of small stands (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance • .............. ,.,..,_...,......,_ 

The seed used to raise plants for trial at 

Potchefstroom was probably collected in South Africa from 

trees growing at Barberton. 

J2~.5!£!:!E!~...2L!h~~~!a-1~IT~~~-~!~!.!· 

A tree up to 50 feet (15 m.) high, with a short bole 

and handsome, spreading crown, Its fragrant, lilac flowers 

and yellow fruits much enhance its value for ornamental 

purposes. 

!£W.2!9!sLlm.E.Q!~~£~-1-E-2.2Ja..S!~...2f_Q!1&n· 

The tree grows quite rapidly and yields a very 

serviceable, reddish timber which is useful for the manu

facture of furniture and cigar boxes. It also makes a good 

fuel, burning readily even before perfectly dry. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
-·---------~,..,...._..., ............... ...,._. ____ ... _,_,...,...,.._,._. ... _____ ____ 

The plot was established in January, 1909, at 

an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using 81 plants 1 

year old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high. 

The young tees escaped injury from frost and 

drought for the first three years after planting out, but 

tender, new growth was affected by unseasonable cold in the 

spring of 1913. By 1914 their average height was 7 feet 
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(2 m.) but their form was bushy and they had many stems. 

In 1918, several trees were cut to the ground by 

frost but commenced to sprout again. The rest of them were 

trimmed that same year to a single stem. Frost damage 

recurred in 1920 and 1921, and although the stand was 

not again visibly affected by either frost or drought its 

general condition seems to have deteriorated. 

Only one, rather poor specimen remained when the 

plot was last inspected in 1959. This had attained a height 

of 30 feet (9 m.) but had 3 stems. 

Discussion of Results. _______ _.~..............,_._. _______ __ 

Nowhere in Southern Africa has Melia azedarach 
~ .......... -....... ._._ .......... _ 

shown any real promise as a plantation tree, although it 

is widely used for shade and ornament. It is very drought

resistant but evidently not sufficiently hardy to frost 

to be worth planting in the western Transvaal except in 

very sheltered situations. 

; ..... 
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Morus alba Linn. _.__._._ .... _._. ... ~ 

MORACEAE 

Common Name. 
-------------

Mulberry 

Natural Distribution. ________ ...... ..,....,.......,_ .. ......,... 
Probably indigenous to China, but now naturalised 

in most warmer-temperate and sub-tropical parts of the 

world (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. _______ ..,..._ 

The origin of the plants used to establish plots 

in the Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom Arboretum can no 

longer be ascertained. 

~~££iE!i£E-~!_J~~-§~~~~-1B-~J~-B~J~B~~~· 

A tree up to 50 feet (15 m.) tall, with a 

spreading crown (b£~£.) 

!££a£~-~~E2!J§B~-1a-2~Ba~!I-£!-Q!!g1a· 

The species is cultivated for its fruit and as a 

food plant for silk-worms. It also yields a timber of good 

quality, which is used for boats, furniture, turnery, sports 

goods and sundry other purposes (!]!£.) 

!!!~-1E-Jh~~~~~-~_f!£h~~~-~-~EJ£h~!~J£2~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 

January, 1907, when 122 plants were put out at an espacement 

of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

Early spring growth was caught by frost in 1909, 

but otherwise the trees seem to have suffered little as a 

result of climatic agencies. They were, howeve~ very bushy 

and made poor growth, having a height of no more than 3i% 
feet (1 m.) in March, 1913. Later that same year they 

began to have an unthrifty appearance. No improvement in 

their condition took place as time passed, and by 1927 

practically all of them had died off. 

; ..... 
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At Potchefstroom, the trial was commenced in 1908, 

using plants 1 year old and 2 feet (60 cm.) high, of which 

81 were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.). 

The young trees were repeatedly injured by late 

frosts between 1909 and 1913, as a c.onsequence of which 

they developed a bushy habit. Drought in 1913 and 1916 

added to the damage already caused by frost, despite which 

the condition of the trees was by no means moribund for 

they bore heavy crops of fruit from. about 1914 onwards. 

Although growth was very slow, the mean height of the 

stand being only 10 feet (3 m.) in 1927, survival was re

markably good since 77 of the original 81 trees still re

mained on the plot that year. 

Further progress was compromised by a decision 

to use the trees as a source of cuttings for sale to the 

public, and in 1959 only coppice re-growth remained. Half 

of the plot was vacant, but the stools on the other half 

seemed healthy and had sent up shoots to a height of 13 feet 

(4 m.) 

Discussion of Results • ......,......,,..._w ...... ._...._.~._._.._._...,......, 

This useful tree is evidently not quite as hardy 

as is often supposed, and should not be recommended for 

planting in the western Transvaal except in sheltered 

situations and in places where it can be watered, if need 

be, during periods of prolonged drought. 

; ..... 
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M. alba f. tartarica (Pallas) Seringe, .., ... _., .... ...,........, _,.....__ _______ __ 

Common Name • ..,.._, .......................... .... 
Russian Mulberry 

Natural Distribution. _____,_._._..,..., __ ..._.....,..,.......,._......_...., ... 
A reputedly hardy form of the species found in 

Russia, which differs little from the type in botanical 

characteristics (Bailey, 1947). 

Provenance • ._._._...,.......,.. ........... 

Seed was supplied by Thomas Meehan and Son and 

may have been collected in the United States, where the 

trees have been cultivated for some time. 

~!1E~!£n-2!~~E£!!_i~-1~-~1Y~-li~Ei~· 

As commonly encountered, a low, bushy, almost 

flat-topped tree with small, lob.ed leaves. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. _...,._.,...,.....,._...,...,ww ....... _......,_.,_.............,...............,...,._~.......,...._......,_...., 

The trial was commenced in August, 1908, when 81 

plants 2 seasons old and 2 feet (60 cm.) high were put out 

at a 6 x 6-foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement. 

The young trees came through their first winter 

very well, but early growth was caught by frost 

towards the end of S~ptember the following year. The damage 

recurred in 1912 but did not much affect the vigour of the 

trees, which were laden with fruit a year later and reached 

an average height of 8 feet (2 m.) in 1914. 

For a time the trees continued in a very thrifty 

condition and bore an abundance of fruit. In 1919 the~ 

were reported to be suffering from drought but the following 

year had quite recovered. By 1925, although their height 

had increased to about 15 feet (5 m.) it was observed that 

they had started to become stag-headed. From this time on-

wards their health seems to have declined quite rapidly, 

for in 1929 most of them were either moribund or dead. 
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Nothing was left of the stand in 1959. 

Discussion of Results. 
~...,_..,.. ..... _....,...........,....,......,................., ..... 

The form ~~!~ is evidently slightly more 

cold-resistant than the species itself, though not, by 

any means, proof against late frost in the western 

Transvaal. It also grows more vigorously at first 

under harsh conditions than the type, but seems to 

have an appreciably shorter span of life. 
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Pinus arizonica Engelm • ............, .... ........,__..... ... ___..., ... _,_., 

PINACEAE. 

Common Name • .......,.....___...,.._..,.....,.,..... 

Arizona Pine 

Natural Distribution • ....,....,.-.................... _ ........... ..._.. .... ___ _ 
A native of the United States and Mexico, where 

it occurs fairly abundantly at an elevation of 6,000 to 

8,000 feet·(l,825 to 2,438 m.) on flats, rocky slopes and 

canyon wallS' from southern Arizona and New Mexico to 

Durango. It is essentially a tree of high, cool, mountain 

regions, reaching its best development in the southern part 

of its range in localities with a rainfall of 20 to 35 

inches (500 to 890 mm.) a year. On deep, sandy soils it some-

times forms pure, fairly dense stands, but on stony ground 

and on hillsides it is associated with other species such 

as ~&-~n~lm~ and ~l~i~~~ll~ (Loock, 1950: Sargent 

1922.) 

Provenance • .......__...............,__..,.... 

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg waa supplied by 

one Mr. Gooding and was probably collected in Mexico. 

~£!1E~12B-2f-j~§~£~~-lB-l~~-TI§~lY~-li§£!~!· 

A large tree, commonly 80 to 90 feet (24 to 27 m.) 

·tall and 2 to 3 feet (60 to 90 cm.) in diameter but occa

sionally reaching a height of 120 feet (37 m.) and a dia

meter of 4 feet (122 cm.) It develops a massive, symmetrical, 

somewhat tapering bole, sometimes free of branches for one-

half of its total length. Its limbs are thick and spreading, 

and form an open, round-topped or pyramidal head (Harlow 

and Harrar, 1937; Sargent 1922). 

; ....• 
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~2~-!!E,g!~£~-l!L.Q£!:m.]~_g£_Q.tie;~. 

The tree yields a light, soft, fine-textured but 

rather brittle wood with a pinkish heart, and is used to a 

limited extent in the Unites States for lumber. 

1!~-~h~-&12.2!~-ll.fl!£!!.]~]~!£;· 

The plot was established in March, 1912, when 127 

plants aged 18 months, which had been raised in the Irene 

Forestry Nursery, were set out at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet ( 2 x 2 m.) 

The young stand came through its first two winters 

without suffering any casual ti·es, but a year later seems to 

have been affected by drought. From this it soon recovered 

and for several years made steady, if slow growth, some of 

the trees reaching a height of 8 feet (2m.) in 1918. Sixty-

six trees died from frost and drought in 1920. Thirteen 

more were defoliated by locusts but recovered fairly rapidly. 

Growth, however, continued to be slow, for the largest trees 

measured a mere 15 feet (5 m.) in height and 6 inches (15 cm.) 

in diameter in 1930. Two years later, only seventeen living 

trees were counted on the plot, and by November, 1933, these 

had all died. 

Discussion of Results • ....... .., .. ..,..,....,_....,_.,._....,_......,.__,.._........,... 

P. arizonica is an exceedingly frost-resistant 
....--.--~-o-r ......... _...., 

species, having survived at such centres as Belfast and 

Harrismi th where the winters are more sev.ere than in the 

western Transvaal. It is therefore reasonable to conclude 

that drought, rather than frost, was primarily responsible 

for the iilure of the plot at Lichtenburg. Be this as it 

may, the species is evidently unsuited to conditions in 

the western Transvaal, besides which its low rate of 

growth, even in the more humid parts of the country, ren

ders it of little or no value for afforestation purposes.; 

; ..... 
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Pinus canariensis Sm • .... __...,......._... ___ ...._......,... 

PINACEAE 

Common Name. _______ ....,. ....... ._...., 

Canary Pine. 

Natural Distribution. ,...._....,.....__......,_ ... _______ _ 
Endemic in the Canary Islands, where it was 

formerly widespread but is now practically confined to the 

moister, more westerly isles of the group. It occurs chief

ly on dry, exposed, volcanic slopes at an altitude of be

tween 3,700 and 6,600 feet (1,127 and 2,011 m.) Here it 

still forms quite extensive forests on Tenerife, Palma and 

Grand Canary. Its full altitudinal range is from sea level 

to 8,000 feet (2,438 m.) Mean, monthly temperatures 

fluctuate from 40°F. (4°C.) in winter to 75°F. (24°C) in 

summer, while the rainfall varies from 16 to 25 inches 

(40 to 63 mm~) a year, occurring mainly duing the winter months. 

Summers are hot and~y, and the climate is thus of the 

Mediterranean type (Dallimore and Jackson, 1961; Streets, 

1962). 

Provenance _________ __._ ....... 
Seed for the trial at Potchefstroom was pur-

chased from the French firm of seed merchants, Messrs. 

Vilmorin-Andrieux. 

~§£!l~~i£U_£~~-§E!£!~~-~~_B~1Y~~i~· 

A large tree, usually 80 to 100 feet (24 to 30 m.) 

tall and 10 feet (3 m.) in diameter but in exceptional cases 

attaining a height of 135 feet (41 m.) Young specimens have 

a typically erect, rather narrow crown, but mature trees am 

more spreading and may have a somewhat weeping habit. 

!£2U£!!£-fiDE~~~~U-2£Ell]!l_2f_Q!iB!U~ 

The species yields one of the strongest and most 

; ..... 
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durable of all softwood timbers. The heartwood, wnich is of 

a reddish-brown colour and very distinct from the yellowish 

sapwood, has remarkable lasting qualities. In the dry 

climate of the Canary Islands, objects fashioned from ~t 

remain sound after exposure to the weather for as much 

as 200 years. Supplies, however, are scarcely sufficient 

to meet the local demand, and none is available for export. 

The soft foliage of the tree is gathered off the ground and 

used for packing bananas (Dallimore and Jackson, 1961). 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • ........,...,........_._... _____ W_W'WWWiooof ... ........,_... ... ...,. ___ ._....,...... ___ ...,..,...,. ........ 

The plot was established in February, 1908, when 

81 plants 2 years old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high were put 

out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees stood the winter of 1908 well, but 

their leaders were cut back by frost several times during 

the next few years, In 1913 they appeared to be slightly 

affected by drought. Nevertheless, their average height 

in 1914 was 10 feet (3 m.) and this had increased to 20 

feet (6 m.) by 1918, when they were pruned to 6 feet (2 m.) 

Light frost damage recurred, and in 1923 it 

seemed at one stage that the whole p#ot would "go off with 

drought" unless rain fell within a few weeks. The trees 

recovered, however, and resumed their satisfactory growth, 

reaching an average height of 35 feet (11 m.) in 1927. 

A thinning appears to have been carried out sub-

sequent to this, for, of the 78 trees which stood on the 

plot in 1929, only 26 (equivalent to a stocking of 388 

stems per acre) (958 per hec.) were left in 1959. These 

had a mean D.B.H. of 9.7 inches (25 cm.) and a height of 

67 feet (20 m.) Their form was very good and their appearance 

healthy but for the fact that a few had dead tops. They had 

light and, in most cases, extremely short branches, although 

; ..... 
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their stems were clothed with epicormic shoqts. 

Discussion of Results • ...,....._,...._,. ... """'........., ............................... ---
This hardy and versatile species has been 

planted on a fairly large scale under a remarkably wide 

range of conditions in South Africa, primarily for the pro-

duction of telephone and transmission poles. Originating 

from a part of the world which experiences a Mediterra-

nean-type climate, it is not naturally fitted to the 

summer rainfall area, though such is its adaptability that 

it has been used extensively for afforesting rather dry 

sites in the eastern Cape Province. Conditions in the 

western Transvaal are evidently marginal for it, however, 

since the plot at Potchefstroom was affected by both frost 

and drought. The rate of growth of the species in the 

area is also too low for economic pole production (as 

might be expected), although its form there is up to the 

required standard. 

P. canariensis is very seldom seen in the 
~..,.... .................. .....,... 

western Transvaal and, all things considered, cannot 

be recommended for plantine in the area except for 

shade and ornament in situations where it can be given 

some attention. 
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Pinus cembroides Zucc. 
--~-----__...,.,.,.. ..... .., __ ,... .. 

PINACEAE 

Common Name • 
...,...,._...~._..._.__ ..... 

Mexican Nut Pine 

Natural Distribution • ................ ._...._~......_~ ...... ----.... 
Widely distributed in Mexico from Senora and 

Chihuahua to Vera Cruz, Puebla and Lower California, whence 

its range extends northwards to Arizona and Texas in the U.S.A. 

It occurs mainly at elevations of from 6,000 to 8,000 

(1,828 to 2,438 m.). The climate is fairly cool, and the 

rainfall between 15 and 20 inches (380 and 500 mm.) E~r 

~En~· The tree is found both in pure, open forests and 

in mixture with scrub oaks, yucca and junipers (Loock, 

1951; Sargent, 1922). 

Provenance • ..... ~~_,.........-.. 
The seed used at Potchefstroom was seemingly col

lected by ~~. Leslie Gooding in Mexico, but the record of 

that supplied to Lichtenburg is hopelessly confused. 

A small, somewhat bushy tree, usually only 10 to 

25 feet (3 to 5 m.) tall but sometimes reaching a height 

of 40 feet (12 m.) or more, with a bole up to 1 foot 

(30 cm.) in diameter. Its crown is rounded and rather 

spreading, and is supported by stout, slightly ascending 

branches. 

§.£2!!QID1£-!IDE,2~~J:n_£.21!8~EY..-.2.f_Q!l.&~· 

The tree is of little or no economic value other 

than for its large, oily seeds, which are an important 

article of diet in northern Mexico and are sold in con-

siderable quantities in the towns (Sargent, loc cit.) ~,... _____ _ 

; ..... 
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~~~1§-!B_jh~~!~~-~-~~~~~g_~g~£~~~£~· 

Two, small plots of the species were established 

in the Lichtenburg Arboretum in 1913, of which one is pur

ported to represent the variety ~~ but consists, in 

fact, of a mixture of uncertain identity. The remarks below 

are therefore confined to the other, pure stand, which was 

planted up at the very close espacement of 4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 

1.2 m.) The 248 plants used for it were raised at Belfast 

and were 2 years old and 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 cm.) high 

at the time when they were put out. 

A good many failures occurred during the first 

winter. The remaining trees looked healthy, but their growth 

was very slow at first and only a few of them had reached 

a height of 2 feet (60 cm.) by 1917. Therefore their vigour 

improved somewhat, for in 1923 their mean height was 8 feet 

(2 m.) and by 1929 it had increased to 15 feet (5 m.) The 

stand retained its healthy appearance and seemed to be com

pletely unaffected by frost or drought. 

Growth continued steadily, if slowly, and in 1959 

the remaining 84 trees on the plot had a mean D.B.H. of 4.8 

inches (12 cm.) and a height of 28 feet (9 m.) Their stems 

were straight and their branches light, but several of them 

were forked. 

At Potchefstroom, the trial was commenced in 

January, 1909 when 81 plants 10 months old and 6 inches (15cm.) 

high were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

As before, a number of blanks occurred during the 

first winter. The initial growth of the trees was again very 

slow, and the tallest of them had reached a height of 2 fe~ 

(60 cm.) by October, 1912. Their appearance was healthy, 

however, and their vigour gradually improved, for in 1920 

they had an average height of 7 feet (2 m.) This had risen 

; ..... 
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to 12 feet by 1927. 

In 1959, 24 trees were left on the plot, repre

senting a stocking of 358 stems per acre (884 per hec,) •.. 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 6.4 inches (16 cm.) and a height 

of 40 feet (12 m.) Their appearance was particularly 

pleasing, for they had an erect, graceful habit and regular 

shapely crowns. Only a few of them were forked and the who 

stand still seemed very healthy. 

Discussion of Results. _.....__ .................... ....,.. ... _ ... ...., ____ 
The economic limitations of this species are 

obvious, for it is far too slow-growing to be of any use 

for timber production. It does, however, make a delight

fully attractive little tree, with erect trunk, long, 

slender, graceful branches and quaintly tufted, short 

needles. Its nuts are remarkably palatable. Bearing in 

mind its exceptional resistance to drought and frost, there 

need be no hesitation in recommending it for ornamental 

use in the western Transvaal. 

; ..... ~ 
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E1a~~-~a~1m~E! carr. 

(Syn. ~§£!2ESl~ Engelm.) 

PINACEAE 

Common Name. 
_.......,_.._.._~...,.... 

Engelmann's Pine. 

Natural Distribution. _....,........, ................. -.. ......... ~ ..... ....._ 

Confined to the mountains of northern Mexico and 

the southern U.S.A. In Mexico it is. found in the States of 

Zacatecas, Durango, Sinaloa, Senora and Chihuahua and in the 

u.s.A. in New Mexico and Arizona. It occurs mostly in the 

temperate-colder zone at an elevation of between 7,000 and 

8,000 feet (2,134 to 2,438 m.), more especially in locali-

ties with a predominantly summer rainfall of from 20 to 30 

inches (500 to 760 mm.) a year. It is most common on dry, 

stony sites, where it seldom exceeds a height of 60 feet 

(18 m.) On better soils it becomes considerably larger. 

Although often found in pure, open stands, it usually occurs 

in association with other species such as E~-~!1~~!£~, 

Provenance. 
---------

Seed for the trial at Lichtenburg was collected by 

Mr. Leslie Gooding in Mexico. 

A large tree lOO feet ( 30 m.) or more in height 

and 36 inches (90 cm.) in diameter on favourable sites, 

where it develops a straight bole free of branches for up 

to 50 feet (15 m.) surmounted by a large, roundheaded 

crown (ibid.) ---
§£2~£-1~EQE~£~_!a_QQYB!~_Q£_Qr~B~ 

The wood of this species is yellowish-white in 

colour and rather soft, but otherwise of good quality. It 

; ..... 
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is used for ·constructional purposes and for the manufacture 

of boxes (ibid.) ---
1!~U!!-..lli~~!~~~.:L~i£1!-!~E~!.B· 

A very small plot was established in March, 1913, 

when 26 plants 12 inches (30 cm.) high, but already 4 years 

old, were put out at the unusually close espacement, even 

for those times, of 4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 1.2 m.) 

The young trees were quite untouched by frost and 

had a healthy appearance right from the start, but periodic 

losses were caused by drought. Thus, 4 trees died off in 

1916, one in 1920, one in 1922 and yet another in 1923. 

In spite of these failures the rest were described as 

"looking well" in 1925, and had an average height of 

nearly 10 feet (3 m.) 

Ten years later, the number of trees left on the 

plot had decreased sharply to 8, and the appearance even 

of these was no longer very promising. By 1938 two more 

failures had occurred. Only one, solitary specimen survived 

in 19 59. This was 15 feet ( 5 m.) tall and 5.6 inches ( 14 cm.) 

in diameter. Its bole was erect and straight but its crown, 

although still healthy, was rather coarsely branched. 

Discussion of Results. _.... .. _...._........~ ___ ........,....._.. ...... ........, ..... 
~-~g~!m~_! is cleexly unable to stand the dry 

climate of the western Transvaal. It is, in any case, a 

slow-growing species, and therefore of little practical 

value even in the more humid parts of the country. 

/ ..... . 
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PINCEAE 

Common Name _,_,..,...,_.......,.._........., 

Aleppo Pine 

Natural Distribution ......,..,,....__...,...,.....,......,_....,_...,w.._..,. 

Widely distributed in the Mediterranean region, 

where it occurs in Portugal, Spain, south-eastern Frence, 

Italy, Greece, Morocco, Algeria, Asia Minor and the Levant. 

Towards its eastern limit, particularly on the island of 

Cyprus, the typical form of the species is replaced by the 

variety brutia, which is usually a much larger and 
.... a.( ............... 

silviculturally more desirable tree. The species occurs 

from sea level up to an altitude of 5,000 feet (1,520 m.) 

but is most common in the coastal plain and on the foothills 

of the mountains. It is exceedingly drought-resistant, 

thriving in areas with a rainfall of only 15 inches (380 mm.) 

a year (little or none of which occurs during the long, hot 

summer) and is found on a wide variety of soils (Streets,l962). 

Provenance. __.....,...,.._...,.,....., .......... 

The seed used for the trial at Potchefstroom was 

obtained from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux 'of Paris, but 

nothing definite is known with regard to the origin of that 

sent to Lichtenburg. 

~~~mllin-2t-~.§_.§l1~~~..1.].§-B"§-.1i!Y.2~~.t~~. 

A medium-sized tree, usually no taller than 50 to 

60 feet (15 to 18 m.) though occasionally 80 feet (24 m) 

in height and 12 to 15 feet (4 to 5 m) in girth. Its bole 

is often rather crooked, and it has a thin, but liehtly

branched crown (!£!£!•) 

§££U2m!£-lmE2~!~-£~-!n-££Bn!r~-2i_Qr1Biu~ 

The tree is planted extensively within its native 

; ..... 
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habitat, chiefly in the form of windbreaks and for the 

purpose of sand fixation.. Its timber is of rather poor 

quality, being coarse-grained and resinous. The wood is, 

however, employed for poor-class joinery, telegraph poles, 

firewood and charcoal. In Algeria and Greece the tree is 

tapped on a large scale for resin. 

!r£§1§_~n-!8~!r£2!~]§_~~~1£~~EE~rB-~g-~~£h~!~]r22m· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in 1906 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using plants 12 

months old and 6 inches (15 cm.) high. 

The young trees made rather irregular growth but 

were not in the least affected by frost or drought until 

1914, when their foliage showed the effects of the long, 

dry winter. Their recovery was complete, however, and no 

losses occurred. Again, in September 1919, they appeared 

to be suffering very much from drought, but the following 

year they regained their former vigour. 

A light thinning was carried out in 1923, but a 

year later it began to be noticeable that, although the 

outer rows of trees were healthy, the centre of the stand 

was becoming unthrifty. At this stage, the plot began to be 

visibly affected by competition from an adjoining stand of 

§~£~1lE~~§_]£1l§B~h~ID£~· Several trees died in 1925, and in 

spite of the fact that at least one more thinning was under

taken, persistent losses occurred thereafter. 

Only 9 trees survived until 1959. These had a 

mean D.B.H. of 10.3 inches (26 cm.) and a height of 55 feet 

(17 m.) The plot was completely bare in the centre and on 

the side adjacent to the eucalypts. The trees which re

mained all had a fairly heavy lean towards the south, 

though their boles were reasonable straight and their 

branches light, if numerous. A compartment of the species 

nearby in the plantation was much more evenly, but again 

sparsely stocked. 

; ..... 
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The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in 1908, 

in which year 81 plants 18 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) 

high were put out at the sameoopacement at Lichtenburg. 

The young trees did not seem to suffer at all from 

drought and escaped injury from frost until 1910, in which 

year the tops of most of them were badly "scorched." By 

1914 their average height was 14 feet (4 m.) and they were 

in a vigorous condition. However, 8 trees in the centre 

of the plot started to go off the following year, and two 

gailures occurred both in 1917 and in 1918. 

A light thinning wa~dministered in 1918, but 

despite this 4 trees died of drought a year later. Five more 

succumbed to drought in 1922, and yet 5 more in 1924. A 

second thinning was carried out in 1927, after which only 28 

trees, whose average height was 40 feet (12 m.) were left. 

Notwithstanding the reduced competition, another tree died 

in 1929. 

In 19 59, 9 trees (equivalent to a stocking of 134 

stems per acre (330 per hec.) remained on the plot. The 

average D.B.H. and height of these were, respectively, 14.6 

inches (37 cm.) and 78 feet (24 m.) Their form was 

reasonably good and their appearance still healthy, for they 

had lofty boles and lightly-branched but dense crowns. 

Discussion of Results • .....,_....,....._.. _ _._...,_ _ ____...,_...,... ... 
Like all other species from the Mediterranean 

region, E~-~1~E~S§!§ is not really suited to the climate of 

the western Transvaal, where it suffers during the long, 

winter drought. Single specimens, which do not have to 

compete with other trees for moisture, succeed fairly well 

in the area, but the species cannot be recommended for 

farm woodlots or even for shelterbelts. 

; ..... 
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~!8~1~2Eh~1~ Schl. et. Cham. 

PINACEAE 

Natural Distribution. _..........,..., ........... _..._........,_...,._.....,.....,. 

Widely distributed throughout central Mexico, · 

where it is found in the States of Chihuahua, Coahuila, 

Durango, Zacatecas, Nayarit, Jalisco, Michoacan, Guerrero, 

Mexico, Hidalgo, Morelos, Tlazcala, Puebla1 Vera Cruz and 

Oaxaca. From Mexico, its range extends northwards into 

Arizona and New IVIexico in the southern United States and 

southwards into Guatemala. It reaches its best development 

at an altitude of 7,000 to 8,500 feet (2,134 to 2,590 m.) 

in Durango and parts of Chihuahua, where fairly severe 

frosts and frequent falls of snow are experienced in 

winter. Typically it occurs in mixture with ~~-~~~~~~ 

~~8~~~~1 and other cooler-temperate species, but in the 

warmer-temperate and sub-tropical zones it is associated 

with ~~-ID.b£h2~~' ~..ID28~1!-~~ and various oaks (Loock, 

1951; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance • ....... ....,.....,_....,....,....... 

Plants used for the trial at Potchefstroom were 

raised in the Iren~ nursery, outside Pretoria, from seed 

supplied by Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux of France. 

Q~g£~!E~i2U-2£-~_§~~£1:~-la-~§-li~~!Y~-B~£1~· 

A large tree up to 100 feet (30 m.) in height and 

36 inches (90 cm.) in diameter. In dry localities o~ the 

edge of the main forest belt and on shallow, stony soils it 

remains, however, a small to medium-sized tree 70 to 80 feet 

(21 to 24 m.) tall, usually of rather poor form (Loock, 

loc.cit.) .......... _ _...,.. 

§£2B2m1£_1mE£~~~~1E-£~a!r~-2!-Qr1B.ba· 

The species yields a hard, heavy resinous timber 

/ ..... ~ 
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with a yellowish sapwood and pinkish heart. Young trees 

are commonly employed for hewn railway sleepers, but the 

larger logs are marketed with those of other pines and used 

as structural timber or for box manufadn~e. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • .,..._,..,_.., _ _,.....,_, ......... _._ __ ........ __ _._. .............. .....,.,.....,......._._...._ 

The plot was established in :March, 1915, 81 plants 

18 months old and 6 inches (15 cm.) high being set out at a 

6 x 6 foot (2 x 2 m.) espacement. 

During the ensueing winter the young trees suf-

fered considerably from drought, .and 20 failures occurred. 

The rest of them had a promising appearance one year later, 

however, and were making vigorous_growth. 

In 1919 the trees shed their needles as a result 

of drought, but by 1920 their recovery was complete and they 

had attained an average height of 18 feet (5 m.) This 

cycle was repeated, for in 1922 they were again reported 

to be feeling the drought very much, yet in 1927 the 58 of trum 

that remained had regained their vigour and had increased 

in height to 35 feet (11 m.) The improvement was short

lived, however, for only 35 were still alive in 1929, 

and most of these were stag-headed. 

In 1959 the plot was vacant. 

Discussion of Results • ..........,.... _____ .__.__._, ...... .......__~ 

The species is evidently not sufficiently drought 

resistant to be planted in the western Transvaal, although 

a stand at Groenkloof Plantation just outside Pretoria, 

where the average rainfall is only 7 inches (180 mm.) a 

year more than at Lichtenburg, made satisfactory growth 

and reached maturity, shallow soil notwithstanding. 

; ..... 
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Pinus michoacana Martinez 
...,_ ____________ ... 

PINACEAE 

Natural Distribution • ..,.......,.....,_"'""" ..................... _......_.. ___ 
Mainly confined to the temperate-warmer and sub-

tropical regions of souther Mexico, where it occurs at an 

altitude of 6,000 to 8,000 feet (1,828 to 2,438 m.) in lo

calities with a rainfall of 35 inches (890 mrn.) or more a 

year. It is most abundant in the State of Michoacan, 

growing on the foothills and lower slopes of the mountains 

in rahter open formation with ~~1££hl11~, ~~-mSB~~~~ 

and other pines, but it is also found in Nayarit, Jalisco, 

Oaxaca and Chiapas. Although encountered on poor as well as 

on more favourable sites, it is on deep soils of a somewhat 

sandy nature that it reaches its best development 

( Loock, 19 51). 

Provenance • ....... ....,......_, ____ _ 
The plot at Lichtenburg was established from seed 

supplied by Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux, but nothing is known 

with regard to the provenance of that used at Potchefstroom. 

A large tree up to 80 feet (24 m.) in height and 

36 inches (90 cm.) in diameter, with an erect bole, somewhat 

heavy branches and a dense, rounded crown (ibid.) ........... ,... 

The tree has a fairly hard, heavy, yellowish

white, resinous wood, which is said to be of good quality 

(ibid.) ........... """"",.... 

!!!~1~~h~-!r£g~~~~~-~i£~~~~~~!£h~!~]!£~m . 
. At both centres the species was established under 

the name 11 P. mon te zumae var. lindley i '', though incorrectly, 

for London apparently first applied this designation to a 

; ..... 
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taxon with shorter needles and cones than those of 

P. michoacana. _ .............. .....,..........,.. ......... __ 
The trial at Lichtenburg was commenced in March, 

1913, when 248 plants 2 years old and 4 to 6 inches (10 to 

15 cm.) tall, which had been raised in the Belfast Forestry 

Nursery, were put out at the unusually close espacement of 

4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 1.2 m.) 

A good many blanks occurred during the first 

winter, and in September, 1914, the young trees seemed to 

be suffering from drought. In March, 1916, the blanks were 

rather belatedly filled, but by the end of the winter all 

the new plants, as well as some of the older ones, had 

succumbed to drought. 

Only a few trees still looked healthy in 1918, 

and within the next year many died of drought. Thirty-four 

more failures occurred in 19 20, after which the re remained 

only 5 trees on the plot. In 1921 their number dwindled to 

3, and even these had a very sickly appearance. 

The 3 remaining trees were defoliated by locusts 

in 1924, but recovered and reached a height of 12 feet 

(4 m.) a year later. Their condition, however, remained 

poor, and in 1959 the plot was vacant. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was established in 

1917 at an espaceroent of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.), using 81 

plants 1 year old and 12 inches (30 cm.) high. 

Later that year the young trees were reported to 

be progressing favourably, but most of them were killed by 

frost or drought the following winter. By 1920 only 12 were 

left, the rest having succumbed to drought. 

Eight trees remained in 1927, by which time their 

average height was 20 feet (6 m.) Only 3 of these 

(equivalent to a stocking of 45 stems per acre (111 per hec.) 

were still in existence in 1959. They had reached 

; ..... 
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comparatively large size, for their average D.B.H. was 

20 inches (51 cm.) and their height was 67 feet (20 m.) 

Their form was also fairly good, but only one of them still 

looked healthy. 

Discussion of Results • ........ ww..,_....,_..,...._...._,.. .. _.._....,.....,.. 

The results of these trials are disappointing, for 

at Groenkloof Plantation, near Pretoria, the species has 

grown more vigorously than any other pine although planted 

on soil of no great depth. However, the outcome can be con

sidered almost inevitable since the tree occurs naturally 

in areas with a rainfall in excess of 35 inches (890 mm.) a 

year. It is clearly too susceptible to drought for planting 

in the western Transvaal, and further trials in the area 

are unlikely to be any more successful. 
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Pinus montezumae Lamb. 
~~~~~~~---~~~~~ 

PINACEAE 

Common Name .... ~,.,...._.,~ ............. 

Montezuma Pine 

Natural Distribution ........, ..... ...,...._,....,......, ......................... .. 
Widely distributed in Central America from the 

State of .Coahuila in northern Mexico to Guatemala, reaching 

its best development under warmer-temperate conditions at 

altitudes of about 8,000 or 9,000 feet (2,438 or 2,743 m.) 

and in localities with a rainfall of 35 inches (890 mm.) 

more E~£-~~· It attains its greatest size on deep, allu

vial soils, and is usually associated with other pines such 

as E.:..-~!.2~1~ Eu1d ~-!!!!.9!!-.2~~ ( Loock, 19 51). 

Provenance ._,,...,...,.....,_.., ... ....,..,,.. 

The plants used at Lichtenburg were raised in the 

Belfast Forestry Nursery from seed supplied by Messrs. 

Vilmorin-Andrieux, but there is nothing on record concerning 

the origin of the stand at Potchefstroom. 

~~£!iE~!2S-~~-§E~£~-~U-~!§_ll~~!y~g~ 

A large tree up to lOO feet (30 m.) in height 

and 36 inches in diameter, with a straight bole free of 

branches for 40 feet (12 m.) or more and a dense, spreading 

crown (Loock, 1££~_£!~~) 

A forest tree of considerable importance, for, 

besides yielding a good, strong, rather heavy, resinous 

timber, it is also used for resin tapping (Streets, 1962). 

1'tis~-1!L~hL~!:E£ru~~_!l!£l!J:~B:b!!U-&!~-E.2~£~~f§E.2.2!• 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in March, 

1913, at an espacement of 4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 1.2 m.), using 

plants 2 to 3 years old and from 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 cm) 

high. 
/ ..... 
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An estimated 20 per cent of the young trees 

failed during the first winter, and a belated attempt to 

blank the stand 3 years later was totally unsuccessful. 

In 1914, the trees were visibly affected by drought, but 

made surprisingly good growth and reached an average height 

of 18 feet (5 m.) by September the following year. The 

cycle was repeated in 1917, for again the trees were badly 

hit by drought but recovered and resumed their vigorous 

growth. The respite which followed was brief, however, for 

145 of them died off in 1920 and many more began to look 

very sickly. Further lossess occurred in 1922 and 1923, and 

in 1924 the rest were defoliated by locusts. Three years 

after this the few survivors had sunk into a c.omplete mori-

bund condition and were cut out. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was initiated in 1917, 

in which year 81 plants 12 months old and 8 inches (20 cm.) 

high were put out at an espacemen~ of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees looked very promising after their 

first winter but 40 of them were suffocated by weed growth 

or else succumbed to frost the following year. In 1919 

only 9 still remained alive, and these were suffering 

from drought. 

The surviving trees made little growth and were 

continually affected by drought. Their numbers had de

creased to 2 by 1927, and they were still no more than 10 

feet tall. Although they lingered on for several years 

longer, in 1959 no trace of them was left. 

Discussion of Results • ........... ...,,...............,_......,... ..................... ....., 
P. montezumae is a potentially useful timber tree 

in the moister parts of the summer rainfall area, although 

its rather heavy crown has so far discouraged planting on a 

very large scale. It is, however, obviously unsuited to 

very dry areas such as the western Transvaal.· 
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Pinus muricata D. Don • ................... .....,..,..,,.....,..,.....,... 

PINACEAE 

Common Name ~ .... __ .... ____ _ 
Bishop Pine 

Natural Distribution 
--....~~-.............................. ... 

--------

A native of the coastal ranges of California, 

U.S.A. where it occurs in widely separated localities from 

Mendocino Country in the north to the Cedros Islands off 

the coast of Lower California in the south. It attains its 

greatest size in the northern parts of its range. Although 

it often forms pure stands, it is never found in sufficient 

abundance to be of more than local importance. In places it 

grows on exposed, rocky headlands, at one point in associa

tion with ~~-~1~~~' but in general it shows a preference 

for swampy sites and peat bogs (Harlow and Harrar, 1937; 

Streets, 1962). 

Provenance • ............ _._,......,..,....,._ 

The plants used at Lichtenburg were raised in 

the Irene Forest Nursery, but nothing is known with regard 

to the origin of the seed. 

~£ril2.!!2!L2L1h~...§.E~~-la_!!~-li~!Y:~-ti~£!~!. 

A medium-sized to large tree, usually 40 to 50 

feet (12 to 15 m.) tall but sometimes reaching a height 

of 90 feet (27 m.), with a trunk 2 to 3 feet (60 to 90 cm.) 

in diameter. Its branches are somewhat thick, in youth 

forming a regular, pyramidal crown which, however, develops 

at maturity into a dense, compact, round-topped head 

(Sargent, 1922). 

~2B£m!£~£~~ia-2~!l-£!-QE!~B· 

The tree yields a light, hard, very strong, rather 

coarse-grained wood of a white to light brown colour,; 

/ ..... . 
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Although occasionally used for lumber, it is of little 

economic importance (Sargent, 1~~-£~.) 

1!b~Li!L.:J:~_!r:2.Qr~~~...§.!..J!ish~!}E~!'E· 

The trial was commenced in 1913, when 248 plants 

8 to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm.) tall were put out at an 

espacerrent of 4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 1.2 m.) 

About 60 per cent of the young trees were killed 

by frost during their first winter, and a year later the re

mainder seemed to be feeling the drought. Only a few still 

survived in 1915, though these had a more healthy appearance 

and were making some growth. Blanking was undertaken in 

1916 but was a complete failure, and the stand again 

seemed to be suffering from drought. The trial was finally 

abandoned in 1923, all but 10 of the trees having succumbed 

to frost and drought. 

Discussion of Results. _____________ __._...........,.,.,..,.,......., 

The species is quite unsuited to conditions at 

Lichtenburg, coming, as it does, from a maritime climate of 

the Mediterranean type and having a preferance for moist 

sites. Its failure, therefore, is no cause for surprise. 

/ ..... . 
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E!a~§~~§!!!§ Mill. 

(Syn. ~~-~~§!£~1~ Mich.) 

PINACEAE 

Common Name • .......................................... 

Long-leaf pine 

Natural Distribution --................. ~ ................................. 
A native~ the coastal plains and hills of the 

south-eastern United States, where its range extends from 

Virginia to the Florida Everglades and thence along the 

gulf of Mexico to Texas. It occurs from sea level to an 

altitude of 1,900 feet (580 m.) (in Alabama), but the 

aiimate throughout is warmer-temperate to sub-tropical, 

with a long growing season and high humidities. The tree 

grows best on well-drained, sandy soils, but tolerates a 

wide variety of sites, including those in which hardpan 

occurs near the surface. Such sites may be covered in 

spring by shallow pools of standing water yet become ex-

tremely dry durine summer. The rate of growth under 

these conditions is very low, but the species nevertheless 

maintains itself over extensive areas in almost pure 

stands (Harlow and Harrer, 1937; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance • 
....................... -...! ...... _. 

The seed used for the trial at Lichtenburg was 

received from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux, but the place of 

collection is not known. 

~£!!E!!2g_2f-~h~-§~~£!~§_lg_l~§_~~1~-li~~· 

A fairly large tree, typically from 80 to 120 

feet (24 to 37 m.) tall and 2 to 2! feet (60 to 76 cm.) 

in diameter though occasionally attainine a heieht of 150 

feet (46 m.) and a diameter of 4 feet (122 cm.) It de-

velops a long, clean bole and a small, open crown. 

; ..... 
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Characteristically its needles occur in tufts at the ends 

of the branchlets. Underground, it forms a very deep taproot 

(soil conditions permitting) and many, wide-spreadine laterals 

( Harlow and Harrar, 12£.!.-.Si]•) 

!.££E2mi£-1IDE££~££-1B-2E~]£l-E£-2!~!B• 

The most important of the "Southern Pines", the 

species yields the "American Pitch Pine" of commerce. Its 

wood is very hard, heavy and durable, and is preferred to that 

of almost any other pine for heavy constructional work, ship-

building, masts, sleepers, flooring and similar purposes. 

Besides this, the tree is also the chief source of resin in 

the United States (Streets, 1962). 

1!~1_la_jh~-h!£E£~~-§~-~1£8~~aB~!B~ 

Plants for the trial at Lichtenburg were raised 

in the Irene Forest Nursery and were put out in march, 1912, 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) when 12 to 18 months 

old and 6 to 9 inches (15 to 23 cm.) high. 

Sixteen blanks were filled a year after the plot 

was established, and several more trees died - apparently 

from drought - the following year. Twenty-two more losses 

occurred in 1916, notwithstanding which the more vigorous 

trees made tolerably good progress and reached a height of 

7 to 9 feet (2 to 3 m.) two years later. In 1919, however, 

half of their number was said to be failing as a result of 

drought, and the following year only 8, unhealthy specimens 

remained alive. By 1922 the number of survivors had de-

creased to 3, and the last of these succumbed in 1926. 

Although this species enjoys a reputation in the 

United States for considerable drought-hardiness, in South 

Africa it has suffered more during years of abnormally low 

rainfall than any other pine used for commercial afforestation 
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in the eastern Transvaal. With this in mind, its failure 

from drought at Lichtenburg might well be regarded as a 

fore-gone conclusion. 

; ... ~~ 
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PINACEAE 

Common Name ......... _._._ ..... 
Patula Pine. 

B~~sr§!-~!§~r!Bs~~ 

The species has a comparatively limited range in 

central Mexico and Guatemala, occurring, in the former, only 

in the States of Queretaro, Hidalgo, Puebla and Vera Cruz., 

It abounds in the temperate zone at altitudes of between 

6,000 and 10,000 ft., (1,828 to 3,048 m.) forming dense, 

pure stands in areas where the rainfall averages 40 inches 

(1,000 mm.) or more a year and where mist is frequent. It 

reaches its best development in ravines and on flats with 

deep moist, well-drained, loamy soil. In drier localities 

and on poor, gravelly or shallow soils it is usually re

placed by other pines and broad-leaved species (Loock, 

1951; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. 
_________ .., __ 

The seed supplied to Lichtenburg for trial in the 

Arboretum was received from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux, but 

no record exists of the origin of that used at Potchefstroom. 

~§S!1~~l!S.~!-~~-§~2£!2~~-~~~-M~!Y!-§~Bi!!l• 

A large tree 100 feet (30 m~) or more in height 

and 36 inches (90 cm.) in diameter, with a straight bole 

free of branches to about 50 feet (15 m.) and a more-or-less 

rounded crown (Loock, ~££-£!~) 

~£2B2mi-S-!mE!E~!B£!~B-22BS~EZ-2!-2!!~B· 

The tree yields a soft, light, brittle, yellowish-

white timber which is used mainly for the manufacture of 

boxes, though the outer shell (with more closely-spaced 

rings) is considered suitable for flooring (ibid.) -
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~a±~1B-~h~-~~E!~!-~-~!£h]!BBB£~~E~~§~£~£m 

The p2ot at Lichtenburg was established in March, 

1913, when 248 plants 2 years old and 4 to 6 inches -(10 to 

15 cm.) high, which had been raised in the nursery at 

Belfast, were put out at an espacement of 4 x 4 feet 

(1.2 x 1.2 m.) 

A good many of the young trees failed during their 

first winter and by September, 1914, 30 had been kil2ed by 

drought. Heavy losses were again caused by drought in 1916, 

after which only 12 trees survived. By 1920 the plot was 

vacant. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced several 

years later, 81 trees 12 months old and 10 inches (25 cm.) 

high being planted out in 1917 at an espacement of 6 x 6 

feet (2 x 2 m.) 

Many of the $Oung trees died off that same year, 

and by 1922 all but 47 of them had succumbed to drought. 

The rest went on to make surprisingly good growth, reaching 

a height of 30 feet (9 m.) in 1927, but their appearance 

was unhealthy and only 10 of them lived to 1933. All trace 

of them had finally disappeared in 1959. 

Discussion of Results. 
----~~-----~----~ 

P. patula is essentially a tree for the cooler and 

more humid parts of the summer rainfall area, particularly 

those in which mists are experienced at intervals throughout 

the year. It is not at all suited to the western Transvaal, 

being much too susceptible to drought, and is not recom

mended for planting in the area. 

; ....• 
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E!BB~-E!B!!i!£ Aiton. 

(Syn. E£-!!!1]!!! Poiret.) 

PINACEAE 

Common Name __ ..., ____ ......,....., 

Cluster or Maritime Pine 

!.!~m:~-~~!s.:!ii.tm 

A tree of the Mediterranean region, where its range 

extends from the Atlantic seaboard of soutP,ern France, through 

Portugal, Spain, Corsica and Italy, eastwards as far as 

Greece. In North Africa it is found along the coast of 

Algeria and Morocco. It is chiefly abundant at low elevations 

near the sea, more particularly on well-drained, sandy soils. 

The climate throughout is fairly mild, with a temperature 

range of about 25° to 95 °F (-4° to 35°C). The annual 

rainfall is between 25 and 50 inches, (635 and 1,270 mm.), 

most of it occurring during the winter (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. --------.....,.., 
The seed used for the trial at Potchefstroom seems 

to have been supplied by Messrs. Volmorin-Andrieux of France. 

~~£~E]!2a_2!~~-§E~£!~§-1~-!!]!!2-g!E1]!]~ 

A moderately large tree up to 120 feet (37 m.) tall 

and 14 feet (4 m.) in girth, with a long, clean bole at 

maturity ( illS• ) 

!£2S2m!£-~!E2t]~£~-!B-2£BB.:!i£!!§_£!.QI~B· 

A valuable timber tree, yielding a fairly heavy, 

hard, coarse-grained, resinous wood which is used for 

building construction, joinery, box-making, pit props and 

pulp. It is not naturally durable in contact with the 

ground, but after impregnation may be used for railway 

sleepers and telegraph poles. The tree is one of the chief 

commercial sources of resin, in addition to· which it is used 
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very extensively for the reclamation of coastal sand dunes. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
----w--~--------------~----------~--~--

The plot was established in 1908, when 81 plants 

9 inches (23 cm.) high and 18 months old were out out at an 

espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2m.) 

The ~oung trees stood their first winter well but 

made slow growth, and two of them failed a year later. By 

1914 they had attained a height of 6 feet (2 m.) and seemed 

to be in a more healthy condition. Another tree died in 

1917 without apparent reason. The following year the stand 

presented a very uneven appearance, some of the trees being 

20 feet (6 m.) tall and others only 6 feet (2 m.) 

Several trees commenced to die back from the top 

in 1920, In 1922 five more failures occurred, notwith

standing the fact that the stand now had an average height 

of 25 feet (8 m.) From then onwards the condition of the 

survivors deteriorated rapidly for only a few remained healthy 

2 years later. No trace of them was left in 1959. 

Discussion of Results. 
~-~-----------------

The outcome of this trial conforms with Hutchin's 

predictions regarding the improbability of trees from the 

Mediterranean region succeeding in the summer rainfall area. 

Nowhere in South Africa outside the Cape Province has 

P. pinaster proved really successful as a timber tree, al

though in the coldest parts of the eastern mist belt it can 

be grown to maturity. Everywhere else in the Transvaal it 

is subjected to attack by the fungus ~E!g~~-E!E!! when 

injured by hail. This would account for the fact that at 

Potehefstroom the trees developed antendency to die back in 

the crown. Quite apart from its liability to fungal infection 
I 

following hail, the species has not proved particularly drought-! 

hardy even in the winter and constant rainfall areas. For this 

reason alone it should be considered unsuitable for planting 

in the western Transvaal. ; ...... . 
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~1aB~-B1a~~ Linn. 

(Syn. P. maderiensis Ten.) ------...... -~ ... 

PINACEAE 

Common Name ....,..., _ __, __ _ 
Stone or Umbrella Pine 

Natural Distribution ...,_._._._......_......, .............. __, __ _ 
A native of southern Europe and Asia Minor, where 

its range extends from Portugal and Spain, through France, 

Corsica, Italy and Greece, to Turkey, finally pen~ating a 

short distance into Russia south~eastern of the Black Sea. 

The species has, however, been cultivated so long for the 

sake of its ~ble seeds and for ornament that the precise 

limits of its natural distribution are not easy to deter-

mine. 

Provenance. __,_.,.w _____ _ 

No indication is given in the records as to the 

source of the seed used to raise plants for trial in the 

Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 

R~~£E1E]!~_g!_l~§E!£1~§-~~~-N!~!!~tl~1~~· 

A fairly large tree, sometimes attaining a height 

of 80 to 100 feet (24 to 30 m.) and a girth of 20 feet (6 m.) 

Its habit is strikingly picturesque, for at maturity it de

velops a broad, umbrella-shaped head supported by massive, 

forked limbs. 

!£2~2!!£_!!~££~_£!_!E-2£BB!~£~~_2!_Q~£~!2· 

As ~imber tree the species is of little value, 

yielding a rather hard, heavy,coarse-grained wood similar 

in quantity to that of E~-E1~!!£ but less resinous. It is, 

however, widely cultivated on account of its agreeably 

flavoured nuts and its characteristic, highly ornamental 

habit. 

If. , ..... . 
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Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. --------------------....---wwww ..... wWiiiilllw .... ___. 

The trial was commenced in February, 1908, when 51 

plants 2 years old and 10 inches (25 cm.) high were set out 

at a 6 x 6-foot (2 x 2 ~.) espacement. The number of plants 

available not being sufficient to complete the plot, 17 more 

were added 3 years later, bringing the total to 68. 

The young trees proved exceedingly hardy to finst 

and drought, and made quite good growth. By 1914 they had 

attained a height of 8 feet (2 m.) and for several years 

remained very healthy. Although in 1919 they seemed to 

suffer from drought, they soon recovered, and by 1927 had 

reached a height of 25 feet (8 m.) 

Between 1927 and 1959 the stand evidently received 

a thinning, for only 23 trees (equivalent to a stocking of 343 

stems per acre (847 per hec.) were left when it was last in

spected at the end of that period. These, with the exception 

of one which was dead and another which was moribund (but 

suppressed), were still healthy and had attained a height of 

57 feet (17 m.) and a mean D.B.H. of 10.3 inches (26 cm.) 

From a silvicultural point of view their form was poor, for 

almost all were forked and heavily branched, and some were 

slightly sinuous at the base. For all that, however, they had 

an attractive appearance, and their crowns were dense and healthy. 

Discussion of Results • .. __... ... ..,._. .. ________ wwww .. 

The species has succeeded a good deal better than 

might have been expected considering that it comes from the 

Mediterranean area. While it is practically useless from the 

point of view of timber, it is unquestionably one of the most 

desirable of the pines for ornamental planting. In the latter 

connection a note of warning might be sounded, however, for 

only after half a century or more do trees beggn to assume the 

typical form of the mature adult, until which time their ap

pearance is unlikely to attract favourable notice. 

/ ..... ~ 
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Famil ,..... _____ :!, 

PINACEAE 

Common Name ...,_.............,. ........ ...__ 

Western Yellow Pine 

Natural Distribution. 
mwww ... --.... ww-N4ww ..... ._.__,..._. 

The most widely distributed pine of western 

North America, occurring from British Columbia in the north 

to California in the south, and from the coast inland to 

the Rocky Mountains and the Black Hills of South Dakota. 

Some authors, taking a broader view of the species and in-

eluding with it the ~~i!2s!£§ complex, consider that its 

range extends into Mexico. It is found in the summer and 

in the winter rainfall zones. The annual precipitation 

varies between 18 and 25 inches (457 and 635 mm.) in the 

north and between 17 and 30 inches (425 and 760 mm.) in the 

south. The tree is most frequent on cool, dry, mountain 

slopes, forming pure forests on the Sierra Nevada and 

southern Cascade Mountains but mingling with Diuglas Fir 

and other species on moister sites. While it grows on a 

wide variety of soils, it reaches its optimum development 

on those which are deep and well-drained. The variety 

§£~Y12~ Engelm., which differs from the type in minor re

spects botanically, is considered to be the most drought-re

sistant form of the species (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. ___. .. ._ ................... 
The plants used to establish plots in the Arbo-

return at Lichtenburg were raised at Ermelo from seed 

collected in the Cape. 

~~§££!E~!2S.2£_]~_§B2£!~§-!S-!~~!~!!~§E!~!l 

One of the largest pines of North America, 

~~B~!~ becomes a massive, straight-holed tree 125 to 

140 feet (38 to 43 m.) -and occasionally 250 feet (76m.) 

; ..... 
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tall and up to 8 feet (2.4 m.) in diameter, with a long, 

narrow, open crown. 

!£2E&~£-lmi~!~~£2-~S-~YS~!!~!-Qri~S 

A timber tree of the greatest importance, yielding 

a hard, strong, resinous wood much used for building, joinery, 

railway sleepers, boxes, fence posts, mining timber and 

fuel. It is also tapped for resin, though not on a very 

large scale (!B!S~) 

~r!!J....!a....!S!J:!B.2!~-!!-Di~2!!B~~· 

Two plots of the species were established in the 

Arboretum in March, 1913, one of which was purported to be of 

the typical form and the other of the variety §£BEB±2£Bm• 

No differences, either botanical or silvicultural, are dis

cernible between the two plots, however, and the remarks which 

follow, although relating primarily to the former, apply 

euqally well to the latter. 

The plants were set out at the very close espace

ment of 4 x 4 feet (1.2 x 1.2 m.), 246 of them being used.' 

These were 2 years old and 14 inches (35 cm.) high at the 

time of planting out. 

A few blanks occurred over the first two winters 

and the trees made little growth, but appeared healthy. Gaps 

in the stand were filled in 1916 but the replacements failed 

on account of drought. 

For a number of years the stand changed little in 

appearance. The trees continued to look healthy and withstood 

the frost and drought well, but grew very slowly. Eight 

failures occurred in 1923, evidently as a result of drought, 

but the rest of the trees still seemed healthy and reached 

a height of 7 to 8 feet (2 to 2.4 m.) and a diameter of 3 

to 4 inches (7 to 10 cm.) in 1930. 

Thirty-two trees succumbed to drought in 1931, 

; ..... 
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~d although the balance of them looked as healthy as 

before, further losses became almost an annual occurrence.; 

By 1959, only 44 dwarf specimens remained alive on the plot, 

. Which was completely open at the centre. The trees were erect, 

straight and symmetrically branched, but averaged only 

~1 feet (3 m) in height and 3.2 inches (8 cm.) in diameter. 

Their crowns were a vivid green and persisted almost to the 

&round, with the result that their appearance was both 

healthy and exceedingly attractive. 

niscussion of Results 
~-~~-~~----~~~~-~--~ 

~E2SS~~ has proved a very disappointing in

t:roduction. This is surpri8ing in view of its tremendously 
I 

wide natural distribution, which suggests an exceptional 

degree of adaption to different growing conditions. Only 

at one or two plantations in the south-eastern Orange Free 

State has its vigour been such as to warrant further planting 

oh a modest scale for timber production. The poor results 

obtained at Lichtenburg clearly indicate that it is unable 

tb withstand severe drought when planted in stand form, 

although it appears to be perfectly hardy to frost. As a 

s~all, orn~ental tree its use maight be considered, but 

its slow growth and diminutive size in the western Transvaal 

ate not likely to commend it for any other purpose. 

; ..... 
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Pinus radiata D. Don • ................ _...._._. .... ____ 

PINACEAE 

Common Name _...,_ __ .__ 

Monterey or Insignia Pine 

Natural Distribution _.,.ww--•ww-wm _______ _ 

A native of North America, where its occurrence 

is limited to isolated localities on the coast of California 

in the vicinity of Monterey, Swanton and Cambria. A binary 

or two-needled form of the species (only lately introduced 

into South Africa) is found on the island of Guadalupe, off 

the Mexican coast. The climate is of Mediterranean type, 

modified by high humidities in summer and frequent sea fogs. 

The mean annual rainfall on the mainland varies from 15 to 

35 inches, (380 to 890 mm.) of which some 75 per cent occurs 

during the winter. Altitudinally, the range of the species 

lies between sea level and 1,000 feet (300 m.), and the 

temperature fluctuates between an absolute minimum of 20°F. 

(-7°C.) and an absolute maximum of 110°F. (43°C.) The tree 

grows best on deepm sandy soils but is found on many dif

ferent soil types' including loams derived from granite and 

calcareous formations (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. 
~-------

The stock used to plant up a plot at Lichtenburg 

was raised from seed supplied by the Conservator of Forests, 

Cape Colony. Nothing is known with regard to the provenance 

of the stand at Potchefstroom. 

~~~£r!~]!£~_gi_jh~~£!~_la-!~~-!~~~_g~£!]!~· 

A large tree, sometimes 1~0 feet (40 m.) tall and 

20 feet (6m.) in girth but much smaller on exposed sites 

near the sea (ibid.) 
---~~-

; ..... 
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£;s£a~!!9~.2~~...!!l...Q.g~sl~z-g!_Qrl:~!!· 

The tree yields a soft, brittle, light wood 

W!eighing 25 to 28 lb. per cubic foot (0.40 to 0.45 gm/cu.cm.·,) 

wiith a white sapwood and pale brown heart. It is of little 

commercial value in the United States, where superior 

timbers such as Oregon are readily available. The tree is 

consequently valued mainly for amenity purposes. 

The plot at Lichtenburg was established in March, 

1913. Plants 2 to 3 years old and 12 to 15 inches (30 to 

38 cm.) high, which had been transferred from Belfast Plan

tation, were set out at an espacement of 8 x 8 feet (2.4 x 

2!t4 m.) 

Some 60 per cent of the young trees was destroyed 

by frost during the first winter, but those that survived 

looked healthy and made good growth. Blanking was carried 

out in 1916, but more than half of the replacements died of 

dtought la t~r in the year., 

Two more trees succumbed to frost in 1920 and the 

rest also suffered to some extent. Although they soon 

recovered their former, healthy appearance, their subse

quent growth was rather disappointing, and their average 

h~ight in 1929 was still no more than 25 feet ( 8 m.) Their 

n~bers, also, steadily dwindled, and only 24 of them re

mained in 1932. 

One tree survived in 1953. This still measured 25 

feet (8m.) in height and had a diameter of 6 inches (15 em.) 

Its appearance was sickly and it was dying from the top. By 

1159 the plot was vacant. 

The trial at Potchefstroom was commenced in Febr~ary, 

1908, 81 plants 19 months old and 9 inches ( 23 cm.) high being 

put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

In marked contrast to the stand at Lichtenburg, that 

/ ..... 
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~t Potchefstroom stood the first few winters very well and 

all grew fairly rapidly, reaching a mean height of 14 feet 

(4 m.) by October, 1914. It had a ~gorous appearance and 

was given a light thinning 4 years later.· 

A few, suppressed trees died back in 1921 and two 

more succumbed to drought the following year. In 1927 the 

stand was thinned down to 35 stems, by which time it had an 

~verage height of 50 feet (15 m.) In spite of the fact that 

dompetition had been much relieved two further losses occurred 

the following year and three more trees seemed to be going 

o.ff the year after that. This steady depletion of the 

§rowing stock evidently continued, for no Tees survived 
1 

iin 1959. 

Discussion of Results. ________ _._......-.. ...... _. 

Notwithstanding its extremely restricted natural 

d~stribution (the suggestion has even been made that the 

species was only rescued from extinction by the intervention 

of man) E.t·..!~Sl:!~! has assumed tremendous economic importance 

a~ an exotic in several countries in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Ih South Africa it has been planted extensively in the winter 

and all-the-year-round rainfall zones for the production of 

sawtimber and poles. Its extraordinarily rapid growth under 

c?rrect conditions and excellent timber qualities render it 

a most desirable species for afforestation purposes. Unfor-

tunately, its use almost throughout the summer rainfall has 

h~d to be discontinued because it is liable to infection by 

t~e fungus ~!E±.2s.!.§...~E-~ when injured by hail. To what ex

tent this disease made its appearance in the stands at 

Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom can no longer be determined, 

t~ough it is significant that at bGth centres the typical 

systems of die-back were observed. At all events, P. radiata 
......, ... www~-

is clearly unsuited climatically to conditions in the western 

Transvaal, and its use there cannot be recommended. 

li I 
/ ..... . 
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~!-!2~!~1! Sarg~ 

( Syn. E.!...!2B~!gJ,.J..!._ Roxb.) 

PINACEAE 

Common Name 
-~--------... ---

Chir or Longifolia Pine 

Natural Distribution _,.. ___ .. _...,. ........ _____ ....__._ 

A tree of the outer ranges and principal valleys 

of the Himalaya, where it occurs cnefly at altitudes of 

between 1,500 and 7,500 feet (460 and 2,286 m.) above sea 

l~vel, sometimes forming pure forests of large extent 
i 

but elsewhere growing in association with evergreen oaks 

~d other temperate or sub-impical hardwoods. The annual 

rainfall varies from about 35 to over 100 inches (890 to 
I 

over 2,540 mm.) a year, and is largely restricted to the 

s~mmer months. Snow is experienced only towards the upper 

limits of its distribution. Temperatures range from below 

freezing to over 100°F.(38°C.). The tree prefers deep, 

w~ll-drained, porous soils, but also tolerates rocky sites 

and hot, dry slopes (Streets, 1962). 

~.2!~~.£!• 

Tge seed used to raise plants for trial in the 

Lichtenburg Arboretum was apparently obtained from Messrs. 

Vilmorin-Andrieux, but no record can be found of the origin 
I 

of that supplied to Potchefstroom. 

~~§S!!E~!£S_of-~a~~£!~-!~!-!~~l!!-~£l~!~· 

A large tree 150 to 180 feet (46 to 55 m.) tall 

and 7 to 11 feet (2 to 3 m.) in diameter, with a fairly 

sp~eading crown at maturity. Although normally evergreen, 

its foliage is deciduous or partly so in arid areas or in 

ve~y dry seasons (Dallimore and Jackson, 1961). 

; ..... 
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An important timber tree, yielding a fairly hard, 

r;ather coarse-grained, very resinous wood, which is used 
I 

f;or building purposes, sleepers, boxes and general carpentry 

~s well as for charcoal and firewood. The species is also 

one of the principal sources of resin in India, comparing 

favourably in terms of yield with E£-!~!1!£81~~, and 
I 

E~-~~1!, though not in terms of quality (Streets, 1962). 

~r~~!!-!e_!g~-~!B£!~!!~-~~£S]~BEB!~~s-E~!£h~~~· 
I 

The trial at Lichtenburg dates from 1912, when 127 

plants 9 inches (23 cm.) high and 18 months old, which had 
1 

been raised in the Irene Nursery, were put out at an espace

ment of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 
I 

The young trees suffered badly from frost during 

their first two winters but escaped injury in 1915 and 
I 

commenced to make some growth. In 1916 it was reported that 

m$st of the plants used to blank the stand (presumably 

earlier that year) had failed, but that the older trees 

l'oked healthy. Quite 50 per cent of the stocking was cut 

back by frost again the following year, and further damage 

o~curred during the .winters of 1920 and 1921, though no . 
trees died. Only in 1919 and 1922 did the stand appear to 

s~ffer from drought. 

The trees continued to make steady, if slow 

~owth. In 1924 they were defoliated by locusts but soon 

recovered. A thinning was carried out in 1929, after which 

5~ trees remained on the plot, the diameters of which ranged 

from 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 em.). The following year their 

h~ights were given as being between 20 and 30 feet (§ and 

9 m.). Their appearance was healthy and they were said to 

bel resisting drought well. 

Further thinnings were undertaken in 1938 and 1953, 

with the result that only 32 trees were left on the plot in 

1959. 
/ ..... 
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I 

~hese had an average D.B.H. of 9.5 inches (25 cm.) and a 

height of 43 feet (13 m.) Their condition was none too 

Jealthy, for several had dead tops, but their form was 

filairly good. Most of them were relatively straight apart 

from having a slight basal sweep (a characteristic defect 

o,f this species), and had fairly light branches. The 

s\tand looked deceptively open and gave the. impression of 

b~ing somewhat drought-stricken on account of the trees 

~ving very sparse crowns. The stocking was rather uneven 

and one sizeable gap was noticed, although the centre of the 

p~ot was still fairly well occupied - indicating a consider-
!-

able measure of drought-hardiness. 

At Potchefstroom, the plot was established in 1908, 

using 81 plants "two seasonsu old and 9 inches (23 cm.) 

h~gh., which were set out at the same espacement as was adopted 

alt Lichtenburg. 

In contrast to the trees at Lichtenburg, those at 

Pbtchefstroom, stood their first winter well, though the 

tender, spring shoots were caught by late frosts in 1909 

ahd 1910. Their growth was also more vigorous, and by 1914 

they had attained an average height of 12 feet (4 m.) 
I Light damage was again caused by frost in 1914, ·but 

t~e trees were not noticable affected by drought and con-
I 

t+nued to grow well, reaching an average height of 50 feet 

(+5 m.) in 1927. At this stage the plot still carried its 

otiginal complement of trees, and the urgent need for thin

ning was commented on. 

Thirty-one trees were still left on the area in 
I 

1959, representing a stocking of 448$ems per acre (1,106 

p~r sec.) These had a mean D.B.H. of 13.3 inches (33 cm.) 
I 

and a height of 73 feet (22m.) But for a tendency to kink 

at the base, their stems were straight and had little taper. 
I 

; ..... 
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T~eir crowns were somewhat sparse, but in other respects they 

compared well with trees of this species in moister parts of 

the country. 

~~~B~~gll-£!-~~B1j~. 

P. roxburghii is an exceedingly valuable species 

f,or afforest~ting hot, dry sites, but is liable to inj1j.ry 

by severe frost. Unfortunately, it has also fallen into 

disfavour latterly because of a tendency to spiral grain, 

which severely curtails the usefulness of its timber. 

Both on account of spiral grain and susceptibility 

to frost, the species cannot be unreservedly recommended 

for farm woodlots in the western Transvaal. It is, however, 

an exceedingly handsome tree and might well be used more 

extensively for avenues and shelterbelts in the area, 

especiallyin situations where it is not exposed to the 

full force of cold winds in winter. 

; ..... 
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Pinus wal1ichiana A.B. Jackson _____ ........._..,. __ ww.wcw-

PINACEAE 

Bhutan or Himalayan Blue Pine 

Natural Distribution ............. ~..,_.~..,... 
! 

J
1 Widely distributed in the temperate regions of the 

imalaya from Nepal to Afghanistan, where it is found at an 

Jltitude of 4,000 to 12,000 feet (1,220 to 3,65l m.) in 

1,ocalities with a rainfall of between 40 and 75 inches 

(l, 000 and 1, 900 mm.) a year. The temperatures under which 

~t occurs range from 20° to 100°F. (-7° to 38°C) and the 

c1

1

1

limate is monsoonal, with a rather dry spring and heavy 

falls of snow in winter. The trees tolerates a wide variety 
I 

o:f soils abut does not thrive on those which are either 

V'ery dry or very wet (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. 
-~-.. ---.... -

The seed used for the trial at Potchefstroom was 

p;robably imported direct from India, but nothing further is 

Jnown about its origin. 

~~£!1E~12!2-~~-§E~£!~§-1a-~~~-~~1!!_li~E~~· 
I 

A tree of elegant habit, attaining a height of 

between 50 and 150 feet (15 to 46 m.). Often when growing 

alone it is feathered with branches right to the ground 

(pallimore and Jackson, 1961). 

!6.2!2~-~;e.g!~~!s~..iti~-2!-~!s!a· 

L 
The tree furnishes a fairly light, hard, resinous, 

d able wood of good quality, which works and finishes well 

and is used for builming construction, joinery, furniture, 

tea chests and railway sleepers. It also yields a superior 

resin, which has been exploited in the past for the pro

d~ction of turpentine (Streets, loc. cit. 

; ..... 
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Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom. 
-~--~~----~-~---~w-------~wwwww-w--w-ww 

I . The trial was commenced in 1909, when Bl p;llants 

2~ years old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high were put out at an 

e
1
E;Jpacemen t of 6 x 6 feet ( 2 x 2 m.). 

I 

I 

For the first few years the young trees made almost 

~o growth and in 1913 were reported to have suffered a good 

deal from frost, most of them losing their leaders. The 

~ollowing year their average height was still only 3 feet 

~l m.) but their general appearance was a little more 

promising. 

1 In 1919 the stand was badly affected by drought, 

lna three trees were reported dead a year later. Several 
I 

others looked yellow and unhealthy, but by 1921 these had 

quite recovered. The effects of drought were again dis

clernible in 1923 and 1924, but once more the condition of 
I 

~he 66 remaining trees seems to have impro~ed, for their 

~verage height had increased to 16 feet (5 m.) in 1927. 
I . 
Th~s recovery was short-lived, for 8 of them died of drought 
! 

the following year and the rest seemed very untbdfty. Many 

more sucumbed in 1929, ·and by 1959 there were no survivors.! 
i 

Discussion of Results. 

~-------;:-:~~=:~:na ____ ... _______ _ 
has made quite good growth in the 

moister and cooler parts of South Africa, including the 

eastern Transvaal highveld. There it has proved very re

~istant to cold, and some doubt thus exists as to whether 

the trees at Potchefstroom were affected so much by frost 

as by drought in 1913. In any case, the species is clearly 

bnsuited to areas as dry as the western Transvaal, where 
! 

~ts use cannot be recommended. 

; ..... 
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LEGUMINOSAE ( MIMOSOIDEAE) 

.Q~a..~S! 

Mesquite, Algaroba Bean. 

Natural Distribution ................... _... _____ ........_ __ 

1 A native of the drier parts of Central America, 

1here its range extends from Texas and New Mexico in the 
I 

Wnited States southwards through Mexico to Columbia 

~d Venezuela. It is now widely cultivated throughout 

the tropics and sub-tropics and has become naturalised, 

inter alia, in the West Indies, Brazil and Argentina 

iSargent, 1922; Streets, 1962). 

rovenance. ,.. ...... ____ ........, 
Seed for the trials both at Lichtenburg and 

Potchefstroom was supplied by Thomas Meehan and Son of 

the United States. 

~~E]i2B-2~-lS2~~!!-iB-i!§_B~~!!~-g~B!~~~ 

1 A low tree, with a long taproot penetrating to a 

lepth of perhaps 40 or 50 feet (12 to 15 m.) and a trunk 6 

~o 8 inches (15 to 20 cm.) in diameter dividing a short 
I 
I 

aietance abov~he ground into many, irregularly arranged, 

crooked branches. Besides the taproot, it also develops 

a number of horizontally radiating laterals, which bear a 

rense mass of rootlets (~rgent, ~.) 

r£2U2~2-!~~~~~!~~-~~· 
The tree is valued chiefly onaccotint of its pods, 

which supply the local Indians and Mexicans with a 

nutritious food and are greedily devoured by most herbi-

vorous animals. Its wood is heavy, close-grained, of a 

rich, brown colour and alost indestructible in contact 

rith the ground. The larger pieces are used for furniture, 

i ; ..... . 
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railway sleepers, the underpinning of buildings and for 

paving city streets, while smaller material is utilised 

as fencing posts or fuel (Sargent, !]!~·) 

~~~!a-~~-~~~~!-!~-~!£S~!SB~£~g_E~g~~~~· 

The plot at Lichtenburg was planted up over a 

period of two years, the work commencing in 1906. Plants 

18 months old and 12 inches (30 cm.) high were used, and 

were probably put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2m). 

The young trees were not at all affected by drought 

or frost for some years and had a healthy appearance, though 

their growth was slow and their habit bushy. They commenced 

flowering in 1915 but otherwide made little progress• 

In 1921 the stand suffered very badly'fro~ate 

frost, and 5 trees died right back. Nine more losses were 

experienced the following year, apparently as a result of 

drought. At this stage the whole stand began to develop 

a very unhealthy appearance~ and its height was still no 

more than 4 feet (1.2m.) in 1930. 

A thinning was evidently carried out subsequently 

to this, for in 1953 it was reported that most of the 

trees had been cut down and were coppicing vigorously. 

Those which had not been so treated were up to 10 feet 

(3 m.) tall and 3 inches (706 cm.) in diameter. 

In 1959 the plot was still almost fully stocked bus 

for one, rather conspicuous, bare patch. The trees remained 

shrubby in habit and had made practically no growth since 

1953. 

At Potchefstroom the trial was commenced in August, 

1908, when 81 plants 18 months old and 14 inches (35 cm.) high 

were put out at the same espacemnt of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

Early the following spring the new foliage was 

badly caught by late frost, but no losses occurred. 

; ..... 
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Flowering commenced in 1910, and the general condition of 

the stand was quite good although, as at Lichtenburg,~ growth 

was very slow. 

A repetition of the frost damage of 1909 occurred 

in 1912, by which time the trees had developed a scraggy, 

leaning habit. Their height a year later was 6 feet (2 m.) 

and a year after that had increasedw 8 feet (2.4 m.) 

In 1918 several trees were reported to have dead 

crowns in consequence of damage by frost, and in 1921 cold 

weather destroyed the crop of pods. By 1929 the crowns of most 

of the trees contained a good deal of dead wood and were in 

a very poor condition. 

Only about 15 struggling, badly-formed trees sur

vived in 1959, the tallest of which was about 20 feet (6 m.) 

high. The plot had become suppressed on one side by a . 
neighbouring stand of eucalypts and presented a wretched 

appearance. 

Discussion of Results • ._.._ __ ...,......_._.._..w __ w_w...,_ 

The species is evidently not ha~dy to frost in the 

western Transvaal, neither is it suited to the poor, 

shallow soil of the Lichtenburg district, which affords 

little scope for the development of a strong taproot. 

Although exceedingly drought-resistant it should be con

fined, in the interests of satisfactory growth, to deep, 

light soils and t·o low-lying situations where the water 

table is within reach of its roots. 

/ .... •' 
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FAGACEAE 

6ommon Name .,.._.....,_ __ w_ ,._ 
Evergreen or Holm Oak. 

Natural Distribution. 
--~-----------

Widely distributed in Europe and Asia, where its 

range extends along the shores of the Mediterranean from 

Portugal and Morocco to Syria and the Lebanon and thence 

east to the arid, inner valleys of the north-western 

Himalaya. It occurs from sea level up to an altitude of 

about 9,000 feet (2,743 m.), growing in areas with a 

predominantly winter rainfall of between 17 and 40 inches 

( 425 and 1, 000 mm.) a year~' It is resistant to both frost 

and drought and tolerates a wide variety of soils, occurring 

on siliceous and calcareous formations as well as rocky 

sites (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance 
__ """" _________ _ 

The origin of the plants used to establish a plot 

in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom is not known. 

~££!E.:§!.2.!}..Ew1!!-~.§~£!~a~-~~~!.!i~!t. 

An evergreen tree up to about 65 feet (20 m.) in 

height and 13 feet (4 m.) in girth, with a long, clean bole 

and broad, dense crown (!B!s·) 

!s2B~ID1£-!!~~~!-1!!-~~~~-2f-2!l~B· 
The tree yieD:ls a very hard, close-grained, durable 

timber, which is utilized for building construction, agri

cultural implements, turnery and fuel. I~s bark is employed, 

for tanning leather and its acorns make good pig feed. The 

species is used within its natural habitat for afforesting 

impoverised and eroded land, upon which its leaf-litter has a 

beneficial effect. It is also planted for shelter and shade, 

particularly at the coast (!~·) 
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Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • ......... ---------~ ......... -........._.,_. ....................... ..,_ .... ...,.......__.... 

The plot was planted up in 1914, but no other details 

relating to its establishment are recorded. 

The young trees grew quite strongly for a number 

of years, the ta~lest of them reaching a height of 10 feet 

(3 m.) in 1921. Thereafter, however, they began to have a 

siunted appearance, turning yellow in 1924, and further 

progress was very slow. 

Alternate rows of trees were removed in 1949, when 

superfluous stems were also cut out. The remaining trees 

were pruned to a height of 6 feet (2 m.) 

Seventy trees, representing a stocking of 1,045 

stems per acre (2,580 per hec.) were found in 1959, almost 

all of the stumps apparently having coppiced. These had a 

mean D.B.H. of 6.3 inches (16 cm.) and a height of 26 feet 

(8 m.) Their form was poor, for they had become multistemmed 

once more and some were sub-fastigate in habit. One had died 

and was removed, but the rest were healthy and had extremely 

dense, dark green crowns. The species is evidently excep-

tionally tolerant since, despite the heavy stocking and the 

density of the canopy, there seemed to be little tendency 

for small, suppressed individuals to die out. 

Discussion of Results. ---............ ....,. .... ___. ............. ..__. 

The extraordinary drought-hardiness of this species 

is already well known in South Africa, where some of the 

finest specimens are to be found in dry areas such as the 

Karroo. It makes an exceedingly fine shade tree, deve

loping a dense, spreading crown when given adequate room 

for development. Unfortunately its growth is very slow.: 
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Rhus lancea L.f. _ .... ___ ... __ ___ 

ANACARDIACEAE 

Common Name ................... -~--
Karree 

Natural Distribution _,.._. ... ......., .. ..-rmww ____ .., __ _ 

Widespread in Southern Africa and indigenous to all 

the four Provinces of South Africa. Although present in the 

belt of moist country which lies between the eastern escarp

ment and the Indian Ocean, it is in the drier parts of the 

interior that it becomes a truly characteristic element of 

the vegetation, occurring abundantly along the banks of 

streams and in patches of bush. It is very hardy to 

drought and frost, resists termite attack and grows on a 

great variety of soils, including those derived from dolerite, 

sandstone and limestone (Palmer and Pitman, 1961; Schonland, 

1930) 

Provenance _......,_._ ............. 
The seed used to establish a plot in the Lichten

burg Arboretum was collected locally. 

~§£!iE~~a-B1-!a~-BE~£i~§-1E-l!~-M~!!Y~-g~£1~~ 

An evergreen shrub or small tree, seldon exceeding 

a height of 20 feet (6 m.) in South Africa but growing to 

almost three times this size near Salisbury in Rhodesia. 

It6 dense, rounded crown and pendulous foliage call to mind 

the Weeping Willow, but its gnarled, heavily leaning limbs 

have a character all their own (ibid.) --
§gBa£a!£_fiDEB£~£!-1B_££BB!r1~~-B£_Q!1GiB• 

The species yields a hard, tough, reddish-brown, 

durable wood which was at one time in great demand for 

fence posts, roof spars and wagon tents. In certain dis-

tricts its foliage is looked upon as a good fodder. Its 

; ..... 
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fruits are said to be an excellent poultry feed. However, it 

is as a shaf!.e ana. ornamental tree that the Karree is most 

esteemed, being regarded by some as without rival among the na

tive species of these parts. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Lichtenburg 

The plot Wa8 established in the summer of 1907/08 using 

12-month-old plants 12 inches high, which were put out at an 

espacement of 6 x 6 feet. 

The young trees grew well for the first two years, 

reaching a height of 3 to 4 feet by August, 1909. Their 

shape, however, was very bushy, most of them having five 

or six leaaers, which were thinned out to one that same year. 

The plot was banly frosted in 1912, and the trees once 

more became very bushy. They made little growth and still 

averaged only 5-! feet in height in 1913. In 1918 the number 

of stems per tree was brought aovm once a~ain to two, but 

this only still).ulatea_ the prolific a_evelopment of epicormic 

shoots from mear ground level. Progress continued to be slow, 

for in 1937 the general level, of the canopy was still no more 

than 12 feet. 

In 1959 the plot was still alm0st fully stocked, innicating 

an exceptional degree of Arought harniness, but the canopy 

level had not advanced beyond 20 feet and the r'liamcter of the 

larger limbs was only 3 to 8 inches at a point 4-! feet from 

their base. The trees had a very picturesque habit, however, 

consisting of ohe or more heavily leaning limbs, each radiating 

out in a different direction ana crossing those of neighbouring 

trees. Branching was from ground level, ana the inclination 

of the limbs was such that it was impossible to move about the 

plot freely. 

224/ •••••• 
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Discussion of Results 

The hardiness of this species in the western Transvaal 

is beyond question. Its usefulness, however, is somewhat 

limited, though it is sui table for low winC!brea.ks ana. for orna

ment. Moreover its limbs can be used for fence posts and fuel. 

As a street tree in the town of Lichtenburg, where it possibly 

receives a certain runount of water from nearby gardens, it 

has succeeded very well, anA its modest size at maturity, 

pleasingly rounC!ed, aense crown anr'i reputed longevity cannot 

but commend it for this and similar purposes. 
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Rhus viminalis Vahl. 
________ ...,... ____ 

ANACARDIACEAE 

Common Name. 
~-------..,----

Karree. 

Natural Distributi~n .... ..,..... ....................... _ ... __ ......,.., ___ 
Endemic in the Cape Province, where it occurs on 

the banks of streams and near marshy ground in Namaqualand, 

Bushmanland and Griqualand West, giving its name to the 

Karree Bergen and many farms in the area. It is also found 

at Clanwilliam and at Graff-Reinet. The climate throughout 

the area is arid or semi-arid, and the tree is able to subsist 

only where seepage moisture is available in the soil, brak 

though this may be. Summer temperatures are exceedingly high 

and severe frost is experienced in winter at the higher ele

vations (Schonland, 1930). 

Provenance • ....,...,_.. .. __ .... ____ _ 

Seed for the trial at Potchefstroom was supplied 

by a certain Mr. Grenfell, whose place of business is not 

recorded. 

~!!E~!SB-2!-~~~!!§_!E-~~-!~~l~ H~El~~~ 

A small tree up to 30 feet high (9 m.) much resem-

bling ~-~~ in its Willow-like habit but with slightly 

broader leaflets. 

§££B£!!g_J~E££~~!-!B-2~~!l-B!-2£!~B· 

The species is of little economic importance at 

the present day but was formerly used extensively for fence 

posts and fuel in rural areas. It is now valued more for 

shelter and ornament than for its wood, and is much planted 

for these purposes. 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom • --.. ............. _._....,.....,... __ __......_. _______________ ... __ 
The plot was established in February, 1908, using 

81 plants "two seasonstt old and 18 inches (45 cm.) high, 

; ..... 
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which were put out at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees stood the harsh climate exceedingly 

well and by October, 1909, were already 5 feet (1.5m.) tall. 

A year later the block was still complete, but in 1911 a 

serious infestation of aphis occurred which left the trees in 

an enfeebled and somewhat dried-out condition. Superfluous 

stems were removed at this stage and growth re-commenced in 

1912. 

The stand seemed to suffer a little from drought in 

1913 but by October the following year it had reached a height 

of 8 feet (2.4 m.) As a result of the cleaning operation car

ried out two years previously, vigorous epicormic shoots made 

their appearance. These sprang from the base of each tree 

and reached straight up to its crown, apparently flourishing 

at the expense of the main stem. 

The trees made steady, though rather slow progress, 

and appeared healtAY• In 1915 it was remarked that they 

would provide excellent shelter for small stock. Neither 

frost nor drought had any noticeable effect on them except tat· 

in 1921 they lost all their foliage, apparently as a result 

of the colci. 

Fifty trees (equivalent to a stocking of 746 stems 

per acre (1,842 per hec.) remained on the plot in 1959. These 

were still healthy and had a mean D.B.H. of 6.2 inches (16 cm.) 

and a height of 31 feet (9 m.) The wuckers mentioned in 1914 

had evidently been removed, for each tree had a single. though 

inclined stem and a rather spreading crown. The canopy was 

continuous and cast a moderately deep shade. 

Discussion of Results. _______ ...,.... .. ____________ ...,.,..,_ 

Like B~~~~ this species is exceedingly resis

tant to drought as well as frost. While, from an economic 

point of view, its value is negligible, it is, nevertheless, 

a most useful tree for shelter and ornament in dry areas. 

; ..... 
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Family ... _ .... ....._ 

LEUGUMINOSAE (PAPILIONACEAE) 

Common Names • ..,...,__. .. _ ........ ., ..... 
Black Locust, False Acacia. 

Natural Distribution ______ .......,_. ___ .... _ 
A tree of the Appalachian Mountains and their en

virons in the eastern United States, where its range extends 

from Pennsylvania to Georgia and thence westwards to 

Illinois, Indiana and Arkansas. It is nowhere common but 

occurs most plentifully and attains its largest size at 

altitudes of less than 3,000 feet (olO m.) on the western 

slopes of the Alleghenies in West Virginia. The rainfall 

over most of its range is between 40 and 55 inches (1,000 

and 1,397 mm.) a year, of which the greater part occurs in 

summer,· In cultivation it tolerates much drier conditions, 

however. Mean annual temperatures vary between 50° and 

60°F., (10° and 16°0.) and both frost and snow are common, 

particularly in the north. The tree does best on moist, 

rich loamy soils, but is very cosmopolitan and occupies a 

great variety of sites, frequently colonizing old fields and 

other clearings. It is now cultivated very extensively in 

North America, not only within but also outside its natural 

habitat. Besides this it is used for afforestation on a 

large scale in other temperate areas of the world, particu

larly Europe (Harlow and Harrar, 1937; Streets, 1962). 

~~!!E].!.2!L.2L.]a~~~~§-1!:-i1:§~.]!!~-B.€!-:2~~· 

A medium-sized, deciduous tree, usually 40 to 60 

feet (12 to 18m.) tall and 1 to 2 feet (30 to 6o cm.) in 

diameter but occasionally reaching a height of 100 feet (30 m.) 

and a diameter of 4 feet (122 cm.) On good sites it develops 

a clean, straight bole surmounted by a narrowly oblong head 

; ..... 
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(ibid.) --
The tree yields an exceedingly hard, heavy strong, 

close-grained wood of a brownish, or rarely, greenish colour, 

with a pale yellow sapwood. It is very durable in contact 

with the ground. In former times it found a ready applica

tion in the ship-building industry, especially as "tree

nailsu, on account of the fact that it swells and contracts 

little with changes in moisture content. Present-day uses for 

it include all manner of constructional work, railway sleepers, 

turnery and fuel. The tree is of value for preventing and 

controlling soil erosion because it throws up numerous 

suckers when its roots become exposed. Like most legumes, 

it improves soil fertility through the agency of nitrogen

fixing ~acteria present in the nodules on its roots (~.) 

1I~-i~~h~~~£~~~-~~£h~~g£g£S_~-~~~ss~!~~~gs. 

The trial~ Lichtenburg was initiated in 1905, when 

planms 12 months old and 3 feet·~ cm.) high were put out at 

an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

The young trees made good progress and were pruned 

to single stems in 1909. That same year early spring growth 

was cut back by late frost, and the damage was repeated 3 

years later. Although, by March, 1913, the average height 

of the trees had risen to 10 feet (3 m.) frost damage re

curred the following spring and again in 1915, 1916 and 1917 .e. 

It gradually became apparent that the trees were 

making no more growth, and in 19 20 12 of them died off.: .. 

Thirty more failed in 1923, and a year later the interior 

of the plot was in a moribund state. 

The situation remained unchanged for several years, 

but in 1933 a good many more trees began to die off. This re

trogression continued until, by 1959, only one stump remained 

; ....• 
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alive, supporting coppice re-growth 6 feet high (2 m.) 

At Potchefstroom, 81 plants l season old but already 

4 feet (1.2 m.) high were put out at the same espacement as 

at Lichtenburg in August, 1908. 

Growth was very rapid, for a year later the young 

trees had an average height of 9 feet (3 m.) and were pruned 

to single stems. Although slightly affected by late frost, 

the following year they stood 12 feet (4 m.) high. In 1913 

there were unmistakable signs that they were suffering from 

drought, but they continued to make steady growth, reaching 

a height of 20 feet (6 m.) in 1917. Late frost destroyed the 

immature pods in 1921, but no other dmnage resulted. 

Fourty-four trees, equivalent to a stocking of 657 

stems per acre, (1,622 per hec.) lived on until 1959, when 

their average D.B.H. was 6.3 inches (16 cm.) and their be~ght 

29 feet (9 m.) Although their stems were moderately straight, 

almost all were forked. Their condition could no longer be 

described as thrifty since they had thin crowns and most of 

them had died back to some extent. 

Discussion of Results. ____________ .. _____ .................... ~ 

The species suffered more severely from the cold at 

Lichtenburg than might have been expected, possibly on ac-

count of excessive exposure to wind. It is also by no means 

proof. against drought in the western Transvaal when planted 

in stand form. 

Nowhere in South Africa had the Black Locust grown 

sufficiently well to be of much use as a timber tree, though 

results have so far been best alongside a stream at Imperani 

Plantation in Orange Free State, where the climate is not very 

different to that at Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom. The use 

of the species in the western Transvaal for a stabilizing 

dongas and for ornament is therefore feasible in situations 

/ ..... 
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which aff~rd shelter from cold winds in winter and where 

a little moisture is present throughout the year in the 

deeper layers of the soil. 

; ..... 
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Schinus molle Linn. __________ ......... 

ANACARDIACEAE 

Common Names _......._... --w-
Pepper Tree 

Natural Distribution 
~~~----~----~--~ 

Endemic in the more arid parts of the Andes in South 

America, growing as a bush in dry sand reaching tree size in 

the beds of seasonal rivers where soil moisture is available 

at depth. It is now widely cultivated for shade and ornament 

i~he warmer-temperate parts of the world, and has become 

naturalised in several cGuntries (Streets, 1962), including 

our own. 

Provenance. _____ ..... __ ........... 
The origin of the seed used to raise plants for 

trial at Potchefstroom is not recorded. 

~~§£!iE~!~-21-~~~£~~~~~~!!~-~~!!l· 

A bush or small, evergreen tree with spreading crown 

and atUactive, pendulous foliage (l]!g.) 

The species is of little value for timber, but 

yields a mastic which is used locally as a purgative, and its 

berries are ground for pepper (lE!S•) 

The plot was established in February, 1910, when 81 

plants 8 months old and 9 inches (23 cm.) high were put out 

at an espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

From the start the young trees stood the dry condi

tions exceedingly well but were repeatedly injured by frost. 

Their growth was at first slow, but by 1914 they had attained 

an aerage height of 12 feet (4 m.) Slight frost damage con

tinued to occur almost annually up to 1921, and the trees began 

to have an increasingly unhealthy appearance. In 1929 several 

of them appeared to be dying. 
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Thirty-two trees, representing a stocking of 

478 stems per acre (1,180 per hec.) were still alive and 

healthy in 1959. These had a mean D.B.H. of 11.3 inches 

(28 cm.) and a height of 41 feet (13 m.) Judged from a sil-

vicultural point of view their form was very poor, for their 

boles were crooked, forked, twisted and leaning, and their 

light, feathery crowns covered the greater part of their 

length. Nevertheless, the stand as a whole was aesthetically 

staisfying and made a delightful retreat from the sun. 

Discussion of Results. 
_...__.......,._~~-m=---

Not only in the western Transvaal but also in the 

Orange Free State and Cape Province, this species has 

amply demonstrated its ability to survive prolonged periods 

of drought. It is, however, less hardy to frost, which 

imposes by far the greater limitation upon its usefulness 

for shade and ornament. 

; ..... 
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TAMARICACEAE 

Common Name 
____ ,...,... 

French Tamarisk 

Natural Distribution 
-www~w----~~~~ 

Widely distributed in the warmer parts of Europe, 

where it is found in western France and along the Mediterra

nean coast, mostly on river banks near the sea. It is much 

cultivated in many different countries for the fixation of 

coastal sand dunes, for reclaming saline soils and for 

ornament (Streets, 1962). 

Provenance. 
-- ..... w,....._,... 

Plants were raised from cuttings for the establish

ment of a plot at Lichtenburg, but the source of these is 

not recorded. 

B!~!R~!2B-21-~ae s~e£!~swia.i!s ~~~!!~_g~B!~ 

An evergreen shrub or small tree, with attractive, 

pink flowers, growing to a height of 10 feet (3 m.) in the 

northern parts of its range and to 30 feet 9(m.) in the south 

(ibid.) ---
!£~nom!£-lmE2E~~~1s-22Ba~r!~~w£!_Q~1B1B· 

The species is of value mainly for ornament and 

shelter and for the reclamation of coastal driftsands and 

saline flats, but its wood is used as fuel. 

~!!!-U!!~~.2!:~.:!iE-!l-~~.s!Ui~:EB.£&. 

The plot was established in 1905, using plants 12 

months old and 2 feet (60 cm.) high raised from cuttings. 

The usual espacement for that period of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) 

was adopted. 

From the very outset the plants did not look 

thrifty and made little growth. Almost every winter they 

; ..... 
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suffered from frost, and in 1913 their average height was 

still only 3 feet (1 m.). Some years later they were killed 

to the ground by frost and then eaten off by termites. 

A few of them sprouted again and struggled on for a while 

longer, but by 1925 they were all dead. 

Discussion of Results • .........,.__.., .. ..,_w ____ _ 

In inland districts this species is suitable only 

for planting as an ornamental shrub in gardens. Even for 

this purpose it is not to be recommended for use in the 

western Transvaal on account of being too tender to grost. 

/ ... ••' 
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CUPRESSACEAE 

Common Names ......... _ ...... _.... .............. 

Chinese Arbor Vitae 

Natural Distribution .....,_...._.._ ____ __.....__ ... _ 
A tree of the more elevated parts of northern 

China and Korea, It has been long cultivated in Japan and 

other Asian countries as far west as Iron (Streets, 1962.) 

Provenance ---
The seed used to raise plants for trial in the 

Arboretum at Potchefstroom seems to have been obtained from 

Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux of France. 

~~§£!!~~!2E-~~h£w§~£1~-!a-!!§-!~!-tl~E!~~~ 

An evergreen shrub or small tree up to 40 feet 

(12 m.) high, often with several stems from the base and 

with a dense crown (ibid.) -----
!2ga.gm!s..l!!:e£r~~~-!!L2.2~!~-.2!-2!!s!n· 

The tree yields a close-grained timber, which is 

rather knotty, but fragrant and durable. It is used locally 

for furniture and fence posts (!B!~·) 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom ~ .................. ,.._......,...,.....,__,..___. ______________ ____ 
The trial was commenced in February, 1911, but no 

details as to the size of the plants or planting distance 

have been preserved. 

The young trees were quite unaffected by frost and 

drought, and made reasonably vigorous growth, reaching an 

average height of 5 feet (1.5 m.) in 1914. Two years later, 

howvere, the largest of them all died off, though the rest 

continued to thrive. 

In 1919, the stand developed a yellowish, sickly 

appearance, which persisted for less than a year, but re-

curred at fairly frequent intervals thereafter. The grwoth 

; ..... 
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of the trees, too, was slower than it had been, and in 1927 

their average height was still only 13 feet (4 m.) 

In 1959, 45 trees were left on the area, repre

senting a stocking of 672 stems per acre (1,660 per hec.) 

These had a mean D.B.H. of 4.2 inches (11 cm.) and a height 

of 29 feet (9 m.) Their form was rather indifferent, for 

forks werefairly numerous and a few of them crooked stems. 

Although not noticeably suppressed by other stands except 

on one side, they appeared unthrifty and their crowns 

were thin. 

Discussion of Results. _ ... _.. ___ ....: .. _________ ...., .... 
Nowhere in South Africa has this species shown 

any promise as a timber tree, for its growth is invariably 

slow and it is inclined to be forked and branchy. Not

withstanding the fact that it is very hardy to drought and 

frost, it can only be recommended for ornament in the 

western Transvaal. 

; ..... 
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ULMACEAE 

Common Name ............... __._......,.., 

Chinese Elm. 

Natumi Distribution 
_______ .... ___________ ._... ......... 

Indigenous to eastern Asia, where it has a very 

wide distribution in northern China, Korea, Formosa and 

Japan (Elwes and Henry, 19Qe - 1913; Streets, 1962). 

Provenance ... ............__._ .......... 
The origin of the seed used to raise plants for trial 

at Potchefstroom is not recorded. 

~~~£!~E~~~ll-2f-~~-§~!£l!§-be~!§-~!!~-tl~£!~~~ 

A tree of small to medium size, occasionally at-

taining a height of 80 feet (24 m.) and a girth of 4 feet 

(122 cm.) with a rounded crown (ibid.) -
The tree yields a hard, tough wood. This is diffi

cult to cleave and, because of the smallness of the Jogs, 

is seldom worth sawing into boards (Elwes and Henry, ~2£·£~.) 

Trial in the Arboretum at Potchefstroom 
....... _..._ _ _. ...................... ________________ .., ___ _._.......,_ 

The plot was established in July, 1908, at an 

espacement of 6 x 6 feet (2 x 2 m.) using 81 plants 3 seasons 

old and 5 feet 6 inches (13 to 15 cm.) high, which had been 

raised in the Irene Forestry nursery. 

A year later no failures had occurred and some of 

the trees were already approaching 8 feet (2.4m.) in height. 

In October the following year the stocking was still com

plete, but it was noticed that the tops of the trees had de-

veloped a tendency to lean over. This tendency became more 

pronounced, and some individuals assumed an ugly, drooping 

habit, which, however, was apparently corrected by judicious 

pruning. 

; ..... 
_j 
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The stand continued to be unaffected by drought and 

made good growth, reaching height of 12 feet (4 m.) in 1914. 

However, shortly thereafter it began to show signs of sup

pression on one side, where it adjoins a plot of ~1l~~ 

melliodora. __,_...... _____ _ 
For some years more the trees remained healthy, and 

even those near the eucalypts put on some growth. However, 

in 1924 they started to become stag-headed. Although no 

further deterioration set in immediately, they made little 

further progress, averaging only 15 feet (5 m.) in height 

in 1926. At that stage the stand still comprised no less 

than 77 trees, and its condition would have been much im

proved by thinning. From 1928 onwards the trees became 

progressively more stag-headed, and in 1959 the plot was 

vacant. 

Discussion of Results. -------------------
The Chinese Elm is a most useful ornamental tree, 

and is particularly suitable for street planting because 

its form is reasonably compact and its growth not too 

robust. It is exceedingly hardy to f.rost and will evidently 

stand a great deal of drought. The trial at Potchefstroom 

cannot be considered a fair test, for not only was thinning 

completely neglected but the stand was also exposed to 

competition on one side from a nearby stand of eucalypts. 

Consideration might well be given to the use of the species 

in streets, parks and gardens in the western ~ransvaal, more 

especially in situations where watering can be undertaken 

in time of drought,. should this become necessary. 
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Acacia :pendula A. Cunn. 

Family. 

LEGill,UNOSAE, 

Common Name. 

Weeping Myall. 

Geographical Distribution. 

Confined to the drier parts of New South Wales and 

Queensland, where it occurs west of the Dividing Range 

in areas where the rainfall is up to about 30 inches 

(800 mm.) a yeare A constituent of savanna woodland, 

it is often found in as3ociation with Eucalyptus largiflorens. 

It frequently grows on heavy soils subject to periodic 

inundation, and is considered to be an indicator of good 

land. 

Description of the SJ?ecies in its Native Habitat. 

A handsome tree with pendulous branches and ashy 

grey phyllodes, growing to a height of from 30 to 35 
feet (9 to llm.) and a diameter of between 12 and 18 

inches (30 and 45 cm.). 

Economic ImportRnce in Country of Origin. 

The foliaee of the tree is relished by sheep to the 

extent that the species is threatened with extiniction 

over much of its range. The tre0 also yields an exceed

ingly dark, hard, close:-grained, beautifully marked richly 

coloured, fragrant and durable timher. This is prized 

for turnery, fancy wAre and tobacco pipes. When used 

for fence posts it remains sound for half a century or 
more. It also makes an exceptionally good fuel. 

Trials in South Africa. 

The species has been planted experimentally with 
variecl results and under widely differing climatic 
conditions. Trials at Lichtenburg and IVIachavie 
(Potchefstroom) Plantations apparently C8~e to nqught, 

though two trees planted for ornament at the former centre 

survived and have grown to fair size. Better results 

were obtained in the western Orange Free State, and the 

species merits further trial in the western Transvatile 
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Family. 

Common Name. 

Ailanthus al tissime (Mill.) Swing le. 

(Syn. A. glandulosP Desf.,) 

SIMAROilllACEAE. 

'.rree of Heaven. 

Geographical Distribution. 

Enclemic i 11. the mountains of Chilhi, northern China, 

thou~h now cvltivateCJ th'Ougho11_t that country and the greater 

part of Asi8.. The rainfall in its native habitat is 

approximately 20 to 30 inches (500 to 750 mm.) per annum, 

and occvrs almost entirely in summer. 

Description of the Species in i.ts Native Habi t2t. 

A large, deciduous tree, sometimes attaining a height 

of lOO feet (30 m.) and a girth of 13 feet (4 m.). It 

has a massively branched, oval crown, which becomes flattened 

at the top with age. 

Economic Importance in Countr:Y of Origin. 

The tree yields a light, soft wood, which is of 

little value except for fuel although sometimes used for 

joinery or poles. 

Trials in South Africa. 

A. altissimrt has been sparimgly cultivated for 

ornament in many parts of the countr~r and has proved hardy 

to frost and drought. Whether it will prove hardy also 

in the westr.=Jrn Transvaal must remain unl{nown until trials 
--

have been conducted in the area. 
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Casuarina lepido£~Oia F. Muell. 

(Syn. C. cambac;ei R.T. Bak, C. cristata Miq.) 

CASUARIN.ACEAE. 

Common Name. 

:Belah. 

Geo~raph~cal Distribution. 

Indi.r;enous to Australia, where it is the commonest 

member of the fSenus in the dry interio{ It occurs 

b d tl tl 1 t 1 f t 1 D. 1/. d . a un an y on 1e ower, wes ern s opes o ae 1'1 1ng 

Ran~e and on the western plains of Queensland, New South 
e.. 

Wales and Victoria, wheiJ its rann;e extends across the 

continent to the Eyres Peninsula in South Australia and 
1' 

the southern interioro of Western Australia. Durin,'S much 
1\ 

of the year it is exposed to severe drouJht, thouc;h 

it usually occupies relatively moist, flats and 

depressions. Frost is experienced in winter. The 

tree avoids heavy clays, preferin~ rich brovm, calcareous 
loo..I'Yl5 
~. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 

A small to medium - sized ever,c;reen tree with erect, 
cylimdrical bole and stifly erect branches. In New 
South Wales it may obtain a heic;ht of 90 feet (27 m.) 
and a diameter of 24 inches (61 cm.), but in the interiq( 
of South Australia it is no more than about 12 to 20 
feet (4 to 6 m.) tall. 

Economic Im;portance in Country of Ori.c;in. 
The tree yields a timber consistinn; of a wide band 

of cream - coloured sapwood and a cone of redish -
brown heartwood. The latter is very heavy and has a 
fine, close q;rain, but i·s not very durable. It is 
very hard to cut, thoua;h fissile and not tourr,h. The 
~reen branchlets, of the tree are fed to stock in times . !3 
of drOUJsht • 

Trials in South Africa. 
C. lepido;phloi2 has been planted experimentally at 

a number of centres, but only in Zululand has a stand 
of it been brought to maturity. The species is well 

worth a trial in the \Vest ern Transvaal for fuel, foddej 

and shade, thoun;h it is unlikely to have any commercial 

value. 

11. 
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Cuppressus arizonica Greene. 

~(True ~rizonica has probably not been tried in 
the ¥est ern Transvaal, al thou,~h C. glab£§! Sudn. has 
been planted under this name in the Arboretum at 
Pochefstroom 
Family. 

Common Name. 

see Appendix I.) 

CUPRESSACEAE. 

Arizonica Cypress. 
Geo.t:;r.§.J2hical Distribution. 

A native of North and Central America. In the 
United States it is found in the mountains of Arizona, 
New Mexico and Texas, while in Mexico i! rr,rovis in northern 
Sonora, Chihuahu.tfa and Coahuila. It is most common at 
altitudes of between 3,000 and 5,000 feet (900 and 1,500m.) 
At the lower elevations it occupies the bottoms of 
canyons and ravinJ, but at the upper limits of its range 

1\ 
it is found on slopes and ridges, particularly those 
with a cool aspect. For the most part it forms 
dense, almost pure ~ro~ of limited extent, but in some 
localities it ~rows ~n mixture with Juniperus 

J 
pachyphlaea and va~ous broad - leaved species. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 
A~~erzreen tree of medium s~ze, on the best sites 

reaching a hei~ht of from 50 to 80 feet (15 to 24 m.) 
and a diameter of up to 4 feet (122 cm.). In such 

a.. 
situations it has a strai~ht, rather rapidly t~perin~ 
trunk, a lon.r:r,, slender leader, lar.R;e, horizontal 
branches and a sharply conical crown. On exposed 
or otherwise-unfavourable sites it develops a 
lower, rounded or flattened cro~TI. 
Eco~ic Importance in Cpuntr-;y of Ori~in. 

c. arizonica is of little significance as a timber 
tree since even the laro;est stands embrace only a few 
square miles. Its wood is pale brovmish yellow, 
lio;ht in wei~ht, moderately soft, straig;ht - .q;rained and 
fainly durable. Locally it is used to a limited extent 
for buildin~ puposes. 
Trials in South Africa. 

c. arizonica is scarcely known in South Africa, 
2.!._.glabra havin.~ been planted under this name in nearly 
every instance. It may well prove as hardy in c:old, 
dry areas as the latter specie~. 
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Cu;p;pressus forbesjii Je;pson. 

(Formely kno~m locally as C •. r;uadalu;pensis Wats.) 

Family. 

CUPRESSACEAE. 
Geo~raphical Distribution. 

Indigenous to the United States ancl ,.~exico, where it 
0 

is known only from tw~localities in soutl:.ern California 

and two in Baja California. These groves are situated 

in mountainous country at altitudes rana,-ino: from 1,500 to 

5,000 feet (460 to 1,520 m.) above sea level. The 

rainfall is between 10 and 20 inches (250 and 500 mm.) 

a year, and occurs mostly in winter. 

Description o_f the S:E,ecies in its Native Habitat. 
I 

A smaJl, everrs-reen tree, usually 20 to 23 feet 

(6 to 7 m.) tall but sometimes reachin~ a hei~ht of 
~ 

34 feet (10 m.) ~water in the bottoms of camyons. 
" o.A 

Its me4n tunk is about 12 to 20 inches (30 to 50 cm.) 

in diameter, but :etrt soon divides into ntunerous, ascend-
lt'l 

in:s lip1bs. 
1'1-v 

The bark on the trunk and li~bs 
~ 

exfoliat? lil(e that of C • .c;l·abra, leaving a smooth, 

maho,c:;any brovvn on cherry - red surface. 

Trials in South Africa. 

C. forbes/ii 
I 

number of centres, 

Transvaal hi~hveld. 

has been planted experimentall~~ a 

includino: three on the eastern 

It appears to have no advanta~e over 

C. glabra, but mi~ht be tried in the Western Transvaal 

as an alternative to the latter for use in low shelter

}rei1s and hedo:es. 
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Eucalyptus albens Miq. 

Family. 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

White Box. 

Geographical Distribution. 

Widely distributed in the eastern states of Australia. 

In New Sout:h W1'11es, it is most common for the eastern 

slopes of the Dividine; R8ns;e, though it sometimes occurs 

on the tablel,-:.nds, and in valleys to the east of the divide. 

Fro~ New South Wales its range extends to the Bunya 

Mountains in Queensland and to northern Victoria. It 

is also reported from South Australia. In the south it 

ascends to an altitude of 1,500 feet (460 m.) and in 

the nortb to 3 ~OOC feet ( 910 m.). The anmJa.l rainfall 

is between 20 and 30 inc:bes ( 500 and 760 mm. ) , most of 

which occurs in summer over the northern r)srts of its range. 

ThB tree is pr8ctic8lly confined to rich well - drained, 

finable, loam;y s:.)ils. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 

A tree of moderate size, sometimes 80 feet (24 m.) 

in height and 30 inches (76 cm.) in diallleter, with attrB.c

tive, dense, silvery foliec;e. 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 

The species yields a pale strong du~2ble wood of 

excellcm t q_uali ty. This is useful for poles, posts and 

railway sleepers, and rne_kes an exceptionally good fire 

wood. The le8ves of the tree are relished by cattle, 

and itsfJowers are a :particularl? good source of nectar 

and pollen. 

Trials in South AfricB. 
E. albens has been pl2nted exDerimentally in South 

Africa and sho'.VS pro-rn:i se iY1 t:be Westorn Orrmge Free State. 

As a general- purpose, utility tree, it might he a 
valuable introd.uction to the western Transve;_:l. 
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~callptus blakelyi Maid. 

Family. 

I.JIYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Blakely ' s Red Gum. 

Geographical Distribution. 

Widespread on the tablelands and western slopes of 

the Di.iding Range in New South Wales, and recorded also 

from the contiguous parts of Queensland. The climate 

is warm to hot in summer but cool in winter, with some 

frost. The rainfall is rather low, averaging from 

18 to 30 inches (450 to 760 mm.) a year, and is not 

very reliable. The tree prefers moist, rather compact 

loams of moderat!ly good quality, and forms an open 

savanna woodland with such species as E. albens, 

E. melliodora, E. polyanthemos and E. sideroxylon. 

DescriJ2tion of the SJ2ecies in its Native Habitat. 

A smaAl to meditoo - sized tree, sometimes reaching 
a hei.C?;ht of 80 feet ( 24 m.) and a diameter of 2 to 3 
feet (61 to 91 cm.). 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 
·r 

The tree yields a stron~, fai~ly durable wood of 
a 'teddish colour, which is not distinguished 
commercially from that of E. tereticornis. 

Trials in South Africa. 

E. blakelyi has been rather neglected in South 

Africa. Of all the Red Gums it is the species best 
1"' 

suited climatically to the interio~plateau of this 

country, and one on more trials in the western 

Transvaal should prove revvarding. 
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Eucalyptus calcicultrix Ft Muell. 

Famil~. 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Black Mallee Box. 

Geographical Distribution. 

A native of the serai - arid to arid regions of 

South Australia and New South Wales. 

Characteristics and Uses in j_ts Native Habitat. 

A semi - xerpphytic mallee or small tree. 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 

The species is of no commercial V8.hl_e, but is useful 

for controlling sandy wastes in ereas of very low rainfall. 

Trials in South Africo,. 

E. calcicultrix has not been tried in South Africa, 

but shDuld be suitPble for low windbreaks on shallow, 

sPndy soil in the western Transvaal. 
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Eucalyptus intertexta R. T. Bak. 

Family. 

lVIYRTACEAE. 

Common N.e.me. 

Gum - barked Coolabah. 

Geographical Distribution. 

A species with a very extended range in the arid 

interior of continent·, 1 Australia stretching from the 

western plains of New South Wales to Western Australia 

and from the drier parts of South Australia to the Northern 

Territory. 

Chexacteristics and Uses in its Native Habitat. 

A tree up to 80 feet ( 24 m. ) tall and 3 feet ( 90 cm. ) 

in diameter, thou_gh often considerably smaller and sometimes 

shrubby in habit. 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 

The tree has a hard, red, durable, non - fissile 

wood with an interlocked grain, which should be very 

suitable for round posts and poles. 

Trials in South Africa. 

E. intertexta has not yet been established in South 

Africa. On account of its hardiness to drought (and 

probably also frost) it might well prove a valuable species 

in the western Transvaal. 
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Eucal~tus microcarpa Maid. 

Family. 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Green - leaved Box. 

~oq;raphical Distribution. 

Very widely distributed alon,~ the landward slopes 

" of the Difidin~ Range in Victoria and New South Wales, 

where its ran~e extends into South Australia and Queens-

land. Its occurrence throughout is in rather dry areas, 

and it reaches its best development on heavy but we!l -

drained cl~y or alluvium. Associated species include 

Callitris glauca, ~calyptus camaldulensis, ~melliodora 

and E. sideroxylon. 

~££iption of the Species in its Native Habitat • 
• J 

A tree of small to medium stze, sometimes attaining 

a hei,<sht of 80 feet ( 24 m.) and a diameter of 2 feet 

( 61 cm.). 

Economic Importance in Country of Ori~in. 

The species yields a hard, stron~, durable wood 

which is highly esteemed for railway sleepers, 

telegraph poles and fence posts. 

Trials in South Africa. --
E. microcarpa has been very little planted in 

South Africa, but has proved hardy both to severe 
!I 

droupht and frost. It well merits trial in the 

western Transvaal. 
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Eucl:!~tus E.§J?Uana F. Muell. 
FamJ:_ly. 

MYRTACEAE. 
Common Name. 

Drooping White Gum. 
Geographical Distribution;. 

Very widely distributed over the northern parts of 
Australia and found also on the inland of Papua. On 
the continent its ranr;e extends from the ea.st coast of 
Queensland across the Northern Territory into northern 
Western Australia. The climate varies from tropical 

monsoon at the coast to semi - arid temperate in the in
teriof Nea~ the coast hi.:;h te,~;peratureJ prevail 
throu~ho4-t the year, but on the plateau.<- ,and 
ran~es winter frosts occurs. The rainfall varies from 
10 to 60 inches (250 to 1,520 mm.) a year. The tree 
,r:;rows on a very wide rancse of topography and soils. 
- T o~ 

Neal'i the coast it is found in mixture with varie-s tropi-
cal. species, but in the deep -~nterio! it occurs a~ solitary 
specimens oh hillsides and steep cliffs. 
Description of the Species 

In the northern ;parts 
comes a tree 50 to 60 feet 

in its Native Habitat. 
of its ran~e the species be

(15 to 18 m.) and 
12 to 16 inches (30 to 41 cm.) in diameter, but in the ,.. 
interiofit is half this size. 'l -·.fl., 

Economic Importance in Countrl_£f Origin. 
The tree has a narrow, pale sapwood and a dark, 

red - brovm heart. The timber is not very hard and is 
liable to termite attack, but is used in central 
Australia for buildin~ purposes where wood is scarce. 
Trials in South Africa. 

Seed of E. papuana has been brou~ht to South 
Africa, but it is not known whether any plants were 
raised from it. If the species is tried in the western 
Transvaal particular care should be taken to select a 

• tli..-11C.e • _ • • 
suJ. table provenar.re sJ.nce the trees ~re othervnse lJ.kely 
to be killed by frost and may even sufi'er from drou~ht. 
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Eucalyptus salmonophloia F. Muell. 

Family. 

MYRTACEAE. 
Common Name. 

Salmon Gum. 
Geo~raphical Distribution. 

f 

Widespread in the southern, interio~districts of 

Western Australia between :l-he altitudes of 900 and 1,300 

feet (270 and 400 m.). The climate is warmer-temperate, 

with hot to very hot su;,lillers and cool winters accompanied 

by several frosts a year. The rainfall is 8 to 20 inches 

(200 to 500 mm.) a year, and occurs mainly durin~ winter. 

The tree reaches its best development on. fe~le red clay 
/); 

loams, bf.lt<>:rows satifactorily on ,._vvicle range of soils, 

includin.-;; sand. 

Description of the Sl2..§!cies in its Native Habitat. 

The lar~est and best of the trees of the Western Australian 
interio: E. salmonophloia attains a hei~ht of 60 to 100 feet 
(18 to 30 m.) and a diameter of 2 to 3 feet (60 to 90 cm.). 
It is a particularly attractive species, havin~ a soooth 
salmon-coloured bark and dense, glossy foliar;e. 

Economic Importance in Country of Origin. 

The tree yields a reddish, very stron.r:s, strai~ht -
grained durable timber which is used locally for construc
tional puposes, railjway sleepers,telefphone lines, mine 
props and fuel. 

Tt·ials in South Africa. 

E. salmonophloia has been planted only sparir~ly 
in gouth Africa. It has proved hardy in the Western Oran-;e 
Free State and also across the border at Lobatsi. Although 
it rnay suf:t'er from frost in exposed ~i tuations, it merits 
a trial in the Western Transvaal. 
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Eucalyptus salubris F, Muell. 

Family. 

MYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Gimlet Gum. 

Geo~raphical Distribution. 

The species occurs under the same conditions as 

E. sal~nophloia {q. v.), often in association with 

it. 

Description of the S~cies in its Native Habitat. 

A smaller tree than E. salmono;phloia, E. salubris 

grows to a height of 40 to 80 feet (12 to 24 m.) 

and a diameter of 1 to 2t feet (30 to 76 cm.). Unlike the 

former, its bole is often spirally fluted and unsound. 

Economic Importance in Country of Ori!:;;in. 

The wood of E. salubris is pale brown, very hard, heavy, 

toueh and strong. It is used mainly for mi~ing timber 

and fuel, though sometimes it is employed for buildin~, 

poles and fencin~. 

Trials in South Africa. 

E. salubris 
'I 

has proved very hardxunder dry conditions 

in the western Cape Province, but whether it would 

withstand the frost in the western Transvaal is by no 

means certain. It is a less desirable fore~ tree than 

E. salmonol2hloi§:., and should therefore be tried only 

if the latters fails. 
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Eucalyptus transcontinentalis Maid. 

(Syn. E. oleosa F. M:uell. var. f?ilauca Maid.) 

Family. 

TvTYRTACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Mofrel. 

Geographical Distribution. 

Very extensively distributed in the dry, inland 

regions of Australia from the western plains of New 
• South Wales and Victoria to the southern interio~of West-

ern Australia. It reaches its best development on red, 

clay - loaf!' flats in association with E. salmono;phloia. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 

A robust mallee ot tree up to 70 feet (21, m.) in 

Economic Importance in Country of Ori'Sin. 

The tree yields a reddish - bro\vn, hard, 

very tough, durable wood which is used for mininr; timber. 

Trials in South Africa. 

This species is all but unknOM1 in South Africa 

and should succeed in the western Transvaal if seed of 

suitable provenance is procured. 
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Pinus aristata Engelm. 

Family. 

PINACEAE. 

Comwon Name. 

Bristle - Cone Pine. 

Geo~raphicel Distribution. 

Widely scattered over the higher mountains of Colorado, 

Utah, Nevada, California, Arizona and New Mexico in the 

United States, where it e;-rows at altitudes of up to 12,000 

fePt (3,660 m.). The climate is extremely severe, the 

number of killin3; frost a 3rear being over 275 and the 

EIImual rainfall as little as 10 inches ( 250 mm.). 

Description of the Species in its T:retive Habitat. 

A small tree with a sbort bole, sometimes reaching 

a height of 40 feet (12 m.) and a diarc.eter of 4 feet 

(122 cm.). The species j_s remarkable for its extraodinary 

lonievity. The age of S8Veral trees has been ditermined as over 

4,000 years. These are claimed to be the oldest living 

orgunnus on earth. 

Economic Importance in Countr;y: of Origin. 

The species is extremely slow - growing and yields 

a wood of roar _1uali t~r sui table only rough bui lo.ing constructions, 

mining timber and fuel. 

Trials in South Africa. 

P. aristata has not yet ben introduced to South 

Africa. Altbough very slow - growing, it might prove 

useful for low shelterbelts in dry areas with cold winters, 
such as the west~rn Transvsal. 
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Family. 

Common Name. 

- . Pinus t?{ardJ.ana 

PIN.ACEAE. 

"' H:i1'alayan 

Geo~raphical Distribution. 

Wall. 

Pine. 

c. 
A native of Afghanistan, northern BaluFhistan and 

the arid, inner valleys of the north - western Himalaya, 

where it occurs at an altitude of 6,000 to 10,000 feet 

(1830 to 3,050 m.). The rainfall is scanty but the 

snowfall heavy, the total precipitation amountinq; to 

between about 15 and 30 inches (38 and 76 mm.) a year. 

The tree is capable of grovmin,~ on very dry slopes where 

the soil is shallow. It is often associated with 

Cedrus deodara. 

Description of the S£ecies in its Native Habitat. 

A much- branched tree with short bole, sometimes 

attainin_a; a hei r;ht of 80 feet ( 24 m.) and a diatlleter 

of 4 feet (122 cm.), thou,~h usually smaller. 

Economic Importance in_Qountry of Origin • 
.l 

The tree yiel~ a hard, tough, very resinous 
lA.. 

wood which is used locally for general pp.rposes. Of more 
~ 

importance are its see~, which are eaten locally. 

Trials in South Africa. 

P. ~erardiana has been planted experimentally 

without r~reat success at a number of stations in South 

Africa. For trial in the western Transvaal it should 

be re - introduced from a suitable locality 

within its natural ran~e. 
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R.T. Bak. 
(Syn. E. stuartiana F .. ~ ,1 ) • lYlUe.L • 

Family. 

MYRTACEAE. 
Common Name. 

Apple Box, But But. 
Geographical Distribution. 

.1> 
Widespread alon<?; the western slopes of the ~ vj ding 

1 ' 
Ran~e and on the northern Tablelands of New South Wales, 

where its ran~e extends to the Stanthorpe Plateau in 

Queensland and the eastern half of Victoria. It is 

essentially a species of low to medium altitudes and of 
Q 

a temperate, somewhat dry climate. The sum,..:.ers ar~ warm 

but the winters are frosty. The rainfall is between 

25 and 45 inches (635 and 1,140 mm.) a year. The tree 
V 

is found mainly on heavy, alluvial soils in open sa)1lanna 

woodland, where its associates are E. blakelyiL 

E. melliodora and E. sider~lon. 

Description of the Species in its Native Habitat. 

A rather small tree, usually 40 to 70 feet 

(12 to 21 m.) in hei,o;ht and li to 3 feet (45 to 91 cm.) 
in diameter, but larger under favourable conditions. It 

has a short, poorly formed bole and heavily - branched, 
uftlbracseous crovm with pendulous branchlets. 

Economic Importance in Country of Orip;in. 

The tree is mainly useful for shelter, shade and 
ornament. Its wood is pale brown, soft and brittle, and 
~~itable on~~ for pulp and fuel. 
,) . 

Trials in South Africa. 

IN 
E. bridv,esiana is frequently enco~ntered in the 

cooler and drier parts of South Africa, where its almost 
invariabtlY satisfactory growth, hardiness to frost and 
drou~ht and relative irununity tg, Snout Beetle attack 
~n it one of the best and s~fest eucalyptus forfarm 
woodlots and shelterbelts. The species can be expected 

to succeed in the Western Transvaal. 
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%!~!?::!:tbtts sabiniana nougl. 

,Eamily. 
PINACEAE. 

Common Name. 

Die;,~ er Pine. 

Geo~raphical Distribution. 
Widespread in the central ran~e~ and the arid foothiils 

of the Sierra Nevada in California, U.S.A., where it occurs 

at and altitude of about 400 to 4,000 feet (120 to 1,220 m.). 
9 

It is very hardy do drou.Jht and p;rows on dry shallow 

c;ravels, forminc; an open scrub - forest. 

Descri£tion of the ~ecies in its Native Habitat. 

A short-baled tree with crooked branches, sometimes 
attainin~ a hei~ht of 80 feet (24 m.). 

Economic Impo~nce in Countr~ of Ori~in. 

Timber from th~s species is lio.;ht, soft, bristtle and 
very resinous, but is nevertheless used locally. The 
seeds are ~~. ;u;t;.A.6-

Trials in South Africa. 
b 

P. sa.iniana is a rather slow c;rowin~ species but is 
very ha;;di to fr~st and droujht. In the ,Western 
Transvaal it miP.;ht prove useful for slu;l ter. 
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